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.ABS'IRACI'

'!he study began as ethnograprlc explorations with members of a

rural theatre group creati.rg a play about the cc:mra.mity •s history.
'Ihrough six llDnths of participant observation, fOOlS on reco:rdirg what

participants learned about theatre has been recast into a framework
with

meanin:.J, c.harge,

arrl experience of c.harge as central. 'Iheories of

nKXiernity were linked to participants' context of pervasive c.harge.
'!he study came to ask what we mean by c.harge ani how that

influences our actions arrl responses to leaming as both "leazners"
ani "adult educators".

Four areas of discovery emerged which both

raised ani responded to aspects of this complex question.
Two areas

of discovery fOOlS on c.harge concerning constructions

of adult educators, transition in: 1) Methodological works reflecting
adult educators • c.harging constructions of adult education; 2) rata
analysis process including fonns of representation.

"Paradigmatic

transition" is proposed as a framework to interpret present gaps ani
epistemological inconsistency in methodology arrl methods of research.
In response to methods inconsistent with methodology, data

analysis process has been reconceptualized as a synthesis of: relevant
social theory arrl methodology; arrl constructions emerging fran
experience with data analysis arrl creation of representational fonn.
'Ihe other two areas of discovery focus on change related to

leaming theory. Based on fieldwork, the study provides interpretation
of one set of participants •jleazners • : 3) Social processes related to
constructions of

meanin:.J, c.harge, arrl leaming;

4) 'Iheatre experience

with paradigm creation as part of their social process.
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'!he literature review identifies recent transition both in social

c:ilarge

am in leam.irg theories.

on process of c:ilarge, meani.rg

'!he study proposes that, with a focus

am culture may provide a nexus

between

these theories. SUggestions for :reconstnlction of leam.irg process

theory are offered through a theoretical synthesis. A set of worki.rg

assumptions fran data analysis process provides a series of links
focusirg on meani.rg

am culture, social process am

c.han]e, connected

with leam.irg process theory. A summary of these links follows.
'!he worki.rg assunptions include processual definitions of meani.rg

(in:tividuals• experience of relationship) arrl "cultural-meani.rg"
(meani.rg which members of a group cx:me to have a sense of holdirg in
oc:moon) • In a processual definition, "leam.irg" is linked with

''meaning": A process of changirg meani.rg within an intividual.
Since meani.rg is socially created arrl maintained (in epistemology
adopted) , study of social processes must be pursued to interpret

in:tividuals • meanings.

Cllange, as both process arrl experience, is

embedded in a larger social framework.

Social dynamics related to

in:tividuals • meanings include: social creation arrl maintenance of
meani.rg, loss of meani.rg, arrl social response to loss of meani.rg.

Irrlividuals exposed to possible leam.irg situations as c.han]e may
experience a "tension in certainty" in which c.han]e may be viewed by
"the potential lecnner" as: 1) Exploration, IOOVement towards meani.rg;

or 2) Disruption, IOOVerent away fran meani.rg.

'!he study proposes an

epistemology of change as part of experience of leam.irg. A processual
definition of experiencirg c:ilarge is offered: Cl1ange is the word we
use at the nanent of awareness arrl thereafter when we recognize
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sanet:hirg as havin;J altered in relation to ourselves.

Assunpt.ions

about qualities associated with experiencin;J ~ are also p:rovided.

A bridge is offered between epist.eoology of chan;Je

am social

process: How inlividuals anchor meanirg in their social interactions.
'lWo

anchors in "social entities" eme.J:ged in the sb.ldy: "group entity"

am "social structure".

In dynamics of inlividuals' interactions,

their meanirg of anchors may emerge am shift subtly or abruptly.

Concemin:J

the fourth area of discovery, b.lo descriptions of

participants' theatre experience are provided: 1) A narrative of
fieldwork experience; am 2) 'Ihe Mobile-framework, a no:iel-description
of participants' theatre process which details participants 1 theatre
process considered fran the set of worki.rg assunptions. It includes
participants 1 interactions interpreted in terms of "paradigmatic
actions" am aims tcMa:rds reflecting dynamics of participants'
interactions in creatin;J am resporrli.rq to chan;Jin;J meanings.
'Iheatre process is considered in light of theory of noiemity,
particularly atterxting to secularization, inlividuation, abstraction.
'lheatre processes as paradigm si.nultaneously foster am offer
inlividuals a response to modenl corxtitions of plurality am cban;Je.
'Ihe final chapter's reflections are couched in terms of three

orientations tcMa:rds adult education: 1) "Paradigm-watchers"; 2) '!hose
concerned with specific theory content;

am

3) '!hose concerned

with

specifics of daily practice. '!he sbJdy challen;es adult educators of
all orientations to make e>q>licit our vantage p:>ints am to "follow
through" on implications related to learning when placing meanirg arrl

chan;Je at epistennlogical centre. Reflections range fran inplications
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for c::ont:e.nplated chan;Je in organizations, anag researchers,
those ergaged in interactions with "groups of learners".

am

aiOOrg

Finally, the

study advocates seekirg out horN learners culturally .i.nterp:ret the wom

"leamirg'' as part of research efforts directed tcMards .i.nterp:retirg

imividuals' experience of leam.in:.J.
'!he study's aforementioned set of working assumptions

am

Mobile-framework are incorporated into a six part document which also
includes a Preface linkirg the study to adult education works,

am

substantial Bibliography divided into five sections :reflectirg the
study's nultidisciplinary nature.
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'Ihe Fourth Act-Play
'!he play •s the t:Jti.rg

- Hamlet, II, line 590.
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'Ibis stage portrays the majority of group members' remaining

sessions together.

'!he

next stage overlaps with this one in its

portrayal of the close of the play, the final cast party, 'am data
fran the secord set of interviews.

'!he theme in this fourth Act-Play stems from group members'

changirg orientation in acting throughout this period.

'!heir context,

however, changes between dress rehearsal an:l perfonnance.

A

seam runs

through this Act-Play reflecting their contextual transition.

T1ME OF YEAR

Fall began to falter before the willfulness of winter.

By the

final night of perfonnance swirling winds successfully accosted the
brown crash doors of the school.

An air of chill pervaded the

building suspended about those "inside".

PERIOD OF T1ME

Strung tightly together, these six sessions occurred between
October seventh ani October twelfth.
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Group members 1 final meetings

were pressed into six

days, being

three nights of rehearsals

am

three

nights of perfonnance.

I.DCATION

Members scattered off into small groups during their interactions

of the prior period.
proxinrl.ty.

At IOOSt, there had been vague patterns of

However, during their dress rehearsals they were mainly

one of four places: in the dressingrooms, backstage, on stage, or in

the body of the theatre (including the sound and lighting booth).
ruring the evenings of perfonnance they were either in the
dressiJ1groars, backstage, or on-stage.
After each night of perfonnance there were parties.

Group

members gathered at cam•s hotel room on the first two nights.

The

final party took place at the home of the stage manager's parents.
'!he party was held in the basement of their home.

~CE

Although arriving at different times during each "session",
deperxli.ng on how long they had to prepare and how nervous they were,

once people came they stayed for the finale.
audience, there were fewer each night.
was two-thirds full.

In tenns of the

The first night the auditoritnn

The second night it was a little over half-full

am on the final evening it

was approximately one third full.
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EMERGING PA'ITERNS OF PROCFSS
SUspen:ied in the Mobile-framework, this section recreates group

members' last half dozen meetings.

'IWo different glazes, one rippled

ani dull, the other more smooth arrl shiny, suggest transition between

group members' rehearsals arrl perfonnances.

'lhese differences are

reflected in the segments which follow.
EMERGING SHAPES m GROOP MEMBERS' INTERACI'IONS:
ORIENTATIONS EMERGING m DRESS REHEARSAL IDRK

With the inception of dress rehearsals, group members'
interactions shifted once more.

As well as portraying changes in

group members 1 interactions, descriptions of their shapes have

ume:rgone transition.
'!he description within this segment opens with a focal point of
group members 1 acting.

Virtually all their activities took shape by

their focus on acting arrl presenting the play.

Group members

"discussions" became most difficult to distinguish from their process
of acting at this point.

From this blending of acting and discussion

"contingency control" emerged.
Descriptions in this segment have distinguished to some extent
between group members' "acting" and "discussion" based on location of

their interactions and based on cam•s involvement.

At this point

cant's primacy involvement was to direct aspects of their perfonning.
Group members 1 discussion occurred when group members were preparing

for acting or resporrling to an experience innnediately "after the
fact", much of their discussion occurred in small groups backstage or
in the dressingroom.
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Emerg:im Shape of Group Members' Interactions, Acting
Focus On cam•s Work With Group Members
In the previous piece of the Mobile-framework, "Play Acting",

group nsnbers' interactions of that period were described as being in
transition.

'!he study p:>sits that they shifted fran a focal point on

creation of the play, "Still Improvising", to one of editing "Fleshin;J
out, Filling In, ani Editing OUt".

A secorrl transition reflected in

their interactions included moving fran a focus on editing to one of
concern with perfonnance of the play, "Near Completion Of Editing,

Beginning 'lb Polish".

Description in this segment on "Dress

Rehearsals" continues to pursue group members' series of gradual
transitions until they began to perform the play for an audience.
n.tring their dress rehearsals group members' interactions were
similar in tone ani quality to prior interactions, with a few
exceptions.

Generally, they expressed experiencing more tension;

group members were more intense in their concentration.

Costumes ani

makeup, as well as the addition of more props, added to their constant

state of adjusbnent.
With the dress rehearsals arrived additional fonnality, shifting
fran work on irrlividual scenes to working within a large unit, an Act,
then, a play with a beginning arrl an ending.

'!his also pranpted a

stronger sense of focus on perfonnance moving away fran editing.
Consistent with this shift

cam

had attempted to "set the script" fran

the work of october fourth. '!he "new" ani "final" scripts which were
distributed on the seventh were carved fran the session on october

fourth.
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sane minor

editirg work continued during these sessions, less to

fill in than to "fix'' problem areas.
- Ironically that's the central part of the scene. '!hey are both
sorry for each other for different things. But we have to firrl
other ways of sayirg it. cam) o-7-2. 34.
- D:> it again. Gatta get that line or get rid of it. cam)
o-s-1.32.
In addition to a few bits of editorial fine tuning, the script

shifted to sare extent for a variety of reasons each time the play was
rehearsed.

For example, at least two or three times in an Act, actors

would anit, or notify their lines unintentionally.

Deperrling on the

line ani where it was situated in the dialogue, no one may have
observed the change.

However, generally they were obseJ::ved ani a

quick correction would be made.
Sane actors also continued to adlib certain small bits in the

play.

'!hey engage:l in adlibbirg primarily by sprinkling into their

dialogue phrases of exclamation in response to others' lines.

For

example, lenore ani Joyce often added phrases such as, "Oh sure, oh
sure", in one particular instance suggesting light-hearted sarcasm
(lenore, o-9-.38.)
In this fashion details of the script were never entirely

''static'' as expressed through group members' interactions.
Nontheless, during the rehearsals, focus turned primarily to aspeCts
of presentirg the play, to polishirg various elements of perfonnance.
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a) Direction And Intent Of

cam

And Group Members • Work

Although they did not express clearly such distinctions, 'WOrk on
polishing group members • performance included at least two primary
enphases.

1) 'lheatre Of 'lhe Profound
One

orientation toward polishing performance was to ''breathe

life" back into the perfonnances -

to generate an experience of

creating meaning and thereby profundity.
manifested this orientation.

cam•s directions to actors

His concern with portraying sub-text

(un:lerlyi.n;J meaning) through actors' gestures and Ihytlun of speech was
related to creating a "magical" web, an illusion to engage the
audience in experiencing profound meaning.
- It comes too soon. I don't see any build to it. '!here has to be a
build to that or the line falses ••• It sounds terribly false.
All I can say is you've got to find some way to build. '!here is a
lead there. 'lhere is a build to that. Internally there's got to
be a build. '!here even is in the script... A little bit more on
edge each time. '!hat should almost blow up. • • Very controlled.
Right on the edge. 'lhere are peaks and valleys where you •ve got
to go the fine line. And again, it's shading that gives it the
impact. You can play it all one way and if you don •t
occasionally play it straight we don't see a little more of the
truth. And what number is flannel underwear? cam) o-7-2.38.
- Ccxnpletely forget yourself at first, otherwise it doesn't leave
anywhere for the scene to go. If you played tentative all the
way through there's nowhere to go. cam) o-7-2.40.
- I don't believe a word you're saying cam) o-7-(Fieldnotes).
Although actors sensed when something "worked" -

when they were

engaged and enclosed by theatre web, their energies tended to be
devoted to a second orientation which meshed with another aspect of

cam IS

direction.
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2) 'lheatre Of '!he Profane:
Contingency Control - Technical Efforts To SUstain Meanirg
cam's directions to group members reveals at least two different
orientations, in balance.

Dlring dress rehearsals he continued to add

theatre pro:furxlity through exploration of meaning, sub-text through

actors• perfonnances.

In addition, he clearly had a desire to

"tighten" ani maintain that which was developed.
- One thing I

want to try different, specifically different other

than tryirg to tighten it up a little bit is uh. • • Could
everybody say the first line? cam) o-s-.40.
Both cam ani group members' became concented with ''maintenance

work" durirg this series of sessions.

Having employed their efforts

in creatirg an intense illusion, inestimable energies were devoted to
sustaining their illusion.

They were challenged to make the play a

single noving fonn, a weaving of meaning without holes or gaps.

'!he

majority of their work during these rehearsals focused on this.
In stark contrast to these objectives, during dress rehearsals,

there were a multitude of changes.
ceaseless stops ani starts.

adjusbnents.

'!heir process continued to entail

Once more, adjusbnents were layered on

cam•s ani group members' joint concern came to include

not only "rem:wing" gaps, but preventing holes or gaps fran etnel:ging.
'!he study has labelled their cultural-meanings which drove them

in this direction, "contingency control".

'!he phrase "contingency

control" emerged from data analysis of their processes during this
time.

'Ihe following description of their etnel:ging process in these

dress rehearsals provides additional context ~or that phrase.
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b) Emerging Patterns In Group Members' Dress Rehearsal Process

'!here were three nights of dress rehearsals.

Although JOOSt group

members spoke of these meetings as dress rehearsals, Eileen referred
to the first two nights as "dress practice" (o-7-.01) because they

were still accruing props and costumes.

'Ihey also limited their work

to one Act the first night and the other Act the second night.

'Ihe

third night constituted a full fledged dress rehearsal.
On October

seventh, cam and group members were very slow to

ccmnence the first dress rehearsal.

'Ihere was confusion about what

participants were supposed to do once they arrived.

Amorg the

questions and concerns people had about the process, timeframe became
JOOSt pressing for some.

- ••• Go out there. [In the dressingroom two participants are

speaking together with anxious tones. ] Maybe we' 11 get somet:hi.rg
goirg. 1st Participant) Gee I hope so. I can't stay all night
either. 2nd Participant) o-7-1206.
Sane expressed tension concerning the lateness of the hour.

By the

second night, JOOSt people seemed more relaxed, there were fewer
fundamental questions.

cam continued to

be most intense each night.

By the second night, processual fonnat was largely established.

'Ihe followirg "steps" are an approxima.tion of an emerging pattenl in
their process durin;} these rehearsals.

1) Preparation
Each of the three nights, stage manager and crew would arrive

sufficiently early to prepare the stage.
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cam

and the lightirg and

sourxi crews continued to work on creating lighting arrl sourxi effects

prior to rehearsals.

Actors came to apply their makeup arrl put on

their costumes so that they were stan:ting by to start at seven
o'clock.

Immediately prior to rehearsal

cam

would scrutinize the

actors in makeup arrl costume, indicating any changes he required.
- Do you have a base [foundational makeup] of sane sort? cam) Yeah.
Deb) o-7-.32.
- Your IOOUStache reads short. Maybe you could darken it? cam) [He

is addressing Bil)

o-s-. 22.

-He said no white gloves. Participant) (Identity of speaker
uncertain, based on audiotape. ] o-1-. 09.
- I guess I'm supposed to wear an apron. Hel) o-7-. 41

With canmencement of rehearsal eveeyone became focused on creating arrl
sustaining their theatre illusion.

2) Rehearsal Process
Initially, it was not clear how they would proceed.

In previous

rehearsals, scenes had been worked and reworked individually.
secorxl night, however,

cam

By the

clarified their process:

- We' 11 do a run, then we' 11 do a start and stop.

cam) o-s-1. 63.

In other words, they began by following one scene after another, as

one would do in perfonning the play for an audience.

'!his was

followed by work on individual scenes.

When

cam

and group members began to perfonn on the basis of a

continuous series of scenes, a whole

required.

J1etll

set of logistics were

Many beginnings and ending of scenes, "transitions", had

been developed last in the "fleshing in" process.

'lherefore, these

were frequently the lines or actions of which actors were
uncertain.
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IroSt

'Dlese "transitional" lines were considered "cues" for what was to

follOW', however, arrl thereby became crucial.

For instance, the final

lines of one scene became cues for lighting arrl sa.md crew, for stage

crew cx:n::erning curtains, ani for actors in their entrance for the

next scene.
Fieldnotes of the period repeatedly reflected one particular
observation.

'!bat is, when engaged in their rehearsal process, group

members 1 meanings appeared to shift towards "a consideration of

everything emerging as a series of cues demanding a series of
responses" (o-9-Fieldnotes) •

Interactively, even the timi.n;J in

lighting arrl sa.md became transitions arrl cues for the actors'

responses:
- ('!he soundtrack of a train coming "fills in space" for a moment.]
So you can take a lot more time on this now. You've got a lot
more time. cam) o-9-1.58.
-'!bat was pretty good except for the stumbling backstage. cam ani
Joyce laugh. ] Is everyone alright? Ann) D:>n' t move until those
lights are black. cam) o-7-1213.
- '!he light cue came up a wee bit early. Either that or the
curtains could have closed a wee bit sooner. Are you guys closing
them on the word "track"? Well make it easy on yourself. cam)
Q-7-.74.
-Okay let's take that transition again. Quicker Jo. '!he lights can
came up quicker. cam) o-a-1.14.
- Did they run out of sound? cam) o-9-1.29.
-What I noticed was this time you guys sang a lot louder arrl it
was easier for us. Hel) Q-9- (Fieldnotes) .
- Okay now let's do it with the actors moving. cam)
Q-8-(Fieldnotes).
cam • s

expression "tightening up" appeared to be linked with cues

arrl responses in tenns of attempts to increase subtlety arrl precision

in their perfonnances. If all aspects contributing to the production
were perfonned with subtlety arrl precision, "holes or gaps" would not

appear.

However, in these rehearsals, as some aspect of perfonnance
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was sm:x>thed out, other problems often surfaced.

For exanple, when

changes prOOuced a new "swifbless" between scenes, one actor was now

late with her entrance for a scene:
I see your problem. [Joy~ is too late for a cue to enter.
She needs to have time to change her costume. ) I need sanel:xxiy
else to repla~ Joyce right now. cam) o-8-1.18. [She is not
replaced, instead saneone helps her with her costume change.]

- Okay.

CUrtains were used as well as lighting to set the scenes.

scene followed another, adjusbnent of curtains

am

As one

positioning of

props also had to be considered. Again, this work was based on a
series of cues ani timing.
- 'lhe chairs are never needed again? Are they? cam) No. Jay)

o-7-1.19.
- We should have the curtains open. (!Dr) We don't have time to do
it. cam) o-8-(Fieldnotes) •
- When do we .start humming? '!he moment those curtains stop. cam)
Okay. Ann) In fact a little before. cam) o-1-1212.
-Happy birthday is the cue for the scrim to open. cam) o-7-. 76.
Precision work in tenns of adjusbnents, cues, ani timing were not
attenpted during the "nm".

Instead, cam had what he referred to as

"Notes". He announced this format for reviewing the dress rehearsal
nm at the end of their nm on the first night of dress rehearsals:
- Listen up for notes. cam) Notes? [Several participants appear to
be uncertain of the tenn.] Notes. Jim) o-7-2.31.
cam's ''Notes" included a formal review of various aspects of the dress

rehearsals.

His comments on each of the three nights were

canbinations of positive observations

am

identification of problem

areas.
- 'Ihe sweaters make a difference [Previously all of the actors did
not have hockey sweaters for the scene.] cam) o-9-1266.
- OVer all, the tech [Technical work] was gcxxi... (cheers in
background) cam) o-9-.86.
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-Maybe this is a dead spot. cam) So you mean you couldn't hear us
for the whole Act? I could hear you but it's a strain. cam)
o-7-2.34

After

cam

catpleted his director's notes an:i sane limited

djscussion followed, they began to work through each scene based on
those observations an:i concerns which were raised in

"stoppirg".

"startirg" an:i

Generally, when working with the individual scenes, they

rehearsed a scene three times.

'Ihe third time, generally there were

few stops an:i starts.
- D::> it one more time am then continue on with the next scene.
'!hat was much better. Boy it gets better eNery time we do it.
just want to make sure it's there. cam) o-7-. 79.

cam would

I

then observe their creation of the scene for purposes

of one final scrutiny and to "set a scene" in the actors' minds.

In

other words, when changes were made, he requested that the work was

repeated to reinforce the most recent version of the work as the
correct set of interactions.

He did this with parts of scenes as well

the whole scene, "Take that little speech again. Just so you get it"

(cam,

o-1-1220.)

In summary then, their dress rehearsal process primarily focused

on making adjusbnents which would contribute to smoothing out,
polishing all elements of their perfonnance.

''Combatting'' gaps or

potential holes became a chief concern guiding their interactions of

this period.
- Take that again. You were late on your cue. cam) rate in coming
in? Jes) Yeah. '!here's a dead pause. We're waiting for you to
come in. cam) o-a-1256.

'Ihe study has referred to energies focused in the direction of
sustaining theatre illusion as "contingency control".
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'!his

particular phrase emeJ:ged fran analysis of data derived as much fran
group members interacting among themselves as from observation of

cam's method of direction.
In tenns of cam•s work with group members', his process of

det:el:mini.n; gaps or potential holes was to observe their interactions
for aey possible problems.

At this point, generally he would then

describe the problem arxl propose a solution which called for an
adjusbnent either in actors' acting, costumes, props, lighting or

curtains.

As

previously emphasized timing related to transitions arxl

cues were most frequently "the problem" articulated.

On c:x:::casion he

would inlicate as well where a hole began to appear, others might
"cover" the gap to sane extent.
- '!he lights got pretty screwed up at the top. But I guess you guys
know that. However, it was good what you guys did - the actors
did. You went on anyway. And that's really important. When
there's a technical screw-up, hopefully they won't go up arxl down
- just do. Just plow right ahead. What you did was absolutely
right. cam) c-7-1129-30.
- Good cover .•• '!hat's good. Cam) [When one actor hesitated
concerning a line, another actor in the scene asks the line in
the fonn of a question. "Did the police come?"] o-7-1235.
Prior to considering "contingency control" as an experience of

many group members, there is one last field observation worthy of

note.

In observing these layers of adjustment and change, I

endeavored to understand how Cam could juggle so many aspects of the
work simultaneously.

I began to develop a list of ostensible factors

ard criteria whidl guided his interactions, his direction of group

members.

A sample of that list from one day's fieldnotes is as

follows:
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-''Training" new individual [Helen]

- Ux:ation of actors in scenes past am following
- Costume charging required
- Paths ai1DI"g adjusting "sets"
- Available lights
- Aesthetics
- Resources needed for p_llling curtains
-Timing regarding lights am curtains
o-9-(Fieldnotes).
Having provided a description of group members' acting

interactions, the subsequent segment shifts to group members'
dj scussions, many of which related to "contingency control".
Emeroinq Sh.aoe Of Group Members' Interactions, Discussion
Focus On Group Members' Work Among Themselves

For the purposes of representing charges in group members'
interactions, Olapter Seven identified five shapes emerging in their
interactions.

These five included: "acting", "breaking point

actions", "paradigmatic actions", "interviews", and "discussion".

In

previous Act-Plays en:ieavors to represent the latter, group members'
"discussions", have been confined largely to illuminating content of
their discussion.
Within this Act-Play, because group members combined discussion
with other interactions, their other interactionS have been included
under the auspices of discussion as changing shape.

For example, much

of their discussion occurred while the actors were applying nakeup to
themselves or to other actors.
getting in

am

'!hey also assisted each other with
out of costumes am with doing their hair. 1

With these charges in the dynamic of group members' discussion
came additional change.

Five patterns in content of group members'
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disolSSion emerged through data analysis arrl were described in the
previous Act-Plays.

'Ihese included: a)Exchanging Experiences

COnceming Research For '!he Project; b)Exchanging Ideas About '!he
Shape And Content Of '!he Play; c) Exchanging Concerns Of An

Administrative Nature; d)Exchanging Ideas About Group, Identity, And
Personal Infonnation; and e) Exchanging Ideas of Process.

'lhese five emergent patterns, hO'iNever, do not represent group
members' di sciJssions, during these sessions.

For example, group

members virtually never referred to "Exchanging Experiences Concerning
Resean:::h. For 'lhe Project" during this set of sessions.

As well, they

imulged at this point in limited discussion concerning matters of an
administrative nature.

A few questions arose concerning the number of

scripts available, arrl what arrangements were being made concerning
musical entertainment prior to the play.

Their discussions

consistently reverted to aspects of perfonnance of the production.
With a shift in group members' orientation toward refining their
perfonnances, new patterns emerged related to content of their
discussion.

"Contingency control" proffers a larger framework within

which group members "exchanged their ideas al:x::>ut the shape and content
of the play" arrl their "ideas of process".
'!he section has previously provided a description of "contingency
control" as related to cam's interactions with group members.

'!his

description focuses on group members' interactions among themselves.
'lhe study posits that group members developed their own sense of
"contingency control" which became most important during the three
perfonnances when cam no longer "directed" them.
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In a pattern parallel with cam•s process, group members' would

express experiencin; a problem, a gap, or a potential gap.

Frequently

one participant would raise a question or describe his or her sense of
a situation.

'!his was apparently an attempt to make certain that

others had a similar viewpoint.

If agreement was forthcaning on analysis of the problem or
recognition of a potential gap, group members would then often suggest
a "solution".

'lhe follc:Ming are shards fran conversations which

suggest emergence of such a process for group members.

- '!he Wheat Pool scene did that go really fast or is it my
imagination? Jay) Yes. len) o-9-1268.
- Somet:hirg's missin; there. len) Q-8-1259.
- It (Jessie speaks of a hat] won't fall off. It just looks like
its bouncing around. Jes) o-8-1249.
- Hope the pieces fall somewhere so I can get at them. Ann)
o-7-1217.
- (lenore, Anna, and Joyce come into bathroom repeating choral work
in the play. ] He changed it. len) I can't get that part. Ann)
['!hey run over the lines with her again to assist her to "get"
it.] Q-9-1.57.
Group members' process of "contin;ency control" became more refined

particularly by the second perfonnance.

Additional details concerning

group members' "contingency control" efforts are provided in the
segment follc:Ming this one.
Most group members' allusions to ideas about "group, identity,
and personal infonnation" were interspersed with their concern about

perfonnance as shaped by a sense of contin;ency control.

In this vein

group members • discourse was broad ranging including comments about
relationships among themselves, "You're supposed to help your fellc:M
actors" (len, Q-9-.89) •

A few quietly confided their

state of anxiety

to another group member, "I •m scared shitless!" (Jes, o-7-Fieldnotes.)
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However, they rarely irrlulged in such expression prior to the first
perfonnance.
'lhe openirg paragraphs of this segment elaborated shifting shape

in group members' interactions.

It was suggested that durirg these

sessions group members' discussions were interwoven with other
activities.

'!heir discussions occurred within a larger context of

activity.
n.trirg this tilDe group members' were working on their appearance

am

assistirg each other in doirg so.

From the tilDe that they

arrived, they began to "pin and paste their way to perfection"
(o-9-Fieldnotes).

'Ibis activity mainly occurred in the dressingrooms.

- Anybody got another comb? len) o-7-. 09.
- You're not going to put kiss curls in the front? Deb) No. Ien) I
just wanted to make sure. Deb) o-9-. 20.
- 'lbanks a lot. Ien. '!hat looks marvelous. I don't knOYI what we •d
do without len. She just takes things over. Jes) Q-lQ-.30.
,

'Ibis hustle and bustle would peak ilmnediately prior to beginning the
rehearsal.

Group members would then make a few "touch-ups" or

nnlifications if Cam requested changes during the rehearsal.
Fach session began with a few people enterirg the dressirgroom

area.

Within a half hour· remaining actors also appeared bringing

tumult with their numbers.
sane echo.
tasks,

am

'Ihe dressingroom was a small room with

When over eight people busied themselves with various

talking, their noise level was much higher than twice as

many people interacting in a similar fashion in the cavity of the
theatre.
One

small distinction must be made between the first night of

dress rehearsal and the two remaining sessions.
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When the first group

members entered the dressingrooms on the session of October seventh,
they spoke uncertainly of what to do.

- Oh for ccyirg out loud. What do we basically wear? Ann) I don't
urrlerstan:i any of it am I've never done it. Deb) I forget. I
took a damn workshop. I forget ••• Jes) o-7-1196.
Jessie was referrirg to the makeup workshop which cam had organized in
June

am which

group.

I had atterrled in order to introduce myself to the

(See Olapter One for additional detail of the circumstances.)

Sane suggeste:i "experimentin;J" or usirg their usual "street

makeup".

lenore responded to these suggestions.

- No, I don't think you should go by your own thing. We'll just
ask cam if we get a chance to talk to him. (At this point Jessie
responds with an improvisation of their question to cam. ] "Hey,
what do we do with our makeup?" Arrl he'll just say, "Basic stage
makeup." And we '11 go, "Oh yeah, we went to the workshop, we know
how to do that. • • We should know. • • I have notes at hane, "Basic
stage Makeup". Jes) o-7-1198-99.
Anna, who acted in the first production of the theatre club

am

who had taken a class, as well as atterrlirg the workshop began to

apply a

am

''base" am

powder.

this was passed around.

Lines were also drawn to "age" some actors.

they appeared before
lights.

'!hen eyeliner was applied

cam

'!hereafter'

on an individual basis, under the theatre

He directed some to make changes as previously indicated.

After their initial hesitation

am

members began to do their own makeup.

uncertainty'

many

group

However, two of the men

received assistance with their makeup and several women helped each
other with outlining around the eyes and with "aging" lines.

In this

fashion most of their discussion occurred in pairs or with the larger
group.

Acoustics limited larger group discussion.
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In addition

to speakirg of the tasks at hand, group members also

"ran lines" with each other -

repeated parts in order to make certain

of their recollection as previously in:licated.

In addition, they

assisted each other in tenns of assessin3' each others' appearance
given makeup, hair stylin3'

am

costumes.

- How does this look? Hel) o-7-. 09.
- Your hairs' very nice. Worrlerful. Participant) (It is difficult
to discern who the speaker is. ] o-7-.17.

Touch-ups, or "fixing" something also became a topic of conversation
arxi generated requests for assistance among group members.

- Oh I thought I had a pin. Jes) o-7-.19.
- Tuck me in. len) Q-7 .-.19.
Mingled with discussion concerning these tasks were group
members' remarks of a more personal nature.

Particularly when the

first feN group members gathered in the dressingroom or when one or

two who had time between scenes entered, they often spoke of "personal
matters", or made connnents concenring the group.

Given the

dressingroom's size, in contrast with the theatre, one might have some
sense of privacy there.
Group members' personal connnents covered a broad range of topics.

For instance, one participant "announced her pregnancy" by describing

to three of the other wanen the problem of having ''morning" sickness

am

cooking for the family:

- Yeah, I never eat with my family anymore. I cook it arrl then
disappear. Four weeks of mourning sickness, arrl another for weeks
to go. o-7-1209.
Concerns arrl

c:orrplaints were quietly addressed as well in the

dressingroom -

sane with hmnour, others not.
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For instance, the issue

of whose scripts belorged to whom was raised in one instance.

'lb

resolve this problem, a suggestion was made that each actor's name
should be placed on his or her copy of the script.
- Talk about faith we have in each other, eh? "Don •t steal my

script!" Jes) It's a great idea. cam) ••• Puttirg our names on
them or not trusting each other? Jes) o-7-1210.
Racing through their tasks and through their discussion, was the
persistent theme of time and cues to suggest that they should be
elsewhere, mainly on stage.

Their concern with beirg ready for

perfonnance began with the first dress rehearsal and errled with the
last perfonnance.
- Does anybody know what time it is? Holy shit we're supposed to ...
curtain up at 7: 00. Len) I need my shoes Deb) - Five minutes

ladies, that's Jay's line. [Lenore is referrirg to a line in the
play. ] • • • Ten minutes. Ten minutes [She announces this. ] Len)
Q-9-1262.
-Are they going to call us? Ann) Yes. Yes! Bil) 5 minutes we were
told. Ann) 0-9-.29.
It was in the dressingrooms, then, that group members not only
assisted each other, supported each other and discussed process, but

they also frequently chose to express their concerns, questions, and
frustrations there.
Group members may have experienced breaking points on stage and
in the theatre.

However, dressingrooms were one of the key locales

for JOOSt group members (particularly those actirg) to express their
breaking point experiences.

Thus, a relatively impersonal, school

washroom built behin:l the theatre became the site for drama and humour

shared among group members.

Given its location and groupmembers'
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interactions, an image of being "behind the looking glass" emerged
for me during observations in the field.

'!his image remains strongly

assOciated with this roan.

Emerging Shape Of Group Members' Interactions, Breaking Point Actions

'lbroughout this period a few group members continued to express,
iniirectl.y, some resistance to cam's direction.

Once more, their

resistance was exposed through a single conunent, or a joke.

For

example, one participant responded to cant's "most recent" adjusbnent
of actors' locations in one scene.
- Oh, that's the way we were to start with ••• before. You don't
want us to do that again do you? Joy) o-8-1255.
- '!here's a show there. cam) Damn good thing. Jes) It's opening
night tomorrow. Joy) Q-9-1268.

For the JOOSt part, however, cam •s adjustments were accepted
without additional comment.

Given that cam was able to adjust

am

keep track of implications of adjustments, the study posits that it

would have been difficult for group members to step in
apparently complex "orchestrations".

am

assume his

Group members also appeared to

be more focused on their own processes of "contingency control"
attempting thereby to eliminate surprise and change for themselves.
'!here was to be one more major issue for group members related to

change during the three dress rehearsal sessions.

'!his change began

in the last few meetings before their dress rehearsals.

However, even

in this instance, some group members who experienced a breaking point,
spoke among themselves.

'!hey apparently chose not to escalate the

matter.
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a) Breakin;t Point Clarity
- I may not know nr:1 lines cause if he keeps changing them. • • I
don't leam them as ease as some people. lor) o-7-1206.
As previously irxticated a final script was distributed on october

seventh with a few changes in it.

'Ihese changes were based primarily

on work which had been.done to set the script on October fourth.
Nonetheless, this meant that for a feN actors, they were faced with
the problem of having leamed their lines

am

being faced with not

being able to rehearse what they had learned without a script
entirely.

With the sense of dress rehearsal being promoted, several

experienced tension concerning their readiness.

b) Indications Of Discomfort
'Ihose receiving line changes at this point apparently ha:r:boured

two concerns. In addition to concerns about being able to remember the
lines, superimposed on their earlier memories, some did not value the
chal:ges made.
-Well girlie, we've got a feN lines to leam between ncM am then.
Arm to Hel) Q-7-.32.
- I don •t like that. • • To me that doesn't make any more sense
than the way we had it before. And the thing is it's just going
to boil up in your mind... Participant) [Joyce am Helen explain
the benefit of the changes in tenns of having better Ihythm so
that the audience may hear all the infonnation. ] o-7-1207.
c) Response
Group members who received line changes generally first discussed

the situation with other actors in the scene.

However, in some

instances they also discussed the "fact" of the changes with group
members who were not in that particular scene.
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-Well at least you don't have to change lines. 1st Participant)
You just got harrled them right now is what I'm asking? 2m
Participant) Yeah. 1st Participant) o-7. 38.
However, their ex>ncem and mild protestations did not reach beyom
expressed ex>ncem among a few group members.

Prior to changing focus to group members' interactions during the
three perfonnances, it is important to note one "breaking point"

apparently experienced by many group members, but which was expressed
in other settings, very likely through the "telephone

tree", for

example.
Although I had gathered some sense of a resurgence in group
members • anxiety ex>nceming acceptance of the play in the community,

it was a conversation with Eileen which confinned lingering concerns
am:>rg some group members.

- It's the general consensus: "We •ve done it!" But we don't knc:w
what we •ve done. Eil) Who said? Mad) Everyone's phoning each
other asld.n;J, "What have we got? Will anyone like it?" Eil)
Q-7- (Fieldnotes) .
When asked how long group members had been raising these concerns,
Eileen irrlicated that they had begun about the end of September.

She

continued to recount what she remembered of group members' concerns.
- Nobody's going to laugh. We just don't know. No one knows
anymore. We still laugh like hell at some scenes. It was the same
with the other one. Eil) D-7-(Fieldnotes) •
'!here is limited data of a direct nature concerning group
members' experience with this breaking point.

However, data described

fran past sessions supports the notion that some group members were
experiencing breaking points outside of sessions.

Ample evidence was

available from past experiences of breaking points concerning group
members' phoning tree and their process of reconstruction.
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'lhese inlications of breaking point being expressed in the
backg:r:ouni provide oontext for what was to emerge toward the

conclusion of the third perfonnance.

'!he next segment explores group

members 1 interactions throughout their three perfonnances.

SHIFTING SHAPE m GRCXJP MEMBERS 1 INTERACITONS:
ORIENTATIONS EMERGING m GRCXJP MEMBERS • PERFORMANCE IDRK
Analg a myriad of changes, group members' transition to

presentin;;J the play fonnally, in public, appeared to be one of the
greatest changes experienced by group members.

'Ihroughout the

project they had worked toward production of the three perfonnances as
a prinm:y goal.

NOW', for some group members' all that had gone before

was reconstrued entirely in tenns of preparation for the events of
these three evenings.

Their intensity, anxiety, and excitement

reflected a transition in their experience.
'!his segment parallels the last one by beginning with a focus on
group members' acting, "the perfonnances".

Once more, description

fonnat must be altered to represent additional changes in group
members' interactions.

wherein

cam

For instance, unlike dress rehearsals

directed group members, during perfonnances there were no

interactions between

cam

lighting and sound crew.

and the actors, or between

cam

and the

Spoken direction had ceased and had been

replaced with audience response.
Prior to the opening night perfonnance,
dressingroom to encourage group members.
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cam

came into the

He also made one change to

the set before their perfonnance on the third night.

However,

generally, he no larger directed their actions.

Group members no

larger interacted un:ler his direct supervision.

'!hey "perfonned on

their own" for the audience in this sense.
'!he study posits that during this time some group members made an

additional transition towards taking responsibility for all aspects of
the play in their interactions.

'!his was manifest in their

orientation which the study has referred to as "contingency control".
First, the study provides a brief and general description of
their perfonnances based on my obseJ:vations sitting amoDJ the
audience viewing their perfonnance.

Second, insofar as the focal

point of the study is to reflect upon group members 1 meaning of their
experience, emphasis is placed on their discussions and interactions
throughout the three evenings which occurred when they were offstage.

'!his second, more substantial description concludes this segment.

By

way of an intrcxluction, the following description offers a view of
their perfonnance from a seat in the audience.

Emerging Shape of Group Members 1 Interactions, Actina:
Focus On Perfonnances
Data providing a perspective of group members 1 perfonnances from

"the audience" side of the looking glass derives from fieldnotes.
Sane of these fieldnotes were stealthily written in the cover of
darkness.

Sane were recorded at the end of the evening.
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'!he

narrative unfolding in Olapter '1hree affords an aCCOl.mt of this
experience.

'!his "overview'' is intended as a remirrler, as

SUR>lementation to that description.
Observations of the three evenings included documenting a
series of d'larges between the first two nights of perfonnance and the
last night.

To begin with, the weather was not particularly

noticeable on the first two evenings.
shal:p winter wirrls blew.

However, by the third evening

As well, the audience attending for the

first two perfonnances filled over half the theatre.

On

the third

evening the audience was decidely smaller, with about a third of the
theatre seats taken.
In

tenns of the entertainment prc:xJrain there were

between the first two evenings and the third.

some

d'larges

The first two

perfonnances began with a lengthy program of musical selections fran
several conm.mity groups and individuals.

The first set of selections

were perfonned by a choir who sang several Gennan songs.
The choir was followed by a pianist and soloist, who were
followed by an accordionist.
pioneers and pioneer days.

These people sang and played songs about

Eileen indicated in an infonnal discussion

that she had invited these perfonners from the conm.mity to set the
historical tone, to involve the comrmmity, and to supplement the play
which was approximately an hour in length.

The perfonnance on the

third evening was substantially briefer for the choir was unavailable.

All three evenings did include an intennission between the two acts of
the play and coffee and desserts were offered to the audience in a
large school room after the play.
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With the passing of eadl evening, I found my observations
shifting back arrl forth between "the audience" and "the activity on
the stage".

Description whidl follows observes first the audience,

then the actors.

a) '"'he Audience"

'Ihe context for viewing group members' stage-related activities
had changed completely with the coming of the audience.

Olange in

context included a sense of fonnality, and anticipation with the
coming of an audience.

In addition, there were physical differences.

'!here was constant movement, noise, less space.

When the cw:tains

opened on the play, mudl of the movement subsided bringing an air of

expectation to the event.
Beyond audience movement and noise, with the beginning of the
play, one aspect of physical difference became particularly apparent.
When Anna and Helen were perfonning in several scenes, Helen could not
be seen.

With the addition of audience members' heads, she could not

be viewed from all but the first few rows of seats.

was rectified by the third night when

('!his condition

cam had them raised a few inches

higher.)
In addition to a change in size of audience, there were other

changes.

Although group members had referred to those attending as

"the audience" from "the conm.mity" they were not a homogeneous group.
Several cues suggested this.

For example, on the first evening most

of the audience consisted of "senior citizens" as group members
referred to them.
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'!hat night had been set aside to offer those over sixty-five with
free admission.

'lhe original grant application had committed group

members to this course of action.
'!\Yo for this doa.nnentation.)

(See the Appendices, Section

Since the play was to record the

contribution of pioneers to development of the camnunity this was
deemed

to be a gesture of recognition.

On

Friday am Saturday night, there were generally more young

people in the crowd.

'lhe presence of a feM young children suggested

that several families were in attendance.
Audiences on the first night laughed am clapped in different
places fran those attending on the last two evenings.

'lhis is

exenplified by differing audience response to at least one line in the
play.

D.Jring the first Act, at one point the granddaughter conplains

to the grandmother that, "'lhere' s nothing here in Goetheim".

On

the

first evening when much of the audience consisted of senior citizens,
when the granddaughter utters that line in the play, there was
silence.

Followed by shuffling.

D.Jring the second evening, when the

same line was uttered someone fran the audience shouted ''Right on!"
'!here was some laughter following this response am the audience
clapped quite loudly at the end of the scene.
When people gathered for coffee and dessert after the play, it

was apparent that "the audience" always included some relatives,
friends, and neighbours of group members.

Many of those who atterx:led

the play did not stay for this part of the evening.

Approximately

one third to one half of the audience remained each evening.
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'Jhese gatherings after the play presented group members' with
the opporb.mity to obtain additional audience response conce:ming the
play.

'.lWo or three of the actors were asked for their autographs by

children present at this gathering.

Based on later reports amorg the

actors, generally they received favourable camnents.

A few said they

had hoped the play would be longer and one or two indicated that they
expected more sets.

While circulating among those who remained for coffee after the
play, I heard a few conunents about the play.

Mainly, however, people

were chatting about various and sundry things.

Among those chatting,

there were a few discussions about "days gone by" and "the town as it
used

to be".

One person spoke of missing "the general store",

mentioned by name in the play.

'!his person described the store as a

place where people in the community met.
In

tenns of the perfonnances, a gradual decline of the audience

size was most apparent on the third night.

I was struck by how

dindnished their response seemed given the size of the theatre.

'!heir

clapping and laughter became lost in the cavity.

b) "'Ihe Stage Perfonners"
Observations gathered during the three performances were not
exclusive to ambiance resulting fran the presence of "an audience".
Fieldnotes included my altered impressions of group members'
interactions in presenting the play.
To

beg'in with, the play emerged as "theatre".

All group members'

efforts, including those of the lighting, sound and stage crews', had
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merged to create a weaving.

the three nights -

'!here were no gaping holes on any of

perhaps, a feN snags, a feN hesitations observed.

It became apparent that I was aware of "bumpy spots" in rehearsals for
I foun::l myself leanirg forward occasionally to see if, for exanple, a
series of lines were executed or lost.
In a few instances there were changes, sane additions, sane

anissions.

Sane group members continued to .bnprovise in small things,

a new gesture, an extra camnent.

others used the same lines ani

gestures each night.
cartparing group members • three perfonnances, the secorxi night
seemed generally, to flow most smoothly.

Some

actors appeared to

brin:;J toore energy, more sprightliness to their roles on that evening.
However, which perfonnance was his or her best varied with each
actor.

For example, one person who had not been able to avoid

stumbling at least once during a perfonnance, enjoyed a "perfect
perfonnance" on the last night of the production.

'lhis was in

contrast with most participants who eventually expressed anxiety
concerning the small audience and found it more difficult to perfonn
the third night.
'!his concludes a brief account of group members' actin:;J primarily

fran a view in the theatre.

Description shifts to group members' own

disrussions and activities from the beginning of these "perfonnance
sessions".
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&nerqi.ng Shape Of Group Members' Interactions. Discussion:

Focus On Group Members' Work .Amoncr Themselves
Group members began these sessions basically with the same

actions they had begun rehearsal sessions.
for the perfonnance.

They arrived to prepare

'!heir preparation work depended on the role they

had assumed.
- I left Rr;i junk in a pile ••• moved arourrl. Ann) Q-10-.39.
- What are you looking for nCM? !Dr) [She is speaking to Anna.] A
little red bit. • • Ann) o-10-. 59.
- Oh guess what. No paper towels yet. Len) I ran nr;{ only brown pair
of stockings. Joy) o-12-.01.

Despite this commonality with dress rehearsal sessions, group members'
sense of the cxx::asion was clearly different as expressed through their
diSOJSSions

am

other aspects of their interactions.

For example,

they spoke in more hushed tones to avoid making noise particularly

once the program of musical entertairnnent had commenced.
Description of group members' discussions and interactions is
made more difficult by a number of shifts in context
their discussion.

Once

am

direction of

more, the five emergent patterns used as a

framework to represent group members • discussions in earlier meetings
do not reflect their discourse and activity during these sessions.
For example, of those discussions recorded aspects of the
research done for the project were not among group members' list of

topics.

Neither did they discuss much related to administration other

than womering about arrangements for entertairnnent prior to the play.

Debbie confinned that a choir would be singing Gennan songs before the
play.

She also indicated that there were contingency plans:

- cam

also said he might go up there. • . if something goes wrong an:1
say sanething about the writing. Deb) Q-10-.03.
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'Ibis foray into topics related to administration was short lived.
other 100re pressirg matters occupied group members 1 discussion.
Group members 1 focus during this time meshed together three

topics of conversation.

'!hey canbined in their discussion ideas ani

concems about process, shape and specific content of the play.
Wrapped aroun:i ani through their discussions were ideas about the

group ani personal infonration.

D.lring this time these topics became

a blem.
'Ibis segment endeavors to represent group members' discussions in

processml fashion.

A brief description of individuals' context, is

followed by a semblance of chronology related to group members'
di SOJSSions.

After the description of context, group members'

discussion related to opening night is outlined.

'!bat is followed by

an account of group members 1 discussions throughout the first two
perfonnances.

A description of their initial discussions during the

third evenirg concludes this segment.

Context
In a previous segment describing group members' interaction

during dress rehearsals description of their context was provided.
'Ibis description included an account of group members putting on

their makeup ani costumes, and offering assistance to each other.
'lbat description also referred to the physical layout ani the
comparative "intimacy" of the dressingrooms.
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These continued to be

aspects of group members' context.

When considering group members'

context, there were, however, several elements specific to this
period.
Prior to the three perfonnances, they had worked very hard during
their dress rehearsals three nights in a

reM.

By the third night of

their perfonnance it was the sixth consecutive night devoted to the
project.

Sane group members were experiencing fatigue.

'!heir time

commitment also had repercussions in reference to familial
relationships.
Many group members had asked family living elsewhere

stay with them to see the play.

to cane am

Particularly for several of the wanen

actors, this meant that they were attempting to prepare for having
CXE'Ipal1y

am putting on the play.

Once the play began, they were

perfonning and then going home directly to spend time with their
visiting family and frien:ls.

A pattern emerged whereby people began

to arrive later each night prior to the perfonnance.
- ••• OUr house is not too large there and having my mom and dad am

my brother and, I. . . 1st Participant) Oh same. That's what
happened to me. 2nd Participant) I can really appreciate them.
But gad, when you're used to your family and yourself, all of a

sudden eight people show up ••• 1st Participant) ) o-12-.22.
- I need some sleep is what I need. I woke up this morning and my
eyes were so swollen I could barely see. 2nd Participant)

0-12-21.
At the forefront of group members' context, however, was the
sense that their actions represented the culmination of months of
work.

On one hand, excitement about their creative work and, on the
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other, concerns they had raised about their presentation to this

ccmm.mity emerged in tension.

Their tension was never 100re evident

than in their interactions prior to the first perfonnance.

Group Members • Discussions Dlrincr Their Perfonnance

'!his description recounts group members particular concern before
their first perfonnance of the play.

Description thereafter tums to

their interactions once they have begun to perfom.
a) Group Members' Interactions Prior To Their Openincr Perfonnance
Eileen was apparently one of the first at the theatre on opening
night.

As producer, she was overseeing a number of different tasks.

Ostensibly one of these tasks was to raise group members' 100rale.
When entering the dressingroom, prior to most others atterding, she

laid down a large packet of flowers for the cast.

She indicated that

each member of the cast was to choose one.

-What a nice gesture. Jes) o-10-.22.
- You were bitching last night because you didn't get anyt:hin;J. Jes)
[She is "teasing him" in character with the "Train Station Scene"
they play together. Well, there you go. Jim (Both talking to Bill
about taking a flower.] I know this is my favorite part of the
whole play. Bil) Q-10-80.
Eileen also deposited a copy of the program for each person working on
the project.

These programs listed all those involved in the project

urxier various role titles.

Framing that list of acknowledgments were

pictures of the cast and the director.

cast members present at the time immediately SUIVeyed their
pictures, generally groaning over theirs.
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Several spoke excitedly of

the programs, ''What a neat program!" (Jim, Q-10-.85).

Although no one

explicitly expressed this sentiment, the appearance of the programs
seemed

to provide an air of legitimacy and "reality" to their pen:1j.rq

enterprise.
When cast members were in costume, in various stages of applying

their makeup, cam entered the dressingroom.

There were brave smiles

all arouni and a bit of banter began with his entrance.
- Here are sane last minute groceries. [He had purchased a laz:ge
can of nuts and sane other "munchies". ] Break a leg. ['!his is a

customacy nanner of
cam) Break this leg
jokingly responding
'em shit. cam) Yes
o-lo-. 75.

wishing "good luck" associated with theatre.]
I don't need it anyway. len) [She is
to cam•s statement.] Have a good show. Give
sir! len) I want to see sparks flying. cam)

With this call to inspiration, cam left them to canplete their makeup
ani to take his seat in the theatre.
seemed to have a less

For a few moments group members'

intense air about them.

'!his was not to linger

long.
From the moment people began appearing in the dressingroom their

tones had been generally more anxious.

Individuals' anxiety was

nanifested in a variety of means, including concern with detail of any

k:irxi.
- Did anybody talk to her afterwards? [Jessie is asking about
saneone who had attended the last full nm dress rehearsal to
obsel:ve it.] And? Jes) She thought it was quite good. Deb) Just
pretty good? Jes) Oh, no she thought it was really good. len)
Oh, I want to hear really, really good. Jes) If she didn't say
that it was the best she's ever seen, we don't want to hear it.
Hel) '!hat's right. I'm not into criticism. Jes) Q-10-.30.
[Helen
and Jessie both laugh a little.]
-Am I straight? No I'm not! len) [She speaks quite anxiously about
her costume. Jim laughs and then conunents.] Panic city! Jim)
"len!" [5everal participants say this at once.] o-10-. 81.
- I could sleep for days. Jes) Q-10-1.19.
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Prior to a more detailed accounting of how several actors came to

tenns with their anxiety, it is ilnportant to consider first, possible
sources for their tension and anxiety.

1) Group Members' Sources Of Concerns Regardincr '!heir Perfonnance
Although relatively quiet about their ongoing anxiety regarding
the presentation, occasionally in earlier sessions, group members'
c:x:moents would inticate their concern.

- '!here's a show there. cam) [cam makes this remark during their
first run through of the full-fledged dress rehearsal.] ram good
thing. Jes) It's opening night tomorrow. Joy) o-9-.90.
Data analysis of group members' interactions from both the period

prior to the three perfonnances and during the perfonnances suggests
at least two common sources of concern.

'Ihese concerns are

extrapolations from those expressed in earlier work.

First, as

inticated in Eileen 1 s expression of group members 1 concerns, they did

not know what they had, or for that matter, whether anyone would like
it.

Group members continued to harbour concerns about the community

fin:ling the presentation offensive or simply not supporting the
production. ·
A second set of group members' concerns revelved around their
specific roles in this theatre production.

'!hey were concemed with a

"theatre fear" of creating a gap or hole -

fo:rgetting lines, or

stumbling.

'!heir constant repetition of lines, together and alone

suggested this concern.

-What is the first line of that? len [Debbie begins saying the
lines to the choral work in the opening scenes of the play. ]
0-10-(Fieldnotes).
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In their discussions of the first night, prior to commencing the

play, many finally began to speak of their anxiety in larger group
situations.

Group members' discussions assumed a specific fcx:us which

then further shaped their references to their concerns and other
eooti.ons they were experiencing.

2) Nervousness -A Pervasive Topic
'!he topic of nervousness was raised almost fran the nanent there
were two actors in the dressingroom tCXJether.

- It was crazier at home than it ever is here. [She laugh] So I
thought I'd better come here. 1st Participant) '!hat's like me,
too. '!bat's like me. I was feeling so antsy I was taking plates
off the table before they were finished eating. Time to get the
hell out of there. My eight year old son said to me ''Mom you're
gettin:} hyperactive". I thought, "What do you know about
hyperactive?" 2nd Participant) William kept talking about
"temperamental actresses" until I was ready to belt him. 1st
Participant) o-10-.0J.
-Anybody else nervous? I.en) I'm not nervous now. I couldn't sleep
last night. Deb) Q-10-21.
Occasionally the topic would shift to sornethin:} more specific such as
an individual considering the effect of the makeup, or fixing a

costume.

However, until they nade their entrance on the stage, they

continued to discuss it, even when lined up to go -on stage.
- I'm nervous on stage. • • the first night. Ann) o-10-1. 07.
- I'm only a little nervous in the transitions. "Ford ••• " [Jessie
is checking the script.] Jes) Q-10-1296.
- You measure your perfonrance in the degree of nervousness
beforehand - sanetimes. Jay) (He says this most solemnly.] '!bat
means I'm going to be really gcx:x:l, eh? Hel) Right. If you're not
ne:r::vous before a perfonrance it usually won't go well. Jay) Not
always. Ann) '!hat's crap! Jes) [I interpreted her to be
responding to Jay's camnent.] But if you're ne:r::vous, you almost
always [inaudible]... Jay) But, you know, the last night that we
did it (our first production] I was nervous - oohh, not hardly
at all. And I had the most fun that night because I played
around with my part. . . I was relaxed enough, I didn't, I knew I
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wasn't going to forget anything and if I did I wasn •t worried
Ann) Not on stage. I wasn't ••• I'm not neJ:VOUS once I'm •• Jay)
Q-10-1.07.
'!heir discussion of nervousness did not entirely

ern with

CXJlli.DellCel1t of the play, though it greatly subsided: "I was so
nervous the whole secon:i act ••• " (Helen Q-10-1315) •
Interestingly, for the most part the men did not participate in these
djsolSSions, or as Jay did, they discussed it "remotely" -as a

P1enanenon linked with quality of theatre.
As group members' discussed their nervousness, one element of

sane actors' concem and excitement emerged.

A few began to talk

about who would be in the audience that particular night.

- Who's In 'lbe Audience:
Of those discussions recorded group members alluded to two
distinct cancans related to who was in the audience.

of family members being in the audience.

Several spoke

'!hey appeared to express

in:iirectly some ambivalence to this situation.

On

one hand, it seemed

actors were excited about having family or friends in the audience.
On the

other, they frequently appeared to be more nervous and tense.

- You guys just be careful. My mom and dad are seeing this thing

-

-

tonight. Hel) Q-10-.27.
Are Bill's parents caning tonight? Deb) No tomorrow. Jes)
Q-10-1.28.
Is she going to be there tonight? Jes) Yeah, and so is my dad and
nan and Jim's. Joy) Q-10-1.13.
Shit was I nervous because I knew who was out there. Jes)
Q-1Q-1.91.
I guess I'm just nervous because my family's here tonight. Ann)
Yeah, that's like me. cause I think A1.mt Bonnie's so looking
forward to it •• Len) Q-11-(Fieldnotes).

'Ihus there was a constant state of change with respect to who was

be anxious on any particular evening.
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to

Another source of interest concerning the composition of the
audience was size.

Dlring the course of all three evenings there were

at least several reports prior to perfonnance concerning how many were

in att:emance.
- 'lhe front door, the front hallway is packed. Deb) Q-10-.52.
- 'lhere' s not many people tonight. Deb) • • • And to me, I had the
JOOSt people phonirg am .asking about tickets. More than any
other day. So I thought we'd have really a lot of people here
tonight. Len) Q-12-1349.

'lhe size of the audience was to become the over-riding source of
concern by the third perfonnance.
prior to

am

However, on a more innnediate basis,

durirg the first two perfonnances sane group members

began to develop ani used various methods to relieve their tension ani

nervousness.

3) Group Members' Emerging Methods Of Coping
One

of the ItDSt ccmnon methods group members used in response to

anxiety about fo:rgettirg lines, or losing a sense of their cadence was

to "run lines" -

to repeat them quickly to themselves or with others.

- (Lenore enters the dressingroom. She .is intensely reciting lines
from the play. ] "You said, · Yes' and I said, · No' ". ['!his is a
line from a verse in play. lenore's repetition appears to prompt
Helen to tell a sto:r:y. ] She (Len] meets me on the street today
am she goes, "You said, 'Yes' and I said, 'No.'" Hel) I'm goirg
to screw up tbat line. Len) o-10-.ao.
By the third evening, group members seemed to derive comfort from

saying the choral work together as a group, as much as they did from
usirg repetition as a way of ensuring tbat they would do it
''correctly''·
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Woven through their disrussions group members' revealed other
methods to combat neJ:Vous tension.
- I had stanach cramps ••• I went for a bike ride to work them out .
. len) o-1o-.20.
- I TNOrked with my children intensely all day. It was a good day.
Jes) 10-.21.
- I came here early because I thought "Why panic at hane? Jes)
'!hat's the same with me. I want to panic with everybody else.
Ann) I don't panic near as nuch here when I'm with people. Hel)
o-1o-.41.
- I •ve got lots of tbne here. I mean we don't go on till 8: 30. I
don't have to feel rushed. Right. Right. Ann) Q-10-.40. [Arma
visibly talks herself into slowirg down her actions. As it turns
out, on this particular evet'lin] the camnunity choir oontinues to
sin; several "extra" songs acld.irg at least ten minutes to the
program. Actors atterrlirg early waited for about half an hour
the first evet'lin] in full costume ani makeup before beginnin:J
their perfonnance. ]
In addition to trying out various ways of curt>ing their

nervousness,

group members also apparently sought reassurance through a variety of

means.

Group members began to share ani repeat amorg themselves

stories of people who had observed ani clearly liked the play:
- laura Johnson was crying last night. Deb) Oh I know she was.
len) She must have enjoyed it. She's coming again tonight. len)

Q-10-.30.

one

participant also began to list the scenes in order of their

appearance, to prepare for her entrances.

'lhi.s was not entirely

reassuring since there was sane disagreement.

first we have the train, then comes the dead dog scene, then
the Wheat Pool, Telephone •• Deb) Announcement. len) Hockey
scene •• /Deb) You fozgot our scene. Hel) Whose scene? Deb) OUr
scene. You know the one that sets the whole play? Hel)
[X)esn' t matter.
Deb) 'Ihanks. Hel?) But you guys are in the

- Now

-

theatre the whole scene. It •s just one. . • Do you urrlerstarrl?
Deb) SUre. Yeah. Ann) Q-10-1.39.
Sane actors also attempted to reassure themselves ani their

fellow actors through acknowledgment:
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- You know Anna I was just confident knowing you have been in here
a while. I'd be able to say what I have to say fran your cue.
Hel) Don 1 t say that I was counting on you. Ann) (Anna 1 s statement
is paraphrased for there was partial interference on the
audiotape.] D-10-.39.
tthrough providing the flowers, Eileen appeared to boost morale as she
had hoped.

- You were bitching last night because you didn't get anything Jes)
Well there you go. Jim) ['!hey are speaking to Bill about the
flowers. ] I know, this is my favorite part of the whole play.
Bil) Q-10-80.
Descriptions thus far have been related to group members, as
imividuals searching for means to calm and reassure themselves in

tenus of navousness.

Once they began to perfonn, however, their

topics of conversation took a dramatic tum.

Group Members 1 Interactions, Having Begun To Perfonn

With the end of the first scene, group members shifted to speak
of audience response.

Most of their discussion on this topic seemed

to take one of two directions.

First, actors described their

experience with members of the audience while on stage.

On

the secon:i

an:i third night, they also spoke of what audience members had said to
them after watching a perfonnance.
In tenns of group members' on-stage experience with audience

response, they were constantly assessing when the audience laughed or
clapped, how much they laughed or clapped, and what they munnured.
- '!here were two little
row ••• talking loudly.
they laughed when I I
actually cried. Ann)
Yeah. Ann) D-10-1.87.

old ladies sittin' in the front
Ann) '!hey were enjoying it. Hel) Yeah, but
was crying. Ann) Really? Hel) And I
Did you Anna? I thought you did. Hel)
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- I couldn •t hear their response though. Jes.) 'lhey were really
pt.nrped up. Deb) '!here was a lot of laughter. Jo) there was lots
of laughter. I.or) 100re laughter than last time. Deb) Oh was
there, Deb? Jes) No, I could tell there was 100re. Kiroa, sort
of... Deb) o-11-.01.
- I never heard any cxmnents about putting up the telephone pole.
Jay) Q-1Q-1.54.
- God they laughed so ll1l1Ch when I barfed, i can't believe it. Deb)
You're such an actress. Ann) How disgusting ani all those people
just laughed. Deb) o-11-.01.
- Yes am one old lady walking by said, "Did you bring your hearing
aid? Ani half the audience is translating the whole thing to the
other half. Participant) Yeah they sure laughed in the right
places. 'lhey caught on to a lot of stuff. Tomorrow night's going
to be a piece of cake ani the night after •s going to be a slice.
Ien) Q-1Q-2. 01.
- It's really good ••• It is. Jim) Q-10-1.53.
- We were out there digging. • • There were all these people, "It's a
dog. • • It's a dog." Really? Jim) o-10-1. 54.
- But when we came on as the train •.. len) Yeah they thought that
was great. Jim) Well it was so funny. Deb) I didn't know it was
supposed to be funny. Jes) It was like they were laughing with
us. "Oh ICrf god is that ever silly." Ann) Yeah it was like we
were cute. Yeah. Ien) Same as when we blew it a couple of times
in the recitation of things and they giggled. I never felt like
they were laughing at us. It was all sort of ••• "'lbey •re kim of
nervous up there "poor dears". Ann) They sure clapped after that
first recitation anyway, didn't they? They were really
impressed. Ien) We were loud and enthusiastic and that •s half the
business. Ann) Q-10-1303.
With respect to comments members of the audience made, group
members repeated what they had heard among themselves.

'lhese

discussions generally occurred while group members assisted each other
with makeup ani costumes.
-What did your sister think of it? Jes) Well, they enjoyed it. I
didn't get to talk to them very much. But obvious. Hel) Well
carol, she was sitting right in the front reM. Jes) Yeah. Hel) I
saw her as soon as I walked out. Jes) Yeah, I saw her right away
too. She really enjoyed it. • • • I think it really meant a lot to
her that, first, that first, urn... The beginning of Act '!Wo, urn,
"popular memories". I think it touched her a little. Hel)
Q-11-.04
- Did you see - a little 9 year old guy came up to xre last night
at the coffee thing ani said "Boy were you good." I said,
"'Ihank-you very much." "Especially that part you know where she
broke that thing". And that surprised me because I thought ''Well
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that's a serious part". But I guess it musts have really affected
him that a granuna was crying. And then he said, "It looked like
you were really crying there for a minute or two." And I said "I
was" ••• It's really nice to hear all that. Ann) Q-12-.40.
'Ihese dj scussions had a variety of effects on group members.

Based on data analysis, hCMeVer, the study posits that group members

were primarily bolstering themselves, offering each other reassurance
in response to one of their greatest sources of anxiety, nonacceptance
fran the conununity.
In addition to these "dressingroom stories of reassurance", group

members also indulged in other efforts to cope with uncertainty.

"Contingency control" as a methcrl of keeping chaos out of their
inllvidual perfonnances emerged once again as part of group members'
activities, after they had started the perfonnances.
Many group members assumed

this orientation once they were in the

throes of their first perfonnance.

strategies.

others engaged in alternative

More than discussions, group members' activities included

attempts to anchor in a framework.

'!hey were thereby engaged in

continuing to create a paradigm of theatre.

Emernincr

Shape Of Group Members' Interactions, Paradigmatic Actions

Once group members

leapt into presenting the play, many patterns

in their interactions emerged.

Significantly, two strikingly

different approaches which had begun to emerge in September sessions,
became more pronounced during this time. "Contingency Control" as an

approach has been outlined in terns of group members' dress rehearsal
interactions.
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A

secom

"approach" upon which some group members' came to rely,

"Havirg F\m", etneiqed from improvisational activities primarily

attributed to the men in earlier sessions.
this

secom

In previous Act-Plays,

approach has been described primarily through

distinguishirg the men's improvisational activity from the wanen' s.

D.lring their perfonnances time and in the interviews which
followed the project, it became apparent that many group members came

to view "Having F\m" as an approach to perfonning.

Even with this

rec;:x,gnition, there was initial tension and confusion between these
different approaches, particularly as "Havirg F\m11 in tenns of the
men's activities had been viewed as "fooling around", being "hyper"
and "distracting".

'!heir activities, then, had not been viewed as an

approach to perfonning.

a) Group Members And '!heir Efforts At Contingency Control
Group members'

"nervousness" and their attempts to reassure

themselves described thus far surfaced primarily inunediately prior to
their first perfonnance.

Unlike those efforts, group members'

energies directed as a group toward "contingency control" had begun to
emerge discernibly in group members' activities during dress
rehearsals.
Without cam•s ongoing involvement to seek out gaps and holes,
several group members appeared to escalate efforts among themselves to
do so.

- We talked about urn, before we get out there, because we'll be
nervous and hyper, remember to keep "Proving Up" slower so that
you guys can say your lines. Jes) Q-10-1.18.
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- 'Ihe problem is, you know, that last thing should be as
enthusiastic as the first one. Hard ern. Arxl it wasn't because we
forgot. Ann) No. len) So tanorrow night before we go on we'll all
get together an:1 say it together Ann) Yes exactly. I.en)
Q-10-1313.

'!his pattem emerged ltDre strongly than before.

Particularly durirg

the evenirgs of the first two perfonnances, group members continued to

consider any possible holes which had occurred or might cx::cur.
SUggestions to avoid such problems were the most common manifestations
of their process.
-Ask Jim tO have your cape. I'll be on the other side. [Anna is
speaking to Debbie who inunediately begins to be concerned about
forgettirg to ask Jim to do this.] I want to tell Jim... Deb)

[At this point Jim happens to come in to the dressingroom an:1
Debbie asks him to hold her shawl.] o-10-.68.
- I never know when those guys are going to put the lights up. Iast
night before I was in place .•• I just pretended. Ann) o-1o-.s2.
- 'Ihe only caranent I heard was "Couldn't Jes. wear different shoes?
She said they really stick out. len) Good. Jes) '!hat was the only
think she had against the play was that comment. len) Well good
I want to stick out. Jes) You want to stick out. • • I.en) [She
seems flabbergasted.] I don't know what else to do. Jes)
Q-10-1287.
-We can try that tonight, Helen.
after. Hel) 0.10-. 70.

Ann) Just give me a few secorrls

- '!here was a blcx::k in Pink Pills. Jay) [Anna & Jay running through
what happened. One of those two lines two sentences.] Q-10-1291.
- Did you see the change in the thing? [Helen enters the
dressingroom referring to cam's change to their set] • How's the
thing going to break? Hel) o-12-.01.
Intennission provided a recurring opportunity to consider what

was to come and to prepare for details of their interactions. As
described previously, "running lines" which might cause difficulty
fanned part of group members' collective efforts during intennission

to seek out and then avoid potential gaps in their theatre illusion.
-

~ anybcdy else have trouble with that last verse? I.en [Group
does it together] Q-10-.90.
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- [Hel ani Anna nmning lines.) What about that nice Wilson boy?
Anna) ['lhey had forgotten those particular lines at dress
rehearsal.] Q-10.1 .91.
In addition, i.ntennission provided opportunity for adjusbnents in

costumes, makeup, and hair.
- Deb, your hair is falling down. Hel) o-10-1. 51.
- I perspire so much I don't know why I put it (makeup] on.

Are

you done with the powder? Jes) Q-10-.35.
By intennission of the first evening then, group members had

shifted substantially from discussing their nervousness to making

certain that they had planned for each and every contingency they
could ilnagine.

Several other elements began to surface in their

interactions related to "contingency control".

1) Mistakes

"Contingency control" as described suggests a future intention
in group members 1 actions.

'lhe study has proposed that at least one

approach group members attempted was to foresee all potential pitfalls
which would create a hole in their theatre.

In the initial

description of "contingency control" within the segment recounting
dress rehearsal sessions, a series of "steps" were outlined.
members frequently considered what had happened in the

Group

past in order

to detennine how to "fix" the situation.
Once they began to perfonn the play for an audience, one could

not retmn to "fix" that which had been done.

However, many of the

actors did express an interest in sorting out confusion arising from
their perfonnance.

When coming into the dressingroom innnecliately

after a scene, actors could be heard discussing a "mistake", although
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this word was virtually never used.

In other

words, when

contirxJencies were not controlled, when interactions did not fit the
expected pattem, generally at least those involved would attenpt to

detennine what had occurred.

In some instances, the problem was

evident, in others group members scrutinized the script to aid in
their reconstruction.

- I was st:arrli.rg ready ani I looked down. ''I've got my goddamn
apron on". Did you fall? Joy) No that my head set. • • Stuck in my
skirt. I was dragging it. Len) Q-12-2.05.
-Well I miSSEd my cue for the Wheat Pool scene. I came in too late
so I al1oost ran in. Jes) 0-12-2.05.
- We got through it. Joy) [Joyaa and loretta come in to the
dressingroom after perfonning the Nurses Scene. loretta begins to
look at the script. ] "Sister Cecile came in". Did you say that?
lor) No because you gave me the tnn. • • Joy) It's just part of the
training. You have to put up with it, I said. You missed ••• lor)
Oh yeah. Joy) You missed that Joyaa. lor) o-10-1.11.
- Oh no ••• I missed old perky self. But that doesn't, that's okay.
It was later on. We missed uh, "Nothing here". You should, Oh
then you're supposed to say "Oh grandma ••• '!hen I say. • been dead
for 45 years. We went right into that a about Jessie. Arm) So we
both did ••• Hel) Q-10-1298.
- ••• Too soon. Jay) I rescued you. Hel) What happened to "Home
Quarter?" ••• 'Ihe second and third verses, it was horrible.
Arm) It went through so many changes. lor.) You didn't wait. I
k::r'low. I k::r'low. Jim) For that "Homestead Quarter" to blerd in.
Len) Q-10-1.51.
'lhese mistakes were often noticed and discussed among group members
who were not in the scene but were backstage.

Some mistakes also

became stories passed among group members.

- I never even noticed. Jes) It seemed like something was
different, but I.. Joy) ['!hey are referring to Anna's and
Helen's change in lines.] o-12-2. 02.
- You k::rlorN when she missed her line there ani she •.• you could tell
she was really faltering. I didn't Jmow whether to junp in ani
help her or to let her come up with something on her own. Len)
And she did. Eil.) Yeah. Which was good. Len) o-12-2. 02.
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Group members acknowledged "mistakes" in various ways.

basically described what had happened.

Many

A few couched their

description in huroourous tenns when recounting the event for others.
-Anna arrl I left out the whole thing about the Wilson boy. Hel)
Q-10-.30. (Noticeable here are the changing nature of gaps.
Group members do not necessarily create the same gaps as they did
in dress rehearsal. ]
- I fo:rget that every time. All you guys are going ''Hanestead
Quarter" an:i I'm still going ••• Ann) That's okay. len) [Sane of

those present laugh a little.] Q-12-2.35.
- Yes, I'm afraid I think I might stay home. len) It's not your
problem. Jim) • • • nobody stop for a breath or she' 11 say
sanething. len) ••• It's been more than hesitation, she's jl.IIl'ped
right in an:i contradicted herself. ''Well I thought this arrl then
that" ••• Hel) I thought I'd say that line but I didn't get a
chance. len) ••• I'm glad there •s somebody. • '!here was a pause
there. Participant) Yes that's right. len) '!he trouble is she
knows everybody's lines as well as her own and she's thinking
ahead arrl •• I.or) And if you're not going to say it, to hell with
you, I'm going to say it. Participant) Q-11-.15.
- I missed that altcx.Jether. What happened? Hel) Well she took my
lines an:i I said hers and I got the laugh. Participant)
[Everybody begins to laugh.] o-11- (Fieldnotes) •
Group members

were referring in the latter quotations to one

participant in particular.

On at least two occasions actors had

in:licated often that they had known their lines and were about to say
them when interrupted.

cam had complimented this participant in dress

rehearsal for fending off a pending gap, "Good cover. • •

(cam,

o-7-2. 39. )

'Ihat' s good"

However, this actor became so concented with

contingency control that when others barely hesitated with their
lines, she filled them by adlibbing.

2) SUpport And Assurances From Group Members Concemincr ''Mistakes"
'!here were many different means by which group members chose to
offer support for those who had made a mistake.
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Some atterrpted to

diminish the significance by suggesting that they would have other
opportunities to "get it right":
-She came out with "patience". That's IrrJ line. But that's okay.
It worked out. lor) It wasn't quite the right speed am it threw
me off "Sister Cecile". • • We' 11 get it right tomorrow. Joy) Yeah
taoorrow. lor) SUre, tomorrow's another day. Deb) o-10.2 1.
On other cx::casions, those listening resporrled by in:ticating that

the size of the mistake was small.

'!hey either implied or stated that

no one would notice the mistake, thereby denying in a sense that a gap

had been created.
- '!hat's okay. It worked out. You just missed a little bit.
laugh) It' 11 be different tomorrow night. If somebody comes two
nights in a reM they' 11 get a different show. lor) Yeah a
different show. Joy) o-10-1. 72.
-Tonight's not important: "'!his is a dress rehearsal anyway. Joy)
Yes it is. len) o-10-2 1.
- You never blocked or anything. Ann) How could they know? Deb)
Nobody, nobody at all. Hel) IX>n't fluster yourself. len)
Q-10-1.39.
-Yeah, but if you leave something out, that's alright. Nobody's
goirg to know. Just you guys. Deb) We couldn't even tell what it
was. Until we got back here(?) Hel) Well see I left out a line
am I never knew until the end. I'm supposed to ask him "What.. s
he doing in Winnipeg. Jes) Oh, Reverend Blau, right. Hel)
Q-10-.30.
In

tenns of reassurances related to "size of a mistake, some implied

that there was a tacit gradation of "mistakes", with one of the worst
beirg a lengthy silence, a "block".

So for example, one participant

was told by another that this was "not the worst mistake" made
(Q-11-Fieldnotes).
One additional manner of responding was simply

to change the

subject:

- You didn't wait. len) I know, I know. Jim) For that "Homestead
Quarter" to blend in. Len) But didn't they love the train? Bil)
Q-10-1.52
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In the last statement in this quotation Bill was changing the subject

ani in do~ so he provided a hint of a second approach to

perfonnance,

''Hav~ F\m".

b) Group Members And "Having Fun"

''Having Fun" as an approach specific to perfonnance, is more
difficult to distinguish from other aspects of group members'
activities, such as

hav~

parties.

It is most important to

acknowledge that for some group members, those with a socially
motivated orientation, "Havj,D:J Fun" could not be entirely separated
since this was a

~ive

approach, a key element in their general

orientation.
'!hose with an "organizational" orientation appeared to

experience some tension between "Contingency Control" and "Having FUn"
approaches to perfonnance.

As indicated in previous sections, group

members' approach seemed to reflect emerging gender groupings more
than the four emergent

sub-group~s

posited in the "General Context"

piece of the Mobile-framework.
'!his segment compromises by describing elements of "having flm"

in all of group members activities.

However, this description takes

shape through two subsections, "In Perfonnance" and "SUrrounding

Perfonnance''.
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1) In 'lbeir Perfonnances
Group members had been encouraged through

sane of cam 1 s direction

to consider actirg in tenns of "having fun with it" and "playing with
it".
- I thought you 1 d have fun saying that. cam) S-18-1099.
- Yell, scream, rant, rave. Have fun with it. Have lots of fun with
it. cam) s-27-1288.
- I thought you could have lots of fun with it. cam) o-4-1192.

He used these expressions particularly to exhort actors to explore, to

generate experiences of meaning in their acting, both in improvisation
and with the script.

Despite

cam

1

s frequent use of these directions when actors had

the script, most group members appeared to associate this experience

with improvisation.

Once they received a script, many manifestly

shifted into more of a contingency control approach.

Although many relied tacitly on a contingency control approach,
they apparently carried a sense that, "having fun" or "playing with
it", was possible to reintroduce into their acting at some point.
- But, you know, the last night that we did it, our first
production, I was nervous - oohh, not hardly at all. And I had
the most fun that night because I played around with my part •••
I was relaxed enough, I didn't, I knew I wasn •t going to forget
anything and if I did I wasn't worried. Ann) o-10-1.01.
- It's supposed to be fun tonight. Come on. Ann) Yes, we're going
to have . • • len) Okay fine. '!hanks for telling me. Jes) Q-12-19.
- We're goirg to have so much fun tonight. I'm going to have fun.
Hel) You will. You will. Ann) Q-12-.30.

one manifestation of actors "having
to adlib.

Two

fun" was that sane continued

of the women, both of them having a prankster

orientation, were noted for their adlibbing throughout all three

perfonnances.
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- Both of us again, when you come in there, adlibbing it.

Ani
tonight I looked for you. When you come in. I •ve never done that
before. Participant) Q-12-1360.

However, adlibbirg was not most commonly associated with "having ftm"
as an approach to perfonning.
'Ihe Iten' s actions were more commonly linked with a "havirg ftm"

approach.

Unfortunately, given restrictions on resources

am

given

social conventions, the study does not have data fran the men's
interactions durirg the time they spent in their own dressingroan.
D:lta upon which the study has relied included the women making meaning

of what they observed in tenns of the men's preparation for

am

acting·

on stage.

am

wanen

It also includes a few discussions among the

Iten

in the wanen's dressingroom while makeup was being applied.
-We came up with a pretty damn good version of "Homestead
Quarter". It was in the shower. Bil) We heard it. Evecybody did.
''Hey, there's water running and they're singing in ~ere. Hel)
[She speaks as though experiencing it at the time.] Q-10-1322.

A few of the women acting, aspired to a "having fun" approach.
'Ihrough their obser:vations of the men, several of the women actors

began to associate

"being hyped up" with "having fun".

- Listen to them, those guys are going crazy in there. Ann) Ani
they're goirg 15 bucks for a . . • Deb) 'Ihey•re having fun. Ann)
Did you hear them? Joy) Yeah. Eil) Q-11-1325.
- Ani let's all get hyped up and have a good time. Hel) Right,
have a good time. Len) Q-10-1.89.

However, for many of the women, it seemed most difficult to shift out
of a "contingency control" approach to perfonnance into one of "having
ftm".

More of the group members accepted, "Having

F\m", as being

restricted to a part of socializing, internal to the group.
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2) SUrrounding '!heir Perfonnances
Descriptions thus far corwey an impression that group members,
particularly the wanen actors, were bound up with tension, that they

were having no ftm.

'!his description might reflect group members

experiences 100re closely in the third perfonnance.

HOVlever, after

their initial bout of nervousness prior to the first perfonnance,
group members began to laugh and make jokes backstage, during

intennission, and at the parties after their perfonnances.
In addition to caning into the dressingroom for "contingency

contrOl" purposes, to make adjusbnents to their appearance, or to sort

out ''mistakes", group members also came in to laugh and joke about
what had happened.

'!hey often repeated what they had been attempting

to whisper to each other backstage, or to tell others who stood on the
other side of the stage and could not hear.

- An:i I said, if it falls over, it's going to have to be ''Where was
that pole for, <llarlie?" Ann) o-10-1. 54. ('!he line in the play is

''Where's that pole for, <llarlie?"]
- It didn't sound right. Jim) She didn't say it. Bil) ('!hey start
to laugh.] I said, he always makes it so bad... That's hOVl it
went. Len) 0-11-18.
- OUr light came up and then it went down again and then came out.
That's like Jo- ''What the hell?" she shout's in Al's ear. Eil)
An:i right before the perfonnance there goes Jo. Eil) o-11-1.28.
['!hose listening laugh. It is interesting that a "technical"
mistake finally comes to the fore in discussion.]
Significantly, some of these interactions which have an air of a
"humourous story", might also have been "contingency control" but for
context.

'!hey had became "backstage" stories, described apparently

for purposes of amusement and anazement.

As such the storyteller was

often someone observing, not the actors on stage experiencing
repercussions of a "mistake", a potential hole.
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In addition to backstage banter, an:1 dressingroom stories, group
members

also i.rdul.ged in

perfonnances.

"hav~ fun"

at parties following the

'!here were three parties, one after eadl perfonnance.

'!he first two were located in cam•s motel room.

'!heir third party, a

large one at whidl a few husband and wives attended in addition to the

cast, was held in the basement of Jo's parents' home.
At the first two parties less than a dozen people attended at any
one time for none of the younger participants, Debbie, Jay, or Arthur
came to them.
with them.

In addition, several of the wanen had relatives staying

'!hose women either returned home innnediately after the

perfonnance to visit with their relatives or came to the party for a
very brief period.
Group members' spent most of the first party sitting in what
approximated a circle -

as much as a small hotel room would

accouuto:late that shape.

Sprawled on chairs, a bed, a couch, and even

perdled on dressers, they SIX>ke mainly in the larger group about what

had happened.
earlier

"Dressingroom stories al::x:)l.mded".

"cont~ency

In contrast with

control" concerns, the stories had become

exploits, adventures in near-disaster.

ntis process of reconstructing

their evening's exploits was referred to as "rehashing" during the
final party (Q-12-Fieldnotes).
One individual in particular, Bill, appeared to be keeper of past

stories.

He told several and encouraged others to do the same.

example, he told of how he had become involved in drama.
teadler, near retirement had encouraged him to do so.
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For

Another,

- '!he only reason I ever went. • • it was Jean. Jean said it was

alright. Bil) Q-10-2.05.
In addition to dressingroom stories for humour's sake, group

members also recounted their conversations with those who had been in
the audience.

When group members' spoke of conunents from the

audience, a sense of seriousness descended on the group.

Quiet

prevailed.
-Well the English teacher really liked the play because she got
all the puns. Bil) Q-10-2.05.
- People who understood theatre really thought we were good. Very
good. Eil) I got a connnent tonight exactly on that vein. len)
Q-11-1330.
Bill spoke of a conversation he had had with an acquaintance who
indicated that she had expected more sets and props.
- ''Well were you disappointed? She said, "No. It was great the way
you did it. It was." Bil) Q-11-1331.
Group members' appeared to be concerned, once more with acts of

reassurance, although far less intense than their concerns in the
dressingroom.

At the end of a dressingroom story, or bit of

reassurance, however, at least three times there were lengthy
silences, as though group members were not quite sure what else to say
to each other.
By the second evening, group members seemed relatively assured.

'!hey had expressed pleasure with the audience reaction generally.
Group members considered the audience "a respectable size" and they
had clapped more and laughed in more of the expected places.
began with

'!hey

"rehashing", but with fewer stories of reassurance mixed
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into their descriptions.

'!here seemed to be more of a shift.

For

exanple, a series of stories about audience response, was told less
for reassurance than for entertairnnent purposes.
'!his series began with a statement that one actor's mother was in
the audience.

- Jessie, her mother was in the audience also arrl uh.. '!he Wheat
Pool scene. • • when she carried out the sarrlwiches (Jessie's
character had made] an:i Joyce said, "Iook at this stuff. Who's
qoirq to eat this stuff?" One person (in the audience] just
started laughin:J. Jessie said, "'!hat was my mother. She :kJ'la«s I
can •t cook." Eil) (Several people laugh. Bill then respoms.] Oh
I've got a better one for you. You know who it was who said
"Right on"? [Someone in the audience had burst out in response
to a line in the play "'!here· s nothing here in Goetheim. Bill
continues on to name a person. ] '!hat's what I heard I don't know
if it's true or not. Bil) 0-11-.31.
His statements were greeted with winks and smiles from other group
members.

Significantly, the theme of stories ostensibly shifted to
disclose prank-like behaviour.

For example, in the Train Station

scene there is an ornament which was eventually broken in a later
scene.

('lhese were the pieces of the ornament about which Anna and

Helen had been concerned.)
Anna had supplied a set of three

"greenware" dogs painted blue so

that it would be distinct, cheap and might be broken during the
perfonnance.

'!he wee statue had had mascara on its face, which could

not be seen from very far away.

Someone had applied stage makeup to

"Friday IS dog" •
When someone at the party asked about the meaning of the mascara,
Bill irrlicated that its "face was too pale" (Q-11-.35).
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I

interpreted this in my fieldnotes as a hmnourous reference to being

scrutinized as actors to detennine whether their makeup was acceptable
unier the theatre lights.

Discussions at the parties revealed some of the men • s
interactions in their dressingroom.

In particular, more about their

approach to acting "replete" with antics was elivulged.
- I said Dad, come backstage. We got the radio. He says, "Oh.
Maybe you could flash me the score". I said sure.
[Bill laughs. ]
I said "ruring the train scene I '11 se:rrl you out a flash of the
score. Bil) Did you really? Hel) Yeah. Bil) He missed it. Jim)
He didn't get it. He didn't pick it up. '!hey [his parents] really
liked it [the play]. Bil) Q-11-.36.
In addition to this fonn of rehashing, group members very briefly

reflected on their process and themselves.

Again, their camnents

irrlicated a sense of assurance previously absent.
-We certainly matured as a group because remember how we were so
panicky that there wouldn't be sets. But this is how in a lot of

ways , this is how we thought about it. At least I did in the
beginning and then we worked, were manipulated it into. • F\111
circle right back. Joy) Exactly. len) We've done that. We've
gone back.wards. Eil) Have we got the tape recorder going for
this? Bil) Heavy. Jim) Well she's [Madeleine] gotten this. It
was picked up before haw we went full circle, preparing for this
thing. Arxi that's exactly .•• len) Q-11-.39.
It is noteworthy that when reflecting, at least some group members'
inmediately associated the study with their reflective process.

'!his

suggested that, for some individuals, the interviews were linked with

pronpting them to reflect.

'!his was one of the few express

in:lications of how group members' perceived my role as participant
obsel::ver. 3
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Group members' collective, but brief reflections on this one
occasion eOOed with what began as a serious compliment but which was
dramatically "tunled" to hmnour.
- I think sane of the actors matured a little bit too, Jim. Bil)
[Bill •s tone suggests that he intends this as a compliment, but

as people begin to laugh uncertainly, Joyce comments.] Have you
matured? Are you mature? Joyce) I done started to culture. Jim)
Q-11-1334.
Gradually group members edged away from rehashing events of the
perfonnance

am

reflections on their process and themselves.

Continuing with stories they recounted "the snow stonn story" of the

last production.
of narration.

'!hose involved began to smile with the first words

From group members' reactions at the time I interpreted

a ccmronly held sense of "dangerous" made safe with a happy errling
the distance of reminiscing.

am

Listening to their tale of snow

concluding with a st:arxting ovation from a theatre almost full, I
simultaneously experienced a sense of thrill and a sense of tradition,
ritual.
After this story, group members began to talk of other things

entirely.

'!hey told stories about weddings, about families.

am Joyce

began to sing songs which satirized existing songs.

Jim, Al,
'!he

evening seemed focused less on group members' efforts to reassure
themselves and to wind down from tension, than to "have fun".
been the case in the past, the next day was to bring another

transition in group members' experience.
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As had

Emerging Shapes In Group Members • Interactions, Breaking Point Actions

In the previous segment, "Group Members Sources Of Concern
Regardin:J '!heir Perfonnance", the study proposed that group members •

experienced two major sources for their anxiety associated with the
play.

'!hey were concerned that their contributions as in:tividuals

might sanell.ovl qo awry, that they might make a hole or be unable to
prevent

"one" fran occurring. '!his concern they combatted with

"contingency control" directly, and indirectly with "having fun".

By

the en:i of the second perfonnance, it seemed that most group members
were experiencing some sense of confidence about dealing with possible

ambiguities of this nature.
-Anna, did you go over the script at all today? Do you ever do
that? Hel) No. Ann) What? [Several others who are in the
dressingroom respond. ] We did so well you know, I felt confident.
Ann) [She proceeds to tell how a little boy came up and

complimented

h~

on her perfonnance the evening before.]

Q-12-1344.
Group members • predominant approach, "contingency control",

initially proved useful in assisting them with ambiguity related to
confining chaos, assuming that lines and actions in the play was their
JOOSt significant anchor.

'Ihis approach apparently could not assist

them with their second concern, however, participation by and
appreciation from conmrunity members as audience.

a) Breaking Point Clarity

- cane

on. let's get it over with. Coffee break's over. I could
sit here till the closing scene, but I guess I can't.
Participant) [She laughs a little.] No I think you have to go out
and htnn. Eil) [As an actor she must finish the play.] o-12-2.02.
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Since the taperecorder and my obset:vations were confined to group
members' interactions in the women's dressingroom, once more, most of

the data derives from the women actors and the producer
events.

dj soJSSing

At the very least, being the largest subgroup, their concerns

and feelin;Js were to have a significant impact on others.
'!he evening of the third perfonnance was a study in contrast with

the first two perfonnances.

'Ihe weather had been decent for the first

two; for the third it was bitterly cold.
outside, the theatre was silent.
perfonnance early.

While the wirxi wailed

Group members had come to the first

'Ihe third night many bordered on being late.

When

they did come, where before they had been talkative, energetic -

nervous, on the last night they were slow at first and relatively
silent.

Images of crystals in the air and suspended animation would

not be far amiss in a description of the theatre and group members

during their first interactions that evening.
Sane

clearly felt some diminution in their energy and

circumstance very early in the evening.
- Is that cold out there! Holy fright. We're really going to have
to work up some enthusiasm tonight before we get going. len)
Q-12-.10.
lenore referred not only to the cold weather outside, but the
frigidity of the theatre.

Never wann at the best of times, the

theatre failed to heat up substantially during the entire perfonnance.
In addition to experiencing the cold, group members present also

experienced discomfort with their living conditions after three days
of dress rehearsals and two days of perfonnances.
-We haven't touched a dish for 4 days now. We've gone through,
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we' :re half way through the second set of dishes. • • Noth.i.rg' s been
dusted for a week an:i a half. Joy) rusting. What the hell is
that? Jes) Usually I can't stand dust. Forbmately I'm not there
to see it. Joy) Q-12-.23.
Several still spoke of having their families visiting with them.

others sinply expressed their fatigue.

- I'm just a spastic case. I am exhausted. I am totally •••
exhausted. Participant) cause she never sleeps because she's
too... Deb) I need sane sleep is what I need. I woke up this
lOOming an:i my eyes were so swollen I could barely see.
Participant) Q-12-1338.
One wanan expressed sane disappointment that her father could not

atten:i.

She had been one of the few who had not spoken of family

travelling to visit and to come and watch her.
- I bought my dad one [a ticket]. He's out in the field. Wouldn't

you know it. He's not even going to get to see our production.
IDr) [She later discovers that her father does attend the
perfonnance.J A different part of my family came every night. My
sister and brother. Hel) Q-12-1341.
A few minutes later, one woman quietly hinted to another that she
was still attempting to come to tenns with a terrible situation

experienced earlier in the day.
- You' :re going to be okay. Ann) I had the worst day I •ve ever had.
Participant) o-12-.28.
Although braced with some confidence from their interactions of
the evenings before, group members still experienced sane tension
associated with fatigue.

'!heir tension surfaced on more than one

occasion during the evening.
- I'm waiting for it.... You always say it. len) [She is speaking
to Jim.] What? What do I always say? Jim) Relax. [Jessie says it
very loudly. Her exclamation is followed by dead silence. '!hen
Jim begins to chuckle.] See that's why I didn't say it. Jim) [No
one else resporrls. ] Q-12-134 7.
- I need sane positive audience reaction. Ann) Everybody's getting
tired, too. len) Q-12-1352.
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'lhese then

were experiences which group

members

brought with them when

discovering that they had a small audience.
As previously described, prior to each perfonnance group members

consistently wished to know about the size of the audience as well as
who was in it.

On the

third evening immediately prior to the

perfonnance the wcmm discovered that the audience was much smaller
than they had expected.

- A whole side •s [of the theatre) is empty. Deb) Q-12-1248.
- How's the crowd there, Eileen? Jes) Small. '!here's ••. Eil)
Smaller than last night? Len} Yeah. I hope they're noisy. I want
a noisy crowd. Ann) I'd like fifty thousand out there. Hel}
o-12-1353.

At this point, through various means many of the women began to
express experiencing a breaking point.

b) Indications Of Discomfort
Initially, those present greeted the news of the small audience
with a tentative challenge.
well. We'll give the perfonnance of our life for whoever is
there. • I.en) o-12-1.10.

- Oh

'!his was followed immediately with an attempt to find different ways
to think about "the situation"

and to search concurrently for

explanation for initial perceptions.
- Ani to me, I had the most people phoning and asking about tickets
for tonight -more than another night .•• Len) Thursday, Friday
and today, • • • we've had lots of people altogether. !.Dr) There

was quite a few people on the Thursday night. It was all free
tickets. Participant) Yeah. Len) Well, no we got $122. Eil)
Q-12-1348-49.

- It's very cold the last night, some fanners are still b:ying to
harvest. [I.Dretta knows this because her own father harvesting. ]
!.Dr) o-12-.02.
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- AtXl then there's mass tonight. lor) Where's it on tonight? Deb)

Oh there's church? Jes?) Every Saturday night. Len) Q-12-1.42.
- It's not bad (size of audience] considering the cold •• am
there's a dance on. Hel) And then there's mass tonight. lor)
Where's it on? Deb) Q-12-1.42.
In addition to recognizing fanning activities (many of the

fanners had had a very late harvest that year with the rains), group
members also spoke of important church commitments, and a dance being

held for youth in the area.

Although none said so explicitly, listing

these other events seemed to suggest that community members had not

rejected them entirely, but were busy with other specific comnitments.

c) Group Members • Responses
As irxticated previously, group members were experiencing some

fatigue and tension prior to their discovery of the decline in
audience.

In describing signs of many group members' discomfort

conceming size of the audience, the last segment also outlined some
of their efforts to reconstruct the situation, and at the same to
discover explanation.
While occupied in this fashion, it was also necessary for group
members to prepare to perfonn.

It was after their experience with the

first few scenes that some group members returned to the dressingroom

to express their experience.
- I didn't know my lines. • • If you hadn't come up with you're lines
I don't think ... Arm) Don't say that, Anna. Hel) It's just so
strange. I'm going to nm over the second half. Arm) Q-12-1355.
- Okay come on. Damn it! We're out there to have a good time. '!his
is such a ••. 1st Participant) Why not blast it? 2nd Participant)
For Gcxl' s sake I' 11 laugh if they (the audience] don't.
1st Participant) Q-12-1355.
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In the latter quotation one of the participants began tacitly to

express a desire to do what the men had been doing, "getting hyped up"
an:1 ''having fun" or having a good time with it.

For sane of the wanen

at least, with their sense of breaking point came a crystallization
that there was a secorrl approach available to them.

Viewed in this

way, the men's actions may be understood as "an approach" to their
theatre interactions rather than merely a disturbance in tenns of

"oontingency oontrol.

Several of the women contemplated relying on

elements of that paradigm at that time.

- It's supposed to be fun tonight. Ann) Yes, we're going to
have .•. Len) o-12-.21.
'lhus it was that sane group members struggled with their concems
between scenes.

Their discussion about assuming a secorrl approach,

"having fun" oontinued into their break at intennission.

Some

seemed

to have experienced some limited relief in their anxiety by
intennission.

It was still relatively quiet, and the men did not

spenj time in the women •s dressingroom.

A small transition occurred, however, in the tenor and oontent of
those group members' discussion who were in the dressingroom during
intennission break.

The longest sequence of their conversation in a

large group is recorded herein to indicate this gradual shift.
- It would be fine if I oould go right out on stage and start
crying right away. But I have to go out there and do that stupid
"It's a dog that looks like a cat" line. And then we get a little
giggle. Ann) If we're lucky. Hel) Yeah, it... Don't say that.
Ann) Like they're laughing in the same places. It's just quiet
laughter. Ann) '!hat's right. Len and Joy) [Both Lenore and Joyce
agree with her.] It's just not enough people to build it up. But
the clapping •.. Did somebody go out there and start them clapping
after every scene because they did't clap the first few times.
Ann) No. Eil) I didn't think they clapped after the Wheat Pool
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scene. len) No they never have. Any night. Joy) No. Oh, they
haven't? len) They really clapped after the hockey scene. Deb)
Tonight, though, not at the Wheat Pool scene. I especially
noticed that tonight. len) They did after the telephone one.
Joy) Yeah. Yeah. len), Ann), and Deb) (The three say this all at
once. ] 'lhat always seems to get a lot of applause and they
started after the telephone scene, after the hockey scene and
after "Pink Pills". Ann) "Pink Pills", they were laughing. Eil)
Were they? Ann) "God I hate days like this" (Joyce begins
runni.rg her lines with loretta for the next act. Sane of the
actors laugh apparently out of current appreciation for the
lines.] 'IWo minutes. Eil) Q-12-1.08.
In the retraining intennission time, Eileen attempted to offer a

purpose for their renewed efforts, a "morale booster", "cam's wife is
there. Make her proud of hlln!" (Eileen, Q-12-1356.)

this is one of the first references to
made during the last two perfonnances.

cam

Interestingly,

that group members have

However, neither their

attempts to change approaches to "having fun", nor Eileen's efforts to
encourage succeed entirely in changing some group members' feelings
of breaking point experience:
- It's too cold in here. Ann) '!hat's right. We're just all freezing
tonight. len) What else can we blame it on? Deb) [There is a
little laughter.] let's find all our excuses. len) [She pauses.]
o-12-1357.
At this point, one participant who had been particularly energetic and
who had relied on "contingency control" to a great extent as an
approach instead expressed a decisive change in orientation towards
performing:
on. let •s get it over with. Coffee break •s over. I could sit
here till the closing scene, but I guess I can't. len (She laughs
briefly] No I think you have to go out and hum. Eil) Hey, let's
all hum off-key. Participant) o-12- 2.02.

- Come

Particularly the last statement of the participant suggested a
transition to "having fun" with a flavour of prankster to it.
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Without

placing too much significance on one conunent by one participant,
nonetheless, this conment is virtually a reversal of fanner
contingency oontrol approach.

It suggested a small revolt in a

subjunctive key.
When others returned to the dressingroom periodically, prior to
the conclusion of the play, their interactions indicated sane ongoing

shifts between "oontingency control" and "having fun".

Re=e.mernence Of Helixes, Tension Between Group Members' Aooroaches
Prior to leaving this description it is most important to note
roots in group members • previous interactions from which these two

approaches grew.

In the first Act-Play the study posited that group

members had at least two strikingly different sets of paradigmatic

actions, or approaches to their interactions.

Based on data analysis

these two were named in order of appearance: "Go With It" and "Get
Sanething Concrete".
In addition, through data analysis of theoretical works and data

gathered in the field, the study proposed that group members'
paradigmatic approaches emerged from a sense of ananic conditions, of
ambiguity.

It was suggested that they were searching for certainty

resporxling in two different ways to ambiguity.

When relying on a "Go With It" approach in their first meetings
of the project, group members were seeking certainty through
exploring and discovering meaning in new experiences of relationship.
Ongoing change was viewed as meaningful from this context.

When

searching to "Get Something Concrete" they were looking to hold on to
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sanethi.rg static.

Ongoing change in meaning from that approach was

viewed as disruptive.
Notably, the study posited that group members were able to mesh
their double helix of paradigmatic actions through improvisational
work during their work in August.

'!bey appeared tacitly to firrl

hannonious ways to rely on their two different approaches.

However,

by October, with their many transitions over a brief space of time,

their approaches seemed to have transformed into other approaches,
quite separate once more.
Focusing on group members' interactions during these subsequent
sessions, some group members' approach of "Having Fun" may be
interpreted as an outcropping of "Go With It".

'!bat is, several

group members were still intent on exploring new meaning in their

current interactions.

With "Having Fun", however, a shift might be

postulated in tenns of a new emphasis on enjoyment in group members'
exploratory interactions.

'!his became exploration understood in tenns

of elements of social spontaneity for "fun", for pleasure.
Considering group members' early "Getting Something Concrete"
approach, some links with their "Contingency Control" approach to
perfonning might be contemplated as well.

To the extent that many

group members still hoped to achieve a sense of certainty,
"Contingency Control" and "Getting Something Concrete" carried
similar elements in their approaches.

"Contingency Control" might be

urnerstood as an attempt to hold onto "the concrete" having obtained

it, by avoiding change.
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In other

woms, "Contingency Control" was manifestly a methcx:l

whereby group members might eliminate possibilities of change.

Having

"Sanet:hin:;;J Concrete", group members required an approach to take
concrete action to make certain that no contingencies changed the

"sanet:hin:;;J concrete" •
Ironically, given this approach "change" became a central focus
in group members' attenpts to remove the potential for change.

were constantly adjusting actions to create precision.

'!hey

'!his appeared

to be en:Uess work.
In contrast, both ''Having FUn" and "Go With It" suggested a

desire to respond with equanimity at the very least.

Particularly

"Having FUn" evoked the possibility of greeting change as
entertaining, as an opportunity to respond with more change and
thereby create meaning with pleasurable and humourous results.
- It's ftm already. Hel) I didn't know my lines ••. Ann) Q-12-1354.
- I saw my sister and brother-in-law. I winked at my sister but I
don't think she saw me. [She speaks with a tone which suggests
to me collusion, then she laughs.] Hel) Q-12-1368.
Based on data analysis, the study postulates that sane group

members began to attempt to reconcile these two approaches to

perfonnance during the three performances.

It was a breaking point

experience for some group members, the perceived failure during the
third performance, which finally propelled some towards attempting to

recognize "Having FUn" as a second approach to perfonnance.
Reconciliation of their two approaches had begun then with
crystallization of "Having FUn" as an approach rather than being
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sanet:hirg less such as "fooling arol.md" might be interpreted to mean.

However, in spite of sane group members' attempts to mesh these
approaches, there was apparently insufficient time for reconciliation
of the tension.

Descriptions of group members' reflections of their

experience as they completed their final perfonnance of the play is
located in the final Act-Play, "'Ihe Part Is OVer".

EMERGING STRUCIURFS
In contrast with some of their earliest meetings of the project,

group members' interactions assumed in conunon a fonnal structure not

evident in their first meetings.
with the caning of "an audience".

'Ihis seemed particularly the case
Although this section will outline

what group members appeared to bring to their actions in tenns of

reciprocating a sense of structure, the section also continues to
focus on structure in tenns of "parts of a whole".

EMERGING stJ'OOROUP

Given group members' burning focus on perfonnance, this theme
shapes descriptions herein.

a) Provincial Association And Club Structure
Generally, during these sessions group members did not refer to
either membership in a provincial theatre association, or to the
Goetheim Community 'Iheatre Club.
intense focus.

Presenting this production was their

It is unclear from data whether those who acted as

ushers and those who sold tickets were linked with the 'Iheatre Club.
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In those disrussions recorded, curiously, they only spoke of one

Club member linked with the audience.

Even in this instance, group

members referred to the person by name, not by the status of being a

club member.

Since I had limited knowledge of other club members, it

was difficult to detennine whether all members saw the play.
Allie did not.

Lyle

am

However, by the third perfonnance at least two of the

group members had made sane overtures to Allie and one had spoken to
Lyle.

b) l)emographics Of '!hose In Group
After Allie's roles were given to Helen, there were no changes to

the "core" set of participants in the project.

'!he demographics

remained unchanged fran those outlined in the third Act-Play.
Significant for purp:>ses of the study, there was at least one
unforeseen implication stenuning fran having a group which consisted of
in:lividuals most of whom were not part of the catholic conununity.

In

scheduling their perfonnances they did not account for a loss of
participation fran those members of the conununity attending mass on
the third evening.
-And then there's mass tonight. Lor) Where's it on tonight? Deb)
Oh there •s church? Jes?) Every Saturday night. Len) o-12-1. 42.

c) SUbgroupings In Tenns Of Location
'lhroughout group members' previous interactions, location

generally had sane impact on their experiences.

For example, upon

obtaining access to the "privacy and space" of the theatre group
members began to devote all of their meeting time to acting.
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I.ocation appeared to play a highly significant role in shaping their
experience durirg this set of six sessions as well.
For instance, those in the dressingrooms (bathrooms) were
entirely cut off fran obseJ:virg others' perfonnances.

'!he men spent

considerable tllne in their own dressingroom, entering the wanen" s
dressingroom primarily to put on makeup and to enter the back stage
area.

'!hose in the theatre were equally removed fran dressingroam

discussion.
perfonnance.

'!hose back stage could only hear and see part of the
Crew members in the sound and lighting booth were cut

off fran most of the activity although Jo, the stage manager acted as
a liaison through use of headphones and a COim11Uilications system.
With their experiences of rapid change and intensity associated
with various tasks, this resulted in constant updates fran those
present at all the different locales.

'Ihese were eventful times and

group members' communications about their experiences were constant.

Group members' constructions of events were based as much on
"dressingroam stories" as on their own innnediate obsel::vations.
relays were dependent on timing as well as location.

4

'!heir

Much of what

they communicated related to experiencing one last major transition in
group members • perspective on their roles prior to the end of the

project.

EMERGING ROlES

In prior meetings, out of group members' interactions "new'' needs

crystallized; new roles were then vaguely defined through
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their interactions thereafter.

If they did not expressly construct a

new role, group members adjusted and refined how they thought about
roles they had identified.

D.lring these last six sessions group

members did not speak of, nor did they tacitly create through their

interactions entirely new roles other than obtaining a "house
manager" who, with Eileen organized people to usher and to take
tickets.
Once trore, in the following description the study reflects group

members' main concern in focusing on their "theatre interactions".

a) Emerging 'Iheatre Roles
In

tenns of group members' construction of "roles" and those

people "in the role", one important fonnal cue emerged from the
theatre program.

Created for the audience, the program also set out

for group members' role titles and the names of those in the group
given a particular title.

For instance, the "costume" dispute had

been settled at least in tenns of official reccxJllition.

'!he

participant who had volunteered to do some of the sewing was
acknowledged fonnally in the program as being responsible for

costumes.

As well, according to the program suddenly there was a

"house manager" and a "lighting director".
Each person working on the project was provided with a copy of

the program ilmnecliately prior to the first perfonnance.

What was most

fascinating about the program was the preeminence given to
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the actors ani the director.

Framing a list of acknavledgments were

pictures of the cast ani the director.
this

"structure" as

Group members seemed to accept

expected, "a tradition" of theatre.

rurinj this period, in tenns of group members' interactions
related to roles, there were some relatively obvious shifts ani other
shifts which were most subtle.

One of the more marked changes emerged

oonceming their interactions with "the director".

1) Emerging Refinements Of Director's Role
Dlring dress rehearsal sessions, as outlined in "Emerging
Patt.erns Of

Process", cam literally orchestrated the coming together

of all aspects of group members • perfonnance from actinj to lighting,
sourrl, ani changing the sets.

No one else had his experience ·with

creating nuance ani at the same time removing distractions.

cam•s ani

group members' interactions assumed a more traditional sense of

theatre (as suggested in Anna's description of a professional
company).
- In a professional production you •re not arguing for your opinion

arr:f llDre than you're up there saying, "I think your left ann
should be ••• " Ann) A-14-432 •.

'!he director made rapid decisions as director without having a
oollective decision-making process during rehearsals, a time of
ooncentrated activity.
However, other than repeatedly encouraging them, ani making one
set change, cam chose not to interfere with their activities once they
began their series of perfonnances.

In this fashion he provided group

members with the opportunity to work on their own.
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- I can't even say anything was - "It was good except ••• It was
good." cam) o-10-2.01. (He is greeted with a flun:y of
descriptions fran group members of mistakes they have recognized.
But he does not respond with suggestions only supportive
statements. ]
His role became one of emotional support to group members at this

point.

2) Emerging Refinements Of Producer's Role
Many of Eileen's activities occurred beyond the dominion of the

dressingrooms, beyond that of the theatre.

Most group members had no

opportunity to observe many of the tasks she perfonned in the role of
producer.

For example, obtaining the tickets, and the programs,

advertising posters, all of these things were done elsewhere during
this period.

However, the products, such as the tickets and the

programs, provided some indication of her work.
Another manifestation of Eileen's work outside of the theatre was
the sudden appearance within the theatre of ushers and people to take
tickets for the nights of perfonnances.

On opening night Eileen was

apparently one of the first at the theatre.

It became apparent that

as producer she was overseeing a number of different tasks in the
theatre.

She appeared to be "someone to go to" in case of confusion.

In this regani she once more became a trouble-shooter.

A related task which she ostensibly assumed was to raise group
members' morale.

On opening night when entering the dressingroom,

prior to most others attending, she brought flowers and copies of the
program for each of the actors.

Periodically during the evening she

would stop in and let the actors know whether there was a crowd.
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She

also provided positive reports in tenns of comments from the audience.
Particularly on the last evening she was more frequently in the
dressirgroom encouraging the actors back into action.

Eileen crossed the lines between the "technical people" an:i the
actors.

It was she who told dressirgroom stories of an:i to those

two sets of people.

3) Emerging Refinements Of Actors• Role
Emergence of "Contingency Control" and "Having Fun" as theatre
approaches brought nuances to actors • sense of their roles.
appeared to bring a collective nature to both approaches.

'!hey
In

"Contingency Control", actors did not worry exclusively about their
actions as individuals, but about group work.
- You're supposed to help your fellow actors. Len) o-9-. 89.
Holes an:i gaps were experienced not only by a person hesitating,
but those in the scene who had to determine how to respond, hence

the notion of "covering".

Their increasing, collective repetition of

"Homestead Quarter", the choral work at the beginning and the end of
the play, exemplified their growing sense of "being in this to;Jether".
'!hose in a scene were often to be found "running lines" with each
other, going over them at the last minute.
"Having FUn" as an approach also involved others, for group
members' appeared to bring camaraderie as an element within this

approach.

In other words, while "Having Fun" or "playing with it"
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might be thought of as an individual 's activity, others experienced

am respon:ied to their spontaneity. There

was also a sense of having

fun together.

Linked with these two approaches in group members' interactions

was group members' support for each other behirrl scenes.

For exanple,

as prior descriptions reveal, "after the fact" support am reassurance
for those making ''mistakes" was a most important part of actors tasks.
As well as establishing what had happened, reassurances of various
1d.ra;

were exchanged among them.

Morale boosting before arrl after

events shifted to the forefront as part of their role.
One

set of tasks emerged for group members prior to perfonnance,

partially out of intent to support.

Several group members needed

assistance in putting on their costtnnes, their makeup arrl doing their
hair.

Whenever someone requested such assistance it was generally

given.

More fonrally, Lenore who had directed costume work also

assisted relatively constantly several actors particularly with their

hair.
- '!hanks a lot. len. That looks ma.I.Velous. I don't know what we'd do
without Lenore. She just takes things over. Jes) o-10-. 30.
In this fashion group members took responsibility for themselves,

relied on each other, and in this manner became an "independent" group
at this point.

When they recited the choral work together it appeared

to be more than "running lines", bringing a sense of cohesion arrl
canfort, a sense of group to them.
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4) Emerging Refinements Of Technical. Backstage Roles:
stage Manager. stage Crew, And Wardrobe
With respect to wardrobe or costuming, a feN last minute details
needed to be worked

out during dress rehearsal period.

One person

needed an apron, others needed to exchange white gloves for colored

ones.

Many of these details were taken care of by the irxtividual

actor with same offerings fran other group members.
Dress rehearsals were a tense time as well for the lighting
soord people.

am

'!hose three days constituted their prime opportunity to

work with the actors, finally having a more precise script and having
one scene follOVI immediately after another.

Timing being crucial,

previous opportunity had not afforded them those circumstances. Unlike
the actors who could run through scenes together independently

of the larger group, the lighting, sound, and backstage crew could not
"practice" significantly without the actors.
Although some of the crew had participated in the all-day
workshop and had been involved in the story circles at the beginning
of meetings, during these sessions they were generally not to be seen
or to be observed only at a distance.
exception.

'!he stage manager was the

She clearly became a liaison between the two groups.

About this time the stage manager began to wear a set of head

phones and a small speaker.

'Ihis equipment allowed her to communicate

with those in the lighting and sound booth.

She would infonn those in

the booth when the actors were ready and vice versa.

If anything

seemed slightly askew, Jo was to act as liaison to advise whichever

group about sources of confusion.
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5) Role crystallizations Of House Manager, Ushers And Ticket Takers

rata is limited concerning how those asked to be house manager,
ushers, and ticket takers construed their "roles".

D.Iring the three

perfonnances those taking tickets and ushering were not the same
individuals each night.

6) Emerging Role Of Audience
Given the framework of the study and the data gathered, a sense
of "the role of the audience" must be described mainly from meanings
expressed by group members. Despite the oddity of this description it

is most important to include one.

OVerlooking" the "role" of the

audience would be a large oversight since the concept of audience is
integral to carmronly held conceptions of theatre.

Among group

members' , the study has consistently documented how their actions were
shaped by both apprehension and desire to have an audience.

The

actions of those attending had a tremendous ilnpact on those engaged in
doing the production.
Based on data analysis then, according to group members', "the"

audience was expected to attend and, group members fet:Vently hoped
those attending would be responsive to the play.

The audience was not

only to be generally responsive, but to laugh in certain places, to

c:r:y or indicate experiencing sadness in others, and to clap
appreciatively.
'!he audience was also to make certain that the production was

financially successful, although this was not at the forefront of what
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they were supposed to do.

After the perfonnance, the audience was

also supposed to praise and critique both the play and the perfonners.

Recognition of the work which had gone into the play was expected as
an important element in their role as tacitly conceptualized by many

group members.

Group members connnents were to eventually irdicate

that their expectations were only partially met throughout the three
perfonnances.

7) Role CrYstallizations To '!he End Of '!his Stage

ruring this stage few new roles had crystallized through group
members' interactions.

Most group members held in connnon a relatively

express sense of the following roles from this pericxi until the end of
the session:
Producer/Director-Script-creator-EditorjActors-Writers-Edito:rs-cast
/Stage-Manager/Lighting Director-and-Sound-crewjCosturnesjHouse-Manager
Ticket-Takers-and-ushers/Audience/Participant-observer.

b) Emel:gina leadership, Friendships, "Distance"
To some

extent as previously emphasized, because they worked in

several locations, group members' conununication lines were stretched.
ruring this pericxi the messenger, or the first to corwey what had

happened elsewhere was respectfully heard and thereby was accorded a

sense of legitimacy.
For group members, leadership, friendships, and a sense of
distance amorg themselves continued to be strongly linked with a sense
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of tnlst.

'!hey partook in one key element of transition

throughout these six sessions.

while

cam was

During the dress rehearsals, even

assuming a highly directive role, group members began to

follow his process more independently, particularly in tenns of
"Contingency Control" approach.
With the three dress rehearsals, cam•s direction was
unquestioned, no group members presumed to have such skill in juggling
facets of theatre work.

His paradigm of theatre as expressed through

these sets of interactions with them were consistent with elements
predaninant in group members • emerging paradigm.

Generally then,

cam

was unquestioned, his legitimacy never stronger.
However, as cam•s direct involvement in their activities receded
with their transition to perfonnance, many group members began to take
responsibility for contemplating possible gaps in performance contingency control.

'!hey did this for thernselves and for the group.

'Ihey had begun to rely on a contingency approach in working on their

own scenes in conjunction with cam•s work during dress rehearsals.
'!he study posits that group members' closeness to the composition
of scenes in the play through improvisational beginnings afforded
group members the confidence and experience to continue with this

approach.

cam•s diminished involvement allowed some group members to

maintain a sense of control and involvement in presentation of the
play.
Resulting from these task, at least one of the qualities valued
during this tilne was the ability to see problems and to foresee
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potential problems within this framework.

'Ihus suggestions that they

repeat the newly learned choral work inunediately prior to perfonning
it were accepted by the entire cast.
others also infonnally assumed roles of creating and fixing in

tenns of makeup and hair "problems".
- Did you spray that well? len) Well I tried. Joy) I'm serious,
spray it. len) o-9-. 28.
- '!hanks a lot, lenore. '!hat looks marvelous. I don't know what
we'd do without Lenore. She just takes things over. Jes)
Q-1Q-1.30.
In other words, those who might also bring skills to sudden gaps in

preparatory process also achieved some recognition and legitimacy from
others.
'lhese descriptions have indicated hO'iN group members endowed other
members with legitimacy in tenns of "contingency control" approach.

'!hose who had been relying on "Having Fun" also began to receive sane

recognition.

Particularly during the final perfonnance several of

those who had focused on "Contingency Control", detennined to take
''Having Fun" as an approach.

'!his included replicating prank-like

attempts at covert conununication with specific members of the

audience.
- I saw my sister and brother-in-law. I winked at my sister, but I
don't think she saw me. Hel) Q-12-1368.

Even during this time some group members were beginning to becane
acquainted, to make links with each other beyond the play.

Some

also

achieved sufficient intimacy to describe other in'portant aspects of
their lives.
- I sold a skirt to you before, last month. Hel [She is addressing
Jessie.] Was that you? Oh, is that right? I didn •t know that.
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You sure dress me well. I'm wearing it tonight ard the top. Jes)
Q-12-1.12.
-You really dislike not looking right, don't you? Jes) Yeah.
Participant) ['!he participant spoke this intensely, although
Jessie ard she had barely begun to strike up an acquaintance at
the all-day workshop. ] o-12-1. 26.
In addition, during dress rehearsals one participant confided in group

members about her state of pregnancy by describing her difficulties in

cooking food for her husband and children.

As well, during these

sessions two participants described to several others the
circumstances in whidl they met and married their husbands.

A few

developed a sufficiently strong sense of intimacy with at least one
other group member that they began to discuss circumstances whidl were

currently difficult for them.
- You're going to be okay. 1st Participant) I had the worst day

I've ever had. 2nd Participant) o-12-.28.
In tenns of group members' development of friendships and a sense

of intimacy, their support among eadl other became most concrete ard
intense in the midst of their tension.

S\lpiX>rt included increased

contact and discussion of deep concern and even fear.

Group members

cont:ercplation of nervousness on the first night and their emerging
depression on the third night indicated increasing intimacy among nany
of the members, particularly the actors.
- I stopped in to see you. You weren't there. Q-12-.29.
- God this would be boring back here if you didn't come and tell us
all the nitty gritty. • • Jes) (She is speaking to Eileen and to

Jo.] Q-11-(Fieldnotes).
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Actors in particular, supported each other through reassurances
conceming

''mistakes'',

ani through running lines.

As

in:ticated

previously, at times, actors seemed to derive great canfort fran
speakirg as a group when rehearsing the choral parts of the play.

Finally, camaraderie expressed by those "having fun" must also be
recognized as part of group members' important transition in
frien:lship ani intimacy. Despite considerable tension then,
frien:lships ani support grew among group members through various
means.

A sense of distance among them was limited, or at least they

did not express themselves with respect to this "distance".

Group

members seemed to consider friction in tenns of current tension -

a

short tenn phenomenon.
If group members did experience some sense of distancing or
distress with other members they did so quietly.

Notably, Eileen

continued to make few appearances in the dressingrooms.

It was not

clear at the time, but from subsequent interview data, neither the
strains fran the last breaking point meetings, nor the costume

breaking point were entirely forgotten.
For the most part, however, most group members enjoyed
considerable cohesiveness during a time when their tension abounded.
'!heir sense of coming together as a group was both created ani abetted
by several "ritual activities" they began to establish through their

interactions.
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c) Ritual Activities
'lhe third Act-Play described group members beginning to "grow a

ritual ln.noour" through their interactions.

In addition the third

Act-Play outlined another activity which group members appeared to
treat as ritual, the stacy circle.

Neither "running humour" nor the

stacy circle surfaced much in group members' interactions of this

period.

However, during these six sessions group members continued to

create ani then assume a "real quality" associated with their
emerging sense of structure" in certain of their interactions.
Prior to perfonnance and between scenes, group members' running
of lines, particularly as a group appeared to become an important,
intense set of interactions for group members.
- (lenore enters the dressingroom saying "You said, 'Yes' and I
said, 'No' " • ['!his is a line from a verse in play. lenore's
repetition appears to prompt Helen to tell a stacy.] She [lenore]
meets me on the street today and she goes, "You said yes ani I
said no." Hel) I'm going to screw up the line. Len) o-10-.so.
'Ihe steps to individuals joining in with the recitation became fewer
ani fewer.

At first, one participant would express concern about

forgetting the lines, or would expose a mistake and suggest practice.
However, during the course of the perfonnances, in the end, one group
member would begin a line and those present would simply throw

themselves into the speech.
Group members did not appear to have opportunity through dress
rehearsals to create series of running jokes.

Since they were not

socializing after these sessions, they were also no longer afforded
that forum for running jokes.

Instead, when they did begin to

socialize at parties after their perfonnances, group members' began to
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tell stories about themselves which assumed ritual-like qualities.
For example, when Bill began to tell the story of the

snOVI

stonn on

the last night of the theatre group's first production, his tone

developed a sorg like quality.

Their intent appeared to be recognize

a ''heritage" arrl, perhaps, to ensure that this heritage would be
fostered by the telling.

Although the story had a successful ending,

there was also a mischievous, skin-of-your-teeth quality lightirg the

story fran beneath.
Group members' apparently consistent practice of "rehashirg"
after a performance might be described as havirg ritualistic qualities
as well.

other stories of that evening suggested a sense of

risk-taking with an additional element of "prank".

Both the story of

the blue dog with mascara and the story about attemptirg to transmit
scores of a sports game suggested this.

In observirg group members'

interchanges at the parties, it struck me that stories about this
production would join the ones emerging from earlier times, to be
retold in the same fashion to other "new" ears and for purposes of
reminiscirg.

EMERGING IEXI<X>N

'!he previous piece of the Mobile-framework, "Play Acting", marked
a general shift towards relying on data from
group members actirg interactions.

cam since he directed

'!he "Emerging lexicon" section of

that Act-Play reflected such a transition.
sane extent durirg dress rehearsals.

'!his was still the case to

However, as described

previously, even then group members had begun to act in concert with
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"Contin:]ency Control" approach and sometimes with "Having F\m"
approach.
'Ibis representation of group members 1 emerging lexicon shifts
back to focus on data fran group members 1 interchanges.

Given that

group members' paradigmatic actions were most important to their

experience of perfonnance, this section focuses on that aspect of

their emerging lexicon.

"F\m":
'!he "Emerging Patterns Of Process" section proposed two emerging

paradigmatic approaches in group members acting interactions.

Certain

of group members 1 statements quoted in that section are repeated
herein for

ptll.'lX)SeS

previous Act-Plays.

of comparison with "Emerging lexicon" sections of
One may obsel:Ve even within these quotations a

subtle shift in participants 1 meaning associated with "fun".
In sane instances, group members appeared to have considered

"fun" in tenns of personal pleasure, in a profane sense -

enjoyment

without overall significance in tenns of their theatre paradigm.

In

fact a sense of sane may have associated fun with avoidance of work.
- Act one is nothing. Fun Ann) Yeah Pink Pills went over. Jay)
Yeah that was fun to do. Ann) Q-10-1.51.
HOW'ever, "Having Fun" for some group members also appeared to
becane imbued with a profound and urgent sense, having implications

for their theatre paradigm . "Having Fun" thus began to emerge as a
special approach in contrast with "Contingency Control".
- Arxi let's all get hyped up and have a good time.
have a good time. Len) Q-10-1.89.
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Hel) Right,

- It's supposed to be ftm tonight. Come on. Ann) Yes, we're going
to have • • • len) Okay fine. Thanks for telling me. Jes)
o-12-1337.
- Ever since I've been ttying to psych myself back up. You know.
We're going to have so much ftm tonight. I'm going to have ftm.
Hel) You will. You will. Ann) Q-12-.30.
- Listen to them, those guys are going crazy in there. Ann) Arx:l
they're going 15 bucks for a . • • Deb) 'Ihey're having ftm. Ann)
Did you hear them? Joy) Yeah. Eil) Q-11-(Fieldnotes).
- Okay cane' on god dann it. We're out there to have a gcx:xi time.
'!his is such a ••• 1st Participant) Why not blast it ••• 2rrl
Participant) For Christ sake, I'll laugh if they don't. 1st
Participant) Q-12-.41.
As described previously, "Having F\m" became associated for

sane with

being in a certain state.
''Hyped -

Hyper":

Group members' used two similar words "hyped up" arrl "hyper"

during these sessions.

'!heir use of both these words suggested being

in a state full of energy.

"Hyper"; for at least some group members,

seemed to mean being in a state of energy, but as a result of being

tense, nervous.
-We talked about urn, before we get out there, because we'll be
ner.vous arrl hyper, remember to keep "Proving Up" slower so that
you guys can say your lines. Jes) o-10-1.18.
In contrast, "hyped" or "hyped up" appeared to suggest energy in tenns

of excitement", positive feelings.
- Arrl let's all get hyped up and have a good time.

Hel) Right,

have a good time. Len) Q-10-1.89.
Another word emerged from group members' interactions which
appeared to be linked with "hyped up".
- '!hey were really pumped up. Deb) '!here was a lot of laughter. Jo)
Q-11-1323.
- I'm sitting back here and I can't hear so you have to pump it up.
cam) o-7-1215.
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Energy appeared to be the most significant element comroon in their use

of these words.

In contrast, there were other occasions when group

members clearly experienced a loss of energy.

''Work":
Although group members had used the word ''work" frequently in
past sessions in a number of contexts, data collected suggests that

during this stage group members did not use the word.

In several

statements group members made in reference to their acting
interactions, they seemed to be experiencing a shift in meaning toward
a ''work-like" context for their acting.
- We got through it. Joy} [She makes this statement coming into the
dressin:,p:oam having completed the Nurses Scene.] Q-10-1306.

- cane

on. let's get it over with. Coffee break's over. I could sit
here till the closing scene, but I guess I can't. len laugh) No I
think you have to go out and hum. Eil) o-12-2.02.

Words described thus far appeared to be linked to group members
general meaning and approach to perfonning in tenns of a theatre
paradigm.

ruring these sessions they continued to use words which

addressed more specific concerns in their process of creating the play
and perfonning it.

"Block":
In their first meetings of the project group members had begun to

use the word "block" both in tenns of researching and improvising.
'!hey continued to use this word in a relatively consistent manner to
suggest an impediment, or the act of stumbling when reaching an

impediment.
-There was a block in Pink Pills •.. Jay) Q-10-1291.
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- You did fine. You never blocked or anything. Ann) How could
they know? Assurances Deb) Nobcxiy, nobody at all. Hel) Ik>n' t
fluster yourself. Len) Q-10-1.39.
'!hey used the word block in a manner which suggested that a "block",

or "block::irg" might result in the loss of theatre illusion, creatirg
"a gap", "a hole", or "a pause".
"Gap. Hole":
Group members

did not tend to use the word "hole" or "gap".

'Ihese were words that

cam used when directing them.

- Except whenever her cue comes there's this big hole.

cam)

S-3Q-(Fieldnotes).
However, group members, did seem to have a clear sense of holes or

gaps.

'!heir interactions labelled by the study "Contingency Control"

approach appear to suggest that at least they held in common a sense
of what to avoid.

Additional explication is provided in the section

which follows "Emel:ging CUltural-Meaning".

EMERGlliG TEMro AND RHYTHM OF ACI'IVITIES

ruring these sessions there were two movements, one very like the
other, yet with striking differences in nuance.

Within the first

movement themes were repeated, with small variation.

'Ibis first

movement was a ''working movement" suggesting possibilities in
variations.

Sane themes received more attention than others.

Although there were repeated passages, rhythm and ten'p:> expressed
transition.

To

begin with there was a background hum of constant

tuning, repetition of difficult phrases.

Group members' incipient

notes were two tone sounds, splicing rhythm and pitch.
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Transpositions were tried.

A tension in tempo suggested a

reining in, a shift to ardante, a studied walking pace.

As their

tempo slowed, it was still broken briefly and spasmcxtically, surprised
by outbursts of rapid arpeggio work.

'lhe second IOOVement consisted of a series of repetitions as well.
With the second perfonnance, the pace slowed slightly until a more
sedate, regular 4/4 time emanated.

CUriously, despite a slowing of

pace, the notes sourxied a more sprightly quality in answer to audience

response.
'lhe final perfonrance suggested additional declination of timing
and volume.

However, in contrast to the second perfonnance, this

final perfonnance concluded somberly with quiet notes being echoed in
the end.

INmOilJCriON

"Play-Acting", the previous Act-Play represented group members'
interactions throughout many meetings, fourteen in all.

Although this

piece of the Mobile-framework portrays fewer sessions, six in total,
given the significance of these sessions for group members, these
sessions emerge as a focal point for the entire Mobile-framework.
'!hey were six sessions crannned into six days. To represent group
members' interactions adequately this piece of the Mobile must assume

a quality of incredible density.
Dlring this single week of six sessions group members'
preparation arrived at a "final moment of transfonnation".
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'!hough

many of group members' activities may have seemed the same
throughout the six days, they shifted from preparation to the act of
do~.

'!his description is intended to illuminate whatever meaning

group members came to hold in common concerning their transitions.
Unlike other "cultural-meaning" expressions emerging in each the

Five Act-Plays, "Contingency Control" has been used as a single
descriptor for the period although the phrase tends to favour
description of one of group members' approaches over another, "Having
FUn".

'!he decision to use "Contingency Control" as a description for

the piece will be explicated in· the following description of group
members' approaches related to their cultural-meaning.

GROUP MEMBERS I EMERGlliG CliORD OF a.JL'IURAL-MEANING

Despite some group members 1 differences in "cultural-meaning",
their main focus continued to be acting, putting on the perfonnance.

"Contingency Control" endeavors to express elements most commonly held
by group members arrl thereby guiding their interactions.

'lhe phrase "Contingency Control" was intended to describe a
strong pattern within group members 1 interactions in their search for
Certainty concerning "the act of performing".

To the extent that the

phrase describes intention to attain certainty, the phrase may

describe both of group members 1 different approaches toward
"performing".
'!he words in the phrase "Contingency Control" do suggest more
strongly, however, one of group members 1 emerging process, over
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another.

As an extrapolation of processes they had begun in previous

sessions, several group members' achieved a single focus.

'lhese group

members seemed to be engaged in a constant attenpt to mull over past

actions ani to think ahead of all the things that might go wrong.
'!heir efforts were then devoted to detennining ways of ensuring that
those things did not go wrong.
In other

words, those relying on a "Contingency Control" approadl

were ultimately seeking absolute precision.

'!hey were attenpting to

reoove all uncontrolled contingency or possibility of randonmess.
'!hey were ergaged in excising chaos through contemplative caution.
Group members' actions oriented towards contingency control might

be imagined as a set of search lights, incessantly scanning, which by

their very numbers and different rhythms created a very strange
strobe.

'lhese search lights flitted to and fro to illuminate bun'ps

ani blocks which impeded the flow of their theatre illusion.

Virtually all group members acted congruently with these
descriptions of approaches to certainty through "Contingency Control".
However, a feM group members also appeared to seek another approadl

to certainty in some contexts.

Through actions similar to their

improvisational work, they appeared to approach perfonnance in tenns
of "Having Fun".

Reliance on elements of "Go With It" imbedded in a

''Having Fun" approach to acting arguably provided these members with

certainty in tenns of actively creating meaning for themselves. '!his
was in contrast to group members seeking to attempt to locate meaning
through precision of repetition in a "Contingency Control" approach.
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Group members

were engaged, then, in interactions suggesting two

distinct approaches.

How some group members came to recognize "Having

FUn", as a a second approach in

group members' interactions is

described in the segments which follow.

GRaJP MEMBERS 1 EMERGING a:J.M>NALITY OF MEANING
Group members'

interactions during these six sessions were

indisputably meshed with their previous interactions described in
"Play Acting".

Group members 1 two emerging approaches to perfonnance

were very much rooted in their actions prior to dress rehearsals and

perfonnances.

'Ihe intention of this segment is to provide a sense of

how their previous cultural-meanings guided their actions and thereby
their creation of "new" meanings held in common.

This segment

outlines what cultural-meanings group members brought with them from

previous meetings to these six sessions.

a)

starting

Point Of Commonality

'Ihe study has attempted to represent group members • focus on
acting.

Each Act-Play has signified transitions in their experience

with respect to acting.

In particular, this segment contemplates

what common meaning group members 1 brought with them concerning acting
in their interactions during these sessions.
After connnencing

to "act", through their interactions group

members shifted from what they came to refer to as improvisational

work to editing and then polishing perfonnance.

Their interactions in

dress rehearsals suggested a continuation of "polishing perfonnance".
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Descriptions in "Play-Acting" posit that during the September
sessions inunediately prior to the dress rehearsal sessions most group
members had experienced a sense of impetus in acting.

In other words,

having experienced considerable anxiety with anomie con:litions, group
members did not wish to return to that state by losing a sense of

direction.

Descriptions of that period also suggest that group

members had experienced some sense of cohesion between their two

paradigmatic approaches, "Get Something Concrete" and "Go With It"
through what was referred to as improvisational work.

However, as their acting process shifted, decision-making process
also charged.

When their improvising diminished, opportunities for

relying on "Go With It" in tenns of acting approaches became rare.
Only a few group members, primarily the men, continued to "improvise"
during the breaks and when socializing -

that is in the time between

practising for the perfonnance.
In addition, as dress rehearsals and perfonnances were drawing

nigh, some group members began to wonder once more what the
community's response would be to the play.

Both their breaking point

actions in modifying some parts of the script on their own, and
Eileen's description of their questions ''What have we got? Will
anyone like it" confirmed group members' concet:nS with respect to the
community prior to dress rehearsals.
When group members met on their own to consider "editing" the
play with the connnunity specifically in mind, several group members
relied on a combination of explicit and tacit criteria.

Having

removed a very few words and sentences, mainly from two scenes, group
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members appeared to be satisfied with the content generally.

this incident, in conjunction with

cam,

After

most group members threw

themselves into working out any gaps or bumps for purposes of
perfonnance.
With these meanings being held in conunon by most group members in

varyin:.J shades of intensity, they entered into their final
week's worth of dress rehearsals and perfonnances.

stretch, a

The conmunity as

audience was no longer looming in the background; they became

imminent.

b) Emel:ging Commonality Of CUltural-Meaning 'Illroooh Interactions
Group members • dress rehearsal sessions and their perfonnances

were combined in this Act-Play because cultural-meanings they came to
hold concerning perfonnance predominated in these six sessions.
However, there were differences in tone and intensity between their
dress rehearsals and their perfonnances, culminating in group members'

experience of a breaking point.
With the coming of dress rehearsals certainty emerged as a
forefront issue once more for group members.

Dress rehearsals

signified the nearness of perfonnances and perfonnances brought
audiences.

Given their emerging cultural-meaning concerning the

comnunity, audiences were connected with profound meaning for most
group members.

Audience response would signal either affinnation of

nutual meaning created through the play, or a fall back into ananic

conditions.
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In

tenns of group members' efforts to anchor themselves, during

their September sessions they began to strengthen their anchors
. through attaining sane certainty of structure.

The subtle shifts in

their interactions, moving from improvisational work to editing arxl
polishing work, were sufficiently subtle to allow them a sense of
direction arxl clarity about what was expected of them.
Even in their breaking point meeting, they followed a pattem of
interaction when scrutinizing the play which was similar to their
structure in meetings before and after that one.

However, their newly

emerging anchor through meeting structure was to be loosened.

With the arrival of dress rehearsals, suddenly there was
confusion about when they were supposed to arrive and what they were
supposed to do.

- There are three days of dress rehearsal? Participant) (The
audiotape was insufficiently clear to confinn the speaker's
name.] o-1-.01.

- We're not doing scenes in Act I, you don't have to worry about
that. cam) o-7-.03.
The intro:iuction of makeup, costumes, and more precise work with

lighting and sound brought more adjusbnents for group members.

Their

sense of anchor through structure in meetings was uprooted with the
first dress rehearsal.

Their sense of uncertainty concerning

structure came at a time when group members' sense of concern
regarding an audience was heightened.
At this time group members appeared to seek to strengthen their
anchoring through structure.

For example, some began to search

through the script attempting to corranit to memory the order of the
scenes in the play (o-7-.03).

As

previously described, timing had
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becxme key

to perfonnance.

"Oles" emerged in tenns of group members'

cultural-meaning as crucial to perfonnance, and integral to their

sense of structure through creation of perfonnance.
Between incessant adjus'bnents, and a growing sense that "gaps" or

''holes" were anathematic to theatre illusion, group members' approach
of "Contin;1ency Control" crystallized.

At first in the backgrourrl and

supplementary to cam •s directions, many group members began on their

own to ferret out gaps and circumstances which might create gaps.
'!his included "covering" emerging gaps by filling those created by
others.
By the third evening, group members had become clearer about

dress rehearsal structure, including when they were to appear and what

they were to do when perfonning in costume.

As

they became more

confident about what they were supposed to do at this set of dress
rehearsals and as they received no more new lines, group members
appeared to escalate their own efforts at "Contingency Control".

By

the first perfonnance, they were making suggestions to each other and
worki.rg together, independently of

cam to

control or at least limit

"unforeseen contingencies".
'Ihe study posits that, during dress rehearsals, group members
also had a sense of being anchored through group entity.
SJ;X)ke

with increasing intimacy to others.

Individuals

The actors supported each

other through assisting in putting on makeup, fixing each others'

costumes and offering both suggestions and compliments to each other
in the dressingroom.

a scene.

Those "on standby" clapped for those completing

Some attempted to encourage and acknowledge the lighting and
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soun::i crews.

Although sane of the "improvisations" of the men were

greeted with annoyed glares, particularly during the

secom ani

third

night of these rehearsals, they were also sanetimes greeted with
laughter.
By the erd of these dress rehearsals, group members began once

100re to hold a COl'nlOOn sense of meaning ani confidence in their

interactions.

As they prepared to begin their series of public

perfonnances, group members were faced with testing a partially
eme:rged piece of their paradigm.
'Ibrough their August breaking point meetings, they had accepted a

division between actions appropriate internally and ones appropriate
extemal to the group.

'Ihrough their interactions in their September

breaking point meeting group members had attempted to establish 100re
clearly their own sense of what was appropriate in tenns of actions
extemal to the group in the fonn and content of the play.

Although that breaking point meeting gave most members sane sense
of respite fran worries that the conununity would not like or support
the play, such concerns were to reemerge mixed with others.

Group

members still carried with them one of their first anchors through

cultural-meaning, a commonly held sense of being different fran the

community and the conununity not being generally supportive.
'!he study posits that despite holding this sense of the
canmunity, apparently in creating the play their common experience of
the community had shifted to some extent.

'!his provides at least

partial explication for group members' continued desire and hope to
gain acceptance for the play from the connnunity.
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Prior to the first perfonnance, as previously described group
members 1 theme was

"nervousness".

From their first entrance into the

dressi.ngroan until their first entrance onto the stage, group members 1

conversation covered many aspects of "nervousness".

As they discussed

their feelings, for most group members their predaninant sense was
anxiety.

Yet for some, there seemed to be an element of excitement.

With the coming of the audience came external response -

the

potential for a sense of profundity associated with their sense of
uncertainty.
More specifically, through data analysis, two sources of concern

were attributed to group members 1 sense of uncertainty.

Group members

were concerned as individuals with making a mistake, creating a gap.
However, relying on "Contingency Control" in tenns of considering

possible mistakes, while aimed at avoiding this, did not apparently
canfort people entirely.
In addition, despite their breaking point meetings, group members

could not be certain of how "the" audience would respond, whether "the
community" would like and support the play.

"Contingency Control" in

tenns of seeking out possible technical errors could only have a
limited effect on the audience.

If they did not appreciate the fonn

and content of the play, no matter how well group members perfonned

the play they could not control audience response.
'lhroughout their diSOJSsions related to nervousness, group

members appeared to be anchoring themselves in a sense of group

identity.

A few articulated their experience of obtaining some relief

by being with other members of the group.
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- I came here early because I thought, ''Why panic at home? Jes)
'!hat • s the same with me. I want to panic with everybody else.
Arm) I don't panic near as nru.ch here 'When I'm with people. Hel)
Q-lQ-1284.

"Emerging Patterns Of Process" recounts many different ways in which

group nenbers supported and reassured each other including "running
lines" together am exchanging compliments.

Particularly as they

continued with their perfonnances, reciting the chorale work together
seemed to provide a sense of comfort, of having a support system

rather than being alone and vulnerable to making mistakes before an

audience.
Interestingly, if group members generally received a structural
sense of being anchored through "Contingency Control" directed towards
perfonning with precision, their efforts in this direction may have
succeeded in making a few more nervous.

By reconstructing what had

happened, group members were reducing ambiguity about an occasion past
with the hope of avoiding such an incident in future.

However, their

process of rooting out contingencies "after the fact" led them to sort
through

''mistakes" which led to detennining who had caused the

mistake.

Although group members then offered reassurances of various kinds
once a mistake was detennined, those who "made the mistake" may have
nonetheless felt the weight of making a mistake.

In addition,

knowing ahead of time about possible problems or contingencies

apparently could not assist those who were nervous and who could not
remember.
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As the "Emerging Patterns Of Process" section suggested, group
members experienced nervousness in varying degrees ani resporrled

various ways to their own anxiety.

in

Prior to their first perfonnance,

nervousness predaninated in group members • conversations.

'!hey may

have derived some sense of group entity based on their discussions.
Aside fran their concern about making mistakes ani looking for
certainty through reassurance from others that they would not make
them, group members also appeared to seek certainty in concrete fonns
with respect to the audience response.

Prior to their first

perfonnance sprinkled among their conversations concerning nervousness
were questions concerning the size of the crowd.
Once they began to perfonn, their dressingroom conversations were

a mixture of personal discussion, attempts to sort through mistakes,
ani discussion concerning audience response.

During the first two

perfonnances, group members appeared to gain considerable reassurance
fran reconstructive discussions concerning audience response.
- Yeah they sure laughed in the right places. '!hey caught on to a
lot of stuff. Tomorrow night's going to be a piece of cake ani
the night after's going to be a slice. len) o-10-2.01.
- Did you see - a little nine year old guy came up to me last
night at the coffee thing and said "Boy were you good." I said,
"'!hank-you very much." "Especially that part you know where she
broke that thing". And that surprised me because I thought ''Well
that's a serious part". But I guess it musts have really
affected him that a gramma was crying. Ann) Q-12-.40.
'!hey continued their reconstruction of their perfonnance ani audience
response into the parties following their perfonnance.

Previous

segments of this section described their discussions in tenns of
"rehashing" •
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Group members interactions at parties after their first two

perfonnances also provided some sense of anchoring.

As described

group members had developed "rituals" through their hUIOOUr.

shared stories of past ''victories".

'!hey

With "rehashing" group members

began to develop stories which might become part of an oral histoey

emerging.

'lhe study posits that group members' storytelling

strengthened group members 1 sense of anchor through group entity.

Briefly, at the party following the second perfoiUBnCe, group members
came to reflect on their process and on how they had matured.

Despite group members' experiencing strengthened anchors, the

third perfoiUBnCe was to bring a breaking point experience for many
of them.
sections.

Group members 1 fatigue has been described in previous

other contextual elements such as the weather and the

temperature in the theatre have also been described.

It was not until

they established that the audience was substantially smaller that
group members began to express strongly their discomfort and
disappoinbnent.
When discovering the small size of the audience, group members
did attempt to comfort and reassure themselves.
appear to assist all of them with their concerns.

However, this did not
Many group

members experienced a breaking point during their third and last

perfoiUBnCe.

Most significant in tenns of group members' emerging

cultural-meaning was some group members' recognition that a second

approach to perfonning was also most important.

'!hose group members

began to speak of "Having FUn" as appropriate paradigmatic actions.
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Although several of the actors, both men and wanen, had continued

to improvise small parts of their scenes, "Having Fun" appears to have
meant substantially

llDre

for some of them.

'!heir meaning in this

approach seemed linked with a relocation of significance.

Fun", "Playing With It"

''Having

shifted the locus of meaning and profurrlity

back to the irrlividual and his or her creation of meaning in

perfonning.
For some group members this appears to have extended to "pranks"
or "inside jokes" such as conveying private messages to one irrlividual
in the audience.

In this fashion, some group members managed

to

redefine activities "internal to the group" and those "external to the
group''.
Some

group members who had been focused on certainty through

aspiring to precision of perfonnance, began to consider their theatre
paradigm in tenns of certainty through creating meaning in the moment.

Although group members did not explicitly make such a connection,
those coming to rely on ''Having Fun" were, as previously described,
adhering to elements of their previous "Go With It" approach.

THEMES DIRECI'LY RElATED 'IO AIXJLT EIXJCATION AS <X>NSTRUCI'ED AT PRESENT
As a reminder of the henneneutical circle in data analysis, this

section provides indication within the Mobile-framework of changes in
Irrf focus as participant obseiver.

My

sense of a need for such a

section as part of the study originated during this period of working
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with group members and searching for theories which would afford
explication of "the experience".

ConcerrlS with representation in the

face of change began to crystallize for me in this period.

amroRAL-MFANING FOR PARI'ICIPANT OBSERVER

Particularly during the last few weeks of the project, group
members experienced rapid change.

In addition to participating in

group members' experience of change, I was also attercpting to gather

theoretical works and reflect on their possible application.

Despite

a myriad of questions seeded during this time, response to those
questions in my "Reflective Notes" of the period were relatively

scant.
Finishing the last of the intexviews, organizing. work associated
with recorded materials, and attending each session swallowed that
During the dress rehearsals, I assisted group members in

week.

getting into costume, aided them in making adjustments, and fetched
things.

In addition, I often attempted

to be in several places at

once during these sessions.
For example, while I was endeavoring to observe what was
occurring in the theatre, the taperecorder was whirring away in the
dressingroom.

However, the taperecorder had to be checked

periodically to detennine whether the tape had come to an end.
taperecorder's batteries also had to be checked.

'!he

once during the

second evening of perfonnances one of the participants, on her own
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initiative shut the taperecorder off when evecyone was leaving.
However, no one switched it back on when people returned.

I could

not, then, be separated from the taperecorder for long.
'Ibis constant state of activity did not change with the
perfonnances for I had been asked to assist "at the door".
aid the person taking tickets.

I was to

Mainly I assisted by making change and

in:ticating the entrance to the theatre.

Olring those oc:casions when

there was a line up, I also sold and took tickets.
'Ihroughout this period, my recordings and my pursuit of

theoretical works were restricted by the time required in being
engaged in putting on the production.

labelling tapes and writing

down reflections after events requi~ some of the time between.

Although time for seeking out theoretical works was constrained,
one of the books which influenced my thoughts of this period was Peter
Brook's, '!be Empty Space (1968, 1972).

'!his book was written by a

director speaking of theatre from a "professional" perspective.

His

work spoke of theatre as an insatiable search for the meaning in a
play through acting.

Although it was not until many months later that

I was able to synthesize his analysis of theatre with other
theoretical works, I did gamer a $ense that he was concerned with
meaning and a sense of profound experience arising out of meaning

creation in theatre.
'Ibis realization assisted in additional work on understarxting
subgroup orientations, particularly that of "serious actors".

As

well, the book aided in jarring me further loose from assumptions of
meaning I was attempting to impose on group members.
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Questions which

had been surfacing from the first set of interviews concerning group

members apparent "de-emphasis" of the concept of "learning", while not
answered were affinned as important questions.

Consistent with group members' responses in the interviews, in
his book Brook did not couch creation of meaning through theatre
experience in terms of learning.

Instead, significance in creation of

meaning was enphasized in terms of the creation of an event

in relational terms.

am

then

A theatre group would consider themselves in

terms of achieving excellent theatre -

illuminating a work of art,

offering something wonderful to the audience.

"learning" as an

isolated event of change highly valued in an individual was not the
focal point in theatre as described by any of these people, although
those with an organizational orientation made some reference to a
perspective of learning in terms of conununity development.

Being

immersed in group members' change, in their concerns with perfonnance,

reinforced lessons about differences in orientation which I was
absorbing from Brook's book.
Retmning to focus on changes I experienced while interacting

with group members during this time, I began to have a sense of their
increasing intensity.

D.Iring these sessions group members' intensity

matched and went well beyond what they had expressed when I first
began attending meetings.

'!heir context had changed with at least

two distinct differences since those first intense meetings.

now had something concrete, a play.
suggested more of a sense of group.
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'!hey

Second, their interactions

With the intel:views and the opportunity to spend a concentration
of time with group members during these sessions I became increasingly
aware of how great their transition had been.

They had gone fran

working on a set of scenes with no ending one week to having a play

with a beginning and ending, costumes, makeup, sound effects and
c:onplex arrangements of lighting all generally coordinated the next.
'Ihe word "canpressed" still comes to mind in my contemplations of this

period.
Even at the end of this period group members did not escape
additional experiences of rapid change.

With the canpletion of their

secorxl perfonnance, they appeared to have a sense of confidence, of
pleasure supplanting at last their feelings of anxiety concerning the
play and the community.

However, when audience size dropped

substantially for the third perfonnance, many group members' concems
swiftly returned.

Correspondingly, a noticeable change in the

magnitude of audience applause and laughter was apparent in their

t.hit:d perfonnance.
D.lring this period then, two major influences reshaped my own
emerging emphases in data analysis and interpretation.

First, from

Brook's book I began to develop a stronger sense of possible elements
in at least some frameworks of theatre.

I barely began an attempt to

understand group members' meaning with an emphasis on "theatre"

framework.

as

It was also during this time, with group members' last

breaking point experience that I also began to think about variance
between cam•s and group members' sense of theatre.
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Secon:ll.y, emerging from observations of this period my data

analysis was influenced thereafter by a sense of change am group
members' intensity associated with their experience of change.

MethodolCXJical questions which would eventually fonn the basis for the
study's struggle with fonns of representation arose from observations

of this period.
Observations of a) group members 1 experience of constant change,

am b) differing perspectives among individuals, pointed to an
epistemology which posed problems with providing a single description
of "events" undisturbai by changing perspectives which were
in:tividually held.

However, these epistemological issues were as

partially submel:ged greenery, sped past in a flood of tension am
excitement in group members_' interactions of this period.

'!hey were

to be rushed by until inundations of activities ebbed to reveal them.
~ RElATED 'IO AilJili' EIXJCATION FRAMEWORK "AS OONSTRUCI'ED
llJRmG '!HIS STAGE

Conunencing with the previous piece of the Mobile-framework, "Play
Acting", this segment began to reach towards conceptualizing
"learning" in tenns of social interactions.

Although the segment in

this Act-Play does not stretch beyond elements described in that prior
segment, data analysis continued within the framework previously
developed.

Group Members

learning

In Terms Of Social Process

Both "Emerging Patterns Of Process" and "Emerging
CUltural-Meaning" sections provide the basis for considering group
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members learning in tenns of their interactions.

For example, sane of

the actors had been "hyper", "fooling around" (improvising) in breaks

ani after meetin:}s since the all-day workshop.

There is no data to

suggest that even those who were improvising would have suggested that

what they were doing was "an approach" to theatre, or paradigmatic
actions.

It was not until a breaking point experience wherein others

began to search for an alternate manner in which to seek meaning in

perfonning that they began to link "having ftm" with an approach to
perfonning appropriate for them.
Participants' preparedness to "leant" was profoundly influenced
by their previously held cultural-meaning and possible loss of meaning
through their interactions.

There are other examples from this period

wherein group members' interactions directed towards creating

am

maintaining a commonly held social framework shaped individuals'
learning.
For instance, group members' strengthening of anchors through
stories of the theatre club also resulted in several members learning
about the history of "the group".

Through reflections about

themselves as a group, and reflections on "the" process in which they
had been engaged, they also came to articulate and share the outline
of a process for creating a play.

Through all of these means group

members learned.
As repeatedly described group members' discussions were generally

fixed on a set number of topics related to perfo:mance including
"Contingency Control" and audience response.

However, within these

discussions they expressed ideas which suggested that they had
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experienced a relationship in tenns of the concept of theatre which
had been previously unknown to them.

learning

Styles - Process

Whereas in previous sessions and interviews sane group members

described specifically their preferred learning style, this was not
the case during these six whirlwind days.

However, the study was able

to reco:rd data which indicated when group members had difficulty
recalling what they were expected to learn.

Despite attending a

workshop on makeup near the beginning of the project, several group
members could not recollect what they had learned.

'Ihey had not

attenpted to do their own makeup, but had taken notes of a
"professional actor" putting on his makeup.
-No, I don't think you should go by your own thing. We'll just
ask cam if we get a chance to talk to him. (At this point Jessie
responds with an improvisation of their question to cam.] "Hey,
what do we do with our makeup?" And he'll just say, "Basic stage
makeup." And we' 11 go, "Oh yeah, we went to the workshop, we 1<:rl<:M
how to do that ••• We should know •.. I have notes at home, "Basic
stage Makeup". Jes) o-7-1198-99.
What is also interesting about this quotation is that it reveals

to some extent at least one group member •s perceptions of how they
"faked" knowing things in some of their conversations with

cam.

As

previously described, group members rarely asked questions and when
they did they did not tend to ask follow up questions.

'Ibis comment

when added to earlier ones suggests that group members often leanled
by watching or guessing and then inunediately doing.

If they did not

do what was expected of them, they would be corrected.
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nu-ing these sessions group members also relied on leanti.ng by

"rote",

repetitive tne100rization.

However, rather than irdividuals

working in isolation, they worked as a group, supporting each other.
In this fashion group members often provided a stronger sense of

context.

'lbey would nm lines with each other, including joining as a

choral group virtually whenever anyone irdicated they were having

trouble with that part of the play.
- [lslore,
lines of
it. len)
with her

Anna, ani Joyce come into the dressingroom saying the
the closing poem together. len, Ann, Joy] He dlanged
I can~ t get that part. Ann) ['!hey nm over the lines

again to assist her to "get" it.] o-9-1.57.

Although this was not expressed by any of the members, simply saying
the words together seemed to provide group members with a sense of
anchoring both in tenns of group entity and structure.

'Ibis seemed to

offer some of them an incentive, a meaning for absorbing the words ani
actions.

Resources

'Ihroughout the three dress rehearsals, group members relied on

cam•s expertise as a director to guide them.
clear how much they absorbed from him.

It is not, however,

'!here were still some

differences in theatre paradigm, given group members' immediate
concem with community as audience.
Despite some differences in theatre paradigm, group members began

to adopt actions similar to his in tenns of "Contingency Control".
also instnlcted some individuals on rrakeup "touch-ups".

'!hey lecuned

a1:x:>ut some technical aspects of theatre such as not wearing white-
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He

gloves.

cam

Group members • acknowledged

as a primal:y resource.

However, they did not express his involvement so much as a teacher as

saneone who had enabled them to perfonn well.
- I think that because of cam, probably we were so good. [Eileen
speaks very solemnly. ] You know, like we had all that tedmical
detail ani all that stuff down. '!hat a lot of people who
regularly see plays ani people who understand theatre, really
thought we were good, very good. Eil) I got a comment tonight
exactly on that vein. Rob) Same thing. Eil) there's the finish.
len) I got a comment from someone too that it was very
professional. Eil) Like I told her some of the stuff that was
going on in the play and she says, "'!hat •s not what I
expected". • • I expected to see sets and everything". Arrl I
said, ''Well were you disappointed?" She said "No. It was great
the way you did it. It was. It couldn't have been done any
better. Bil) Q-11-.38.
In addition, although they did not expressly acknowledge this,

they acted as resources for themselves.

Particularly with respect to

"Contingency Control", group members were placed in the position of
detennining through discussion what happened and what should happen

in perfonnance.
'!hey also assisted each other with makeup and hair, ran lines
with each other.

Particularly when

cam

withdrew to allow them to act

indeperrlently in the performances, group members acted as resource
people and support system for each other.
Finally, albeit in an unusual sense, audience members were

resource persons.

Group members focused on audience members' comments

ani their critiques in each performance.

Group members also

discussed for which scenes the audience clapped, what that meant,
where they laughed, even who laughed or clapped.
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Content Areas Of Group Members • I.earninq

Although this ani the latter subsection slip into considering

group nenbers' learning in tenns more consistent with behavioural
pyschologistic tenns, the study wishes to consider group members •
learning fran a spectrum of foci.

However, descriptions herein

constitute a samplirg of major areas rather than claiming to provide a
lengthy detailed listing.
~ta

already provided indicates that several group members began

to leam about more technical aspects of theatre.

For instance,

virtually all the actors applied most of their own makeup.

Several

had not acted previously and would not have engaged in this activity.

With the dress rehearsals group members learned to respond to
many adjustments.

In particular, since timing became a constant theme

in their work, and since more elements of perfonnance were being added

such as lightirg ani sound, group members began to interact on the
basis of "cues".

Anything from a word, gesture, change in lighting,

or, a sound became construed as a cue for the next response.
'!his part of their paradigm of theatre extended to consider what
happened when responses were slow or imprecise with respect to cues.

'!hey began to have a sense of "gaps" or "holes" in their theatre
allusion.

'!hey also learned about "covering" a gap should they becane

aware of an ernergirg mistake (o-7-1129,1235).
In addition, group members also learned about specific ideas from

their experience of perfonning.

'!hey began to add ideas of

nervousness to their paradigm of theatre through discussions on the
topic.

'!hey also came to accept through audience response that sane
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mime work was appropriate and acceptable as part of their paradigm of

theatre.

Comments conceming the audiences response and acceptance of

'"'he Human Train", imicated a dramatic shift with respect to their

sensibilities of theatre at this point.

Concepts

Related To Community

ruring this time group members focused primarily on conununity in
tenns of audience.

'!his play provided them with an opportunity to

"test" their criteria for distinguishing actions appropriate internal
to the group from actions appropriate exten"lally.

However, as

previously imicated they did not receive clear indication of what was
appropriate for "the" conmmity.

When they were satisfied with the

size of the audience, during the first two perfonnances, group
members' discussions suggested that the audiences had responded

relatively favourably to the play.
On

the third evening when group members were disappointed with

the size of audience, correlatively they experienced disappointment
with the scale of response from the audience.
The study posits, however, that one of the difficulties with
group members' paradigm was an assumption of homogeneity.

For

example, younger members in the audience tended to laugh at different
points than old members of the audience.

Although group members did

recognize that at one point through cam•s conunents, they continued to
speak of "the" community and "the" audience tacitly attributing

homogeneity to those attending.
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other distinctions might have been made as well.
not all those atten:ting were members of the conununity.

For instance,
Some

were

group members' relatives.
'!he main source of group members' confusion concerning

the ccmnunity, however, steimned from their ambiguity about
ani

"internal"

"external"

divisions created as paradigmatic criteria for group

members interactions.

Beginnings of shifts in paradigm for sane group

members towards "Having FUn" may have added to a confused state of

"learning" for group members concerning the connnunity during this
period of time.

Group Members' learning Related To Theatre Process And 01ange

'!hose areas of group members 1 learning described thus far

within this segment reflect group members 1 increased construction of
ani clarity about a conunonly held paradigm of theatre.

Their growing

sense of perfonnance in tenns of timing, cues and response exemplifies
this.
Group members' most explicit contemplation of their process as a

group occurred near the end of their party after the second

perfonnance.
-We certainly matured as a group because remember how we were so
panicky that there wouldn 1 t be sets. But this is how in a lot of
ways , this is how we thought about it. At least I did in the
beginning arrl then we worked, were manipulated into it. It was
full circle right back. Joy) Exactly. Len) We •ve done that. We've
gone backwards. Eil) Q-11-.39.
'Ibis conversation also included contemplation of their ''maturation" as

actors (Q-11-1334).

One of the strongest indications of a change
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for group members in their sense of process came from the youngest
group member's sinple statement:

- I might forget. Jim) Make one up if you forget.

Deb) Q-10-1.57.

'!his statement is all the more significant because the youngest
member of the group made it.

In an off-handed way she has iniicated a

sinple solution to a problem which arises if one operates from
"Contingency Control".

However, if one operates from "Go With It -

Having Fun" approaches, this statement redefines the problem.
Significantly, she was counselling one of the men actors who had been
relying tacitly on a "Having Fun" approach.
A final caveat must be attached to this segment concerning group

members' learning.

In the more traditional conceptualization of

learning there is a more absolute quality to "retention".
learned "it" or did not learn "it".

one either

One knows it or has "forgotten

it".
When considering learning in tenns of individuals' meanin;J being
changed, often subtly, tacitly based on scx:::ial construction, this
absolute sense of "knowing" may be problematic.

For example, group

members might have a sense about an experience, but not be able to

express that sense tmtil a breaking point crystallized their sense of
"it".
a

Constant reconstruction among a set of individuals experiencing

"real"

quality associated with each new construction plays havoc

with epistemolCXJical asstmrptions measuring learning in tenns of an
absolute quality of retention.
'!he wo:rds "emerging", "reemerging" , shifting, and changing appear
frequently within this study to avoid that problem.
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In an

episteloology of change these assumptions associated with learninq nrust
be reconsidered.

5

'!he final piece of the Mobile-framework raises this issue of
a pennanent quality associated with learning.

'!hat piece does so

through brief descriptions of group members' attempts to reconstruct

what has

"occurred", what they have experienced in relation

audience".
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to "the

NOI'FS

~ detennini.rg how best to gather data under these
circumstances, limitations of resources was a most irrp:>rtant criteria.
One taperecorder was available to record. As participant observer I
spent sane time at the beginning of the session in the dressing:room
and the remaining time in the main body of the theatre, observing
group members' interactions from that position.
'lhe majority of group members were actors. However, there were
four group members who worked in other capacities. '!hose who were
do~ work other than acting also engaged in discussion while putt~
props in place, makirg certain the lights were set up for the opening
scene and other such duties. However, the study did not have access
to stage crew or light~ crew discussion during this time since these
people were scattered across many locales, often moving fran one
locale to another. 'IWo of the four, Eileen and Jo did enter the
dressingrooms periodically.
2

significantly, the men had begun to "have fun with", to satirize
the choral work which had caused difficulty for the actors. '!his was
in contrast to the women who began to repeat it in small groups as a
contingency control strategy, so that they would remember the words in
perfonnance.
3

'1his is all too small a window on their perceptions of my
identity and role as participant observer. It is interesting to note
that at least some have a specific sense about what was significant
and ought to be recorded. 'Ihis does not, unfortunately, indicate what
they thought was significant, but ought not to be recorded.
4

r have repeatedly referred to

group members stories as
It is apparent that they did exchange
descriptions of this kind elsewhere. However, in tenns of data
collection this was the first location where their story exchanges
emerged as a pattern. 'Ihe dressingrooms were also the place where
more group members had an opportunity to exchange stories. As such,
the dressingrooms were probably the sites in which most of their story
exchanges occurred.

"dressing:room stories".

5
0lapter Five provided a core set of working assumptions
emerging from data analysis and work with extant theories. 'Ihese
nnninations concerning "learning" fonn part of that emerging set of
working assumptions. Despite the ''absolute'' tone suggested by the
larguage arguing for this interpretation of the concept of learning,
these ideas are only absolute so long as this emerging paradigm offers
explication for experience.
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F. PIAYED our -

'!HE PARr IS OVER:

The Fifth Act-Play
'Ihese in:leed seen,
For they are actions that a man might play,
But I have that within which passeth show

- Hamlet, I, ii, lines 83-86.
You knorN, I didn't, I didn't know a lot of the people well enough
that they could really, you know, talk to me about it. You krlow.
"I don't like this, or I like this about anything." But, yeah, it
was funny how, I would be all, all excited and ready to do this
arrl I knorN somebc:rly, "Just give me ten 100re minutes, you krlow,
arrl it's all over". Hel) N-25-p.l9.
IN'IROWCI'ION

The previous piece of the Mobile-framework, "Contingency
Control", represented group members' performances from their beginning

to the beginning of the end.

'!hat sculpted piece concluded with group

members' emerging breaking point experiences.

Description of the last

part of their final perfo:rnance was suspended.
When group members responded to their breaking point, they
experienced a transition in their relationship to their perfonnance.
'lhis particular piece of the Mobile-framework portrays group members'

sense of transition in their activity.

It describes several group

members' emerging desire for and sense of conclusion to the

perfonnance.

'Ihis Act-Play also represents group members' sense of

their experience after they had ceased to be involved in the project.
With each of the Act-Plays, there has been some slight variation.
There has been some shift, for example, in group members' sense of
cx::casion, or a shift in the source of data.

The previous Act-Play

exemplifies a change in group members • sense of occasion by providing
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a "bifocal" representation of first their dress rehearsals arrl then
their perfonnances.
'!his Act-Play must portray a period during which sources of data
c.harged significantly, hence more of the bifocal sculpting.
double image is intended as a contextual reminder.
derives fran two very different contexts.

'!he

rata in this piece

'Ihe first source is notes

arrl tapes of interactions amongst group members on the evening of

their last perfonnance.

'Ihe second source of data is tapes arrl notes

of rcrt interactions with group members individually, through interviews
in the weeks following their final perfomance.

Transition fran group

members • meetings to interviews suggests shifting in the shape of

their interactions.

TIME OF YFAR

a) Final Perfonnance
October twelfth, the night of the last perfonnance was icy cold,

the wind arrl weather a harbinger of winter.

It seemed that winter had

begun to settle in early that year.

b) Interviews
Winter provided a spectrum of weather as backdrop for the
interviews.

Sometimes gentle and unobtrusive, more often the weather

was biting arrl brittle.

On one occasion as a result of brief exposure

to thirty below weather it took some time for the taperecorder to thaw
sufficiently to record.
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PERIOD OF TIME

a) Final Perfomance
As described previously, data of group members' transition fran a

performing orientation to one of winding down, derives from group
members' interactions during their final perfonnance.

'!his data was

generated fran a single evening beginning with group members'
discussion during intennission and ending with the cast party.
b) Intel:views
Interviews stretched across one and a half weeks.

'Ihe first

occurred on November twenty-second, the final interview took place on
December 2, 1985.

lOCATION

a) Final Perfonnance
'lhe first set of data primarily derives from interactions among
group members in the women •s dressingroom located behind the theatre
in the school. 'lhe second set of data was generated fran group
members' interactions at the "cast party" after the final perfonnance

of the play. 'lhe party was held in the basement of Jo's parents' home.
b) InteJ::Views
'lhe intel:views took place in a number of locations.

An

interview's location was detennined mainly by suggestion fran the
group member to be inteJ::Viewed.

I met with some group members in

their homes and others in one of three restaurants in the town.
Fortunately all of the restaurants had booths, most quite private.
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A'ITENill\NCE

a) Final Perfonnance
Except for Lyle and Allie, all those who had been intensively

involved in the project were in attendance there for the final
perfonnance.

'!his was also the case with the cast party after the

perfonnance.

The "core" group including the younger members of the

cast appeared for that social occasion.

'!bose who had become involved in the last week of the production,

however, were generally absent.

Neither the new stage

crEM

members,

nor the ushers were there. A few group members came with family
members.

A young teacher, who directed the first play the theatre

club had presented also attended the party.

She had travelled to

Goetheim from Saskatoon to see the production.

Group members whose

family attended were among the first to leave.
b) Interviews

"Post-perfonnance" interviews were set up with each group member.
I met with only those who had been involved with the project for at
least a three week pericrl.

I interviewed each person twice, once

prior to the perfonnances, and then after the production had
concluded.

This did not include the three "new" stagehands, nor those

working as house manager, ushers, or ticket takers during the
perfonnances.
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EMERGmG PATI'ERNS OF PROCESS
INTROilJCI'ION

'lhe previous piece of the Mobile-framework was "suspended" in

several senses.

In particular, description comprising that Act-Play

halted midway through group members' final perfonnance.

'lhe focus of

that piece was group members' cultural-meaning concerned with staging
their perfonnances.
Prior to the curtain rising on the last of their perfonnance,
group members had begun already to express experiencing a breaking
point.

'!hey were reacting to news that the audience was small in

canparison with previous evenings.

As previously recounted, for many,

their experience of breaking point escalated while perfonning.

SOme

sensed that those who were attending were not responding as previous

audiences had done.
'lhe fourth Act-Play described beginnings of transition for sane
group members in reaction to their breaking point experience.

While a

few group members had been relying on "Having Fi.m" approaches for sane
time, a few other group members began to strive towards those
paradigmatic actions.

However, this was not their only response to

their interpretation of events.

This Act-Play takes up the

description of group members 1 interactions and cultural-meanings as
most group members • experienced a second response to their breaking
point experiences.
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EMERGmG SHAPFS oF GROUP MEMBERS • INTERACI'IONS, BREAKING romr ACI'IONS

Descriptions in this segment are divided based on locale am
content of group members' activities.

'!he account begins with group

members' interactions during the final perfonnance and concludes with

references to their cast party.

It may be noted that this segment

does not follow previous patterns in tenns of headings used.

"Breaking Point Clarity" and "Indications Of Discomfort" were

primarily described in the prior Act-Play.

For the most part, during

this latter period of the perfornance, group members did not directly

refer to their feelings, but rather busied themselves with sundry
tasks.

Descriptions under the following headings of locale might be

considered as a continuation of the heading of "Group Members'
Response" within the "Breaking Point" structure of the previous

Act-Play.

a) D.lrincr And Immediately After 'Ihe Final Performance Of '!heir Play
A few group members began before, but certainly by the
intennission, most group members were apparently considering their
actions as "last actions".

'!hey were oriented not towards precision

of action {"Contingency Control") or even particularly pleasure
through spontaneous action {"Having FUn") , so much as they began to

focus on finishing this last perfornance.

- cane on.

Let's get it over with. Coffee break's over. I could
sit there till the closing scene, but I guess I can't. Len)

Q-12-1357.
In a broad sense, some began to speak of the play as over.

'Ibis

was accurate to the extent that as each scene went by, that part of
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the play was over.

A sign of this orientation was sane group members

beginrrl.rg to put away nakeup and props not to be used again.
- Does anybody fix their makeup in between? Jes) [She is saying
this with the intention of putting the makeup away, I believe.]

'!his suggests that sane members corrpartmentalized their actions so
that as they finished what they considered to be one element of their
performance they dealt with the repercussions of finishing with that
particular element.
In addition

to each part of the play being over as they finished

perfonning "it", another vecy important aspect of the play was over
for group members.

Well before intennission group members were aware

of the size of the audience and had a sense of audience response.
Fran this "data" they could begin to construct an impression of "how
the community" had responded to the play despite the fact that they

were still engaged in a performance.
'!here would be no new "infonnation" which would change their

perspective on their general impression of how the community "had"
resporrled to the play.

It might be broadly likened to a student

receiving his or her marks halfway through completing a "final exam".
Nothing they might do on that night would bring more people to the
play.

'Ihus part of their process associated with the play errled with

the last person taking their seat as the curtain rose.
Group members • emerging sense of looking forward

to being

finished was reaffinned by cormnents after their performance.
-Well guys. Hel) Yeah. It's over and done with. '!hank the lord!
len) Yahoo! Jes) (Jo enters and adds her voice to Jessie's
exclamation and then smiles.] 0-12-1368.
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At this point, the women actors at least, expressed no sadness or
regret at this being the final performance.

Instead, their energies

were i.nmediately directed toward completing their tasks so that they

might leave.

'!hey were occupied with transfonning themselves back

into clothes arrl makeup of the present decade.
~ge.d

That done, sane then

in transfonning the dressingroom back into a school bathroan.

As they put some things back and collected that whidl they would

eventually take away, they also discussed what to do with costumes arrl
props whidl they had created for the play.

Quick decisions about

cleaning arrl storage were made.
-Now should I bring those chairs in here? Lor) Q-12-1369.
- Put this back in the prop room? Deb) No. Jes) Q-12-2.60.
- I don't know about washing the skirts. Ask the store. Len)
Q-12-1.10.
'!here was still the matter of going out to greet those who attended
the gathering after.

'!his social event had changed for some.

Several

group members seemed to regard the occasion less as providing an

opporbmity to meet members of the conununity and more as a duty
intervening between them and the cast party.
Correlative with the smaller audience, a smaller group atterrle.d
for coffee and desserts.

Group members were generally less anilnate.d

in their discussions and they seemed to circulate less, cltnnping
instead in a group.

'!his interlude ended earlier than those of

Thursday arrl Friday night.

Group members began to straggle over to

the party which mainly Jo had organized.
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b) At The Party
Based on the setting and group members' interactionS at their

party, data fran this event is limited to fieldnotes.

Ijt was

impossible to tape group members' interactions.

was

the background.

There

music in

In contrast with the parties of Thursdaf and Friday
I

night, at this party, group members socialized mainly ~ a series of
small groups.

They also milled about.

Even when there were a brief series of "large group" activities,
there was no convenient place in which to plug the reco~er.

As the

I

party continued· until the early morning hours and as I ~e home to
saskatoon thereafter, my fieldnotes were not completed until the next
day when some time had passed.

I was able to

supplemen~

that limited

I

data with statements individuals made during the

interv~ews.

The location of the party was apparent because of

~e

clutch of

I

cars parked by the house.

When someone entered or left

~

I

the sl.de
•

!

door, the outside door was banged shut by a petulant wirid.

The

basement stairs were sufficiently steep for people to * e up
squatters' rights, sitting in the middle and the bottom lsteps.
people migrating up or down the stairs relied on the

ra~l,

Most

cautiously

picking their way around the squatters.
On

the left side of the room were a series of sofa$, one being a

sectional.

Despite yards of seating space most people v{'ere standing,
I

several were leaning.

Near the center of the room,

metal poles on which to lean.

th~

were two

To the right across fran lthe sofas,

there was a bar on which to lean and a bathroom with
also offering leaning opportunities.
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ju~ting

out walls

Beyoni the bathroom and the bar were card tables clpttered with
food.

'lhose shifting from one conversation to another qrrried sanples

of this food with them.

Some smoke added an aura of vacj.Ieness.

daninated souOOs in the room.

Discussions seemed to

hari;J

Music

in the air

with the smoke, not quite dispelled by the nrusic.
A few group members brought family with them.
in atterrlance as was I.Dretta 1 father.

Arl1'1a's husbarrl was

Despite hai.vestl.rt.J time

I.Dretta •s father had chosen to see her in the play.

ID:r!etta beamed as
I

she introduced him to those at the party.
In contrast with their previous parties group~ did not

begin by "rehashing" their performance.

Several di~ions focused

on activities or tasks people had not had time to do in lthe last week
-the "multiple sets of dirty dishes and the dusting". i(Joy,
Q-13-Fieldnotes).
Within about twenty minutes of eve:ryone's arrival $ileen began to
organize people into a larger group.

People crowded onti,o the couches
I

I

fonnin;J two thirds of a circle with a couple of corners .i

others

seated themselves on the floor.
First, Eileen thanked cam profusely for his "suppoljt" and his
"expertise".

She indicated in a raised voice speech ~t "they

couldn't have done it without him" (Eil,

Q-13-Fieldno~).

cam was

given a small wrapped gift, which was innnediately follotfed by a

4 few weeks
I

presentation by Jim and Jay.

In an intet:View with Jay

I

later, he advised me that Eileen had asked both Jim and himself to do
I

an improvisation of cam at work directing them.
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~ose observing laughed uproariously at Jim and Ja~ who appeared

to take turns at being

cam

and sometimes being directed

ey

the other.

'Ihey used words documented in "Emerging Lexicon" sectio$ 1 such as

"Push it" 1 "Punch it" escalating into other words such -qs "Shove it" 1

''loln:der it", "Okay 1 let •s try this again only this time

~ou' re

feeling

I

I

this way".

[Paraphrased, Q-13-Fieldnotes].

While us~ sane of cam•s

words with exaggerated tempo and tone, Jim and Jay addec\ gestures

recognizably cam•s, yet shifting into hyperboles of imp:t;rovisation.
I

!

Jim's and Jay's improvisation though brief was wilcUy applauded.
People pointed fingers, ncx:lding and laughing.

cam

also Ichuckled and

on at least two occasions asked in amused protestation,

!"Ik> I

do

that?" followed by his hearty laughter coupled with milq protestation,
"I don't!"

People confinned that he did indeed, with h~ightened

laughter and ncx:ls.

(Paraphrased, Q-13-Fieldnotes. ]

When Jim's and Jay's improvisations ceased,
detennined to do a story circle.

group~

Although I do not

hav~

recordings in

I

my fieldnotes concerning this, I have the distinct impntssion that

Bill and Jay began the call for the story circle.

As

<JJtoup

members

began the story circle their enthusiasm, which had begui) to surface

with Jim's and Jay's improvisation, burst forth.

My ·cl~
I

remembrance of that party was a sense that came to me ~ing group
members' story circle.
From the moment of being brought together in a cirq:le the

majority of the participants seemed to have a sense of li>eing in a
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group once more.

~er

'!hey spoke vivaciously, teased each

ani

I

laughed, despite the fact that several people including Bill ani Helen
I

had never participated in a story circle prior to that e*,ening.
I

When the last person repeated their lengthy story

ofiing to the
I

size of their circle, group members seemed to hesitate f~r a manent or

two.
many

However, since no one provided additional directiofi gradually
gravitated towards the walls with a few people~ arourrl the
!

tables of food ani a few about the bar.
'!he only other apparent pastime emerging from

~ members •

interactions during the party was to have each other sigp their
I

programs.

Some

signed with their characters' names,

~with

their

own name, yet others signed with both.
Gradually, people began to depart.

'!hose who said !their

good-byes first were those who had brought

family~

with them or

I

who had children at home.

Strikingly there were no formal good-byes,
I

people drifted out into that winter wind scattering in

~ many

directions.
If group members were experiencing any sense of ei$er tril.lllph or
melancholy they did not ''make a show of it" or explicitl{y express it

to the group at this time.
together as a group.

I never again saw that set qf people all

When I made my good-byes to Jo, tliey had enptied
I

out of the house into the night as I was about to do.

JP.thouqh I did

not see all of them as a group again, I did meet with

nQroup members"

as individuals in a second set of inteJ:Views.
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EMERGING SHAPES OF GOOUP MEMBERS' rnTERACriONS,

INTERVIEWs

At the time of the interviews the contrast was ~ apparent
between obsel:vi.rg group members 1 together who were "in the act of

doi.rg" arxi interviewing them as individuals about that *ch they had
been doi.rg.

Intention of action and the nature of data

~i.rg

were

i

stri.Jd.rgly different as between these two fonns of data ~llection.

a) Considerations Of Interview Process
'!his second set of interviews was held between

Nov~

twenty-second and December second, a few weeks after th~ final
perfonnance.

These interviews were intended as a follOW-up to the

first interviews.

The interviews included additional ~theri.rg of

de.Irogl:aphic data and a focus on group members 1 continued construction
of meaning concenti.ng their experience, having "completed the
I

project".

(See

the Appendices, Section Two for additiot1al

documentation related to the second set of interviews.)

I

The same set

of individuals were interviewed including Allie, for sh~ had been with
the project until the final ten days.

With respect to interview fonnat, the aim was to fdster an
open-ended "stnlcture", to encourage a conversation-likS approach.
Some

individuals appeared to be comfortable with that apProach,

inmediately launching into their conunents about their

~ience.

others, however, looked to me to supply questions.
-You know me. I have to be prodded with questions. ~im) N-29-p.6.
This need to have questions to frame discussion was of qoncem.
The study was focused on how they were making meaning of their
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experiences and expressing their meaning. .With at leasti three or four
group members I spent some time reinforcing the irnporta.npe of their

to mine.

own views, as opposed

This was not an entirelyl satisfactory

strategy for such statements also tended to channel

group members'

concepts of the inteJ:view.
Before laUJ'lChin;J into content of group members' ref~ections, a
note is in order about their response to being asked to jreflect
through the interview.

There may have been several reasPns why some

group members' looked to me as interviewer for

framewor~.

Several seemed reluctant to engage in discussion

aJ::Put

the

I

project.

'!his is open to a number of different interpretations.

Although I had no sense of such a problem, feasibly, par.iticipants may
been uncomfortable in tenns of a relationship with me ~ a person or
as someone studying what was occurring.

Too much time $y have

elapsed between the inteJ::Views and the project's close, !the final
night of the perfornance for most. None of these concerJ'iS were
!

directly expressed.

However, one fascinating theme did lemerge from

interviews with some group members.
Some

group members' explicitly expressed at the

~inning

of the

secorrl interview a tendency to move from one project ~iately to

the next.
- Well, I haven't. • • I uh, I kept memorizing my lineJ cause I knew
I had to do it. • • And I'd brush my teeth and say In¥ lines. But
no ••• I didn't .•. I didn't think of it at all •..• I quit
thinking. I turned it off. Jes) You mean as soon ¢; ... Mad)
Because right away we had to get into the Variety tfight [another
project for some participants]. So I started thinklng about that.
Trying to get those ideas together and thinking abqut mime. Jes)
D-2-p.2.
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- Yeah, it's a project and it's completed. That's, ~tially what
I was sayirg. Arrl that's how I feel about it. I can! think about
it •••• I, I just, I have this whole thing about it! being
finished. So it takes me a while to get back into thinking about,
what I felt ••• I, it's done, you know. And it's ju$t great it's
done. And - let's go do something else, I suppose that was sort
of what I was feeling. Eil) N-27-p.l.
'Dlese people suggested that they ceased to think about projects once a
I

I

project had concluded.

Based on statements they made in! the interview

followirg these opening remarks, their perception of non~reflection
was not entirely accurate for themselves.

Yet some dataj suggested

that group members had also made such statements to eachl other outside
of the context of the interviews, to other group membersi·
I

- You know, I didn't, I didn't know a lot of the peop~e well enough
that they could really, you know, talk to me about ~t. You know.
"I don 1 t like this, or I like this about anything. "I But, yeah, it
was funny how, I would be all, all excited and reacy to do this
and I know somebody said, "Just give me ten more mi.Jrutes, you
know, and it's all over". Hel) N-25-p.l9.
Another response from several members was a simple. sense of
fatigue after the project.

Some also indicated that o * profane,

daily tasks which had been neglected now required their

!time and

attention.
- But sometimes you have to set these things on the $elf when
other things come along. Lor) N-22-p.l4.
- I don't know if too many are really happy with it. ii think they
were talking it - and they were satisfied I suppc>$ it was over.
But maybe, you know, some of them felt we could ha"1e done better.
Lor) N-22-p.l?.
.
- I just want to not think about it. Lor) N-22-FieldJiotes. (She
said this when first greeting me, prior to my tum~ on the
taperecorder. ]
;
- I was interested when you said, "I just want to notf think about
it". Mad) Well it was such a hassle getting here tJiose last few
nights and -working and everything. I found it q4ite a hassle,
eh? So I was kirrl of glad to get it all through wi¢., and yet I
enjoyed it. That IS a ftmny thing I but that f S the way things WOrk
sometimes. You know. You like it but it's nice wheri. it's over
too. Lor) N-22-p.l4.
·
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- I'm b:ying to fo1:get that... Yeah, it just got to be so much.
Like it was just (pause] all the time. And it was hard, so hard
to fit it in. Especially at the end because everyt:hin;;J got so
busy at work arrl eve:cything. Joy) N-27-p.2.
- cause nobody' s ever really talldn' about it. '!hey •ve - don •t
ever want to talk about the play anymore, you know. i. • And I said,
''Well I guess I can sort of see hOW' you guys feel. You've worked
on it for so long. But this is just great for me, qecause I, I
didn't do it very long. Hel) N-25-p.lB.
- Oh even during the perfonnance. "I'm so glad, I dori't want to do
this scene one more time." Hel) N-25-p.l9.
In contrast, a very few of the group members expressed

perspective on the project.

an alternative

'!hey seemed to be reluctant to close the

door on the project arrl were most eager to speak of the:itr experiences
in the interview.

Primarily, these were people who had 'come to the

project within the last few weeks.
- I said, "I don't want it to be over". And. • • but tqat' s
lll'Xierstandable. I know that feeling after you've wQrked on it for
a long time. It's kind of a relief just .to have it done. Hel)
N-25-p.l9.
Although fatigue and some sense of disappointment with the
project seemed to influence group members • willingness

to reflect on

their experience with the project, for those inunediately beginning
another, I began to sense

that this was "purposive non•reflection".

- cause now when I stop and think about it, it was Slich a let down.
Just after so many weeks of going on and on and on arrl on and
being so intense and doing everything and everyt:hiW arrl
eve:cything - and things like these beautiful costumes are
hanging in evecybody's closet and these funny little hats arrl
silly little things. It's all over. -That's sad. ,Like - it's
all done with and left and packed away. And I'm glad I had that
Friday night (Variety Night, another project] now that I do take
the time because Friday night's over - I stop to think of it ..•
It's sad ••• It's a let down. Everything's over ••. Variety Night
right after "Homestead Quarter" to think about. cal)se then I
wouldn't have had time to realize hOW' Saturday ••• Jes) D-2-p.5-6.
i

'Ihe study will return to this emerging concept of npurpchsive
non-reflection'' in subsequent segments.
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I did not go back to the field for several weeks, tb do these
interviews in part because I detennined to analyze data
for the interviews.

fin

preparation

Realizing that this would be my last opportunity

. to enter the field, I returned to the first set of interiviews to
search for any gaps in demographic data.

I spent the retnai.ni.rg time

working with emerging themes to develop a sense of whe* any themes
emerged at the forefront.

Although this work was still ~ecy early in
I

tenns of data analysis eventually to be done, yet this work
represented somewhat of a consolidation at the time.

'lhe Appendices, Section Two contains a list of Prorrpters created
I

for the interviews.

If people did not touch on one or

~1

of those

areas towards the end of the interview I asked related ql!estions,
I

attempting to frame them in tenns of what the individuall had been
describi.rg.

Based on experience with the first set of interviews and

the first few of these, I found that directly asking ~ividuals ''what

they had learned" induced blank stares all too frequentlrt.
- What did I lecun? [She laughs.] Well see, we didn't ••• IDr) Well
when you think about your experience, having an exp;rience, cause
that's the way that you put it. . . Mad) Uhnnnrnm. Wel~ see there's
a lot of things we didn't cover in this production :that you would
have in a nonnal production. Like, uh - [pause) different
costumes and things. Like we put, well we had some Costuming. It
wasn't that elaborate. We didn't do any sets, much.: We didn't do
much with makeup. Like it was pretty, pretty basic eh? It was
different because, that we were improvising and doJ.ro all those
sorts of things and you can 1 t do that in the regular productions.
Lor) N-22-p.28.
- Arrl I expect I would lecun even more with the othet:; kirrl of
production ••• Lor) So these are the things that you W.dn•t learn
about? Mad) '!hat's right. 'Ihings that I didn 1 t ge'C that I
thought I might get, eh? Participant) N-22-p.29.
- You said something about lecuning when you were doi)ng the
workshop, that Saturday. Mad) Yeah? Al) So, like •• Mad) What?
!

i
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Al) Talk sane more about that. What did you learn? ~t was it
like? Mad) [long pause] It was different. Like I 1Ve never done
anyt:hin;J exactly ••• Al) N-29-p.5.
An interview fonnat emerged which I used in all in~iews

includ.in:J those in which individuals began without quest;ions.

'!his

fonnat emerged fran concerns with interfering and direCt;ing
interviewees • ideas.

From statements which group

Ineltlbe$

had made

both during and after the first set of interviews, I ha~ come to

consider the issue of "interference" from a particular

~ive.
I

Given that my interest in their process was encourqging group
members to reflect, the interviews constituted a learn~ experience

for at least sane who spoke of enj eying that aspect of -qhe interview.
- Like she [Anna] was giving her opinions about .•• tllinking that it
wasn't finished and I never thought of it. And the !other day I
thought, ''Madeleine's going to want me to think abc:lut this [she
laughs] and I haven't thought about it. (She la~. ] Short
interview••• No. I really, I haven •t purposely sat.i.. I don •t
even have memories ••• -My face because the makeuE screwed up my
face. Jes) D-2-p.3.
- So I was getting really tired by the end. So maybe !y-, maybe now
that I've talked it out a bit, maybe that wasn't 11¥ only source
of it. Of, dissatisfaction. Ann) N-28-p.5.
,
- You knO'iN, it's, it's uh, that's one reason why it's hard to
answer sane of these questions. cause I don't put that much
thought into it. I just do it. And then when you'rt:l asked
questions, ''Why are doing this?" it's, its' a litt]e difficult.
But, you knO'iN, little - the questions and the int$:Views and uh,
just having you around realizes that we're not justi doing it, you
Jmor..i, as a lark or anything. Nn- we do have a purpOse of, of what
we're doing and everything. And Y£U've helped us td, to
tmderstand that. Bil) N-25-p.24.
-And that's why I was able to answer so quickly, ''W~ll you do this
again?" Yeah. I know why I do it now. You know. An4 I can hardly
wait to do sanething else. Bil) N-25-p. 24.
·
- '!hat's exactly what I'm saying is that we, you knov(, again I'm
saying we as, as a group, but myself, have, have lEtamed so much
more about, you know, the, the process of we did gq on, like the
difference between improvis - improvisation, and $, and
traditional types of theatre. I didn't even really !think about
i
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that before. • • • I knew, I knew this was different. ~ I'm doirg
it different. And then when you ask questions I v$lize it.
Bil) N-25-p.25.
,
- Yeah like I was saying urn, somebody was asking me, ~ou know, what
I was, what I was doing tonight, or who was inteJ:vj,ewirg. And I
was sort of explaining, and I said, "Yeah, it's kiri:i of
interesting because I start talking about things t.hpt I haven't
thought about too much, and then, you know, realiz~, th.i.rgs that
I really haven •t thought about before". Hel) N-25-~.12.
- Ialming? I was trying to get a lot more but you wquldn't tell me
anything. IDr) Oh, about my opinion? Mad) Yeah. IDti) N-22-p.34.
- Well it makes you think. It made me think anyway. !.Pr) N-22-p. 34.
D.lring these secorrl interviews a few indicated that a~ the first

interview they had continued to reflect •••
- Like after talking to you the first time, urn, we talked about
this a little bit. "You know, why you're involved with drama?"
And definitely, like, now, I - I'm playing on the basket ball
team in town ••• Bil) N-25-p.lS. (Bill continued wi~ a lengthy
description of a metaphor which he had developed siJnce the first
interview comparing his emergent experience in drairia with his
experience in sports. ]
Rather than avoid doing this altogether, I detennined td acknowledge
that the inteJ:views did affect group members' perceptiot1s and
attempted to divide the interviews into two sections.
After a few follow-up demographic questions were ~ked, the first

part of the interview was dedicated to providing an oppqrtunity for

intividuals to initiate and speak from their own framewdrk.
of each inteJ:view was conducted in as infonnal and
as possible.

to follow.

'Ibis part

open~ed

a manner

Whatever direction the individual was goil1g I attempted
However, after either repetitions began to Surface, or

pauses became frequent and long, I began to ask more diFive

questions for the purposes of facilitating their refl~ion about
their experiences.
- So, okay if I came up to you and said, ''Well how ~d that
happen?" could you tell me? Mad) [Al - N-29-p.l3.] :
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-What would you, what would you tell her (your fellaw actor]?
What would be your advice? Mad) (Interview N-28-p.~2.]
-When you first started out, you'd never been on thel stage is what
you were saying. Mad) Right. And, and then you got the point
where you were making jokes. • . Mad) Unttuntttau. Deb) abPut being a
professional actress. Mad) Okay. Deb) What happenedi in between to
get you to that point? Mad) N-25-p.4.
-Haw did you get from not knO'Ning much about them, tb, you said,
"It was a great experience" .•• Mad) N-29-p.S.
At this transitional point in the interview, I
myself as changing roles.

came

to view

I shifted from listener to faoilitator.

From the second set of interviews alone I have two large and very full

biniers of data.

Data analysis was focused on observingj consistency

and changes to patterns previously emerged in group ~'

interactions and content in their discourse.

'Ihese d$iptions are,

then, smmnaries only.

b) Group Members' Discussion-Reflection In '!he Second Irjtet:Views
First in the interview, demographic questions were iaddressed.
'!hen, basically participants were asked to share their experiences and
their reflections concerning the Heritage Project.

s~ responded

initially with statements that they had not been thinking about that
project.

Having stated this, participants began to di~ in sane

detail their concerns, their interests and what they had learned
despite mixed creations to the word "learning".
-Ani like personally I learned a lot and I knO'N lotS of other
members did. A lot of 'em greJN. Like lenore. Urn. '!tie confidence
she got because that whole telephone scene was hersi and she was
really proud of it and did well. And uh, Debbie, !4retta, all

those people, it was great for them. Jes) D-2-p.S. :
- I'm trying to think of, uh, a good way to put it o$er than
feelings. You knO'N, because I remember feeling. Hell) N-25-p.lS.
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In keeping with themes emerging from all participants'
I

reflections, the original five "themes" used as a framework in the
first Act-Plays have been retained to represent partici~ts'

discourse.

am

'lhese five themes, however, have been slightly ll'Odified

reorganized to reflect specific shapes of data in these

interviews.
1) Describing Experiences Concerning Research And
Community As Audience
OJring their first meeting, group members had exchaftged both what
they had gleaned through research and discussed differenF- fonns ani
sources of research.

At this point participants did notj speak of

various fonns of research in their reflections.

Most di~ not refer to

resources.
With respect to the general topic of research a

f~

participants

did disclose how they become interested in research concerning the
community.

Distinctions emerged between those who had ~ up in the

community ani those who had moved there.
- I always thought, you know, Goetheim's just a nonnal area and
that. I don't know. (She clears her throat.] 'lhe attitude of the
people and evecything. I know a friend of mine ~ here for a
while as a journalist and she just was amazed at t.Qe difference.
Participant) ['!his person viewed herself as being &om the area.]

N-27-p.9.

I

- Very strong in Gennan ancestry - in this area, we' Ire very
stubborn. Put it that way. (She laughs. ] • • • They' Ite a proud,
proud group. And, they're the type that work, you kinow, have
worked really hard for what they got. And they're really ••• Jo)
Did you hear this from your friend or did you •.• ~) Oh that's
where I've seen, you know, that's what I •ve figut:eq out. '!hat
they re really, um, hard sort of people. And they don •t really
express their feel - feelings. They like to keep~ sort of a
hard face, or whatever you see. You know, their iJiner feelings,
,

I
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they have a terdency to. • . But I guess that's of ~ Gennan
heritage. Am (pause] they •ve always been that way II guess. I
don't know. Participant) N-27-p.9.
·
- But you know, yeah, - I noticed, I noticed then, yrou know
that... Ani that's when I kind of felt well, it wduld be nice to
know the heritage an:i uh, I know I •ve asked Dad, I lsaid, ''Well
why did you not speak Gennan, when, we were kids?" !You know, and
I realized there were two dialects and everything ~ike that, you
know you start thinking of your heritage and you start thinking,
" Well, there has to be something back there. '!here has to be."
You know. Participant) N-27-p.lO.
- In a way I was womering, okay, well the question was, ''Why am I
I doing this?" Ani then I would, urn, say to myself,l ''Well, I've
only lived here for so long." And then I'd think, 'Mel!, hell
I •ve lived here for so long, it's about . • • time I !started
leaming sanething about Goetheim." So I would go
ask, you
know, ''Well what store was over there?" Participan~) ['!his person
had moved to the conununity. ) D-2-p. 7.

am

In addition to reflecting on how they had become

in~ted

in doing

I

research about the community, others described the bene4its of having

learned about the history of the conununity through theit research and
I

dj SOJSSion.

('!his is described in substantial detail it} several

subsequent segments focused on participants' "leaxning" ~)

For the

IOOSt part, however, in their reflections during the intEU:views,
research and research process rarely surfaced as a topid:.
When participants did mention content of research

4 few of them

linked content directly to the shape and content of the ;play.
- I was basing a lot of it on research. Talking to ~ple who, who
lived here, because, just about no one in the group actually came
from the area. So I was, I was quite, uh, bent on, ion doing it,
uh, fairly accurately. From, from the perspective !Of people who
actually grew up here. Like, actually naming the p$ople. Am of
course we didn't do that. We used all fictional natites. That that's what I had perceived right from the start, VfciS that we
would actually be mentioning actual people and, ~ putting
together stories involving people that actually liyed. A little
bit of what they did on such and such a day. And tljle other part
of, of what I was perceiving was time. starting bcjlck when the
first settlers moved in. And building up to probabtY the present
or the near present. Jim) N-29-p. 7.
~
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Content of research had been closely connected to inp~ions of the

carm.mity in their first meetings.

As previously described group

members frequently linked their inage of the past to theiir current

views an:i experiences of "the" community. '!he theme of ciommunity arose

once toore in group members' reflections, however, with

a particular

point of emphasis related to their perfonnances.
'!he community as audience and the matter of commun~ty support arxi
audience support occupied much of participants' initial !reflections in
the inteJ:views.

'!heir conments included two aspects relfated to the

community: a) community support and recognition of the play, and b)

audience response.

Among group members I there Were a variety Of

constructions concerning community and audience

respo~.

Two group

members indicated that they were satisfied with at leas"t+- audience

response if not community support.

A few described ~ positive

reactions from the audience.
- Well from all of the people, who saw it. Like I go'\1: praise
aftel:ward and I still am now. From how they thou~t the play was
good arxi how they thought that the way we did it w~th no, with
few props was good and ••• and (pause]. Deb) Who wa$ saying those
things? Mad) My home-ec teacher. . . And from the ki~ that went
and saw it. (Pause] and the teachers. A lot of teaci:hers saw the
Mr. Geoffries and Helen's brother? He came and saw it. And they
talked about how they thought. And Mr. Geoffries
telling me
that Mr. Amard (who directed high school student ptcxfuctions] was
going to single me out to act with the, with the high school.
Deb) N-25- p.3.
.
- I guess he (her father] thought it was alright. If: he liked it I
guess lots did. lor) N-22-p.19.
- Like quite a few liked it. 'lbere was lots of them stopped in,
and, I, so many times, and its, "So you were in ~t play", and
you know, really thought it was great and, this is at other
functions I've been at, eh? lor) N-22-p.19.
- '!he ones that I •ve talked to, it was all mainly fayourable. '!here
was one remark that it was too short. Jo) N-27-p.6+
-And they thought the lighting was excellent with sWitching back
and forth. "Cross fades." Bil) N-25-p. 5.

-was

!

1
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others imi.cated continued uncertainty concerning cPmmunity ani
I

audience response.

Some also suggested that they were sjtill seekirg

sane reassurance.
-Well at times, yeah, I still wonder. I still wond~ how, - what
the people thought of it. You know, like its, its hard, um. If
you - the people that I talked to about the produqtion have
mstl.y been good friends. And they're sometimes a~ to just tell
you what they think you want to hear. Not what the~ really feel.
So it's, it's, - I found it hard to, to really, really know.
Like I haven •t heard anything negative about it frqtt anybody
specifically. You kna;,r, like nobody has said anythitg that, that
they disliked about it or anything. other than the !mtJSic before.
Ani maybe the accordion playing before. But ••• oth~ than that I
had - you know, people felt, thought that it was $ally good.
Especially people from around this area, that could identify with
the things that were going on. Urn. It wasn't exactly what I
thought it was going to be. You know, type of thing. But then I
really don't know what I even thought it was going rto be like.
I.en) N-29-p. 3
However, the majority of participants spoke in

frustra~

tones,

concerning lack of both community support and particulcutly fonnal

acknowledgment of the play.

Even those who indicated tiiat they had
I

received canplimentary connnents infonnally expressed anr1oyance.
- I'm not impressed with the reaction from the town - or I'm
disappointed with the reaction from the town. Urn, :ilf they thought
it was bad, well why didn't they tell us. If they $ought it was
good then please tell us that. We didn't even get q. damn article
write-up in the newspaper. And my whole idea was tQ do this for
this damn community for Heritage, to research - b]ab-blah-blah,
and nothing - no response at all. Participant} o-2-p.4.
- Like there was probably two people in school that $aid something.
And you kna;,r they said it to me personally. '!hey 59-id. • • sure
they liked it. But, they were talking to me about 1W personal
involvement. Just cause they're friends and I work :with them. Ani
that was it. I didn't hear a bloody thing from anybody •••• [She
laughs. ] We were so concen1ed about a negative response. We
didn't get any response. • . Well I don't know if it~ s worse, but
it's sure a let down ••. Oh, yes ••• cause if there was a negative
response then I could defend it. Participant} D-2-~.4.
- And the other part was that this town, notoriously [doesn't attend
functions. (Pause] Now, I mean. A hundred and sixty or two
hundred people do. Consistently. But that's about tt.
Participant} N-29-p.4.
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- Well it was - I was a little disappointed on the s~ze of the
crowd. I think that's Irr:f first reaction. And uh, (~use] I think
I can mostly blame that -well there's a couple ofi things that
I'll blame it on. And - one of them was, uh, lack! of
advertising. Not enough you know, people getting out there arx:l,
arx:l promoting the show. Participant) N-29-p.4.
- I think, I'm upset about one thing and that's that, uh, there was
no response fran the community at all. To the play. !• • People
showing up arxl ••• well the other thing was, uh, cov~ge in the
paper. It was nil. Participant) N-25-p.4.
Fran their comments of concern and frustration, particiPfmts launched

into description of their purpose in creating the play.

When speakirg

in this context, more participants than in the first interview
described their objectives in tenns of an "educational"

purpose for

their actions in creating the play.
- Well, the reason why we were doing it was to wake spme people, I
guess, to how Goetheim came to be, I guess. Participant)
N-29-p.l2.
- Like the Arena is always used whereas the theatre i$ often not •••
It's just, uh, nice to have something a little cul~l. '!hat's
about it... Something that 1 s been around for a whi~e. Specially
our play. You know, it has something to say about the heritage
here ••• 'Ihis last one (prcxluction] it's something you can think
about arxl, arxl work on (she pauses]. Participant) N;-25-p.4.
- And, arxl that is how I see it. I mean, you can, wh~ther you •re
doing it or, or whether you're going there, you can, you canexperience something and learn something and at leaSt think about
something. Participant) N-25-p.S.
·
- '!he play, arxl, and other plays and, and cultural "t:nings. '!here's,
there 1 s thought there and it 1 s different than, wel~ I shouldn •t
say that. Participant) N-25-p.4.
- '!he whole danm thing was. . . we created it for, uh, !a heritage
thing of this community - of Goetheim community. ~ the little
things like we heard - I never heard -- Eileen - !or somebody
heard fran one old person who said, "Yeah, when they talked about
pfeiffer's store, that brought back memories". Oh, II know,
somebody said that at the coffee after. Uh, and 't:hat brought,
those are the kinds of things that I wanted - I think we should
have had some more in ... that was - I think that was the whole
purpose of it ••• To show what Goetheim was like th$. And ••• arx:l
the humor was stronger than the - what Goetheim was really like
back then. May be the humour was the strong point at the end. I'm
not sure. Participant) D-2-p.S.
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In the latter quotation, the participant was beginning to reflect on

two different "theatrical" objectives which others did

tiot

address in

!

the other interviews.
When considering community support and audience ~nse, in

addition to reflecting on their purpose in creating the !play, group
members also began to search for explanation concerning icamnunity
response as they were interpreted.

- But you see it was a different experience for them.! For the
community, because it was totally different than what we put on
the last time. So. You know, they can probably expek±ing s:imi.lar
and got surprised. [She laughs.] Jo) N-27-p. 7.
,
- So many, there's so many other things going on and !other things
to do and, to advertise and to get the people to kriow about those
things is a little bit more difficult to get them dut ••• Bil)
N-25-p.4.
- But it's, it's a real, urn it's a real sports town. :Hel) N-25-p.4.
- Arrl like I said, you kind of had to have an inkling of what was
going on before you could really appreciate it. Like at the errl
of the phone scene where they said there was a hc:x:::key game going
on at the Teepee or whatever. And you wouldn't catq.h that at all
if you didn't know about it before. Al) N-29-p.3.
-We weren't done harvest yet. So dad, just sort of came in from
the field to see the play and went back out and, yQah. It's not
as if we sat around and talked about it much at ~t time
(pause]. Hel) N-25-p.20.
1

In addition

to all of these thematic descriptions df their

experience with respect to the community, more rarely, but re:mi.niscent
of the first two nights of their perfonnance, some

spo~

about

specific experience with audience response.
-Well I thought I was going to laugh. Because it ~ck me so
funny - We were standing out there looking out at ,the audience
and all you could see was complete - black and abd>ut three
ht.mdred pair of spectacles. Just the reflections off of them.
Ani everybody said the same thing. We got off stage and we all
laughed. "did you see all those spectacles?" It was just the way
the lights were you couldn't see any faces, any ~ies, any
chairs, just spectacles. But, urn, yeah, I think they were being a
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little unfair in their judgement but just, trying tb be funny you
know. "Oh yeah, half the people out there had to do[ translating
for the next person, you know." Participant) N-2S-p!.20.
Although passing these stories back and forth had been a' major
preoccupation for group members at the time of the first! two
perfonnances, that was one of the references to these dressingroom
stories during the interviews.

'!his marked a distinct transition in

their discussion concerning audience response.
'!here were also small signs of another transition t:or sane group
members in tenns of how they conceived of community and audience.

Significantly, when speaking of "the audience",

group~

to speak as if those attending were one homogeneous unit.

appeared

Yet, when

describing their nervousness, or specific conunents from pudience
members about the play, they referred to individuals, f:rrequently
I

family members.

In the data collected, only one group

rr\ember

seemed

to have placed the two concepts of audience side by side and observed
a paradox.
- But I said, "Hey, this audience can't be all that bad, I mean, my
parents are in there. " (She laughs. ] '!hey' re not ~

Participant) N-25-p.20.
Another participant also appears to have

experien~

a transition

in how she viewed "the community", shifting from consid~ing the
community as a homogeneous unit, to locating the

thea~

group within

the context of community.
- I don't know if, if that in itself (understanding Why the

community is as it is] or the fact that knowing mote people from
the drama group makes you more comfortable and~ more involved
in the camnunity. Participant) N-27-p.l6.
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'1hese then, were an array of subthemes in participants' teflections on

"cxmnunity" in the interviews.

A second theme "administ+ation" as a

topic also emet9ed in their reflections.

2) Describing Concerns Of An Administrative Nature
Interest with administrative matters resurfaced dur~ this t:ime.
~

interest emerged it seemed in direct response to

a:

$enSe that the

size of the audience had been insufficient.
- I was a little disappointed on the size of the crov4. I think
that's my first reaction. And uh, [pause] I think I can mostly
blame that - well there's a couple of things that I' 11 blame it
on. Ani - one of them was, uh, lack of advertisi.ng. Not enough
you know, people getting out there and, and promoting the show.
Participant) N-29-p.4.
- I think we did good on the Senior Citizens' Night. We got out arrl
got them out. 'Ihey were, they were approached a little stronger.
'!hat's, that's my initial reaction to the show. [PaUse] other
than that ••• Participant) N-29-p.4.
- But a lot of people don't read their papers. [PauseJ And I was a
little disappointed that we didn't, to my mind, uh,! that I've
seen in the paper about that prcxluction •.. And I thcbught it was
kirrl of funny that they didn •t, uh, promote it in that way. Lor)
N-22-p.l9.
- Not in the media, not in posters or in personal contacts to any
extent, or. • • And I don't know if we had anyone in Charge of
that, uh, ••• If there was, there wasn't enough push on that
person to, to do it. And uh, I never had any part in it because I
was acting. So I just sort of stuck with my job. Jim) N-29-p. 4.
-Media coverage. - None, I guess that bothered me. Vm· We had
done a good job up until about two weeks before, th~ was
something in all the time. And then sort of just the week before
there was nothing. Joy) N-27-p.l7.
1

I

Another theme in group members' reflections which had a bearing on

administrative concerns emerged in their cormnents concerhing clarity
of roles.

However, to avoid some repetitiveness, sampleS of their

remarks have been confined to the section which follows, "Emerging

Structure".
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3) Describina Ideas About 'lbe Shane And Content Of 'lbe Blay
With respect to shape and content of the play, with every meetirg
it became succeed:irgly difficult to separate this as a theme from

related to repercussions such as audience

themes

respo~

and

descriptions of their process in creat:irg content.
- It 1 s not the sort of thing you think a fanner 1 d do. Would be
doirg. We, we picked up on a lot of things that ~le don't
nonnally associate with the past but were very def;ilnitely a part
of the past. Like the telephone scene and the ladi$; in the
kitchen. Instead of going on about the meetirg, we jwent on about
the scene behirrl it - the meeting. Like the ladies in the
kitchen. Um. 'Ihe women's hockey. 'lbe way it was dor)e -was all in
the dressingroom and that ••• illl, talking about WOitlE¥1 ••• It was a
rather feminist play. Come to think of it. No I thllnk it was. It
had a touch of professionalism to it. Jint) N-28-p. 6.
- I still was never, I still didn •t think we needed all that
cattiness in that scene. I don't know, I, just feli+, that that
wasn't, urn, I don't know. (pause]. SUre things 1~ that happen,
but that wasn •t as important. . . . '!hat isn •t what Jqyce was trying
to get across. She was trying to get across the int:Prtance of, of
the Pool starting up. And so she brought, - and h~ said all us
girls had to go up there and. • • Well, I don't know anything about
the Pool and fanning. Nor did Jessie and ••• So her4, so, of
course, what are we going to - we ne - we were dqing things we
knew about ••• like be:irg catty... And that type o~ thing. Which
you know, I don't like ••• Ien) N-29-p.8.
'
- No, I felt gocxi about that one because I knew I was on familiar
ground. I knew what I was doing in that one (the TEUephone
Scene]. Ien) N-29-p.lO.
- I hadn't thought about it as not being a play. (Pause] I guess.
It was just, - I knew it was short. And it was (sbe laughs],
didn't have beginning and an end, really, but I thQught that the
things, you know, things that using, uh, Anna and ~- • • using
them to tie it together, worked, worked really wel~. One person
was always going on about it. You know. "It's not long enough. I
mean it's only an hour. They're going to expect longer". But uh,
I guess I thought that for the time we had •.• it wasn't bad.
Joy) N-27-p.6.
- So that was fun. All a flash in the pan though. Arnjl) N-28-p.lS.
- Have I thought about it (the play]? I loved it. I thought it was
great. I thought it really came together well. And I think we CMe
a lot to cam for that too. For giving it that arti~ic quality
that it otherwise probably wouldn't have had. It W$lld have
basically been an amateur variety show probably, without that.
Jl.ln) N-29-p. 5.
1

!

!

•

I

I
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Notably, sane spoke fran a consideration of the play's shape arxl
content, speaking fran some broad esthetical sense of t:he play.
others spoke fran a personal sense of confidence or conqem about

specific scenes in which they were involved.

D.lring th$e interviews,

despite the project being over, participants referred tq "the group",

their sense of irrlividuals and the group in relation to ttheir
experience with creating and presenting play.

4) Describing Ideas About Group Identity, And Personal ]nfonnation
One

theme which figured in virtually every group m$lbers'

reflections during the interviews was a stronger sense qf group.

All

I

but three of the participants interviewed not only refettred to how
they had come together as a group, but how important

~t

was to them

I

personally and how important they considered it to be f~r development
of their theatre club.
- I think we got more in a group.

reb) N-25-p.2.

gro~ together
to, to do this wonderful think that we did. • • And because [pause]
I think we got a lot of praise all of us. And it was fun to, go
like, to say how great we were and, and the talks We had arrl how
wonderful it was. And stuff. reb) N-25-p.2.
·
- As far as us, I still think it was a magnificent ~ience for
us. Like it really pulled the group together a lCJtt. Jes)
D-2-p.4.
-Just because we were together so long. And the i.n'pl:]CJVising, urn,
like I had talked to you before about dropping Yom:t inhibitions
arrl feeling more free on the stage. When you're imProving, like
that's scary, that's a risk. You're standing up there in front of
people and trying to pretend that you're in a wheat field or
something like this. And so all those superficial niceties arrl
all that kind of baloney is dropped. And you see r$.1 people. And
then you're improvising in that group. I think we treally got to
know each other better. Feel more comfortable with '1each other.
And I guess I'm mainly talking about that core~· But that

- Ani it felt like we'd all done this. We'd all
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-

core group basically is the club and there isn't any members who
weren't involved. And so that's what I mean we got icloser. Jes)
D-2-p.7.
.
What - what I got really, enjoyed this - you get ~ closeness.
Like sane of the togetherness of the group. Like ~whole group
that was working with and involved with it. You getr a sense of
sort of family or, you know, togetherness and you ~' close
friends ••• It's really neat when you get together !and you can
remember these things (she laughs] you know, ard all that stuff.
Jo) N-27-p.J.
You seem nore canfortable with - you know, you cari just sit down
and talk to them all. And it seems very comfortable. And breezlnj
in and saying "Hi" and you know, giving 'em a call lard saylnj
''What are you doing", or stuff like that. Jo) N-27-Jp. 3.
But it, it, was enjoyable. I mean, I really liked ~rking with
the people. '!hat was, that was fun. I had fun ••• Jdy) What was
fun about it? Mad) The, the parties every night. Arid [both
laughing] • Just the whole group. I think every - ieverybody
really is very tight knit and every, everybody wor~ed together.
There wasn't any, you know, pushing and pulling ard tugging and
just sort of fighting, or any... little private~ going on
with the group at all. Participant) N-27-p.2.
You know, it was, it was just [pause] there wasn't !the division
that, between, between the cast and all. . . So that ipart was nice.
You sort of missed everybody when it was over. "Gee, I guess I'll
sit at hane tonight. Oh, I wonder what they're doing?"
Participant) N-27-p.J.
I

-

-

-

I

It is interesting to note that group members often openeki the
discussion with references to the group growing closer.

The latter

two quotations suggest one construction of their procesS in achievlnj
that sense of cohesion.

Yet in a later part of many of ·the interviews

(in which I shifted to a more active role in facilitating reflection)
when they were asked about "things they might change

co~ceming their

experience, several participants including the one last !quoted
expressed dissatisfaction with the situations conce~ Lyle and

Allie.
- When Lyle was asked to leave, I was in shock. Like !I hadn't, I
don't notice things I guess. [She laughs a little. ]i Like I hadn't
noticed that this was a real problem. And I though'~ that, I sort
of thought that everybody should have talked it over before it
was done ••• I'm glad that Allie's, Allie's back and. handling it
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very well. [Allie was involved in the ''Variety Night" project.
'!bat one, you - you know, I think it had to happen. • • because it
was too much of a burmner, holding up evecybody el~ because she
wasn't there. But it would have been nice if that ~d not have
happened. Participant) N-27-p.l7.
Finally, references to their breaking point meetings also emerged
fran within that context of questioning, in the latter tial.f of the
intel:views.

However, references to breaking point meetjfngs were
I

generally irdirect.

'!he following quotation

exemplifi~

the few

fleetirg references participants made to these meetings in the
!

intel:views.
- It's like anythirg else. (Pause] t.nl, I - there •s too many
tangents. Evecybody feels a different thirg at a d~fferent time.
Sane people need, urn, that kind of direction or thcit kind of
guidance on one day and on the next day it'll be a jwhole
different group of people that need it. Eil) N-27-p.4.
To sane extent these apparently compartmentalized const:Jructions for
I

sane group members were connected tacitly.

Several 9'I"04P members

apparently experienced a link between a sense of

growinc.;f as a group

with a sense of having been through a struggle.
Sane group members' reflections and descriptions ~ested that

this experience, if not a rite of passage was something !very like one.

A few group members retrospectively described their prc>Gess as one of
a test to "sw:vive".

Having done so, their connnents als$<> indicated

that they had matured or experienced a transition
experience.

throuc)h the

'!hey were no longer "just amateurs".

- Arrl we sw:vived. Like we're still a group. We're still doing

well. We got sane money out of it even. So that whqle process I
think really gave us confidence is the big thing. ~more of a
group feelirg. • • All of these individuals pulled through and came
- just shone in it. Whether they were a star a~ or whether
they just caine every single night at seven o'clock and handled
it. It showed that all these individuals could do !t, and as a
i
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group we did it. Ani so we could smvive anything. We can do
anyt:hirg. We'll make it. Basically, like when it seems the roof
- like we just kept saying to cam, ''We've got to qo something.
'Ibis is too abstract. We need concrete -we need Words ••• We
need somet.hi.rx.J." Um. Arrl just remeinbering that panlfc feeling an:i
thinking, ''We • re not going to be able to do this." IArrl expressinl
that with all thos little warm up thing and all thqse little
after t:hin;Js. Arrl we did it. Jes) D-2-p.9.
'
- But what I also see everybody else, too - a lot ot confidence.
Ani so we can do it. And we can take risks. Like I don't think
anybody 'WOUld have done - like I •m sure - Debbi~ an:i Jo 'WOUld
never have done mime if they hadn't gone through t11at first. Like
Jo didn't act but she stepped in and handled the ~ckstage as if
she had done it all her life. Mime is risky. ('!he ,,next project"
the group had taken up was a series of mimes for a ''Variety
Night".] Like it's not reading lines and doing tha~. So I think
it gave us a lot of confidence. As individuals an4 as a group in
whole that we can do anything. We can handle it. Jes) D-2-p. 9.
- 'Ihey'd joke about the play. How we were professio~l actors, now
that we were in "Homestead Quarter". Deb) 'Who made lthose jokes?
Mad) I think Bill mostly. And Jessie of course. ~he - th- we
were -we were joking about how we were -- should jgo on the road
with our acting job ••. Deb) N-25-p.2.
~
i

As may be observed through this data, intertwined vrith their

cxmnents about groNing together as a group, participants also spoke of
how this occurred through their process in creating the !play.

A few

irxtividuals expressed directly how they came to have a sense of being
toore closely knit.
- Before that (improv] it was research and getting ideas and those
kinds of ••• so it was slowly, slowly breaking. cause we'd go out
to Jim's and Joyce's for a meeting and take cheese an:i wine. Arrl
that would relax everybody. And you'd talk freer. And you also
got to know everybody's interests. Jes) D-2-p. 7. ,
- So you got to know personal things about each othenr and drank an:i
eat. And you're always good friends when you drink iand eat ••• And
then the improv - that first time I think you were there at
Anna's? In the backyard? Like that just scared the hell out of
people. Some were just sick. And Eileen too. Parti¢ipant)
N-25-p.7.
.
- Yeah. Arrl that was really useful and we kept havi.n) to tell
ourselves, "'!his is really useful". Because you'd walk away and
you wouldn 1 t have a script and you wouldn't have aq:t.o:rs and you
wouldn 1 t. • • Like nothing concrete that you would feel okay about
!

i

I
I
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it. But it was all very, very useful and we kept telling
ourselves that. • • because that's how we fO\ll"rl out eve.ryt:hj.Ig.
Participant) D-2-p.ll.
Although na;t group members explicitly expressed a growing sense of

group, a few were very clear about how they thought that this sense of
group had cane about.

A few expressed more indirectly how their sense

of group came to be strergt.hened.

Some simply spoke of the care they

had cane to have for others in the group.

- Not just, but also everybody seemed to be quite mn, up on lettirg
everybody else feel that we were all working at this, I, I'm
thinking that the group feeling. . . Ann) How did they do that?
Mad) Ah, sometimes it was as physical as an actual pat on the
back. Just the reaction sometimes if you were trying to be funny
and they actually laughed, was encouragement... Ann) N-28-p. 22.
- We can think back you know. And you say all these different lines
and even though you weren't involved like myself, I was stage
manager, but to me you know, you review the different words and
stuff like that. And you can kinda laugh about the different
things that happened .•. and ••• Jo) N-27-p.J.
- What was ilnportant and that [in setting up rehearsal
schedules] • • • And that you didn 1 t want Anna coming in every night
of the week, cause you see she had to get a babysitter all the
time. Every time she had to come in and that. So you knoYl we had
to work around that too. You know. Another person could - he
said he could skip a class. But you didn't really want him to
skip class,
You know. Jo) N-27-p.J.
- And I remember talking with lenore one time •.. saying, "cam, at
the end of a, of a thing saying "Good session people". You know.
See you next time, week be ready to work hard". Or something like
that. You know, if in that last production if that director would
have said that to us once, we would have gone home on cloud nine.
You knc:M. And it doesn't have to be, "You were good". Just,
"Good work". Or, "We sure had energy tonight", or I - you knc:M.
Just some acknowledgment of, yes evecybody was there and
everybody was work at it. And that meant a great deal of
difference. Because it was positive reinforcement for your
efforts, you know. And there was such a lack of that the first
time around that I nay have felt it twice as much this time
around because I really wasn't expecting it. Participant)
N-28-p.22.

so...

~e

najority of group members then, were excited about having

developed a sense of group through this experience.
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Their

descriptions suggested a collective intensity.

It is interesting to

note that they expressed this sense of group despite some friction ani

sane uncertainty concerning structure -

both vagueness ani to sane

extent disagreement about various roles.

Discourse during several inteJ::views revealed that, in addition to
experiencirg a sense of group, some also thought of the group as
containirg "subgroups".

However, for the most part, group members

referred to subgroups indirectly and not within the context of

reflecting on group unanimity.

Rather, references to subgroupings

appeared to emerge as an afterthought to discussion of the
in:lividual' s activities in creating and presenting the play.
- '!here's certain ones that I - I've gotten to know better. Jo)
N-27-p.J.
- I don't know if you noticed that. But if there - mistakes were
made, it was [she laughs] the women who made them mistakes more
than the men. N-22-p.l2.
- We always [she laughs] mentioned, you know, what we did wrong. We
usually knew what we did wrong, but ... It was funny. Like Jessie
said, ''Well yeah", she said, "I said, ·Train station 1 instead of
.. train 1 and I.enore says, "Yeah, I forget the coins ", ani I says,
''Well thank god if I ever get through that Pool scene and do it
right." [She laughs. ] Which I did get through it the other night.
N-22-p.13.
Although one or two group members had referred infonnally to a pattern
of telephone communications, at least one more spoke more fonnally,
ani more reflectively about the "telephone tree".

Consistent with

others' statements, this group member spoke of a specific impact these

conversations had on participating members' construction of "events".
- But - [strugglirg for words] this is, this is - like a tree telephone conversation. cause this is how it goes. You .start off,
[pause] talking about it. And then and it, and it feels negative,
ani the more you talk about it, the more negative you start
feeling about things. And the more things you find to bitch
about. And yet, I don't feel that way. If I stop going off in
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this direction, I don't feel that way about this prod this production. Participant) N-28-p.S.

about

Not all group members participated in these conversations outside of

meetirgs as previous data i.niicated, thereby creatirg a subgroup.

In terms of subgroupirgs, one participant referred to sane sense
of hierarchy anag actors.
- People treat you differently when you have a better part. I I've noticed that when I was in Riel. Participant) N-29-p.ll.
However, this participant's cx:mnents were not directed specifically

at this theatre project, but as general observation of theatre
activity.

No other participants referred

to experiencirg a hierarchy

on that basis within the group.
In addition to subgroupirgs described thus far, significantly, at
least three participants articulated a sense of subgroup.

'1hree

people, themselves, clearly expressed feelirg sane distance fran the
group.

Although Lyle was not interviewed because he was with the

group for such a short time durirg the study, he might be included in
this group increasing the rn.nnber of people to four.
One person spoke

of concern with not being recognized in various

ways by other group members.
- But I was a little bit disappointed because I put in about two or
three weeks in the play. Ani my name wasn't in the program at

all. Participant) N-29-p. 6.
- Well this is how it is. Like, uh, when you talk to them.
how they're doirg am stuff like that. Eh? Ani, you ask,
questions about their job am what they do for a livirg.
funny thing you fin:i out is that, they never ask nothing
you. Participant) N-29-p.lJ.

I ask
you ask
'!he

about

At least two people i.n:ticated unease with how "actors" act.
Interestingly, those who expressed directly or in:iirectly a sense of
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bein:J outside the

group, spoke as though the other group members were

1

'hcm::xJeneous", as though they were all actors.
-A lot of actors, I found out - I find that sometimes I have a
hard time fitting in with actors, I found out - I find that
sanetimes I have a hard time fitting in with actors, cause
they 1 re not - they think they're something special. • • Like they,
like they 1 re good and they know it. '!hat's the thing that bothers
me sanetimes. But not all actors are like that. Participant)
N-29-p.9.
- I think it was the anxiety - that more - that I - I'd, that I
would change. And, tnn, the edginess of evecyl:x:dy. Like I- - if
I would have been in charge, I would have said, ":WOk no more
pacing - whatever, okay." "And if you're going to be nervous an:i
evecything, you might as well not get up there because
evecyl:x:dy's goin to see it. You know ••• and stay cool." [She
laughs. ] I don't know, I just don't like it when people are edgy
because then they get very emotional and they're always on a
(pause) I don't know, it's not a high, or, just looking for
sanething to let go - you know, for something to direct their
anxiety at. Participant) D-2-p.l3.
-Well, these guys here, like they're not - that's not full-time
actors, eh? But, uh, sometimes I feel so out of the place with
them, because uh, I'm just an ordinary guy. Like, uh, I'm not
very good in school or any thing like that. or, uh, I like
hunting and stuff like that. Participant) N-29-p. 9.
- It's like when they're on stage, they're not even acting. They're
just uh, themselves. Participant) N-29-p.lO.

'lhese statements suggest that some participants attributed a

"non-nonnal" quality to actors' actions.
of

Arguably, this attribution

bein:J "non-nonnal" or special to some extent, whether conceived of

as a positive or negative in quality, appears to have been linked with
sane sense of "the profound" for at least some of the participants.
Beyond the four people who had been involved in the project and
who considered themselves outsiders by the end of the project, there
were those who emerged as "poised outsiders".

In her reflection on

their process, one group member who clearly had experienced being part
of the group, disclosed at least one trend which had detracted from
her efforts to mintain a sense of group.
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Her conunents are

particularly significant in light of explication for their "small
revolt" during group members' September breaking point meeting.
- But after that [the meeting wherein the group went over the
play] , you krlow, we were never at the same rehearsals. You knc:M,
once we started you know, different ••• Arxl then when we did start
having dress rehearsals, well I was either in the back getting

cl'lan1ed, or doing something else, or ••. So I never did get to
see, you know, some of them •.. And uh ••• So it was kirxi of hard
to judge you know, like what it was, what it was - the effect of
it all ••• Participant) N-29-p.S
'Ibis sense of noninvolvement, of self doubt, apparently emerged
swiftly for at least a feN members.

'!he same participant described

missing even one or two sessions as problematic.
- So therefore I missed a lot of it - that happened [last half of
all-day workshop]. And so the next time we met again, everybody
had little scenes that they were doing, and, and I felt like I
was, you know, just sitting back watching and, and I felt like I
was really out of things -- you know really not a part of it any
longer. And uh, and then we got -- then other scenes were
developing and, and it was going -- well again, and I felt like I
was back in it again. But, uh, each time you miss, I think you
feel like you're, you know. • • • And then when you don't see all
these scenes developing each time. You still feel like you're not

part of it all. Participant) N-29-p.l7.
'Ibis individual's cormnents speak to an intensity of experience, and a
sense of rapid change when group members met.
On

one hand, for those engaged in a meeting, or a series of

meetings, most appear to have experienced a strong, in some instances,
a profound sense of group through their interactions.

However, for

those attempting to become engaged at a later point, a sense of being
an outsider appears to have been evoked.
Attaining a sense of intimacy and a sense of group was apparently
obtained at a cost in tenns of neN people or even those briefly absent
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participating in activities.

One participant spoke chiefly of those

who had been active in the club in the first production, but had not

been involved since.

- Arxi they'd like to be involved but they can't conmit themselves
to be in on e~ery, you kn -- in every production. Arxi they feel

that this club demands too much of a de -commitment.
Participant) N-29-p.l8.
- You shouldn't have to feel that if you can't be involved in
e~eryt:h.i.nJ, you're an outsider. '!hat, that is kind of how I felt
at that last meeting. Participant) N-29-p.l7.
camnents such as these emerged from individuals who had participated

in the past three productions including the Heritage Project, but who
could not make a conmitment to work on the sUbsequent project, the
Variety Night.

In striving to create a sense of group, those

attempting to develop the club were also faced with finding a way to
involve new people.
Notably, for those who came to feel as though they were outsiders

to the group, there were apparently activities in which even these
people captured some sense of inclusion.
-Well the party was pretty good. And I like - I liked full circle
- that game. That 1 s fun. • • They 1 re spontaneous. Like you can
show your personality by doing it. They're creative.
Participant) N-28-p.7.
- That was the best part of the party I thought. • . That arrl the,
skits that Jay and Jim acted out about the cam- I thought those
were making fun of him. Participant) N-28-p. 8.
It is interesting that activities cited were those which most group
members linked with improvisational work.
In the inteJ:views group members also reflected on their purpose

as irrlividuals and as a group in doing the project and in acting.
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- Well, partly I think anybody that joined this group, um, joined
it for a reason - they wanted to act. And if you want to act
you've got to be able to drop inhibitions and be - do different
things on stage. Jes) D-2-p. 7.
- But that's not what we were there to do in amateur theatre group.
We're learning, we're having ftm doing it. '!hat's, that's the way
I look at it. Bil) N-25-p. 27.
Participants' personal reflections did not cease with consideration of

their p.n:poses in doing the project.

'!hey also spoke of insights

concemi.ng themselves, personally, garnered from their interactions

with others during the project.
were not always described.

Specific sources for these insights

Group members seemed to arrive at some of

their insights through reflection, in solitude.
- I, I thought it was interesting that most of the people that were
involved in doing this thing, came from outside. Um. I guess the
process we went through, and how, how we changed, the ideas about
what we, how we thought we'd do it. I, uh, found that I'm very
wishy-washy. You know, if I had an idea about how things should
be done, I'd basically keep quiet. And -- everybody else was
suggesting about what they wanted to be done to this, - I just,
it still worked too. Participant) N-29-p.G.
- Well from all of the people, who saw it. Like I got praise
afterward and I still am now. From how they thought the play was
good and how they thought that the way we did it with no, with
few props was good and. • • My home-ec teacher. • • And from the
kids that went and saw it. [Pause] and the teachers. • • And they
talked about how they thought. And Mr. Geoffries was telling me
that Mr. Amard [who directed high school student productions] was
going to single me out to act with the, with the high school.
Participant) N-25-p.J.
- Like I was scared to go into that little circle. It was awful.
[She laughs a little. ] I was embarrassed to have to go in there
and say, ''When I woke up this morning I did whatever and
whatever ••• " Because I was sure that I wasn •t going to do the I wasn't going to say the right answer. And I - Deb) You
thought there was a right answer. Mad) I thought so. Yeah. I
think I did. '!here wasn't. But I think - now I know that. • • I
- I thought that, that at that time that there was some - Deb)
What do you think is appropriate to do in that circle? Mad)
Whatever you think - wha -- say whatever you feel. Because what
it's supJ;X)Sed to be is to - get -- bring out your ideas and you
can't just say what you think everybody else is saying. Deb)
N-25-p.4.
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'!hat which group members spoke of learning, particularly concernirg

concepts of theatre was outlined in the previous segments.
Interestingly, at least two participants suggested that the work
on the Heritage Project might be linked with group members'
willi.n;Jness to attenpt to do mime for the subsequent project, the
''Variety Night".

Interestingly, in at least one instance those who

had developed friemshl.p in this Heritage Project exparded their links
beyorrl the theatre club to their place of work.

- ••• so we 1 re putting on a mime show on Friday afternoon for all
the school. • • Ani I invited Jessie and the rest of the group to
cane over ••• ani it should be fun. Bil) N-25-p.l.

Since the study did not reach beyond a few weeks of the project, it is
:i.rrp:>ssi:ble to detennine whether these broader based connections
continued. · Nontheless this among other indicators previously
described suggested that some participants' sense of connectedness to
other participants 1 reached beyond the confines of the project ani
even the theatre club.
'!his draws to a close a summary description of themes flowing
through group members 1 statements in interviews related .to a broader

theme of their "ideas about group identity, ani personal infonnation".
Although participants' reflections

returned frequently to this theme,

there was another theme which emerged IOOSt frequently in their

reflections during the interviews.

'!hey dwelt at length in their

reflections concernin;J their process in creating the play.
Prior to providing a description concernin;J group members 1
reflections on "theatre process", it is llrportant to note an
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increas:in:J overlap between their descriptions of process related to
the group ard their descriptions of theatre process.

Rather than

rely:in:J on a fo:rma.tion of "'Iheatre--group" as was suggested in prior
pieces of the Mobile-framework, it would be IrOre appropriate to
represent these two orientations in tenns of "'Iheatregroup", at least

for those who felt themselves a part of the group at the

em

of the

project.

5) Describing Ideas of Process
rur~ the

interviews when participants spoke of what was

important about their experience with the project, they often referred

directly or indirectly to "the process" of creating and presenting
their play.

Sane seemed fascinated by their sense of process ani

plurged into reflection without any encouragement.

others, having

vaguely mentioned their process as an "important experience", did not
inunediately describe or explore their experience in detail.
participants were asked for additional detail towards the
interview.

'Ihese

em

of the

In this fashion, virtually all participants outlined sane

sense of process during the second set of interviews.
Group members'

descriptions of process in creating ani presenting

their play varied in tenns of orientation.

Sane provided an account

of specific highlights or concerns they had experienced as individuals
engaged in a process, "And I think,
personal •.• " (Jes, D-2-p. 9) .
primarily personal note.

-

I guess I •m talking a lot,

In other words, a few spoke on a

others either began with that orientation

ard then reflected on their process from a perspective of group or
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began with a group orientation and concluded with 100re personal

references.
D:lta has been roughly separated along the lines of a focus on
imividual concerns and interests, shifting then towards participants'
descriptions fran a "group" perspective.

Within these broad

delineations, there are a few noteworthy themes emerging fran group
members' statements.

First, participants most frequently dwelt on
while reflecting on their process.

"~rcvisation"

This is most interesting, for in

c:x::JJ:lpirison to their "research" and "revision" stages they had
improvised for a very brief time.

As well at the point of the

interviews, several weeks had passed since they had focused on
~rcvisation

as a major part of their interactions.

Differences in orientation emerged markedly in group members'
cc:mnents conceming "~rovisation".

No ambivalence surfaced when

group members spoke as imividuals concenrlng

"~revising".

Participants either expressed a yeanrlng to do more or attested to a
strong desire to avoid such activity in future.
- Yeah, the first time I did every scene, the first of every scene
was the biggest experience and then it was just refining, ani
sareti.mes changing. And then it was merely leanting lines again
as a perfonner. But it was a different sense of perfonning
because you know, that you've, you've created it yourself. Jay)
N-29-p.S-9.
- I like the process. It •s a fun way to do it. And, ani it's better
than sitting down ani InelOOrizing it, you know. And trying to
memorize first. And then go and do it. And then get told, "No
it's got to be done differently", and then there's the changes.
You know. '!his way you 1 re working with the, the emotions, the
proper emotions right fran the beginning. And the lines fit the
emotions instead of trying to fit the emotions into the lines.
Bil) N-25-p. 9.
- Arrl I found it hard to, tnn ~revising ••• Lor) N-22-p.11.
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- But I've never been in a situation, or I've at least tried to
avoid the situation of tnn, "Here's an idea, go with it". I hate
that, "Go with it". Ann) N-28-p.lS.

Conce.min1

his work, even one participant in the technical crew seemed

mre oriented towards exploration, if not out ani out "inprovisation":
-Well I like what I'm doirg now. I still don't know it - I'm
still not totally familiar with everything that I'm doinJ. So
it's still a challenge kini of thing. Al) N-29-p.14.
- I guess actors firrl the light. Al) N-29-p.l4.
'lhe latter statement made reference to required improvisation when

lighti.n; could not be arranged precisely accordirg to specifications.
Retumirg to consideration of improvisation in tenns of actinJ,

few participants articulated a definition of improvisation.
member

one group

who was particularly intrigued by improvisational process

expressed a distinction, framed in elements most important to him.
- I would say that wouldn't be improv the second time. If you are
followinJ the same fonnat. Just, okay, but altering the lines,
but the same general meaning. cause if you have direction, it's
already into the stage of uh, - memorizing lines. Like sort of
line, action. Improv is just situation, two characters get into
it ani do it, and done and that's right there. Whatever they make
Jay) N-29-p.S.
Notably, this particular participant also spoke in tenns of stages as
the previous quotation indicated.
Shiftirg to group members who described their experience fran a
vantage point of changes or transitions in group activity, most
offerirg such description did not use the word "stages".

However,

their descriptions suggested a sense of changinJ from one focus to

another.
Interestingly few spoke of time spent on research although they
had done so in the first intel:views.
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A small ntnnber referred to these

early meetirgs ard their research, dismissing the time as "lost" or

''wasted" in tenns of

their process.

- Ani then like too, we had these Heritage meetirgs all summer.
Ani there was only, what three or four people showed up, you
know. Ani you get really down ani then you start doubting
eveeyt:hing, ani ••• So like sure we started on it early enough but
we didn •t acc:atplish much over the summer. • • Only started
acconplishing sanething like in the fall, in August when, when
cam started caning. Ani uh, you know. But I think, um when cam,
when I when we did go to the meetirgs, I always felt more
enthusiasm after each, each meeting again. After • • • you know,
when you talk with sane.body else, ani they're more up ani you get
up too. Ien) N-29-p. 7.
- Like, you know, -we lost so much time. Trying to figure out
what we were doing. But I suppose that makes sense. You know,
that the, but cam didn't cane until September. Eil) N-27-p.2.

When asked about what they learned sane participants, at that point,
reconsidered ani reflected on content of their research work
concerning the histo:ry of the community.

Participants' descriptions of their process at this point, then,
either skipped this initial period of ambiguity altogether, or
included some brief reference to it.

'lhus it was, that most

descriptions of their process began solidly with their ilnprovisational
interactions.
- 'Ihat was the first time (physicalization exercises] that he (cam]
- we'd ever gone in little groups ani done any of that. All I
thought I was supposed to be doing, I think, was, getting across
an idea without using words. Ann) N-28-p.l6.
-Well, when -you remember when we started, we did those things
in the circle ani - I just worked in with the group. '!he way
that we did it was we got in to t:rying to create those scenes ard
stuff. Ani then the - getting the, the uh, picking of the theme
ani discussing it ani creating it. And then, cam cutting out the
garbage ani putting in - the transcript. Jay) N-29-p.S.
When describing ilnprovisational interactions arx:l their acting

interactions once they were working with a script, most participants
recounted their sense of theatre process in tenns of a sense of
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respon:tirg to direction from

cam.

However, few made reference to

cam•s intentions when describing their process.
who had taken the opportunity

to discuss with

Even one participant

cam his

intentions

in:ticated at this point that she was uncertain of his plans.
- I, I don't think that, uh, I certainly wasn't aware of arr:1
particular process as we were going along doing it. Um, in, but
- in reflection on each session I can_ see where, tnn, cam might
have actually had sane general direction that he was taking us
in. Although obviously he never said specifically, ''We're going
to go taYards this or that" until it was quite mature. Ann)
N-28-p.l6.
Particularly in the last half of the interview when participants

were asked to explore their tacit sense of ilrprovisational am
revision processes for additional detail, participants' descriptions

were intel:woven with words of struggle.

What became apparent was that

it had not been necessary for them to articulate their process in
order to participate in that joint process.

'Ihey had focused all of

their energy on what had been required of them, to act, to respond in

an acceptable manner.
- I don't know. I think what we did there was we kept going over it
until sanething did work. Til we hit on something. Jay) p. 7.
-Well, like, I supp - , you know, like the way we had to ... We
would come up with an idea and then he'd say, "Okay, n.cM, do
something with it. 11 Ani we •d pick up with an idea am he'd say,
"Okay n.cM, do something with it. 11 Ani we'd stand there am babble
on am on am on ..• Ani then he would pick out the essence of
that am you know, do a little dialogue type of thing. An:i that
was good. Because I know a lot of this stuff that we babbled
on ••• like, its' I don't know - when you're not used to, to, uh,
what do you call that? Improvising ••• when you're not used to it.
It's really hard. You know, uh. An:i especially when you're not
supposed to :improvise on something that you know nothing about.
len) N-29-p. 8.
- Oh I don't know if I can do it. I'm just saying what I did do was
an experience. It doesn't mean I'm, just an ilrprovisationalist
n.c:M. Jay) N-29-p.S.
- You see I was just caught up with uh, with getting this learned
[lines am actions in the script] and, and being able to, to do
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it. You know. Am, arrl get into it. '!hat I, I didn't have time
to be thinking about- what, what I didn't think was very good
or. • • am. Hel) N-25-p. 21-22.
'!his sense of struggle intensified when participants were asked in the
interview to diSOJSS what they did when revising the script.
When reflecting on their process in revising scenes IOOSt

participants irrlicated that scenes undex:went considerable charge.

- cause

the mre you think, the mre stuff comes to nrl.rd am the
toore you can get this - you know, circle of things, am, you
know, the begi.nni.rq becomes the ani. You know what I'm saying?
Hel) N-25-p. 6.
- I go back to that train scene because it's the thing I'm most
familiar with. But that thing totally charged from the first time
we did it. Bil) N-25-p.s.
- But, uh, the lines changed a lot after the emotion was laid down.
Bil) N-25-p.lO.

'!hey also described it as a lengthy process of ". . . just sitting there
arxi, arxi hashing it out", ( Hel, N-25-p.6.)

Although this describes

IOOSt clearly their process in discussing charges to a scene, it is

unclear whether the phrase also portrays "hashing" in tenns of
inmnnerable attempts to act out and change actions and lines.
Many referred to revision or charges in actions ard lines being
made on the basis of a) comfort for themselves, b) cam•s direction
and, c) making charges that ''worked" which was a basis for "a" and

"b".

Fran the perspective of interviewing participants there was a

particularly fascinating aspect of the work.

'!his was attempting to

facilitate participants' process in sorting through their role in
acting and their relationship as actors, with

cam as director in tenns

of editirg.
- So the process of working with a writer-director here, arrl a
group of us that felt [pause] free enough to be able to do that
improvisation and still expect [she laughs] somebody else is
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goirq to do sane filterirg for us, uh, made it easier. But I've
never been in a situation, or I •ve at least tried to avoid the
situation of um, "Here's an idea, go with it". I hate that, "Go
with it". Arm) N-28-p.lS.
-At least what he would do is, uh, you knovl, stop you right then
ani there, before you had anytime to think about what you were
doing, because it was wrong. You knovl, any longer. Am very
quietly' ani, ani, ani gently pull you aside am say' "IDok,
don •t you think that, you knovl, this, this will really be gocxi".
You know, ani ••• another thing that he would do too is, uh, in
trying to change sanething - he would say, "Okay noN she has
just said this to you. Now how do you really feel?" so instead of
just sayirg those lines, that are written there, you really start
thinking about the situation. cause I found that I was really
caught in that. Because here, you know, I was, had the lines. Am
since they'd written this play, boy, you could change anything
you wanted. You know. And, am I, hadn •t been thinking like that
at all. SO it was hard for me to, to get into that, but, but he
showed me that. '!hat, you knovl, you got to sit back am, am look
at sanething aside fran what you're sayirg, you know. 'Ihe feelirg
am, am everything. An:! I think that •s why I was able to develop
a bit of something anyway, in the, in that short time. Hel)
N-25-p.l4.
- But the first time he did it to me, I thought, "Hnmn". You know.
I, I was having trouble with it, you know, [cant] running up am
sayirg, urn, "Okay, let's try this again." "But only this time
you're feelirg this way. Okay go for it." Hel) N-25-p.l6.
- so instead of being prepared for him running up am, am sayirg
this, and saying, "Okay, we '11 try it." I was like this [she
makes a gesture suggesting tension]. So if I were to have that
extra time to first of all get to know what this guy's methcxls
were, you knovl, I could have, you know, probably done a lot more
effective work. At that stage I was saying, you know, ''What am I
goirq to do?" Hel) N-25-p.l6.
When

attempting to sort through some of these ideas in more

detail, during the interviews participants were invited to explore
their expressions ''what worked", what priorities there were in tenns
of canfort level for the actor, and what criteria the actor was to use

in considering his or her feelings.
JOOSt difficult to

'Ihese questions were apparently

answer for those who had been actors, given their

sense of context while acting.
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- But for me a lot of the work - the criteria or the thought of,
or the - whether I was doing it right or if it felt right it was

just all a feelirg. It was just there, something you felt. You
learned all about, improving fran experience arrl l.Ull, the actual
actin;. But when sanething is right I could just - I, I can
just feel it. You knoW'. Jay) N-29-p.l4.
- I don't know why it felt right. Arrl, arrl for all I'm sayirg, a
director's supposed to elicit response arrl then at the same time
I'm t:urn.irq arouni arrl saying but a director has to feel
confident enough to leap up arrl say, to say, "'Ibis is the way you
do it". It's, I know' it ••• That's, that' contradicto:cy as all
hell. But it, but it works, somehOW'. That's, that's
cxmtradicto:cy as all hell. But it, but it works, somehow.
Sanehow or other. Maybe that's one thing that intrigues me about
it, bout it. Arrl, it's know' - it 1 s knowing or fir.dirq out when,
when to do which. So that you're not onl - you're not just
telling people what to do. Or you're not just sitting back. Ann)
N-28-p.26.
- If you don't feel comfortable with it, then it's not going to
work. Jay) Are there different ways that you might not feel
comfortable with it? Mad) Well, if,uh, - that's only urrler
direction ••• Or if you fe--or if you, you knOW', if the director
tells you sanething arrl it doesn't feel right, well then you
can't do it effectively. But if, the character 1 s giving you other
lines that are really, I don't knOW', almost, I don •t no, that you
just wouldn't feel comfortable with. Unless you become
accustaned to them. • • Jay N-29-p. 7.
'Ibis data was not organized to express some explicit, linear

structure. '!he "order" of the data reflects the confusion arrl
tmeertainty of participants' in their response to these more detailed
explorations concerning their process of improvisation arrl then
revision.
One

particularly striking sense of confusion arose over whether,

as an actor, when considerirg appropriate feelings and actions, one
should focus on self or self as character.
two proved difficult for many.

Distinguishing between the

However, for the participant who

replaced Allie, this distinction was a clear problem which she could
express.
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- So for me, I guess there was a real thing about who I should be.

Because this character was a lot like me. So should I be doirg
things out of character for myself am in character for the
character, or - or you know what I'm sayirg ••• It was - I was
sort of caught with that. Hel) N-25-p.l2.

one

participant, whose occupation is nursing

am

who also played a

nurse in this production, was acutely aware of potential problems in
tenns of the audience.

- I wasn't particularly pleased in being a nurse (in the play].
cause I am a nurse. Arrl I, mn, don't like acting what I already
am, in a way. Because of, well, it's a conununi.ty thing am you're
just never sure. Participant) N-22-p.24.
- Arrl I worked at the hospital. Like if people recognized me as
workirg there am being in that play and I had to say sanething
like that, it might not be looked on favourable even by the
administration. • • Well you •ve got to keep your, what people think
of you, kini of up. Participant) N-22-p. 24.
For others this blurring of character with person seemed to be less a
problem because the need to distinguish was not urgent.
-

Arrl uh, I just, it was a lot easier to act it. Because they
were partly your own feelings that were goirg into it. It wasn't
sanething else, somethi - somebody else has written. Bil)
N-25-p.8.

Based on general data analysis, the study posits that sane of those

who had begun with the improvisations struggled with this blurring
of character with self.

However, they apparently had difficulty

recognizing a cause for their confusion.

'!he last breaking point

meeting in which participants reviewed the play may have been linked

to this situation.
Apparently a few participants experienced another transition fran
revision to polishing perfonnance.

In their reflections, at least one

person referred to a time when one ceased to think in tenns of editing
and tumed to learning to do what had been determined.
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-Well, by then, you've gotta, (she laughs forget about what you
think ani just do what's there, eh? lor) N-22-p.ll.
'!his sense of stage may not have been mutually experienced by all
participants since sane were more oriented tcMard "Having Fun" as
related to "Go With It".
Finally, several participants referred to a change wherein they
experienced considerable tension.

When recalling the last few dress

rehearsals, they did not focus on their activities so mudl as their
psychological state.
- So there were, there were those things that were mildly
disl:Uptive. And of course getting nearer to the en:i of the thing,

all those things were amplified. Because people were getting
nervous. So all those things that just only seem like a minor
hassle four weeks before, now were of major importance. "And I
don't know if I can take it anymore" kind of situation. Ann)
N-28-p.S.
In addition, participants did not speak of process in perfonnance, but

rather focused on responses, the audiences and their own.
Particularly in the later stages of the interview participants'
descriptions shifted to a fom of brief critique concerning their
entire experience.

Many had stated their concen1 with town support

ani limited publicity near the beginning of their interviews, as part

of their general reflection about the experience.

'!heir critiques

during reflection of process either included only a quick reference or
none at all to that set of concerns.
- Like, you know, - we lost so much time. Trying to figure out
what we were doing. But I suppose that makes sense. You know,
that the, but cam didn •t come until September. And I worrler if we
were waiting for cam to come. I didn't want us to be doing that.
But I think that a lot people were waiting. Eil) N-27-p.2.
-Well I meant in different skits. '!here was the line here and
there, to me, (she laughs] wasn't really that appropriate, but •••
lor) N-22-p.ll.
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- Saneone cxuld have gave it a better introduction. About the play
ani how it originated. How the script was written. I don •t
know... Ior) N-22-p.20.

- I thought we cxuld have done a better job of the group scenes.
Bil) N-25-p.7.
- Am like I say, at that time I wasn't ready really to listen to
what they were saying. I was still feeling emotionally [she
laughs] involved ani I only wanted to hear good things. I didn •t
really want to hear these criticisms right then. Although they
-were, they were not harsh and they were I know, uh, well meaning.
Participant) N-28-p.l3.
Participants' critiques of process did not dwell on one particular
stage or "piece of change" as they experienced them.

'!heir critiques

also suggest different orientations in tenns of whose actions might be
changed to respond to the critique.
From my perspective as interviewer, of great interest was a

general transition in many participants' level of interest and energy
between the beginning of their interview and at the end of the

interview.

Several had begun with little excitement.

As outlined

previously, more than half of those interviewed had described
themselves as not thinking anymore about the project, "as being on to
the next project".

interviewed.

One might link this with a reluctance

to be

If sane were reticent to be interviewed this may have

been related in part or in whole to their interpretation of the

"success or failure" of the play.

It may have been connected to

discomfort with me as interviewer (as previously contemplated).
Data suggests that most had not met even in small groups to speak
of the play, and several were "throwing themselves" into the next
project.

Initially, in the interviews participants also seemed to

struggle in their reflections.

However, as the interview continued

many became markedly more animated, mentioning more and more detail.
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Near the conclusion several spoke with intensity and vehemence not
observed in the first half of the inteJ:view.
One

participant and I referred to the fact that the group had no

"debriefing" session, no fonnal. collective time to reflect.

'lhe

participant inticated that he had not considered such a t.h.irg prior to
the interview.

He stated that this was somet.h.irg in his opinion,

which would not occur to group members as a potential part of their
process.

He suggested that this was not part of their theatre

orientation.
What this participant did not say directly was that when sane
leapt into the next project, evecything had changed for them, yet
again.

'!his was nonetheless apparent through his and a few others •

description of "the next project".

Neither their activities, nor

precisely the same group of people were involved in this subsequent
work.

SOme were off to the

next project, but not all.

Facing such

drastic transition clearly had repercussions in tenns of their sense
of structure.

EMERGING SIRUCIURE
In deference to an important transition in group members'

interactions affecting their sense of structure, sections throughout
this piece of the Mobile-framework have been divided.

'lhe first part

of each description in these sections has been thus far devoted to
their final perfonnance and the cast party after.

At that point,

group members were still interacting although they were doing so in

the context of having a construction of perfonnances being finished
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am

of "knowirg" the audience's reception of their play

am

performance.
'!he seconi part of descriptions in these sections have included a

focus on in:tividuals "after reflections".

'Ihis delineation between

participants interacting as a group and participants' reflecting as
in:tividuals has special significance with respect to what group
nenbers • brought to their interactions through a sense of structure.

For example, the fourth Act-Play, "Contingency Control" draws
attention to a substantial dlange in group nenbers' sense of
structure.

With the arrival of dress rehearsals and the perfonnances,

group members appeared to interact in a fashion suggesting they had a

strong sense of a fonnal. structure.

Given group members' focus on finishing and then being finished
with the final performance, their sense of fonnal structure begins to
shift.

rrhe purpose of this section is to represent elements of their

dlanging sense of structure both on the night of their final
perfonnances and in the interviews aft:el::wal:ds.
'!he pieces in the Mobile-framework were constructed primarily to

represent group nenbers' interactions and their sense of those
interactions.

As the "General Context" piece was a description of

context including events prior to the study, the headings of the

Mobile-framework did not entirely mesh with the intent of the piece.
A slightly different orientation emerges once more in this piece with
a partial focus on reflections after group members' interactions are
concluded for purposes of the project.

Hence, data analysis and

representation in this piece do not rest comfortably within the
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headl.rgs.

Nontheless, for purposes of comparison, the same headl.rgs

have been retained.

ruring this time, through participants • interactions, group
members experienced at least as much decline in subgroups as they

did the

~ence

of subgroups.

a) Provincial Association
In data collected through group members' interactions of the

final perfonnance and the party, followed by the interviews, the
topic of the provincial association was generally absent from their
diSOJSSion.

In my ongoing contact with individuals who had

participated in the project, I discovered within a year that they had
becane quite actively involved in the provincial organization.

b) Group and Club Structure:
Internal And External Structure

With group members' intensified sense of finishing the final
perfonnance and being finished, indirectly they were also headed
towards drawing to a close their affiliation with other participants

within this context.

Given their fatigue and their apparent struggle

with ccmm.mity response, for nost, disintegration of "the group"
within this context did not emerge as a moSt pressing source of

concern.
In

tenns of the party after the final perfonnance, the rituals

and the acknowledgments were nainly focused on
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cam.

'!his conveyed an

impression that "the group" was saying' "'!hank-you and good-bye", to

cam.

No direct references in the speeches or the improvisation

suggested that they were expressing' acknowledgment of tremerrlous

transition to "the group".
'Ihe one major sign that group members were expressing' a sense of

change to the group came in the fonn of irrlividuals requesting' each
other to sign their programs from the production.

In the small

group

disoJSSions, participants may have reflected on the impact to the

group.

However, the main emphasis in discussions seemed directed

towards what they would do next including' aspects of their lives which
had becane neglected recently.

In this vein several participants

inquired what I would be doing' with "all my free time from not driving'
back and forth to Goethei.m" (Bil 1 ·Q-12-Fieldnotes).

When people began to leave the party a few group members included
in their gcx::rlnights a reference to "good-bye".

However 1 generally

there was no overwhelming sentiment of sorrow 1 or expressed sense of

loss.
In data collected there were few direct references to the club.

Again, however 1 as participants stood in small groups most of the
time, it is impossible to state with certainty that group members did

not discuss either the disintegration of the present group or, contact
with the provincial association and the club.
Finally, in tenns of the last party, my fieldnotes focused on a
key contrast between the first two parties and their third.

D.lring'

the first two parties group members had discussed, joked, and regaled
each other with stories as a large group.
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other than for the

inprovisations and the story circle they clustered in small groups.
'!hey did not appear to be rehashing the perfonnance, irxieed they

seemed to be avoiding discussion of it.

'!hey also seemed to be less animated, quieter generally.

'!he

presence of family and the wanan who had directed the club's first

production seemed to draw discussion to other topics beyond experience
with the project, incl\ldinJ an interest in emerging relationships
between sane of the single men and women at the party.
Shifting to participants' reflections in the interviews, an

interesting transition had occurred between the last party and the
first interview.

Some participants had become engaged in the Variety

Night Project, while others had not.

The group had become two groups

to sane extent.
'!hose who were involved in Variety Night spoke in tenns of a core
group of people emerging from the Heritage Project.

A few suggested

that those core people had become the theatre club.
- I think it was a good experience for the club. Jes) D-2-p. 3.
- But that core group basically is the club and there isn't any
members who weren •t involved. Jes) D-2-p. 7.
Interestingly, these were the -same people who had previously expected

to rely on "others from the theatre club" to assist with
administrative work in the Heritage Project.
On the other hand, there were a few others who had been part of
the Heritage Project but had chosen not to participate in Variety
Night.

One person did not expect to participate for a lorg time, if

ever again in the theatre club.

She indicated that both the time

commitJnent and the lack of script had dissuaded her from becoming
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involved for sane time.

She noted that many of those who were

continuing to be involved were younger arrl were not married, or if
they were, they had no children {Participant, N-22-Fieldnotes.)

Another participant indicated that time connnitment arrl a sense of
exclusion if one could not be involved in eNery project was an
emet:g~

problem for her.

- You shouldn't have to feel that if you can't be involved in
eNecyt:hing you're an outsider. '!hat, that is kind of heM I felt
at that last meeting. Participant) N-29-p.l7.
With sane irony, given group members' own sensitivity to being
outsiders "in" the community, this individual was suggesting that
intensity arrl a strong sense of group among those participating in the
theatre projects were
joined.

ncM

intllnidating those who might otherwise have

Anchors for those involved in projects had emerged as

barriers for others, according to her statements.

With people leaving

the group, "internal arrl external" delineations became more canplex to

interpret.

c) Demographics Of Those In Group
'!he group did not change in composition during the final

perfonnance.

The cast party intrcx:luced a few more people into their

interactions during that eNent.
this segment.

HoweNer, that is not the focus of

Analysis of demographics does not appear to have nuch

application to the last of group members' perfonnances.
However,

dur~

the interviews what became most interesting was

participants' reflections with respect to demographics in the "past
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tense".

In particular, as was described previously, participants

began to express experiencing distinct differences between men ani
wanen in their interactions during meetings.

Gerrler Groupings:
In the fourth Act-Play, some data was provided

to indicate

diverse paradignatic approaches to group meinbers theatrical
interactions, "Contingency Control" and "Having F\m11 •

Data revealed

in the previous piece is repeated with others to reinforce the tim:in;J
of the canments ani reflections.
- But I think men are different than women. I think, you know, they

don't have as many of those sidetrack things that are on their
mird ••• cause they usually -Well they got their job, ani their
few little things they do. But, I think women are involved in so
many more things that I think they have so much more on their
lllin:3s. You think women can handle it? Participant) N-22-p.lJ.
- ••• When I said, ''Us", it's usually us women, you know, we're
talking. In the dressingroom ••• or at a get together or
whatever. But I found, like I thought that, the • • • men were
quite hyper. . • You know, they seemed just so psyched up. Ani
then it seemed like they just had to let loose or something,
doesn't it? Participant) N-22-p.22.
- • • • I think that was typical of all of the guys. The - all three
of the guys. '!hat, ani, ani Al, too, that. Oh - they had no
·panic about things getting, they, they just seemed to feel so in
contr - either so in control of it or - had maybe... I, I could
not speak for them so I don't know. They give you the impression
that they were either so in control, or, they didn't look at it
as, something that was totally, ea - totally earthshaking. I
mean, if we get it done, we get it done .•• Ard I think that kept
everybody really level. Eil) N-27-p. 7.
- Because I can remember going back to my high school when we were
getting ready for the basket ball game or something. You would go
in there ani everybody would be loose ani jokes ani practical
jokes, ani. • You'd be, guy talk ani things like that, that went
on. '!hat made everybody feel accepted. Ard you know, you ••• just
the three of us, we still went through the same process. You
know, it must be a thing when guys get (he laughs] into a small
room. You know. It just is, is sort of the way that they relate
to each other, and everything. And it was, uh, again socially
that was something that I could really get into and I enjoyed
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that part of it. I remember when we were doing the play, the, the
Blue Jay's play-offs were on. And we had the, we had the radio on
the whole time. Bil) N-25-p.23.
- You know, we were fairly close. We all got along, I think,
probably the girls an:i the guys discussed among themselves, 1r0re,
1r0re so than anybody ••• Yeah. Like, well, there's me an:i Bill an:i
Jay. We would have some fairly intimate discussions. And the
girls probably, too. Jim) N-29-p.l6.
As imi.cated previously, some of the wanen began

to aim towards

what they perceived as another approach, "Having E\m".

Despite

their transition, others did not obsel:ve transition in their
behaviour.
'Ihis apparent subgrouping was most significant in group members'
experiences.

However, that was not the only grouping to ernet:ge

through participants • reflections after their experiences with the

groups.
Aae And Occupation:
One participant in particular, who had begun to disengage fran

the group by not continuing to work on another project experienced two
other subgroupings.

She suggested that age was a distinguishing

factor in how some group members interacted.
- Not all of them. But I mean a lot of them are [hyper] • You could
see us older ones, we're, we're not like that are we, quite as
much. Participant) N-22-p.9.
- No, I never was nervous when I was younger. [She laughs. ] I think
it 1 s when you 1 re older and you •re away from it all, I think, you
get, more nervousness. Participant) N-22-p.lS.
As described in the "General Context" piece, there was a considerable

age span among group members.

It is highly probably that some of the

"distances" described previously were related to age differences.
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Differences in life experience linked with different manners of
interacting were noted

am

recorded in the field as between those at

either erd of the group's age continuum.
Interest~ly,

occupation posed a problem for sane group meJnbers

in. two different respects.

Data previously provided inlicated that

sane group members had difficulty making a time conmitment to the

project because of their work.

Several had relatively demanling jobs

which required substantial overtime.

A feM of these had jobs which

had higher conmitments on a seasonal basis.
In addition

to problems of time constraints, occupation pronpted

an altogether different concern.
section was related to content

'Ihis concern, raised in the previous

am

the theatrical role played by

participants.
- Well I should have been able to relate with the Nurse's Scene,
except that I felt that I was more, I don't knc:M. Under the gun
with the nurs~ scene. . • • because it was my profession.
Participant) N-22-p.34.
- I wasn't particularly pleased in being a nurse [in the play].
cause I am a nurse. And I, um, don't like acting what I already
am, in a way. Because of, well, it's a community thing am you're
just never sure. Participant) N-22-p. 24.
'!his may have contributed to group members' sense of urgency in
reviewirg the content of the play

dur~

their last breaking point

meeting in September.
Family:
Related to age

am

life experience, one participant also

experienced a difference between her own and others ability to work
so intensively as they had done on the project.
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- Like a lot of these people that are in this drama group, don't
have any kids or their kids are grown up, or whatever, eh? Ani
it makes a difference. Participant) N-22-p. 3.
-Well I would like to try a traditional one (I interpreted
her to mean traditional process to present a play] • cause I
felt, we were so long in getting that script settled. I fourxi it
t.msettling to me. (She laughs.] cause I know I only got so much
time to put towaros it. Arrl I'd like the - to what the script
is ani head right into the script. Participant) N-22-p.l2.
In addition to timeframe, however, as previously described, this

participant had experienced a difference in orientation ani approach

in group members' activities.
SUbgroup Orientation To 'IheatreGroup:

'!here was no change in balance of group members 1 orientation

towaros theatre or group through new participants coming to the
project in group members' final session.
among existing group members'

orientation.

However, there was change

As described previously,

group members seemed to find it more and more difficult to separate a

sense of group from theatre process.

'!his has been represented in the

title of this segment being modified from
"'IheatreGroup".

"'Iheatre--Group" to

Given group members' intense focus on the play and

achieving acceptance and support for the play from the
audience-community, the word "theatre" has remained as the first part
of the compound.

EMERGING ROlFS

D.lring this time group members 1 sense of their roles as

individuals undet:Went another series of changes.
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a) Emerging 'Iheatre Roles
Group members' interactions indicating their sense of ''win::li.rg

down" during arxl immediately after their final perfonnance were

detailed in "Emerging Patterns Of Process".

shift into administrative concerns -

Prilnarily they seemed to

cleaning up and storing objects.

- Now should I bring those chairs in here? !Dr) [Reference to chairs
which had been taken out of the bathroom and placed backstage.]
Q-12-1369.
However, during the party, some semblance of roles emerged once nore.

n.tring the party, it became apparent that Eileen as producer had
organized a presentation for
presentation to

cam.

cam.

It was she who made the

As well, Jim and Jay confinned in later

interviews that Eileen had asked them a few days before to do an
inprovisation to entertain

cam

and group members alike.

'lhrough this

process both her role as "producer" and his role as "director" were
apparently reinforced for that space of time.
In tenns of the actors and the technicians role, very little

remained at the party.

Their act of doing the sto:cy circle came

closest to approximating their previous interactions.

'Ihe study

posits that, although no one explicitly linked their relative
passivity at the party to ambiguity concerning role, this was a source
of concern for them.
'!here is some irony in group members 1 experience with their own
sense of sb:ucture.
members

n.tring the first meetings of the study many group

appeared to crave structure for certainty 1 s sake.

'!hey had

experienced interacting in an extremely fonnal sense and were
dissatisfied with the results.

While attempting to come to tenns with
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a p:redaninance of dissatisfaction with audience size and response,
g:roup members were also experiencing a sudden loss of fonnality in

their structure with the end of the project.
When the interviews occurred, group members had had sufficient

opportunity to reflect and to "recognize" their relatively COllllOOn
dissatisfaction and "the source".

'!hey had also begun to develop

explication and critique of their experience as individuals.

In

previous Act-Plays, this segment has described "Emerging Roles" in

tenns of "refinements to certain roles".
As individuals, in the interviews a few participants referred

to

"refinements" or indicated a more detailed sense of certain roles.
HOVIE!Ver, generally they made reference to their sense of roles
indirectly in their description of theatre process.

A very few had

critiques which also related to their changing sense of "theatre
roles".

1) Emerging Refinements Of Director's Role
When referring to their experience and their reflections
concerning a director's role, most participants, again, spoke in
inmediate tenns of the project.

It was difficult to detennine how

much they were generalizing from their experience to create a general
sense of a director's role.

In a few instances when it was clear that

an individual was generalizing, it was not always clear whether
participants focused on similar elements or had drawn the same
conclusions about "the role".
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- cam

didn't write us a play. He wrote our play for us. Eil)
N-27-p.2.
- 'lbere was all k:iros of things at different points in time, you
kn-, Um. I don't think the play itself changed a lot [pause]
after. • • Well we, no, cam took it. tJh it was our play and we
wrote it and he used our words. But [pause] I think cam had a
mre clear picture of what it was going to be than any of us did.
Eil) N-27-p.20.
- Ani he's callirg all the shots. And that's the way it is. If you
have two people calling the shots you errl up with nothin;J. Ani if
you're going to go up on there and act. And with the other two,
but, uh, and I •m goirg to do it my way - well forget it. Because
then that introduces a second director, kind of thing and that,
- nine times out of ten that won't work, because no two people
are the same. Now this play was kind of mulded towards what cam
wanted it to be. But that's the way it was meant to be. cause,
we ki.rrla, well not hired hint but - did we hire hint? Probably.
Al) N-29-p.11.
- cause when we had that little thing, that they were making the
script, eh? But that's just me. Probably everybody else knew. But
I had never been involved much with it. So I didn't know that's
what he was expecting us to do. Is give him leads so he could get
the script goirg, e.h? Participant) N-22-p.10.
-Where something didn't pan out he (cam] could come up with
something new that did kind of pan out. And it was better, e.h?
!.Dr) N-22-p.14.

Virtually all group members expressed a sense of debt to

cam

for the

"professional" quality of the play.
- Have I thought about it [the play]? I loved it. I thought it was
great. I thought it really carne together well. And I think we owe
a lot to cam for that too. For givirg it that artistic quality
that it otheiWise probably wouldn't have had. It would have
basically been an amateur variety show probably, without that.
Jim) N-29-p.S.
'lbeir continued collective confusion concerning "the role of director"
might also be observed in discussion concerning details of editing

process.

2) Emerging Refinements Of Producer •s Role
In this final session of the project, feM individuals made direct

references to Eileen or "the role of the producer".
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To the extent

that many group members expressed concern with advertising in the

camn.mity, they were addressing a task which she had undertaken.
'lhrough data analysis I also obsel:ved that group members did not

fonnally acknowledge Eileen's work as they had recognized cam•s.
did not receive a presentation at the final party.

She

'!hat may have been

attributable in part to "distance" concerning their last brealdnJ
point meeting.

It may also be attributable in part to no one else

having the role of organizing something for her as those sorts of
tasks fell to the producer.

Eileen, however, raised an issue concerning future productions.
She irxticated a difficulty in finding others to change from acting to
assuming either a producer's or director's role.

- "Would you be in another play?" "Yeah, yeah, yeah." ''Would you
direct?" "No." (She laughs. Eileen is improvising, she speaks
as though talking to other club members.] You know. ''Would you
produce?" ''No. I -'!hose people, all want someone to give an
idea. Uh. '!hey look to Jay a bit. '!hey look to Jim a bit. '!hey
look D:>Stly to Jessie and I to give. • • ''What are we doing next
coach?" N-27-p. 23.
- It really seems too hard on the nel:Ves. [She refers to working as
a producer.] You do it once a year, if you're club's doing four
things a year, you might do it once. Eil) What is it about it
that's hard on your nerves? Mad) You're alone. (Pause] Like
- actors always have each other. '!here's always at least you can always find at least one other person, back there in the
dressingrcxJm to sound off with. Urn. (Pause.] Uh, in a group as
small as ours, when you try to take the load off your actors,
then you have to car:cy it all yourself because there is nobcx:ly
else to do, you know. And if you put the load on the actors,
(pause] urn, they (pause] fell like you're putting the load on the
actors, cause they want to do is act. N-27-p.17.
Fin:ting people to produce, however, was to be a future concern for the

theatre club.
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3) Emerging Refinements Of Actor's Role
Prior to considering a refined sense of "actor's role" developed
through their experience with the project, it is important to consider

orientation to role, a last time.

'!here was one lone participant who

referred to the large number of individuals who did not wish to
direct, produce, or do anything but act.
- Arxi we •ve got actors in the club who you •ve [Mad] never met. Arxi
the reason you've never met them is because they're actors. Ani
they weren't acting in this production so they wouldn't do
anything else either. Arxi I would suspect that when we cast the
next one in the spring, urn, people - the same thirg will happen.
Participant) N-27-p.17.

'!his concern was raised by one of a few people who were con.ce.nled with
having sufficient people to share the responsibility of producirg,
directing ani assuming responsibility for the many administrative
tasks. 2

Particularly the second half of the interviews were directed
towards detailed consideration of group members • theatre process.
Attempts

to clarify their sense of process may have resurfaced in sane

general sense of role.

This was impossible to detennine without

further study and engagement with participants after the second set of

interviews.

For instance, from the interview data, despite raisirg

the question of "editorial" authority in revising scenes, actors were
not able to clearly articulate criteria for action.

'!hey explained

this in experiential tenns, how changes to scenes were understood in

tenns of how they felt, using phrases such as 11 it works".
- I don't know why it felt right. And, and for all I'm saying, a
director's supposed to elicit response and then at the same time
I •m turning around and saying but a director has to feel confident
enough to leap up and say, to say, "This is the way you
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do it". It's, I know it ••• '!hat's, that' contradictory as all
hell •. But it, but it works, somehow. Ann) N-28-p.26.
Apparently this had satisfied actors at the time of the work.

Whether

after the interview they continued to be satisfied with feelings

arisirg out of their interactions is uncertain.
4) Emerging Refinements Of Technical, Backstage Roles:
stage Manager, Stage Crew, And Wardrobe

JBta collected was extremely sparse concerning whether
i.rxtividuals refined their sense of technical roles.

As stage manager,

Jo described with considerably more confidence and detail her role
than she had in the first interview.

leamed she was m:>St concrete.

When describing what she had

She also began to distinguish what she

had been able to do on her own and that with which she might require
assistance.

up a schedule by myself I don't
know. cause there's so many factors to take into consideration.
And if there's two people doing it, its' [pause] I figure would be
a lot easier because otherwise you just ••• Like I didn't even, I
thought of the factors. But for the other person to also state it
too, you know, makes it, then you figure, ''Well hey, I'm on the
right track", or something like that. Jo) N-27-p. 4.

- Now whether I'd be able to set

Al also spoke with more confidence and detail about both
mechanical aspects of his work and more abstract concepts related to

his "role" •

- • • • what could be simpler or what could be more effective
(specific set up for the lighting] . It'd be the IOOSt versatile
set up. Urn. (Pause] '!here are other ways of doing it I'm sure.
But this is so simple and effective and geared towards what we
were doing. Which was transfonning in time and in, in space.
Usirg a light bulb. Al) N-29-p. 7.
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Although Jo arrl Al had clearly shifted with respect to a sense of
clarity about their roles, there was no data which suggested that
other group members had developed a similar commonly held sense of "a

stage manager's role" or that of a "lighting person's role".
With respect to wardrobe, only three participants referred to the
task of creating arrl "administrating" costumes.

'lWo

of those

participants were the producer and the person most involved in those
tasks.

All three participants spoke unhappily about the confusion.

'!heir reflections in the intel:views did not take the direction of
addressing their issue in tenns of a generalization concerning "the
role".

5) Emerging Refinements Of House Manager, Ushers And Ticket Takers
If group members made reference to a sense of role concerning a
house manager, ushers or ticket takers, it was in an infonnal, small
group discussion.

'!hey did not refer to those taking on these tasks,

nor "the tasks" either in the dressingroom data or the fonnal
presentations at the party.

'!hey were similarly silent on this topic

in the intel:views.

6) Eme+ging Refinements Of Role Of Community And Audience
'!he study has described in detail group members' concen1 with
what they perceived as a lack of support from the community arrl a
tension about responses received from a smaller audience during the
final perfonnance.

One point of emphasis is worth adding to previous

accounts.
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Group members were relatively silent in their large group

interactions at the party about their concerns with respect to
audience ani cxmnuni.ty response.

In contrast, this was a focal point

in at least half of the interviews.

comments, it

By their demeanor and their

seemed that these participants brought such concerns to

the interviews.

In other words, they did not arrive at their sense of

cxmnuni.ty and audience response during the interview, but before the

interview.
What clearly

~ed

through discussion in the interview was an

additional expectation some participants held concerning the
community.

Sane indicated that they not only expected the cxmnuni.ty

to support the play through attending but to provide fonnal.

acknowledgment of the play through an article in the newspaper, or
correspondence fran some organizations.
- I'm not impressed with the reaction from the town - or I'm
disappointed with the reaction from the town. Um, if they thought
it was bad, well why didn't they tell us. If they thought it was
good then please tell us that. We didn't even get a damn article
write-up in the newspaper. And my whole idea was to do this for
this damn community for Heritage, to research - blab-blah-blah,
and nothing - no response at all. Participant) D-2-p.4.
'Ihe time lapse between the final party and the interviews was the
space during which the cxmnuni.ty had not written or acknowledged the
play apparently in any other fonn.

7) Role Crystallizations To The End Of This Stage
In each of the previous four Act-Plays, this segment has

concluded with a listing of roles apparently
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~ing

in most group

members constJ:uction.

Given the completion of the project, no

additional roles were added to the list.

Indeed, there was no larger

a clear list, for the project was complete.

However, a blank space

would not appropriately corwey all group members' experience.
experienced sane continuity between the Heritage Project

am

Many

the

Variety Night Project.
Since they were no longer a "group" and since there was no
C011100nly held senses of roles at this point, no representation will be
provided.

Instead, reflection concenting group members' sense of

roles will be provided.
My general inpression based on data analysis is that after the

project participants continued to "hold" considerable ambiguity
conceming all "roles", including their own.

This may be linked to

group members' concern with sinply finding a way to act which would
ensure creation of the play and a polished perfomance.
ruring the project it was only when they experienced breaking points

that "roles" were contemplated and then they tended to contemplate
actions specific to the person.
However, when participants began to engage in critiquing their
experience after the project, then they began to consider what had
occurred in light of a more abstract sense of role.

They engaged in

this kind of reflection in the last half of interviews as well as
bringing critique to the interviews.
-And I, I think that drama, and sports and that play really fit

together. . . . It is very similar cause there is a lot of teamwork.
You know, you have a coach. You have, you have positions to play,
or parts to play. And if everybody does their part, right you
win. You know. With sports that's the way it is. And I think it's
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the same with drama - if everybody does their parts right am
does their jc:b you put on a good perfonnance am you feel good
about your perfonnance ••• If I have a part in a play am I don't
do that part well, it lets everybody down, you know. Bil)
N-25-p.l8.
-Yeah. Ani a, a part of that when we talked the last time, part of
the disorganization of the entire thing - I think that leads to
those kin:ls of tlti.n:]s. I think if our roles were roore clearly
defined, obviously we would know when not to step outside of
them. Or we would know who was the dressmaker. Or the producer
would know exactly what the producer's role was. And, am do it.
Ann) N-28-p. 38.
-What it's going to be and stick with it. IDr) N-22-p.l7.
-Well we, we do have sane definitions uh, uh, someone fran the
provincial association had actually sent us a list. Now Jessie, I
have director's, the list of, what the director's job is. But
Jessie has the list of everybody's job. And I don't think
anybody's actually really sat down and read it. And, n.aw that you
mention it, I think it's probably a grand idea before the next
production for everybody involved to sit down and know exactly
what they're roles going to be. But it wouldn't be a bad idea to
read the list (she laughs]. Ann) N-28-p.39.
D.lring the interviews sane participants indicated a growing interest
in clarity of roles.

However, their reflections did not take into

account prior recognition both indirect and direct in their critiques,
that there were differences in approach and a sense of theatre among
them:
- Oh, I don't think sane of them care maybe, I don •t know. Like not
evecyone maybe cares about that, I don't know. About all these
little things. Maybe they didn't .•.. '!hey just do their thing ard
don't think about it, maybe, I don't know. IDr) N-22-p.l7.
- I guess it would represent more of an actor's creativity through
that way than saying any old thing - remembering the lines -and
so on. • • You know, to say your lines right you have to be a good
actor. But ••• improv's almost like a different, different type of
acting. It's not ••• I don't know, it's just really neat. Jay)
N-29-p.S.
- But I've never been in a situation, or I've at least tried to
avoid the situation of urn, "Here's an idea, go with it". I hate
that, "Go with it". Ann) N-28-p.15.
- But urn, you know, considering the time -- and whatever, I felt it
was okay - it wasn't bad. I enjoyed doing it I had fun doing it.
I think that's one of the important things. Len) N-28-p. 3.
- And I think that's one thing that makes it fun. Like that - I
think that's the thing that makes drama interesting. You never
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krlc1N what's going to happen ••• Yeah, it's exciting. Uh, you try
am practice to avoid something terrible happening, you know, the
night of the perfonnance but... Bil) N-25-p.l9.
'!he study suggests that those engaged in sustained activity with
the

theatre club would be faced as an ongoing conce:m with unresolved

distinctions in orientations to varying degrees an:>ng themselves.

b) Emerging Leadership. Friendships, "Distance"
CUring the final perfonnance, to some extent those "Having FUn"
attained legitimacy that they had not previously received in prior

sessions. After the perfonnance those directing the cleanup who

knew

where to put things and what needed to be cleaned also received more
attention than they had previously.
At the party, the presentation to cam seemed to "reinstall" him
in an active position as director.

Those who had energy and were

continuing to entertain including Jay and Jim when doing their
inprovisation, also were "recognized" and appreciated by those around
them.

D.Jring the party, the "actors" still tended to connnarxi more

attention than those who had worked on the teclmical aspects of the
production.
In tenns of friendship, throughout the party group members

gravitated to small groups.

At least a feN of these small groups

consisted of those who had expressed various bonds of friendships.
For exanple, those who tended to phone each other and those who had
worked in scenes together also spent much of their time together at
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the party.

Nontheless, as previously described, my fieldnotes refer

to a sense of overall awkwardness in group members' interactions, with
the exception of the inprovisations and the stacy circle.
Group members • statements

different bards

am

in the inte:tviews indicated many

distances among participants.

However, in tenns

of a canm::>nly held sense of legitimacy and friendship, data fran
inte:tviews did not provide a clear, ccmnonly held ''nap" of
relationships.
In the interviews a feN participants confirmed a sense of

"distance" from other group

members which have been noted previously.

Age, differences in life experiences and differences in orientations
were reasons cited for feelings of distance.

No participants spoke of

extreme hostility experienced with another during the interviews.

c) Ritual Activities
Previous descriptions have recounted details of group members'
activities which created a sense of ritual, given a combined sense of
intensity, a sense of profound meaning being linked with their
repetition of activity.

ruring this period group members expressed

themselves in these tenns only once, at the final party.
Jay ard Jim had been asked to do an improvisation.
appeared to enjoy this immensely.

As

outlined,

Many group members

On the heels of their

improvisation, almost as a part of it group members initiated a stacy
circle ard seemed to enjoy that experience intensely as well.
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It has

been suggested previously that these were a few moments durirg which

group nenbers appeared to achieve a sense of cohesion -

for the last

time durirg the project.
In addition

to the story circle as a joint activity, virtually

all group nenbers participated in requesting each other to sign their
programs.

'!his gesture appeared to mean for many group members an

acknowledgment of the project's conclusion.

Although no one, directly

expressed such intent, I interpreted most group members as adopting
the program with the signatures as a souvenir for future remembrance.

Markedly, on this occasion, ·in contrast with their previous parties

group nenbers did not "rehash" this perfonnance or tell stories of
prior exploits.

A few said reluctant, fonnal good-byes when leaving

the party.
During the interviews, at least two individuals indicated that
some of those who had participated in the project had begun informally

to recollect stories from the project.

'!hey also described occasional

references to their "ritual activities" during the project.
- I was in the bar on Saturday night I guess it was. And Eileen
came in and interviewed me. • • It was insane without a
taperecorder. Bil) N-25-p.1. (on three different occasions Bil
had begun to interview people at the bar as a joke, using the
taperecorder.
-We still do cam jokes you know. [She is referring to the
improvisations Jim and Jay did at the party as a presentation for
cam]. Eil) N-27-p.7.
-And Jay says, "Yeah, iook at it from the back. It's not nearly as
pukey as you think". You know. "It's not nearly as fu - nearly
as pukey as it seems"; or somethirg like that. Eil) N-27-p. 7.
Although participants experienced tremendous change with the
conclusion of the project, some individuals' activities seemed to
maintain a sense of continuity for them.
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When hearing of individuals'

orgoing references to the project in various fonns, I began to

asstnne

that in spite of tremerxious ambiguity group members 1 experienced with
the Heritage Project, those remaining in the group would ensure
remembrance of their experience.

The project would after all become a

story to be recounted at other cast parties.

EMERGING IEXICDN

Given the relative brevity of group members 1 exchanges in the
final moments of their last perfonnance, and lilnited data fran their
exchanges at the cast party, virtually all of the data provided in
this section derives fran interviews.

Prior to outlining elements of

group members' emerging lexicon of words, another element of group
members' lexicon must be noted.

Particularly during the interviews group members stressed how
focused they were on simply responding "appropriately" to their
activities.

They struggled with the notion of having to articulate

their process.

Some

said finnly that they could not explicate all

aspects of their work, they only knew they could do it by doing it and
"feeling right".
For purposes of this segment it is most important, then, to
emphasize that group members 1 sense of lexicon emphasized actions and
feelings in some instances more than words.

other sections such as

"Patte:rns Of Emerging Process" and other segments such as "Ritual
Activities" have attempted to corwey some of their lexicon of meanirgin-action.
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'Ibis i.nt.roduction then, is intended to act as reminder that this

description of group members • emerging lexicon is at best a "pail
imitation", a set of words collected in a single place, taken fran
group members • context of gestures.

'!he first word on the list adds

emphasis as a reminder.

"An Experience":
In the interviews, one of the first phrases participants used to

initially describe their complex sense of the project was various
combinations of the phrase "an experience".
- It was quite an experience. !Dr) N-22-p.S.
- So it was a different experience. lor) N-22-p.9.
- I think it was a good experience for the club. Jes) D-2-p. 3.
- It was a good experience. It was a great experience. Jo)
N-27-p.2.
- Inprovising was a real exper - interesting experience. Jay)
N-29-p.S.
- I'm just saying what I did do was an experience. It doesn't mean
I'm an improvisationalist now. It 1 s like, it's almost like
practicing a skill. You probably get better as you get involved
with it, sort of thing. Jay) N-29-p. 5.
- Yeah. I met quite a few people. '!bat 1 s always a learning
experience. !Dr) How was that a lean1ing experience? Mad) !Dr)
Well you always lecun something. !Dr) N-22-p.G.
Many participants spoke these words with a smile or even what

seemed a mischievous grin suggesting a secret joke between us.
used the phrases easily and comfortably.

Most

It was not until they were

asked what they meant, inviting additional description and detail that

they began to struggle.
"Go With It":

'Ibis phrase has been included in this listing primarily to affinn

that a few group members had either begun or continued to use this
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Pnase with an authority of "paradigmatic approac:h".

'!he followin]

are two of the IOOSt detailed ani creative descriptions of "Go With It"

anar:J data gathered in the field.
-No, it's, it's just starting with an idea ani, ani going with it.
Ani you can't do that any other way than havin] sane.body say to

you, or else you can decide for yourself I guess, or havin]
sanebody say to you, "Here's a situation, do it". Ani that's
basically what it was. Bil) N-25-p.lS.
- Well I guess it, it 1 s just the popular expression I hate. '!he
idea behirrl it whic:h I think means, um, "Try not to feel so
restricted, let yourself ••• Use your imagination." You know.
"Try to put yourself in sane.body else's shoes" or ''Make your own
shoes ani put yourself in it". Ann) N-28-p.lS.
While. providing a description of "Go With It" as an approac:h to

theatre, the speaker also indicated a reticence to use the approac:h.

Although a description of "hyper" a word associated with those
continuing to "Go With It" or "Have FUn" was described in the previous
Act-Play, it is not until the interviews that a few participants begin

to define the word expressly.

One particular participant provided

sane detail in her definition of "hyper" during the interview.
- It seems like a lot of them are quite -hyper. Lor) N-22-p.S.
- Well look at those guys - always fooling around ani they - just
go nuts at times. And you know, like, they just seem so giddy ani
[she laughs] I don 1 t know. I don 1 t get that way anymore.
Participant) N-22-p.9.
- Like being really excited I guess. And just nervous. But I think
maybe it's a little bit of both. Excitement ani nerves... Oh
they got really wild at times ... You know, go rolling on the
floor ani all that stuff. Participant) N-22-p. 22.
- Yellin] or acting so far out as -- when they were really, what I
call hyper. Participant) N-22-p.30.
Interestingly, it is this participant and one or two others who
continue to use the words "get or got something" to describe preferred
approac:h and direction for their work.
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"Got Something'':

Dlrirg the secorrl set of interviews, most other participants no
lon;er referred with urgency to "Get Something".

However, a few

seemed to have begun to use the expression since they had been

interviewed last.
-Well then we finally got a script. An:l then I kept thinking, "Oh
good, we •ve got this thing. Now we're going to go right ahead
with it." An:l then we kept changing arrl changing arrl changirg.
Arrl I didn't like that. [She laughs.] !.Dr) But it was when you
got the script that you found, what... Mad) You know, we're
finally going to get this play going arrl we're going to have
sanething. !.Dr) N-22-p.33.
'!here were other words which seemed very much linked with this phrase
for some participants.
"Cllange" :
Participants used the word "change" in a number of contexts.
However, most. frequently, they used the word in a manner which
suggested concern.

- 'lhey lean1ed their parts and. • • here we were making the script.
Arxi changirg it arrl fiddling and fiddlirg. !.Dr) N-22-p.9.
- cause when we had that little thing, that they were making the
script, eh? But that's just me. Probably eve:cybcxiy else knew. But
I had never been involved much with it. So I didn't know that's
what he was expecting us to do. Is give him leads so he could get
the script going, eh? Participant) N-22-p.10.
- Arxi then we kept changing arrl changing arrl changing. An:l I didn •t
like that. Participant) N-22-p.33.
(More detailed consideration of participants' experience of change is
provided in "Participants' Meanings, learning, And <llange", one of the
final segments in this Act-Play.) Words which suggested change with a
toore positive inflection, included, "exploring" and the following
phrase.
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"Having Fun"
As inllcated in the previous section, some group members began to

speak of those who had been considered "hyper" as bringirq an

altemative approach to their theatre process.

In interviews after,

100re participants seemed to adopt "having fun" as a key objective of

their interactions.
- I had fun doirq it. I think that's one of the important things.
Ien) N-29-p.J
- In fact that's - we were just here for fun and let's not get too
upset about anything. Bil} N-25-p.lO.
- But it, it, was enjoyable. I mean, I really liked working with
the people. '!bat was, that was fun. I had fun ••• Joy) N-27-p.2.
As emphasized previously,

an effect of focusing on "having fun" is

that this approach refocuses a theatre paradigm on objectives internal

to the person and to the group.

Beyond being an approach to theatre

process, in reflecting, group members seemed to rely on ''having fun"
as a "pat phrase" with the same conspiratorial sense of various fonns
of the phrase ''an experience''.
"Running Jokes":

Although not many members used the phrase "running jokes" during
their last session or the interviews, nonetheless, they continued to
refer to their "running jokes" actions, during the interviews.

cam jokes you know. [She is referring to the
improvisations Jim and Jay did at the party as a presentation for
cam]. Eil} N-27-p.?.
- And Jay says, "Yeah, look at it from the back. It's not nearly as
pukey as you think". You know. "It's not nearly as fu -nearly
as pukey as it seems" or something like that. Eil} N-27-p. 7.
- '!hey' d joke about the play. How we were professional actors, now
that we were in "Homestead Quarter". Deb} Who made those jokes?
Mad) I think Bill mostly. And Jessie of course. She - th- we
were -we were joking about how we were - should go on the road
with our acting job •.• Deb) N-25-p.2.

- We still do
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Irdividuals' descriptions of entertaining and amusing aspects of the
project was more than tempered in their reflections with concerns,
critiques ani an intensely serious sense about their experiences.
''Maturing":
Although participants did not use the phrase ''maturing as a
group" they had used it at the second cast party.

'!he phrase

continues to suggest some participants 1 description of a
transfonnation they experienced concerning "the group".
Several participants expressed in the interview a sense of having

their ''metal tested" as a group and as perfonners.

One participant in

particular related ongoing interactions among some of the participants
who had inmediately become involved in the ''Variety Night" project.
Her impression from others 1 interactions suggested that all those who

had participated in the Heritage Project had been transfonned in

status.

'!hey had shifted in some hierarchy of theatre groups from

amateur standing, closer to the goal of professional perfonnance.
- Well just that was ••• I can't just, it wasn't the sort of thing,
amateur groups do •.. Joy) N-27-p.4.
- Am we survived. Like we 1 re still a group. We're still doing
well. We got some money out of it even. So that whole process I
think really gave us confidence is the big thing. Am more of a
group feeling. • . All of these individuals pulled through and came
-just shone in it. Whether they were a star actress or whether
they just came every single night at seven o'clock and han:lled
it. It shOVIed that all these individuals could do it, and as a
group we did it. Am so we could sw:vive anything. We can do
anything. We'll make it. Jes) D-2-p.9.
- Am so we can do it. Arrl we can take risks. Like I don't think
anybody would have done - like I •m sure - Debbie and Jo would
never have done mime if they hadn't gone through that first. Like
Jo didn't act but she stepped in and handled the backstage as if
she had done it all her life. Mime is risky. ('!he "next project"
the group had taken up was a series of mimes for a ''Variety
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Night". ] Like it's not reading lines and doing tilat. So I think
it gave us a lot of confidence. As individuals and as a group in
whole tilat we can do anything. We can handle it. Jes} Ir2-p. 9.

'lhis is an exceedingly small lens focused on particular aspects
of participants' rapidly growing lexicon.

'!he lens was focused on

aspects of their lexicon related to their changing sense of self

am

insight into their process linked with an emerging paradigm of
theatre.
HCMeVer, most importantly, although this lexicon concentrates on
a small area of group members' emerging lexicon, it was difficult to
represent their meanings because during the sessions represented in

this

am

the previous Act-Play, it is apparent tilat group members did

not hold in common a paradigm of theatre in the same intense manner as

initially they had held in common a sense of ambiguity in ananic
conlitions.

'!he section which follows concerning group members'

cultural-meaning affords additional reflection on both group members'
differing sense of theatre and the difficulty of representing tilat
which they do not hold commonly.

EMERGING

TEMR)

AND RHYTHM OF Ac:r:IVITIES

'!his section does not distinguish between data from group
members 1 interactions of the final perfonnance and data from

intel:views with them.

Data from both sources suggested similar

imagery: A dead halt, a sudden silent space punctuated by a screech.

'lhis is followed by a few bars of reprise, joking laughing.
murmuring theme continues for a few more bars.
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A muted,

'!hen abruptly an altogether new piece of music segues fran the

former.

Sane

similar themes seem dangerously near to drawing the

music back but the composition of the orchestra has changed.
context ani the content have changed.

'Ihe

New tempos and rhythms begin to

emerge.

EMERGING aJIJIURAir-MFANING

INIROilJCl'ION

Given the colossal transfonnation group members 1 experienced fran
beginning the project to completing the final perfonnance,
representing group members' interactions throughout has posed
an enonnous challenge.

'!he framework of the Mobile was carefully

crafted to provide some flexibility in tenns of sculpting each of the
six pieces.

Nontheless, transitions in group members 1 interactions

during this period stretched the limits of this framework.

Each piece

has undergone some unique mc:xiification.

'!he "Introduction" to this sixth piece of the Mobile-framework
outlined a particularly significant distinction between a) group
members' interactions during the final perfonnance and the cast party,
and b) the interviews.

'Ihe importance of this distinction was

addressed in the previous section "Emerging structure" as well.
In tenns of describing group members' cu1tural-meaning, this

distinction figures prominently.

D.lring the final perfonnance and the

party, group members appeared to be in transition, re-orienting
themselves to a sense of the project as "over".

However, they were

interacting amongst themselves in constructing their re-orientation.
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'lhe interviews occurred after participants had substantially

re-oriented themselves.
reflecting.

In

These interviews took the fonn of irxlividuals

other words, this was discussion "after the fact".

Considering the intent in the phrase ''cultural-meaning'', the

Ptrase has stronger application to group members • interactions on
their last evening together as a group.

It is difficult to refer to

their irxlividual reflections during the interviews as
"cultural-meaning", for they were not constructing their meanings
together as a group at this point.

Nor were they experiencing their

meanings and structural interactions acting back on them through their

interactions as a group.
'Iherefore, in this section "cultural-meaning" when applied to
data from interviews is used sparingly and with caution.

A special

heading has been created to Sl.lltUllarize data from the second set of
interviews, ''Meanings Emerging In Participants' Reflections, '!he
Interviews".

First, then, group members' emerging sense in their last

interactions as a group working to complete the Heritage Project.

GRCXJP MEMBERS EMERGmG CHORD OF aJL'lURAL-MEANING
In

keeping with the "tempo and rhythm" metaphor, the title of

this fifth Act-Play, "Played OUt: '!he Part Is OVer" is "two-toned".
"Played OUt" refers to dual elements of "play", as in the potentially
solemn structure of a theatrical piece, and "play" as in having ftm.
'!his portion of the title thereby alludes to two distinct paradigmatic
approaches, "Contingency Control" and "Having FUn".

It is also

intended to corwey a sense of conclusion concerning group members'
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play in both those contexts.

(Group rituals including improvisation

ani story circle are still evident at the last party but group
nenbers' interactions have asstnned a new context indicating a

transition.)
'!he seconi portion of the title, "'Ihe Part Is OVer" attenpts to

symbolize sane ambivalence experienced by most group members as they
began to recognize the project was coming to an end.

'!his particular

phrase was selected to corwey a complex of feelings frequently

associated with the ritual of arranging and having a "party".

'Ihe

rest of the phrase focuses specifically on feelings aroused with the
realization that the potential for "more excitement and sense of
magic" associated with this event is over and the "profane" must be
faced.
D.lring the final perfonnance most group members appeared to be
primarily focused on bringing the presentation to a conclusion.
on. let's get it over with. Coffee break's over. I could
sit there till the closing scene, but I guess I can't. len)
Q-12-1357.
- Well guys. Hel) Yeah. It's over and done with. '11lank the ID:rd!
len) Yahoo! Jes) [Jo enters and adds her voice to Jessie's
exclamation and then smiles.] Q-12-1368.
- Come

Nontheless, sane ambivalence was suggested by their interactions in
large group activities at the party, the improvisation and the story
circle.

'!heir reported continuation after the project of sane rituals

established during the project also suggest that some experienced a
sense of connectedness.

Finally, group members' statements in

interviews suggest sane sense of loss mixed with relief in the
conclusion of the project.
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- '!bat's one t:hi.rg you know, now that I look back at it, arrl I
think about all the times, well you were there. All the times
that we were just be~ insane you know, rather than do~
anyt:l:li.rg. [She laughs. ] I do - It's too bad we had to write a
play. It would have been a hell of a party you know. Six IOOnths
of pure insanity! Participant) N-27-p. 7.
- I knew before we went on stage with it [the play] that there was
sanet:hi.rg [pause] that it was a product that I wasn't - I
wasn't finished with yet. You know. And yet everybody, by that
point was so tired. Of,of, uh, of be~ involved with it, that we
really wanted to get it on. And get it over with. N-28-.4.
- Yeah, it just got to be so much. Like it just [pause] all the
time. And it was hard, so hard to fit in. Especially at the em
because everything got so busy at work and everything. But it,
uh, was enjoyable. I mean, I really liked working with the
people. '!bat was, that was fun. Joy) N-27-p. 2.
While these

feel~s

apparently dominated group members' immediate

sense of their experience, they also expressed many other feelings
prior to this particular rush of feeling.
ambiguity, then disappointment

concen1~

For example, their initial
community involvement during

the final perfonnance eventually turned into frustration for some
members.
Group members' comments during the interviews indicated grow~

diversity among them in response to their experience.
diversity of

mean~

'lheir

emerg~

is considered in detail within the last segment

of this section.

GRCOP MEMBERS' EMERGING COMMONALITY OF MEANING

Descriptions provided herein are limited to sessions wherein
group members' interacted together.

Data and descriptions from

interviews have been located under a separate heading.
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a) starting Point Of Commonality
'!he fourth Act-Play, "Contingency Control" provided context for

group nanbers' cultural-tooaning of this last period of the project.
As described therein many group members suffered fran sane fatigue.

'lhey had been in dress rehearsals and perfonnances for six consecutive

days. Many had families staying with them during this time.
Group members had experienced considerable ambiguity during the
first dress rehearsal including questions of protocol.

Most had

recovered fran that anxiety only to be faced with inflamed nervousness
prior to their first public performance.

'!his apparently emerged fran

group members' own distinctions between internal and external actions.
Both as individuals and as a group, they were faced with testing "the
external 11

-

having· an audience response to their actions.

'!hey were

apparently satisfied with "external responses" both in tenns of the
size of audience and audience response received during the first two
perfonnances.

Virtually, all had recovered fran a general state of

nervousness by the middle of their first perfonnance.
A few individuals continued to express a sense of nervousness
each night depending on who was in the audience.
members had settled into

As an anchor, group

two contrasting paradigmatic approaches to

their acting, "Contingency Control" and "Having FUn".

Group members 1 interactions during their first two parties
suggested an increasing sense of confidence among group members based

on their apparent satisfaction with community support and audience
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response.

D.lring the second party group members seemed to be both

enjoying their interactions and more comfortable with each other than
before or after that.
Given their all-consuming focus on theatre and their theatrical
experience, a graNing sense of group entity seemed to have became
inseparable with their theatre experiences.

With conunencement of

their final perfonnance, however, many group members apparently
experienced a breaking point.

With the discovery that the audience

was substantially reduced in size, group members 1 ambiguity began to
reemel:ge bringing recognition of fatigue for many.
'!hose who had begun with a "Having Fun" approach continued to act
consistently with such an approach while a few others who had relied
on "Contingency Control" began to re-orient themselves to this second
"approach".

These, then, are some of a relatively commonly sensed set

of meanings which group members brought with them to the last portion
of their final perfonnance.

b) Emeiginq Commonality Of CUltural-Meaning 'Ihrough Interactions
'!his piece of the Mobile-framework continues with description of
group members 1 experience of breaking point mid-perfonnance.

Although

some group members' suggested that they would attempt to re-orient
themselves to "Having Fun", being less nervous, and relaxing,
generally most group members indicated that they were focused on
having the perfonnance over.

This suggested a tremendous transition

fran both "Contingency Control" and "Having Fun".
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'lhe study posits that group members concluded their final

perfonnance with a muted breaking point.

When discovering that the

audience was small in size, and in experiencing diminished SO'lliDs of
response fran a smaller audience, group members' cultural-meaning

focus on

support~

reconsb:ucted.

positive response from the conmmity was

'!heir "excuses", as group members referred to them,

and their discussion of why more people had not attended did not

appear to ease a sense of disappointment at the time.

Neither

approach seemed to be able to change fatigue and disappointment as a
general direction in group members' cultural-meaning.

Given these

interpretations, group members 1 structural anchors had not assisted
them in fulfilling the main aim of their cultural-meaning, support and
acknowledgment from the corranunity.
'I\1ming their thoughts to having the performance over, apparently
provided same limited sense of comfort for a few group members.
HCMeVer, group members' interactions at the party were generally
sulxiued as previously described.

In addition to not fulfilling their

commonly held ambitions for corranunity acknowledgment, the party
signaled conclusion of the project.

Group members clustered in small

groups and seemed to feel awkward and uncertain of what to do next.
With the completion of the project, the study suggests that
participants experienced increased weakening of their anchoring.
Given their disappointment with the size and thereby the response
of the audience, group members were unable to rely on structure for
party activities upon which they had come to rely, that is,
"rehashing" their perfonnance.

'!hey did not apparently wish to
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di saJSS the perfonnance.

A greater loss of anchoring, however,

emerged in tenns of a change in their status.
Group members were no longer working towards or perfonning the

play.

They were in limbo as a group since group entity had become so

intimately tied with being a "theatre" group.

They appeared to have

retmned to a state of experiencing anomie conditions.

Relief from

this sense of anomie conditions came briefly through their activities
associated with the presentation to

cam.

Their acknowledgments to hiln

suggested a sense of an intact group saying gocx:i-bye to someone

leaving.
Jay's and Jim's ilrprovisations sparked a strong response, a
remirrler of what they had been through together.

The study posits

that group meinbers were reminded of conunon experiential ground -

that

as a group they could do this "thing" they called "ilrproving", or
"inprovisation".

A few suggested the story circle and once more

however fleetingly, they seemed to have a sense of cohesion and
canmonality.

When this was over, as some began to leave and as this

prompted "program" signing, once more participants clustered in small
groups.

The party ebbed.

When considering this last evening in tenns of group members'
cultural-meaning, it seemed that for days they had come together
experiencing intensely a sense of group, a sense of excitement as well
as anxiety.

Their cultural-meaning in these terms, however, was most

abruptly changed through their relatively connnonly held disappoinbnent
of conununity support during their final performance.
their cultural-meaning for a time.
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Fatigue became

MEANINGS EMERGING

m

PARI'ICIPANI'S 1 REFI.EcrroNs, THE INTERVIEWS

Data am descriptions developed through data analysis which are
included in this segment cannot be introduced as group members'
"cultural-meanin:Js".

'Ihese people were no longer active members of a

group workin;;J on the Heritage Project.

In the interviews they were

inllviduals reflecting back on experiences past.
'Ihrough participants 1 reflections, however, emerged sane

camoonal.ity of meanin:J held as individuals.

'!here were also emet:ging

clusters of individuals holding some meanings in common.

'!his segment

focuses on dominant themes of meaning expressed by individuals with
respect to their experience of the project.

Description is

shaped by elements of analytic framework focused on meaning such as

anchors in group entity and structure, and paradigmatic actions, as
developed through data analysis.
'Ihe previous segment posits that group members concluded the
project experiencing a breaking point and anomie conditions.

Given

this analysis, it is particularly interesting that many participants

inllcated at the outset of the intet:View either infonnally or
fonnally that they experienced some reluctance in reflecting on the
project.

Several quotations from these participants were included in

the "Emerging Patterns Of Process" section of this piece.
Sane continued from these statements to describe their fatigue at

the conclusion of the project.

Despite the apparent fatigue

experienced by many of the participants, some indicated that they
tended to move on to the next project not lookin;;J back.

In her

reflections during the intet:View, one participant began to consider
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her reasons for launching into another project innnediately thereafter.
- So it's good that Variety Night was there so I didn't think about

it. [She laughs.] A major state of depression. Jes) D-2-p.G.
- It's all over. - That's sad. Like -- it's all done with arrl left
arrl packOO away. Arrl I'm glad I had that Friday night (Variety
Night, another project] now that I do take the time because
Friday night's over - I stop to think of it... It's sad ••• It's
a let down. Everyt:hin;J's over... Variety Night right after
''Homestead Quarter" to think about. cause then I wouldn't have
had time to realize how Saturday. • . Jes) D-2-p. 5-6.
As previously described, the study posited that some participants

dealt with their sense of disappointment and with anomie con:iitions by
creating another short tenn project which would provide them with
anchoring.
other participants indicated that they did not have the time,
given cormnitments in tenns of employment and family to leap into
another project.

In one instance, the participant indicated

experiencing some distancing from a sense of group.

This participant

suggested that she had found some members of the group "hyper".

She

indicated that she was dismayed by the constant change in the project
arrl was not comfortable with improvisational processes.

The

participant stated that she would not continue to work on other
projects for some time at least.
Another participant who had not been able to participate in a
second project, ''Variety Night", which immediately followed the
Heritage Project stated that she had felt removed, unacknowledged by
those who had joined the subsequent project.

That participant

indicated the difficulty with exclusion raised by intense closeness
for those working on a particular project.
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- You shouldn't have to feel that if you can't be involved in
everything, you're an outsider. '!hat, that is kird of how I felt
at that last meeting. Participant) N-29-p.17.
- • • • just because I wasn't involved in on this weekend, you know,
I shouldn't be excluded. I'm still part of the drama club. len)
N-29-p.lS.
Markedly, despite general acknowledgment of fatigue aiOC>n:JS"t them,
many of those who had been engaged in the Heritage Project did join
the Variety Night Project.

'!hey apparently began to work on that

project within days of concluding the Heritage Project.

'!hat project,

however, had clusters of participants working together: they did not
work together as a large group.
'lhrough analysis of data from all these interviews, it seemed
that a few participants were engaged in a process of separating or
distancing themselves from the group and to some extent from their

experience.

Interestingly, these participants tended to be those who

had the strorgest roots in the cormnunity.

'!he majority, however, had

becane immediately involved in another project.

'!he study posits that

each set of individuals were seeking to strengthen anchors in an

effort to shift away from their breaking point experience.

In

addition, this study suggests that individuals' desire not to reflect
on the Heritage Project was "purposively non-reflective", given their
sense of anomie conditions associated particularly with the conclusion

of the project.
Having stated in the intet.Views that they had tended not to
reflect on the project prior to the intet.View, when individuals began

to express their interests and concerns arising out of their
experience, a tension between two topics began to emerge in their
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remarks.

First, several groups spoke emphatically about beirg

disappointed about conununi.ty support and acknowledgment of the play.
Of any topic, that one was most conunonly raised by participants.

Although it is difficult to refer to this as their "cultural-meaning"
given their context, this sense of the experience was JOOSt camoonly
ani intensely held.

For those continuing in the theatre club ani

working in groups this meaning would become part of their future
cultural-meaning.

Participants' responses in the interviews appeared

to affinn interpretation of group members' sense of disappoinbnent as

emotional overlay for the remainder of the last perfonnance and the
party. 3
'!he second most frequent comment individuals made was how

individuals had enjoyed an intense sense of group in coming together
as the project continued.

('Ibis experience was also in contrast with

a small minority of participants.)

When remembering this sense of

cohesion, no one referred, however, to the last perfonnance.

Neither

did they refer at that point, generally, to the loss of Allie and Lyle
or to their breaking point actions.

One person did speak of wondering

what others were doing of an evening and suggested that their interest
in each other went beyond the play.
-You know, it was, it was just (pause] there wasn't the division
that, between, between the cast and all. . • So that part was nice.
You sort of missed evecybody when it was over. "Gee, I guess I'll
sit at home tonight. Oh, I wonder what they're doing?"
Participant) N-27-p.J.
- I think we talked, too, about all, a lot of personal type things.
Too. You krlow ••• I, you always knew what would, what was
happening with so and so's kids and everybody was interested, you
know. And, and things like, you know, what's happening with, "Oh
Bill's mom's coming [to the play]. Yippee!" And I, you krlow, it
went beyond just what was in the play. Joy) N-27-p.lO.
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Most participants apparently valued that sense of group most highly in

their experience.

'!his intense enjoyment of group once more would be

meaning ccmronly brought by individuals to future experiences with the

theatre group.
In addition, many participants also spoke of valuing a better

un:ierst:andin:

of the history of the community.

- I've only been here a little over a year. But I didn't have too
much of a sniff of how this place came about. And it's kini of
amazing, all the little things you find out. I suppose that's
true for any conununity, because it just didn't appear out of
ncMhere. • • Like the attitude towards Gennan people during the
war. And, I never knew that Gennan people couldn't go to war.
Well it's not going to change my life. But it's, it's like it's
good to know. And I will remember it because it's part of my
life now, now with this. Al) N-29-p.6.
- Even if I haven't been in the prcxiuction, I feel like it has done
sanething for me. I •ve learned so much about this town. All)
D-2-p.9.
Once more their new sense of community relatively ccmnonly held would

fonn part of ccmnonly held meaning to future group endeavors.
"As well in the interviews, all participants prized their

experience of learning more about theatre.

'!hey spoke in tenns of

feeling more confident as individuals and also as a "theatre club", as
they were no longer a specific group.
- So I think it gave us a lot of confidence.

As individuals arxl as
a group in whole that we can do anything. Jes) D-2-p.9.
- 'Ihe confidence she [Lenore] got because that whole telephone
scene was hers and she was really proud of it and did well. And
uh, Debbie, Loretta, all those people, it was great for them.
Jes) D-2-p.S.
As will be disclosed in the next section, some of those continuing

with the subsequent project commonly held an increased sense of
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confidence sufficiently to explore and work in a new area, that of
'!his suggests again, among participants in later projects a

mime.

cultural-meaning change which emerged out of this project.

Iniividuals camnents concerning theatre process did not render
sufficient comroonality of meaning to afford a sununary description.
'lhe "Emerging Patterns Of Process" section provided insight into a

mnnber of different focal points participants had conceming their

theatre "processes".
For purposes of this section, as the focus is on their meaning in
comroon which guided their actions, it must suffice to concentrate on
participants• reflections concerning differing paradigmatic actions.
Significantly, several acknowledged a difference in approaches, but
only a few analyzed distinctions in tenns of lines they had earlier
drawn between actions appropriate intenlally or externally to the

group.

Irrlividuals seemed to continue to be confused with whether to
raise "Having Fun" to a profound sphere of meaning.

As indicated

previously, several group members had begun to place more emphasis on
this orientation as a paradigmatic approach.

Some continued to make

reference to "Having Fun" in the intet:Views as indicated through data
described in relation to that phrase in the previous, "Emerging
Lexicon", segment.
Based on the intet:Views, it appeared that the originators of the

approach, the men had found a metaphor, a parallel in life
experience, which provided them with sufficient framework to consider
"Having FUn" as a paradigmatic approach.
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- Ani I, I think that drama, and sports and that play really fit

together •••• It is very similar cause there is a lot of teamwork.
You know, you have a coach. You have, you have positions to play,
or parts to play. Arxi if everybody does their part, right you
win. You know. With sports that's the way it is. Ani I think it's
the same with drama - if everybody does their parts right ani
does their job you put on a good perfonnance and you feel good
about your perfonnance. • • If I have a part in a play ani I don •t
do that part well, it lets everybody down, you know. Bil)
N-25-p.lS.
However, many of the women did not express such a concrete framework
with respect to "Having FUn".
'!he study posits that particularly during their final perfonnance

group members were experiencing a reemerging of a double helix
tension.

While improvisation had seemingly brought tCXJether group

members' initially disparate approaches, "Go With It" and "Get

sanething Concrete", by the conclusion of the project, re-emergence of

disparate approaches, "Contingency Control" and "Having FUn" had not
been entirely integrated in their perfonnance activities.
Group members had stnlggled at various times with theatre

paradigm in tenns of conununity in the shape of audience.

These two

approaches suggested one manifestation of their struggle.
Analysis of this connection was not articulated clearly by individuals
in the interviews.

HOVlever, one participant spoke of recognizing a

struggle through distinguishing between cam's framework of theatre arrl
the group's.
- Do we care what the audience thinks? cam doesn't. Like he
makes that quite clear that he doesn't. Urn. We still do.
Eil) N-27-p.lJ.

-cam

Markedly, this participant continued in her reflections on this topic

to reveal her own sense of ambivalence.
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- I thought about quitting that. About not caring what they think.
Do a prod-do a theatrical production how ever you feel it should
be. - An:ly Warhol or something like that [laughing] was •••
Sanething really off the wall, sort of thing. But- if we're
having fun doing it - so what? Or if we feel creative, doing
it, so what? You know. Unmnn. But, no we still care very much
what our audience thinks. We still play to our audience. I
think this- that's, that's a good point. Ummm. May this play
has helped us, a little bit, in not being so hung up on what our
audience thinks. We really were. • • And, and now I '11 see. Maybe
we're not quite like- so much so that it was, uh... (Pause]
Enough that, you know ••• -we could have made ourselves crazy.
'1hings like, uh, it if was - if something too offensive... -and
like we were actually thinking about who would be in the
audience. 'Ibis person might be- but I named this person, might
be there. - Or, the two sisters from the convent. • • can we say,
"God?" You know. (She laughs.] I, I know we were driving
ourselves a little crazy. So maybe it's good that, uh, uh, cam's
attitude o f - almost really not giving a shit what the audience
thinks, might have helped us to realize that- the audience can
learn with us. '!hey- we'll do what we do and they- let them
learn a little bit about theatre instead of having us do what
they want. Participant) N-27-p.13.
Ambiguity concerning their relationship with the community in tenns of
a theatre paradigm was a pervasive, lurking theme in participants'
reflections.
A most important theme must be noted which was related to
in:lividuals • common meaning emerging from these interviews.

When

in:lividuals attempted to reflect on their sense of their theatre
processes, many emphasized a particular quality they associated with
their experience.
conditions.

Most suggested that they were responding to

'Ihese in:lividuals indicated that they had not come to

rely on an ability to articulate the process.

Instead they had relied

on an ability to respond in a manner which "felt" appropriate, hence
their use of the phrase, "It works".

As previously described,

several suggested that they had not become experts in their process,
but had a sense or feelings about what was appropriate.
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- " ••• that works", yeah. I, I just can •t really explain it. [Pause]
All) D-2-p.22.
- See again, I'm not going to be able to answer that concretely
because sometimes I, sometimes I knew it was directed that my
character, felt right. Sometimes it was whether or not I felt
comfortable doing what I thought my character should do. Ann)
N-28-p.26.
In:tividuals cormnonly offered this experiential orientation as
explication for not being able to provide clear statements about their
process.

'!his had not been their focus during their experience.

Requiring such statements was an extrapolation of their experience •
Meaning derived through their process for these individuals was
constructed in tenns of kinesthetics, and "feelings".

Doing and

sayin:J "the" appropriate was more important than being able to
articulate a set of rules guiding "appropriate" behaviour.

ruring the

interviews, some participants began to construct meaning out of the
tacit nature of their sense of process.
'!here is one final major theme which emerged in individuals'
discussion of process during the interviews.
c.harge.

That was the theme of

In:tividuals referred to change they had experienced through a

variety of means.

Once more, associated with their sense of c.harge

was some ambivalence.

Several spoke disparagingly of "c.harge11

sometimes using that word, more often describing content of c.harge.
- '!hey learned their parts and. • • here we were making the script.
Arrl c.harging it and fiddling and fiddling. lor) N-22-p. 9.
- Arrl uh, I had a difficult time dealing with fire fact of, uh, not
having static words to learn and, and say. It threw me for a
loop, getting that new stuff. Ann) N-29-p.4.
When speaking of c.harge in the sense of exploring, however, some
still suggested an experience of excitement, of pleasure.
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'!his tension in tenns of change seemed to have been woven into their
interactions.
actions

am in

'!hey seemed to cany it with them as biming for their

their reflections.

'!his theme will be further explored

in the next section.

'lHEMES DIRECrLY RElATED '10 AilJili' EIIJCATION

}E

<X>NSIRUcrED AT PRESENT

'!his represents one of the last pieces to be suspen:led in the
Mobile-framework.

In creatin:J the Mobile-framework, the henneneutical

circle has been stretched into an elliptical shape over the length of
time devoted to data analysis.

'!his section has been IOOdified to reflect 100re of the ellipse.
It begins in the first segment "CUltural-Meanings For
Participant Obsel:ver" with my focuses
fieldwork.

durln:J the last stage of the

'!hen it shifts in the secon:l segment "Data Related To

Adult Education Framework In Construction", to reflect 100re of my
present,
on data

on;JOln:J construction rather

am

constructions

than returning to focus primarily

durln:J the last stage of fieldwork.

In

other words, the secon:l segment continues in the direction of Part
'!Wo, aimi.rg towards making explicit a working set of assumptions

through data analysis.

amiURAI.r-MEANI FOR PARI'ICIPANT OBSERVER
As described in the fourth Act-Play,

to counterbalance influences

arising out of my own startin:J point in adult education, I had
consulted resources which might provide a sense of orientation from
those working within the "profession of theatre".
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When reading, for

exanple, Peter Brook's work, I had focused on developing a sense of
"the theatre framework".

'!his focus i.Irplied an extant single

framework of theatre.
SUch a strategy was problematic for a mnnber of reasons.

In

particular, this was inconsistent with a set of working assunptions
fran "Social Constnlction".

Although I was vaguely troubled by the

strategy, I continued with it for a period of time.

To

sane extent I

had assumed meanings which group members' were espousing for they

appear to have sought a single framework of "professional" theatre.

one

problem with this strategy of seeking "the" theatre emerged

nost clearly through group members' interactions in the last weeks of
their project.

When attenpting to urrlerstand their final breaking

point meeting in which they made changes to the play, it became
apparent that

cam

ard group members did not have entirely the same

orientation towards theatre.

'!his was a chief source of their

struggle.
Group members' orientations toward theatre had changed greatly
through their work in creating the play.

However, even anag

thenselves, group members did not express a homogeneous view of
theatre in the abstract or in their day to day interactions.

'!here

was sufficient catUOOnality to continue to work between breaking
points.

In light of this analysis from the field, I also began

to

reconsider resource material concerning theatre which inticated
diverse orientations ard frameworks which people constnlcted ard
maintained when doing "theatre".
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In addition

to observations in the field bei.rg of assistance in

redirectirg nr:1 conceptual footsteps, a resource fran an unlikely area

was also of great assistance.

KUhn's book, '!be structure Of

Scientific Revolution (1970) , provided sane explication for a set of
irrlividuals, working towards creatin;J a joint, sin;Jle framework, a
paradigm.
Although KUhn was developin;J a working set of assunptions about
scientists working together as a group from a historical perspective,
his focus on group processes in tents of working on ani maintaining a

"paradigm" seemed to afford explication for nr:1 observations of group
members' interactions in tents of attenpting to create a catm:>nly held

framework concerning theatre.

At this point, given apparent

transitions in group members' actions ani meaning, KUhn's focus on the
p.n:pose of paradigm as social meaning anchor was na;t i.Irp::>rtant.
'lhe book did not speak directly to the "multiple realities"

expressed through differences in cam•s framework of theatre, ani
differing sense of theatre

aillC)RJ

group members.

However, it did

irrlicate that imividuals might rely on a framework with parts "in
progress".

It also assisted in beginning to explicate sldden

collapses (what came to be called breaking points through another
book) in group members' work, wherein they experienced an ananaly or a
conflict in their emerging meanings.
KUhn's book reinforced the concept that "a group's" frameworks
or orientations might dlange over time.
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He also proposed processes of

how cxmnonly held meanings might dlange

with meanings might dlange.

am

hav structure asscx::iated

Possible links between meanin;;J arrl

structure were also thus described.
My interest in change as a theme continued to gr:aw durin3' this

time, fueled by participants' references to dlange durirg the
i.ntel:views.

In

tenns of an emergin3' methodological paradigm,

questions arrl concerns related to dlange emergin3' fran this arrl the
previous period, pranpted me to struggle toore concretely in future
with alternative methods of representin3' "multiple realities11 •
However, there were key elements missin3' in this "piece" of reflection
towards developin3' a working set of asstntptions.

'1his paradigmatic developn¥mt work arourd integratirg working

assuxrptions fran "Social Construction"

am

Kuhn • s work was still

isolated to sane extent from other paradigmatic work emergirg fran
data

analysis

related to meanin;;J, dlange

social process.

am

learning in tenns of

I began to struggle 100re concretely as well with

these abstract concepts of meaning, learning,

am

dlange in light of

group members • drastic dlanges in meaning durin3' the last sessions and

in the interviews.

'Ihe interviews, because intividuals were invited

to reflect on their entire experience also brought into focus their
change of meaning, reconstructions throughout the project.
Prior to fcx:usin3' on my own meanings concerning interview process
at that time, one IOOst i.np:)rtant note is in order.

Despite a gr:awirg

emphasis on meaning related to change as a dominant theme, it was not
until data analysis after the fieldwork occurred that I began to
construct this theme in tenns of an "epistemology of dlange".
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When constructirg the Mobile-framework, I had begun to express

apparently different ways in which group members respondoo to
experience of change.

Descriptions of tension between the double

helix was a core piece of early work on the Mobile-framework.

However, it was not until virtually all of the theoretical synthesis
ard data analysis was complete that I began to consider "epistenx>logy

of change" as essential to working assumptions concerning meaning,
leanri.r.g, ard change.
Finally before shiftirg to focus on data related to this emerging
framework, one brief note must be made concerning intet:view process.
In the intet:views, participants' responses to reflecting about their

process constituted a significant part of my emerging meanings during
this period.
'lhrough the first set of intet:views I had begun to develop a

sense that the intet:views would unavoidably affect irrli.viduals'
perspectives of their experience and their process.

'!he very act of

asking people to reflect was not a "regular" part of their process as
a group.

As previously described, I detennined to shift roles during

the intet:view.

However, when doing so, I maintained a clear sense of

this shift in each intet:view.
In detennining to change roles towards a notion of facilitator

during what emerged as the second half of the intet:view, I was relying
on assurrptions arising from adult education, moving away from any
vestige as passive researcher.

Rather than viewing the act of my

havirg an effect on individuals' as a "negative", I assumed that in
shifting roles purposefully, and clearly, as a facilitator, I might be
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viewed as having a positive effect, providing at least sane
participants with a time and place to reflect "safely".

'Ibis

re-orientation of my meaning concerning the interviews came about to a
large extent fran group members • comments both during these interviews
and the last ones.

- I just do them. And right now is the first time I put them into
words. Sort of like, spontaneous off the top of my head. Jay)
N-29-p.6.
- Actually when you were asking about drama or whatever that •s when
I realized there was quite a connection there. Ann) A-1-p.S.
- So much of this I have never verbalized before .•• I've thought
about it. But I don •t think I •ve e:ver run two ideas about it
together. I don •t' think I •ve e:ver strung the whole thing to
realize before this kind of a big idea. I don't think that
anybody very often sits down ••• Ann) A-1-p.S.
-Actually when you were asking about drama or whatever that's when
I realized there was quite a connection there. Ann) A-1-p.S.
As

these quotations from participants suggest, in several

instances, individuals who had indicated a previous propensity not to
reflect on the past project, rather to leap into a new one seemed to
be quite excited about their "discoveries" through reflection.

By

the

en:i of the interview, e:ven those who indicated at certain points that

they were not able to explicate certain feelings at that point had
addressed at least indirectly why that was so.
- But for me a lot of the work -

the criteria or the thought of,
or the - whether I was doing it right or if it felt right it was
just all a feeling. It was just there, something you felt. You
leamed all about, improving from experience and urn, the actual
acting. But when something is right I could just - I, I can
just feel it. You know. Jay) N-29-p.14.
In

tenns of the inunediacy of their experience, articulating

process was not so important as paying attention to "feelings" and
act.

For participants who expressed this orientation towards focusing

on feelings, these individuals seemed to have shifted from a sense of
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ambiguity to a sense of meaning through making explicit their focal
point, their orientation when interacting.
'!heir shifts and changes in meaning, when reflecting during the
interview, served to drive home significance of meaning as a focal
point for all other work.

Work on placing meaning at the centre was

to emerge as key in binding more closely disparate pieces of working
assmnptions.
'!he latter portion of this segment focused on my meanings
emerging as participant observer with respect to individuals'
responses to the interviews.

'!he next segment provides additional

data on participants' responses to the general process of the

interview.

DATA REIATED 'ro AIXJLT EllJCATION FRAMEWORK

rn

CONSTRUCriON

In this final segment of the Mobile-framework the henneneutical

circle is stretched to enclose most recent data analysis with respect

to group members' interactions and data from their interviews.
Analysis framing data herein is based on most recent, emerging changes
in my construction of adult education.

'Ibis segment reveals analysis in the midst of paradigmatic
stnlggle.

Efforts in the study are aimed generally at constructing

and making more explicit a set of cohesive working assumptions

concerning meaning, change, and learning, related to social processes.
'!he following segment focuses more specifically on meaning, change,

am learning as interpreted throUgh

data analysiS from group members I

interactions and interviews.
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'!he Social Process And Group Members learning
In the first interviews participants • initial nonplussed reaction

to being asked about what they had learned has been described
previously.

'!heir relatively common reaction set the tone

partirularity for the second set of interviews.

Although not

expressly aware of this at the time, during the second set of
interviews we were often both struggling with the concept of
"learning".
'!he study posits that participants were experiencing an ananaly
with respect to the concept of learning.

Frequently conceptualized in

tenns of fonnal, intentional, and often "institutionalized", such a
concept of learning, however, did not mesh with their experience of
the project. 4
This description primarily focuses on what has emerged only
through considerable data analysis as a common but subtle theme in the

interviews: participants• struggle between considering learning from a
fonnal, intensional framework, and learning as experience in the
project, as their social creation and response to changing meaning.
In response to participants • struggle with questions asking them

to frame their experience in tenns of learning, I began to search for
other ways of expressing questions so that they might relate learning

to their changing experiences in the project.

A few of my

alternatively framed questions were provided in previous segments of
this piece of the Mobile-framework.

'lhe "success" of these questions to encourage participants to
reflect on their involvement with the project varied depending up:>n
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the in:lividual arrl the content of the question.

'!hose questions I00St

successful in elicitirg participants' reflections were generally those
which simply asked participants to elaborate on their commonly used

P"trase "an experience''.
'Ibis segment begins with a description of a collection of

participants' direct arrl indirect conunents which attempted to readjust
focus on learning away from the fonnal, absolute sense of learning
towards their social experience.

'Ibis description will be followed by

a brief, but concerted effort to relate whatever may be interpreted as
their tacit, emerging "cultural-meaning" of learning to workirg
assumptions about their social processes of creating arrl maintaining
meaning.

First, then, this description is focused on several

participants' efforts to make sense of a concept of learning in light
of their remembrances of the project.
To begin with, during these second intaviews a feM

participants resisted placing "learning" at the forefront of their
experience.

One participant in particular articulated his resistance

to a focus on understanding his experience exclusively in tenns of
learning.

He emphasized at least equally his social orientation

concenrlng his experience with the project.
- It's uh, everybody's workirg towards a connnon goal. Everybody's,
uh, you know, workirg together. And I have found in my situation,
mn, being in a small town where I don't know anybody, so I have
sane way of, you know - to -- for, for, it's a social thing for
me. (Pause] As well as a learning experience. And it's something
I enjoy to do. Bil) N-25-p.18.
It is interesting to note that this participant is a teacher of
several years' experience.

'!he study posits that this participant's
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intel:pretation of "learning" may have been particularly influenced by
an association of learning as taking place with intentionality fonnally and within an organization devoted to "education".

Of all

participants, he was most detennined to distinguish between learning
and other aspects of his experience.

D.lring the same interview, the participant also de-emphasized the
significance of "technical knowledge".

For example, he questioned the

need to define and to articulate tenninolCXJY in these circumstances.

Again, he seemed to be drawing attention to another orientation,
"theatre" -

meaning in action as actors.

- You know, I can't even remember really any specific tenns that,
- the tenns I learned from this play, uh, drama were, "blue
scrim" and "cross-fade" .•. Because I heard, ''Up with the scrim".
Ani then the blue lights came on (he laughs]. And so I'd think,
"Okay". '!hen - no. It's true. Because I 'd heard "blue scrim,
blue scrim, blue scrim" and I'd never seen it. And then, I
figured out when blue scrim's back there and somebody's out in
front of it, you can't see them. It's a silhouette. Now nobody
told me that the pole was going to go up in silhouette. I really
don't know. And it really didn't make any difference in the
final, you know, perfonnance of the thing. Bil) N-25-p.14.
Most significantly, this participant's comments have sparked a

fourrlational idea in data analysis concerning group members'
"cultural-meaning" sense of "learning" and of "knowing".

With their

emerging theatre orientation their main criteria {particularly the
actors) concerning learning was whether they could both understand and
respond to "cues" which would then prompt a response for which they
were searching.
As described by several participants, included in their ability

to both understand and respond to cues was a newly found sense that
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their feelings could guide them in constnlcting and maintaining
meanirg.

Imividuals spoke of reaching toward having a feeling

themselves about whether "it worked" (their response) and being able

to rely on those feelings as supported by others' like responses.

For

instance, when respon:iing to cam's directorial cues participants
experienced having their own feelings about whether they had acted
appropriately, in addition to receiving acknO'iNledgment in various
fonns.
Dlring the interviews participants focused frequently on feelings
when considering their experience, and when considering learning.
'!hey spoke in tenns of feelings being fundamental to their experience
in several different ways.

For some, feelings seemed to be a starting

point for recollecting their experiences and what they "learned".
- I'm trying to think of, uh, a good way to put it other than
feelings. You knO'iN, because I remember feeling. Hel) N-25-p.lS.
'Ihe participant who was last to join the project respon:ied in
detail concerning her experience with acting.

She linked feelings

very closely with learning, as the last quotation suggests.
- In - instead of thinking about hO'iN panicky I was, just thinking
about what he was trying to tell me and getting it done. Hel)

N-25-p.l7.
- You see I was just caught up with uh, with getting this leanled
[the lines in the script and stage movements] and, and being able
to, to do it. You knO'iN. And, and get into it. '!hat I, I didn't
have time to be thinking about - what, what I didn't think was
very good or... and. Hel) N-25-p.21-22.
Although this participant's contextual meaning carried some additional
sense of initial urgency since she came later to the project,
nontheless her description is echoed by others.

They described

similar feelings of initial urgency when first beginning to 3.ni>rovise.
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Sane distinctions in their feelings emerge, however

out of different

focus in learning or doing improvisational work.
- Oh, my first reaction to that [being asked to improvise ••. Uh,
well I was scared. I was, I was scared to do it. I was nervous
about doing it? Bil) N-25-p.15.
- I didn't want to tell them my experiences right off [when cam
asks Bill to improvise based on his feelings] • And I think
that's one thing that's difficult with improvisation. I knew
what those feelings were. I did. I knew exactly what he wanted me
to do... But it was, it was very hard to do them right off the
bat. Just like that. But then the thing was is that he [cam] had
the experience. Bil) N-25-p.25.
'1hrough all of these descriptions, participants were pointing in

the intet:views to their feelings related to meaning of social context
shaping their sense of "learning", their preparedness to "learn" and
take action, and their expression of "learning".

- I, if you're into drama, you're more, is - you learn to, learn
to not be scared to, to say things or, (pause] let people Jmc::M
what you think about something or come out with sane idea.

Nobody's, they're just going to can:y on from it. Or whatever. I
think a lot of groups would be too uptight to do that. Joy)
N-27-p.9.
Focus on their feelings and meanings were also to emerge as creating a

certain emphasis which may have shifted focus away from expressly
articulating their sense of process -

intellectualizing.

O:lta

collected does not offer a clear basis for interpretation concerning
this.

Markedly, even among those who pointed out their difficulty
in reflecting with respect to "learning", most participants then
continued inunediately to make some effort at sorting through their
experience.

Again, and again it was apparent that their sense of

context was key, that little had been expressed explicitly so that
they had very much learned experientially, by observation and by
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adjusbnent of meaning sanetimes intuitively made, sanetimes through
instruction.
- People don't well, there's, there's all kinds of differences.
'!he audience doesn't want to be distracted by t:h.irgs you're not
supposed to be doing. Like, walking and talking. • • No I can't
tell you the differences. I just know they're there. I suppose
if I •d thought about it, I could think about why it's. • • but, you
know. • • walking and talking, and don't just - do sanething,
starn there. Eil) N-27-p.l5.
-You said sanething about, "I think I learned a lot about
improvisation". can you just tell me sane of those t:h.irgs? Mad)
Okay [She clears her throat.] I'm trying to think what I might
have meant when I said (she laughs] that. I don •t, I don •t think
I'm, I, I don't think - I know that I don't mean, urn,
specifically as far as urn, [pause] physical action. Okay. '!hat
technical thing that I was talking about before, about getting
too frantic. And urn, (pause] I think that I learned though,
[pause] to feel more comfortable without using words than I had
before. Ann) N-28-p.lB.
- You know, cause I was, I think Hans [the character Bill played in
the Train Station Scene] was a canadian first. He really didn't
care about his German heritage as much as he did about being able
to live the way he wanted to live. I guess, I don't know. Bill)
N-25-p.5.
- Hovl did that happen? Mad) I don't know. [She laughs.] Urn. No,
that's not quite true. I think I know some (deep breath] -Ann)
N-28-p.l7.
- See again, I'm not going to be able to answer that concretely
because sometimes I, sometimes I knew it was directed that my
character, felt right. Sometimes it was whether or not I felt
comfortable doing what I thought my character should do. Ann)
N-28-p.26.
- But if, the character's giving you other lines that are really, I
don't know, almost, I don't know, that you just wouldn't feel
comfortable with. Unless you become accustomed to them ••• Jay)
Another person, did you say? Mad) Yeah, or persons in the scene.
Jay) So then you have an opinion about what they should be saying
as well. Mad) Yeah I suppose from that I must. Jay) N-29-p.B.
Several participants indicated in their reflection that they had
learned how to do many things without necessarily explaining them.

A

few also indicated that there were some aspects of their work which
due to the experiential context they might not be able to do on their

own.
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-Now whether I'd be able to set up a schedule by myself I don't
know. cause there's so many factors to take into consideration.
Am if there's two people doing it, its' (pause] I figure would be
a lot easier because otherwise you just ••• Like I didn't even, I
thought of the factors. But for the other person to also state it
too, you know, makes it, then you figure, ''Well hey, I'm on the
right track", or something like that. Jo) N-27-p. 4.
- Oh I don't know if I can do it. I'm just saying what I did do was
an experience. It doesn't mean I'm, just an improvisationalist
now. It's like, it's almost like practicing a skill. You probably
get better as you get involved with it, sort of thing. Jay)
N-27-p.S.
However, these kinds of statements from participants were a rarity.
For the most part, they reflected on how much had changed for them,
how 1l'll1dl they could do whether they could explain it or not.

'Ihe

appearance of Helen who had not been part of so much of their process
reminded some of how much they had changed particularly with respect
to improvisational and mime work.
- Yeah. I don't know specifically. I - all, all I mean is that
they (other actors in the group] would have gone out and fussed
arotmd a bit. Whether it was gocx:i or bad. But I think that each
an:i everyone of us could have gone out. Just said, "Okay, fine"
and started to fuss. Whereas Helen at that point, I mean, you
know first rehearsal, that she was at, was saying things to me
like, ''well, uh, I - should there be a cupboard? Should I make
tea?" Ann) N-28-p.21.
Interestingly, within an exceedingly short period of time, Helen

was also willing, with a few trepidations, to plunge into waters
apparently "ccmnon" to others around her.
- Little scene with um, Jay and I? He said, um he said to us, uh,
"You know, just go up there and do it. And I'm going to give you
five maybe even ten minutes. And just go, go, go." And, and so I
said, ''Well Jay, what does this mean?" ''We just have to go up
there and improv? You know, until he tells us to stop?" "Yeah,
let's go for it." So I thought, "I can handle this, now." So we
went up there and did it. Hel) N-25-p.17.
'!his particular participant had some additional, recent, theatre
experience in high school than some of the other participants, and she
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is IOOSt articulate.

Yet, the study posits that at least part of her

rapid willin;]ness to engage in improvisational work while in the
penumbra of i.mpen:ting perfonnances, emerged fran her social context.
At that point other participants treated improvisation as "a
given" an1 to some extent a very special "given" or profourd given.
She had begun with group members' interactions providing her with

social cues about in'provisation which were far different fran those
which she would have received if beginning with the project.
'lhus far, this description primarily focused on participants'
statements which suggested a "cultural-meaning" of learning as
experiential, very much concerned with feelings and meanings.

In

this

regard it is not altogether surprising that group members' sense of

learning was frequently tacit.

Most importantly, however, their

experiential learning very much took place in the context of meanirg
created through group members' interactions.

Hence, there were

differences in Helen's experience and willingness to engage in
improvisation from those beginning with the project.
In

other words, group members' focus on meaning both shaped and

was shaped by their sense of construction and their experience of
construction acting back upon them through their interactions.

Group

members' focus on meaning and feelings as shaping and being shaped in

their theatre process was a focal point in their process of learning
sometimes explicitly, more often tacitly.
'!his description shifts now from contemplation of participants'

reflection and struggle as individuals with concepts of lecnning.
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As

previously indicated this description will tum to focus on a 100re
concerted effort to relate whatever may be interpreted as their tacit,

emergin;J "cultural-meanin;J" of learning to working assumptions about

group members' social processes of creating ard maintainirg meanin;J.
Retmn.ing to notions of anchoring as part of social process, one

element in their social context which participants appeared to
recognize as shaping their learning included anchoring in a sense of

group entity ani trust.
11

'!his was to include differentiation between

internal ani external" activity.
- Right away it was like "panic" you know, Because I didn't knc:M
anybody very well. So I'd panic for a minute and then I'd think,
"Don't be stupid. You just --you know, just getting you to do
sane work here." So it was, it was interesting to really think
about it and think urn, [pause] you know, "Boy I could really be
feelin;J this way". "Or I could really be feeling that way and
give the same response, sort of thing. In a, in a different way.
Hel) N-25-p.lS.
- '!hat exercise of one, ss- person doing one sentence and people
addi.rg on, I thought was so stupid the first tilne we did it. You
knc:M. Uh. You know, ''What is this, an exercise in memocy?" But
it's not. I, - I think that's an excellent thing - I - to do
at the beginning of a party (she laughs] to get people listened
up. Because I mean, certainly it helps your memory, but wasn't
it interesting to see how the stories changed as they went
around. What people would remember, that other people wouldn't.
Or forget, kind of thing. Plus, it was interesting to see how
people did it. • .
And, all of that, I just found made me feel a
lot more comfortable in the group right off the bat. • • I
remember mentioning it to him [cam] that it made me feel a lot
better. It really did help to wann me up. . . For me it just
means the aspect of getting in front of, uh, in a small group of
people and uh, miming something without feeling silly. But I
didn't, I didn't feel tight physically or, or mentally. Just
because I felt relaxed with those people. If - I don't know, if
sanebody else had walked in the room off the street, my attitude
might have changed. Ann) N-28-p.l?.

A sense of group entity as anchor in social process was most important
to participants in shaping their meaning and learning.

Based on

participants' reflections, a second anchor, their sense of their
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social structure emerging through participants interactions was also
JOOSt inportant.
In describing their emerging theatre orientation, indirect

reference has been made to additional elements in their social

context, theatre paradigm linked with their attempts to develop
nutually held sense of structure also shaped group members' sense of
learning and preparedness to adopt certain meanings.
Although not necessarily described in tenns of learning process,

many participants described as necessary a willingness to leap into an
ambiguous situation and try.

F!amed in these tenns, participants'

sense of experiential learning may have carried a tension in
expectations of excitement as well as intense concern.
- No, it's, it's just starting with an idea and, and going with it.
Ani you can 1 t do that any other way than having somebody say to
you, or else you can decide for yourself I guess, or having
somebody say to you, "Here 1 s a situation, do it". Ani that's
basically What it was. Bil} N-25-p.15.
- It was an experience. It was uh.... (pause] Well it, I don't
know ••• you - I always felt - that you learned an awful lot
fran this whole thing. Len} And what did you learn? Mad} Well.
'!hat you can take an idea and make something out of one single
idea, by just working on it. 'Ihinking about it. Urn. Developing
that idea. Ani, uh. And, uh, we learned, we learned a little bit
of directing and uh, like lighting, and every- a little bit of
everything. Like in this past - prod. . . I guess it 1 s because
we're - there are so few of us we have to do a little bit of
everything. And I guess, too 1 you know, you learn that you can do
a lot more things than you think you can do. Just by doing them.
Um. If you just sit back and wonder 1 you 1 11 never know unless you
try. Len} N-29-p.21.
Set into the framework of social anchors, these descriptions suggested
learning to become comfortable with a "Go With It" approach exploring
or improvising in order to build upon that initial work.
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Quotations thus far have focused on participants reflecting on

their experience with this exploratory approach as individuals.

A few

spoke in tenns of group experience.
- I, I don't think that, uh, I certainly wasn't aware of aey
particular prcx::ess as we were going along doing it. Um, in, bu in reflection on each session I can see where, urn, cam might have
actually had some general direction that he was taking us in.
Although obviously he never said specifically, ''We're going to go
towards this or that" tmtil it was quite mature. Ann) N-28-p.l6.
In fact, one participant made the argument that they were able to

accomplish more, learn more by not learning or knowing about cam•s
enc::c:mpassing plan of action.
- Because we did it without knowing we did it. (She laughs. ] •••
Well no, like it was all, it was all so subtle. Like those
little, we were playing games. And those games turned into little
scenes am those little scenes turned into a play. And we didn't
- I don't think we knew that was happening. Until it was done.
And I think we would have been a lot more nervous arrl the answer,
you know, the, the scenes wouldn't have been nearly as
spontaneous. And I think evecybody would have been really
uptight if you'd have thought that that was going to be the final
product. And we thought we were just playing around and having
fun. So it was easy. I know, I, it affected me that way. Joy)
N-27-p.lS.
Although no participant explicitly expressed a sense of the
profound, based on data analysis, the study posits that having
acx::ept.ed for some purposes, cam•s "omniscience" with respect to
theatre, elements of the profound sphere were stirred in group members
particularly when a larger plan began to emerge for them.

(See the

third Act-Play for references to group members' reflections concerning

prcx::ess and particularly references to "agreeable manipulation".)
As has been previously described, as well as a "Go With It"

approach group members had a focus on concretely creating and
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presenting a play.

Neither with a "Go With It" paradigmatic approach

nor a "Get Sanething concrete" approach, was it a priority to be able

to articulate or write out "rules" or itemized bits of lecnning.

Meanin:J in action, as in responding to cues "appropriately"

ani

thereby providing appropriate cues, appears to have been their
COimDnly held aim.

'lherefore, while it was clearly important for group members to
leam in order to act, literally, their learning might remain tacit,
without posing apparent problems when interacting among themselves.
''Having Fun" being rooted in "Go With It" did not appear to have
required from group members explicit articulation of process, although

their hmnour may have indirectly referred to their experience of
aspects of process.

Finally, "Contingency Control" approaches while

requiring some articulation about concerns came lar:gely at the end of
their theatre processes.
'!heir struggle in the interviews suggested that participants had
not experienced needing to articulate their process as a necessary

part of their sense of social structure among themselves.
- It's just different. I can tell you when it's wrong. I can't
tell you why it's wrong. But I can tell you when it's wrong.
Urmn. Well in each thing there'd be a different reason. Like,
being open to your audience. That whole thing of making sure
you're open. And uh, about upstaging yourself ani downstaging
yourself [laughing]. Eil) N-27-p.15.
- And, urn, I don't kn<:M. It was just [she laughs] I don't know how
to express what I'm tJ:ying to say ..• !.en) N-29-p.6.
- I don't kn<:M. Just whatever worked. Jay) N-29-p.6.
'!he problem arose for many participants, apparently for the
first time during the interviews wherein they began with general
statements about having a great experience and learning a lot.
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When

asked for details, they began to struggle and it was at that point

in the secorrl interview that some had started to express why they
would not be able to articulate what they had learned necessarily.
'!his brings to a close a brief consideration of links between

participants 1 insight in the inteJ:views and their social processes
outside the interviews which may have shaped what they leanled, how
they leanled, and their sense of learning during the project.

Prior

to focusing on other aspects of their learning experiences, such as

"resources" and "content areas", their sense of learning process will
also be briefly considered.
All of these efforts to describe "learning" from within a
framework focused on social process, may be further illuminated with
consideration of participants' orientation towards expressing
"learning process".

With respect to what participants expressed

conceming learning process, description has contemplated their
emphasis on experiential learning in tenns of observing and relying on

their feelings concerning their own sense of the experience and
others' reactions.
-Watched, watched them do it. And then when cam said, "Do it this
way", watch them do it that way, and you'd say, "Oh yeah, what a
difference that is". You know. Uh, sure. Simply by watching
it. Eil) N-27-p.14.
- I guess you 1 d pick out things watching, but I can 1 t say
specifically what. [She laughs.] Sometimes it, like you
appreciate it, what other people are going through... you know,
to see them [actors] up there with, with cam saying, ''Well what
you mean, what do you want?" you know. Because you 1ve gone
through that at, at some level. . . You it may not have been the
intense grilling of things like, that Bill, Bill and Jessie's
scene where it's so intense and it 1 s so much of an undercurrent,
arrl you know it had to be so understated and, "You don't have to
say that because it's understocxi". "What do -what would you be
saying to cover it up or whatever ... " -Like it was such a [pause]
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- It was so subtle that it was hard, very hard to do. Arrl you,
you're, you can understand what they'd be going through cause you
can basically put yourself in their place. Arrl when you, he [cam]
asks questions, you sort of think to yourself what those
responses would be. Joy) N-27-p.ll.
In addition to this description of "learning process", they spoke

in slightly more detail concerning experiencing reactions of others.
- I didn't know that you had to cue them in, you know, half hour
before the performance, fifteen, ten, you know, five. So at
dress rehearsal I was up in the sound-light booth ••• I lecunt.
Jo) N-27-p.4.
- Arrl if it's done wrong, [he laughs] you'll find out. Bil)
N-25-p.l4.
- I guess I just - it's hard for me to pinpoint things. But often,
you know', he'd pull you aside and say, "Now this would be
better." I mean you, you could see him thinking, always thinking
of sanething better. Hel) N-25-p.G.
In data analysis, the theme of "you'll find out if you've done

sanething wrong " eme:r:ged.

Several group members used that particular

expression with a grin followed by a nod.
In tenns of quite a different sense of "learning process", as has
been described previously, participants also began

to suggest that the

inte:r:views provided them with an opportunity to "learn through
reflection.

Some

made direct reference to impacts of the interviews,

others made reference indirectly to the impact.

One participant in

particular, returned several times to consider the impact of the
interviews, as he experienced them.
- You know, it's, it's uh, that's one reason why it's hard to
answer sane of these questions. cause I don't put that much
thought into it. I just do it. And then when you're asked
questions, "Why are doing this?" it's, its' a little difficult.
But, you know, little - the questions and the inte:r:views and uh,
just having you around realizes that we're not just doing it, you
know', as a lark or anything. Nn- we do have a purpose of, of what
we're doing and everything. And you •ve helped us to, to
understand that. Bil) N-25-p. 24.
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- Ani that's why I was able to answer so quickly, ''Will you do this
again?" Yeah. I know why I do it now. You know. Ani I can hardly
wait to do sanething else. Bil) N-25-p.24.
- 'lhat's exactly what I'm saying is that we, you know, again I'm
sayirg we as, as a group, but myself, have, have lecuned so much
more about, you know, the, the process of we did go on, like the
difference between improvis - improvisation, and uh, and
traditional types of theatre. I didn't even really think about
that before ..•• I knew, I knew this was different. Ani I'm doirg
it different. Ani then when you ask questions I verbalize it.
Bil) N-25-p.25.
- How did you find out those things? Mad) I just do them. Ani
right now is the first time I put them into words. Sort of like,
spontaneous off the top of my head. But that's I think that's
what happens. Well that, ideal should happen. Jay) N-29-p.6.

Interestingly, my impression from group members' reflective process
was that the majority were now prepared to "improvise" in tenns of

their reflections.

They were willing to explore thoughts aloud to

develop a sense of whether they sounded accurate to themselves.

5

Several of those interviewed, then, spoke of their reflections as

a process of construction.

The advantage of completirg a second set

of interviews was that it gave group members who had barely begun to
struggle with articulation of their experience, an opportunity to
return and add to or modify what they had expressed based on time to
reflect and experience before the second set of interviews.

However,

in not having continued contact after the second interview, there was
no parallel opportunity at that time for them to "live" with their

m:xtified constructions in order to have a long tenn sense of their
emerging constructions.
Nonetheless, as previous citations indicate, several participants
were excited about their reflections.

In continuing with the

improvisation parallel, it was as though some of them had a sense that
meanings which they expressed for the first time in the interview,
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''worked", that they had been able to match expression with their
feelings ani experiences.
Consideration of group members • sense of experiential learning
viewed from their social context-process, changes inflection
concerning "resources" upon which they relied.

Resources

D.lring these interviews, participants did not spontaneously refer

to "resources" upon which they relied in order to learn.
spoke in tenns of relationships and experience.

Rather they

Most referred

repeatedly to cam•s influence upon them.
- But still, the feelings came out. And he (cam] made it so much

-

-

-

more clear of how we should be acting when we •re saying those
lines. So I think I would prefer to do a play this way again.
Bil) N-25-p.15.
I felt like I, I learned a lot from cam. You know, just warking
with him that week or two that I was there. You know. Little
things and big things. Important things. (Pause.] Mmmm. Being in
the theatre and understanding the technical parts of it a bit
more and... seeing other people .•. Hel) N-25-p.5.
• • • cam did a lot for the group in that sense. In developing
that kind of confidence that they. . . know, that they can do
things without the props. Eil) N-27-p.19.
He's (cam's] a guy that just knows an awful lot. In the theatre.
Urn. (Pause] Well little pointers would come up before you decide
"And you know this is the way it should be, and ••• 11 Makes a lot
of sense to do it that way, but something that you just didn •t
know. Hel) N-25-p. 6.
I don't know. Just whatever worked. I just thought, "Jay just
think that you want to do what the character would do." cause cam
stressed "Get a character". so then you just try to fit your
character into the other conversation. Jay) So it was something
cam said? You said, "cam says". Mad) Well yeah, he said, he said,
"First of all" He stressed the importance of character. So then
it's just a matter of always being convinced of who you are. Jay)
N-29-p.6.
In addition

to references to cam, in these interviews some

directly referred to learning through discussions among themselves.
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- I discussed it an awful lot withAl. you know, cause I had to be
in contact with him, with the sound and light booth. So we had a
lot of well, discussions and that. And Jim would, cane in to the
picture too and that. Like we were sitting up there sometimes
listening and making suggestions and everything. cause he was
stage manager for the last production. Jo) N-27-p.4.
- Tonight, saneone mentioned, "Yeah we should mention the Teepee,
because that 1 s what the old arena used to be called. • • '1hings
like that, I learned about Goetheim in general just by being
there. Al) N-29-p.J.
One

question not entirely resolved through data collected

concemed participants 1 statements about "you '11 find out" when
something was wrong.

From prior context of several, it was clear that

in many instances participants were speaking of cam advising them of

problems.

What is not clear is whether some were also referring to

"Contingency control", and through that process others from the group

advising them of problems.

'!he study posits that in the main they

were referring to cam•s interventions, but not exclusively.
- By doing it. And. • • if I didn't know what to do, I, sanebody

infonned me. [She laughs] I got infonned. Jo) N-27-p.4.
As well as generally indicating that they assisted each other in

learning through their discussions, some participants indicated that
their own abilities as individuals stood them in good stead.
- If I didn't (know what words cam was using], I'm quick to pickup
on urn, words that I don't - that I've never heard before. But I
can pull 'em out of context, and you know. • • use the context that
they're used in to figure out what then is going on. like I never
knew what a "scrim" was until then and, I kinda figured it out
from the lead scene .•• No. But these things - "D.lh. Yeah, that's
what he [cam) means". [Al gestures as though he is saying these
words to himself at an earlier time.] And so we'd go on like
that. And it's that way with lots of things. Al) N-29-p.lJ.
Finally, as previously indicated some participants suggested that
they found the interviews offered them opportunity to reflect and
leaJ:n.
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- Yeah like I was saying urn, somebody was asking me, you know, what
I was, what I was doing tonight, or who was interviewing. Ani I
was sort of explaining, and I said, "Yeah, it •s kind of
interesting because I start talking about things that I haven •t
thought about too much, and then, you know, realize, things that
I really haven't thought about before". Hel) N-25-p.l2.
- Well it [the interview] makes you think. It made me think anyway.
I.or) N-22-p. 34.
'!he seco:rrl interview, would have acted as a resource for participants'
future actions.
In

terms of participants' view of resources, then, they did not

reel off a set of certain resources.

Rather, this data tended to

emerge through their reflection on events, feelings, and relationships
they had when interacting as group members.

Content Areas Of Group Members • I.eaming
'Ihree foci initially emerged out of participants' direct

statements about what they had learned and out of their descriptions
of their experience during the intezviews.
time.

A fourth emerged over

Much of what they said related to their impressions and sense

of relationship to "the" conununity.
A greater p::>rtion of their statements were focused on "theatre"
as experienced through the project.

'!heir statements also made

reference to group and self in relation to community and theatre.
'Ihese themes have guided all of the headings in this piece of the
Mobile-framework and continue to guide those among the last headings.
'Ihe final heading addresses a fourth theme, "change" as
experienced by participants.

'!his was apparently a pervasive theme
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for participants.

Yet, as a theme they appear to have experienced

charge toore often tacitly, only occasionally describing directly their

interest or concern with charge.

It is for this reason arrl to aid in

the study's search for possible links to leanring that "change" has

been sin;led out to conclude the Mobile-framework.

a) Concepts Related To Corrnnunity
'!his is familiar ground.

Several segments in this Act-Play have

reco:Jll.ized participants' statements concerning learning about the
community.

Most of these descriptions have focused on certain

elements of what participants' learned and why that was important to
them.

For exanple, several segments have provided their conunents

concerning learning somethings about the history of the town in order
to provide explanation for how they experienced the contemporary

conmmity.
- I learned a lot about the hist - early history of the area. I
guess, urn. I've never felt, like I really belonged here. I fini
Goetheim kin:i of a cold cliquey connnunity. And it was interesting
just to fini out what had happened and. • • And sort of what made
it the way it is. Participant) N-29-p.6.
- Little tidbits on, about how Goetheim was put together. • • Well
you know, what made it what it is now. Al) N-29-p.4.
-Well I have a lot better understanding of how people, I mean,
goin; back to the same thing again 1 about how people would have
felt during the war. Bil) N-25-p.13.
'!he study posits, however 1 that participants 1 derived more than a

general sense of the history of the community in tenns of offering

explication for present conditions.
Several of their statements suggested a changing sense of

community.

As well some of participants 1 statements indicate a
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charging sense of relationship in light of a changing sense of
CCil1ll1lllity.

- '!his may sourxl crazy, but I can now look at somebody am say, you
must be related to so and so. And before I could, you know how
sane people say, "Oh, your so and so's kid ••• " right? Because you
look like your mother or father or whatever. Well I can do that.
"You must be so and so's granddaughter, or grandchild, or ••• "
I've just always wanted to do that. I've, I've seen it happen so
many times. Like, I've never stayed in one place long enough to
be able to do that. And now since I've gathered all this
infonnation and I know lots more about other people, I can do
that. Participant) D-2-p.lO.
- I've only been here a little over a year. But I didn't have too
much of a sniff of how this place came about. And it's kirxl of
amazing, all the little things you find out. I suppose that's
tnle for any community, because it just didn't appear out of
nowhere... Like the attitude towards Gennan people during the
war. And, I never knew that Gennan people couldn't go to war.
Well it's not going to change my life. But it's, it's like it's
gocxi to know. And I will remember it because it's part of my
life ncM, ncM with this. Al) N-29-p.6.
- I - just understanding that I was a Gennan person. I was a
person that didn't belong. And, I guess possibly I related it to
- I did relate it to the way I felt sometimes. Um, personally,
IOOVing to a small town. • . not knowing what's probably - uh, the
community right off the bat. - You know like it's, uh. I could
relate to - I could see why this guy would want to get out of
town. Bil) N-25-p.25.
- I enjoyed it because I was learning about the community I was
living in and you sort of got some understanding about, why, -in
some ways - why they're like, they're like they are (she
laughs]. You know, it's uh, it's very, it's a very close-knit,
very family oriented. And everybody's cousins' everybody else's.
And just because of the whole sort of colony type, the way it
started, people basically didn't move away from here. (Pause]
'!hey say unless your, unless your grandparents were from here,
you don't belong. Participant) N-27-p.16.
- I mean I've learned things. . . And it's just not learning things
about drama. I mean, it - you know, making a whole different
circle of friends sort of thing. --But I guess - .•• for me, a big
thing, - because I've been waiting for this a long time. And
because I haven't been - because I didn't know these people
before, it's funny you know, live in the same town, didn't know
them at all. Hel) N-25-p. 5.
In data gathered, participants did not state directly that they

defined the connnunity differently.

However, their repeated sw:prise
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in the first set of interviews at discovering other participants who
felt similarly about the conmn.mity and who were looking for options
may have suggested that as these people had seemed to be part of the

carm.mity, that perhaps, the conununity was not entirely hanogeneous
ani disapproving.

Certainly they were no longer alone ani they were

still living within the borders of the town.
- I don •t know if, if that in itself [understanding why the
camnunity is as it is] or the fact that knowing more people fran
the drama group makes you more comfortable and seem more involved
in the conmmity. Participant) N-27-p.16.
To the extent that an "alternative group" existed, their sense of

carm.mity must have changed despite emerging "external and internal"
delineations.

b) Concept Of Self
Many participants referred to a sense of change in self quite

beyorrl learning about technical applications of theatre.

Many of

their references were indirect, but others spoke very clearly of a
sense of personal change, particularly with respect to confidence,
once more, very often in their feelings about an appropriate action.
- I think because I had, really no experience, that stopped me a
lot. I think if we did another one, I'd, I'd be more confident
about it. Joy) N-27-p. 7.
- So I think a - in a, in a broadening sense, putting this
production together and being able to just jump out and, and, and
say, "I just have a feeling that this is right" ki.rxi of thing •••
Um. I feel much more confident about. Ann) N-28-P.S.
In addition, to those changes in self, when speaking of the connnunity
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ani their charging sense of the conununity 1 participants were

in:tirectly speakirg of a charge in self insofar as they had an image
of themsel.ves in relation to "that" community.
All of these emergent senses of conununity and self were driven by

group members' interactions in creating and presenting the play.
'!heir sense of these processes as "content" related to learning will

now be explored.

Group Members' I.earnim Related To Theatre Process

Although participants experienced much of their process tacitly 1
there were a fEM "content areas" which they began to describe as the
interview continued.

For example, several participants eventually

referred to "technical" aspects of theatre practice which they did

"enmnerate" as lecuning.

When recalling more fonnal aspects of

learning this was generally the first on their list:
theatre stuff. Quite a bit of theatre stuff as a matter of
fact. Because I didn't know anything about it at all. So. I •ve
certainly learnt. Eil) N-27-p.14.
- Arrl they thought the lighting was excellent with switching back
an:i forth. "Cross fades." And uh, actually I did too. Bil)
N-25-p.S.
- '!he most I learned out of it was the theatrical things.
Especially the directing. Umrmn. Watching cam work. • • And uhl I
can look at something now its Jessie's mime group, I can look at
it and I can start to see the beginnings about how you would go
about directing plays. And, the importance, seriously, the most,
the tiniest little movement, or the, uh, placement of the actors
on the stage. And, the use of the props. Eil) N-27-p.14.
- Some

In addition to reflecting on lecuning in tenns of "theatre stuff" or

technical infonnation, some participants also spoke of learning in
tenns of roles.
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- I guess learning what all a stage manager does, am what, you
know, each area, a person, what they're responsible, uh, to do •••
Is what I fourxi was good, you know, and realized that I can sort
of do it, [she laughs) you know. Well I can do it. You know, that
I, I'm capable of, am now I know what exactly they do. What a
p:rcx:iucer does an:i you get a different view of that. Jo)
N-27-p.4.
-Ani that um, well, I learned to sort of set up rehearsal
schedules too. Sort of (she laughs) • • • Like I was, you know,
when Eileen informed me that I hadda set up a rehearsal schedule,
I thought, ''How do you", like I was just totally lost, of how to
set it up an:i everything ••• So the two of us sat down am did it.
Ani it was quite interesting, like you have to, urn, sort of work
it out that not everybcx:ly has to be there every night. Arxi that
sanel:xxly, that had - that is in Act, urn, scene eleven an:i scene
one, you're going to try and fit it so that they're able to cane
one night you know, for it. Both rehearsals, instead of having to
cane very night of the week and that. Jo) N-27-p.4.
Interestingly, when those who had acted began to speak of their
roles, theatre process in creation of the play was virtually always
inteJ:woven into their nnninations.
- Well I guess, for one thing, is that, that process of a group of
people, well. • • How two people can sit down and, and create a
scene... You'd sort of got used to in a given play or your given
a script. '!here is director who decides, a writer already
written it all. '!he director decides where things go. Arxi
basically the actors have to decide thenselves somewhat a1::x:>ut the
dlaracter, but they don't have a lot of leeway. Whereas sanething
like this you've got, innumerable choices. I.Dts of choices made,
you have to work within that character, decide on lines, am work
together. I guess I •ve learned that I can do that. Joy) N-27-p. 9.
'!his fascination concerning theatre process emerged even within
descriptions from a participant 'Who was a lighting person, but who was
involved initially in acting during the workshop and a few meetings
thereafter.
- I learned a whole lot right, then. Like I didn't know what was

going on. '!hey just said, "Hey come to this thing cause you're
goirg to be involved". So I did (he laughs] I sure didn't know I
was going to be actirg, I didn't know what the hell I was doirg.
Al) N-29-p.S.
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Interestirgly, although Al advised the group when he first atte.rxied
tllat he was not interested in acting, and then repeated tllat sent.iment
in the first interview, he did eventually assume several acting roles
in subsequent club projects.

I was present at a "going away" party

for one member three years later when Al and Jim did an irrprovisation
parallel to the one Jim and Jay had done for

cam.

Retmning to participants' reflections on their process in

creatirg the play, as enphasized previously, many individuals dwelt on
"improvisation" as key to their experience.
conce:ming their process were diverse.

'!heir observations

It must also be remembered

tllat their comments were often made in the context previously
described.
Many participants struggled when invited to provide some detail

of their irrprovisational experiences.

'!hey spoke of much of their

sense of process beirg associated with "feelings" which were explicit
for them.

However, expressing explicitly a more detailed description

of process required considerable reflection for many during the
interview.

A

fa~

responded with recollections of diverse moments of

experience in their process.
- I thought once we covered everything that had been originally in
the script, that was our message. We did it a different way. But
still we covered all that stuff. And I sort of thought, "'!hat's,
that's it. I'm finished. Bil) N-25-p.17.
- I thought I was finished. Yeah. I didn't have anything else to
say and, uh, you know, when you're on the stage and you don't
have anything else to say, -- the safest place is exit. And so I,
I left. I didn't have anything else to say. And he said, "No, no,
no, get back out there and say some more." And I really didn •t
know what I was supposed to say. I had no basis for, for what I
should be goirg on. Bil) N-25-p.16.
-Well in the next, when, either one person's stuck with nothing to
say, there's no lCXJical next step of conversation. Or if it's the
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next, piece just doesn't seem to fit, it just doesn't flow •••
Like it has to be real. Like if this was a real Gennan boy, ani
if it was a real Getman girl, is this what they'd say? If not
well then it's not working. Jay) N-29-p.G.

- cause

I wo - if you don •t - you, you get the, uh, situation •••
I suppose JOOSt important is, is it the character am then the
situation. A:rxi then try and feel the character. A:rxi do what the
character will do in that situation. Jay) How did you firrl out ••.
Mad) It's sinple and yet it's difficult. Jay) N-27-p.G.
One

participant offered his description of why some

improvisations had not been selected or had required substantial
IOOdifications before becoming a "perroanent" part of the play.
- It didn't have an ending. You were trying to say something, but
it took too long and it was too vague and. • • the same with "Pink
Pills", before it got changed. And sure there was some meaning
behind there and it was sort of a story of there, but when the
pundl-line came, you said, you know, "Okay". That was it. Al) Is
that a distinction you would have made before this production?
Mad) Uh, not really, no. Al) N-29-p.12.
'!he latter response intimated this participant's perspective had
changed based on his experience with theatre process in this project.
In focusing on participants' descriptions of what they learned in

their process and their struggles in making explicit what they had
learned, the study has also focused on the theme of change.

'Ihese

descriptions have focused largely on content of change for individuals
with respect to themselves and "the group" in tenns of theatre
process.
D.lring the interviews there were also examples of group members
referring directly to a sense of change.

Data with respect to

participants change in self-confidence was included in previous
sections.
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- ''Well Jay, what does this mean?" "We just have to go up there am
itrp:rov? You know, until he tells us to stop?" "Yeah, let's go for
it." So I thought, "I can handle this, now." So we went up there
am did it. Hel) N-2s-p.17.

However, in a few instances, participants spoke of contrasting
experiences in their process wherein they experienced a declination in
confidence.
- In the begirming, it, it it's scary because, tnn. • • I'm tl:ying to
think [she clears her throat) . In the beginning it seemed 100re

scary because I was feeling the emotion. But it changed sanewhere
over I don't know how many repetitions. Olanged from "I don't
think I can make myself feel that emotion anymore". It was good

scary in the beginning. It bee - it became just plain scary near
the errl. Because in the beginning, boy I was getting -Joyce cried
twice in a reM one night. You know. And I thought, ''Well," I mean
it's - it was scary but it was good scary. I mean if you can
elicit a reaction like that from people that's wonderful. '!bat
was really great. But maybe that was also part of my problem was
thinking, "Okay, I' 11 - I have to, I have to do that every now.
If it's going to be good that's what has to happen everytime." Yo
know. And obviously I can't and, and may maybe I was too hard on
myself, thinking that it wasn't going to be good if, if I didn't
- do it to that level each time. But that's what really started
scaring me and I, I, sai - I'm, it, it was, it was three short
minutes out of the entire production that, tnn, - I didn't want
to do again (she laughs). Ann) N-28-p. 21.
Beyond reflecting directly on an incident of experiencing personal
change concenring their past process, a few participants also spoke of
changes in 100re general tenns of group processes.
In previous segments, data has been provided which indicated

participants' sense of their process in tenns of understanding "it"
for the purposes of describing their experience to someone who might
wish to engage in such process.

Most did not focus literally on

various changes they had experienced.
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However, one participant,

Eileen, who had been closely tied with process particularly in the
first two_ months provided her sense of their process while focusing on

chan:Je in

tenns of stages.

- 'lhe closest I could come to explaining what the stages are is
sort of how it was sanething and then it was sanething else ani
then it was sanething else and then it ended up being what it
was. Eil) N-27-p.19.
Although that statement seemed vague when she uttered it in the
interview, additional data analysis suggested that it epitanized many
participants' experience of change in their process.

Fascinatingly,

her description suggests that she experienced crystallization of a

oonst.ruction of change primarily at the moment when she was faced with
contrast in what they were doing from one moment to the next.
Notably, her description relies on reification as part of her process
of comparison.

In order to observe change she is contrasting one

thing with another thing -

or in this case "sanething".

While reflecting, Eileen suggested various stages in a lengthy
description of their theatre process.

Most of her contemplations on

this topic are set out here in the study since her description offers
invaluable insight into a participant who was deeply involved in most
of group members' decision-making.

Significantly, several stages as

she describes "them" correlate with what have been referred to in the
study as "breaking point experiences" for group members.

Eileen

appears to be most sensitive to conflicts and shifts of meaning she
experienced in her interactions with group members.
- SUre there were definite stages.

Urn. I can't give
'lbere is the whole thing when, uh, we first
went for the grant or found out there was a grant.
-what had started out to be the day that we got the

But...
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them names.
got, first
And mn. Like
grant, or the

day that we first thought we'd apply for a grant - certainly
wasn't what it ended up being. So yeah, it had to go through a
lot of stages. Um ••• Went through the Francis and Jo thing •••
Ard then the summer of non-research or research or whatever
happened there in the summer. Having the meetings -going over
things and ending up going over the same things over and over
again. Ani then -when, with cam finally conrl.rq. so, yeah, it
went through definite stages. You can see definite sort of
segments. • • • After cam? • • • I couldn't say that it made any
100re chang'es. Except, of course, Lyle and Allie. Again, two new
stages - I suppose. You know. When we lost those people and
p.rt somebody else in. Eil) N-27-p.18.
- After - then when we got the grant [pause] the idea of what the
play was going to be was again different. '!han what it was when
cam got there... We were actually thinking of it as being a
three act prod -play. And that, that was just hung over fran,
uh, our first production because it was the only play we'd ever
done. Arrl we thought plays had to be on always stages with sets
type of thing.
- I don't think the play itself changed a lot [pause] after •.•
Well we, no, cam took it. Uh it was our play and we wrote it and
he used our words.
But [pause) I think cam had a 100re clear
picture of what it was going to be than any of us did. As far as
the ability to work without the sets and -without the props and
that sort of thing. He knew we could -he understood improvising.
We didn't exactly. So I don't think there was any, -there was,
there was no other sort of stage, in the chang'ing of the play
once we started working on it, it sort of went through •••
Irxli.vidual scenes chang'ed and wording chang'ed. But the whole
concept didn't chang'e. Eil) N-27-p.20.
'lhrough this series of descriptions, then, although Eileen does focus

to sane extent on experiences in which she was most highly active
given how she conceptualized her role as producer, nonetheless this is
not stages specific to her own role or actions throughout.

Instead,

she has noted periods when group members' meaning in action chang'ed.
Markedly, despite her focus on points of meaning chang'e for group
members, she did not link the word meaning with chang'e.

'!he next

focus, change in theatre paradigm may assist with additional
explication concerning this.
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Participants did not use the words "theatre paradigm11 nor did
they use the word "paradigm" as far as data collection can ascertain.

Most did not speak of different ideas concerning theatre or theatre

frameworks tmtil this last set of interviews.

Even when participants

described their own change concerning how they viewed theatre, it
seemed as though they were reaching

to know "the right" way to do

theatre, reaching for an absolutely right framework.

Once more,

participants did not express this directly; the study proposes this
interpretation based on layers of data analysis including
contemplation of both theoretical works and data from the field.
Some

participants, for example, began to view themselves as

having a more esoteric understanding of theatre through creating
stories with more subtlety.
- Instead of, of a fanner sitting in a bathtub. It's not the sort
of thing, you'd think a fanner' d do. Would be doing. We, we picked
up on a lot of things that people don't nonnally associatEd with
the past but were very definitely a part of the past. Like the
telephone scene and the ladies in the kitchen. Instead of going
on about the meeting, we went on about the scene behind it - the
meeting. Like the ladies in the kitchen. Urn. '!he women's hockey.
'!he way it was done - was all in the d.ressingroom play. cane to
think of it. No. I think it was (pause]. It had a touch of
professionalism to it. Jim) N-29-p. 6.
In tenns of their reaching towards the "right" theatre, many seemed to

focus on being "professional" as the prior quotation indicates.
ruring the cast parties, another word used concerning positive
improvement in their work was "maturing".

However, qualities

associatEd with being "more professional", or what that framework
would contain were not defined by group members.
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In spite of, or perhaps, because of this vagueness concerning
"professional theatre", many participants seemed to attach a p:rofourxl
meaning to their sense of "professional theatre".

'!his appeared to be

cxmnon ground, cultural-meaning among all orientations towards

theatre, fran "pranksters to "serious", to "socially arrl
organizationally motivated".

'!his common ground did not extend

entirely to differing approaches which were associated with their
process in creating a more "professional" play.
As described frequently in the course of this study,

participants' references to professionalism did not entirely ease
tension between two distinct approaches described as "Contingency
Control" arrl "Having Fun".

'!he latter apparently emerged fran earlier

"Go With- It" approaches to improvisational work.

Olring the

interviews participants continued to refer to differences in approach.
Interestingly, by the time of the interviews many participants
were excited, strongly supportive of a "Go With It" or "Having Fun"
explorato:cy approach.

Many of these participants appear to have

linked this approach, for example, with improvements in acting based
on a better understanding of meaning and feelings associated with a
character and a character's actions.

others, again, referring to an

increased sense of confidence focused on their willingness to rely on
feelings about whether something "worked" or "didn't work".
- Well I just think it gave me a different perspective about how to
go about know, doing, uh, doing a play. You know it doesn't have
to be sitting down with a book and memorizing lines. And having
somebody say, "You walk here. You walk over there. You put the
glass down", sort of thing. It was more - I had some input which
I liked. Bil) N-25-p.13.
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- But still, the feelings came out. And he made it so much }OC)re

-

-

clear of hc::M we should be acting when we're saying those lines.
So I think I would prefer to do a play this way again. Bil)
N-25-p.lS.
So I think a - in a, in a broadening sense, putting this
production together and being able to just junp out and, and, and
say, "I just have a feeling that this is right" kind of thing •••
Um. I feel much more confident about. Rather than sitting back
and saying, "Yes I k:now I cam memorize these lines and I knc:M, I
1o:low I will be able to deliver them properly. Ann) N-28-P.S.
We were actually thinking of it as being a three act prod -play.
Ani that, that was just hung over from, uh, our first production
because it was the only play we'd ever done. And we thought
plays had to be on always stages with sets type of thing. So, so
'!hat's one thing a lot of people are saying -that, uh, we
feel a lot more confident without sets or props n.CM. Eil)
N-27-p.l9.
But the, this, the thing that I learned from, from him in, in
that situation, is that it could be done differently than I, than
it had been done in the first production. Ann) N-28-p.4.
If, if a play was presented again, like this - like, "Iet's
write our own play, and let's do that - part, whole thing and
inprovising it". I won't, wouldn't hesitate, you know. Whereas I
can remember my own feelings last spring when we were talking
about putting a production on and I knew I was - couldn't be
involved with it, I said, ''Well, we'll see how it will turn out,
you know''. But that is definitely the way to do it. Bil)
N-25-p.l4.

we...

-

-

Although an increasing number of participants appeared to hold
the view that they had grown by adopting a changed approach and

perspective to theatre process, a few still held very tightly to
"Contingency Control" in the face of a sense of change in group
members' orientations.

One participant who did care about precision

and control considered this issue briefly.
-Maybe they don't care about things. They just do their thing and
don't think about it may be, I don •t know. Participant)

N-22-p.l7.
Notably two of the people who were oriented towards "Contingency
Control" were two people who had begun to distance themselves from the
theatre club.

They did not participate in the subsequent Variety
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Night project.

Despite this dissonance becoming somewhat donnant

then, with many of those holding that view distancing themselves from
the subsequent project, there was still the roatter of audience

response in tenns of theatre paradigm.
When speaking excitedly about being more professional,

cam was

often linked with what had roade the play more subtle and professional.
However, in the interviews most participants had tended to avoid
discussing their disappointment with the size of audience on the final
night of perfonnance.

More spoke instead of their disappointment

concerning a lack of ackna.vledgment after the perfonnances.
In reaching toward a "professional" theatre framework,

participants did not indicate that they had resolved the issue which
had set off two of their breaking point meetings.

Only one

participant spoke at length on their dilemma concerning audience

response related to professional theatre approach:

cam doesn't. Like hecam makes that quite clear that he doesn't. Um. We still do. I

- Ib we care what the audience thinks?

thought about quitting that.

About not caring what they think.

Ib a prod-do a theatrical production ha.v every you feel it should
be. - Andy Warhol or something like that [laughing] was •••
Something really off the wall, sort of thing. But- if we're

having fun doing it - so what? Or if we feel creative, doing
it, so what? You kna.v. Urmnm. But, no we still care very much
what our audience thinks. We still play to our audience.
Participant) N-27-p.13.
It is most interesting that the participant, having begun from this
orientation, seems to have been arguing with herself in her
reflections during the interview.

She continued with:

- I think this - that's, that 1 s a gocrl point. Unumn. May this
play has helped us, a little bit, in not being so hung up on what
our audience thinks. We really were. Very much so. And, and
nCM I' 11 see. Maybe we're not quite like -- so much so that it
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was, uh ••• (Pause) Enough that, you know, it would -we could
have made ourselves crazy. 'Ihings like, uh, it if was - if
sanething too offensive •.. - and like we were actually thin1d.n:J
about who would be in the audience. '!his person might be - but
I named this person, might be there. -- or, the two sisters fran
the convent ••• can we say, "God?" You know [laughing]. I, I
know we were driving ourselves a little crazy. So maybe it's
good that, uh, uh, cam•s attitude of -almost really not givirg a
shit what the audience thinks, might have helped us to realize
that - the audience can learn with us. '!hey - we'll do what we
do arxi they - let them learn a little bit about theatre instead
of havirg us do what they want. Participant) N-27-p.lJ.
It was with some irony that participants 1 changing paradigm of theatre

was to conclude with interpretation of their opening anomaly, audience
as conmunity, conununity as audience.
In this consideration of participants 1 experience with aspects of

change in theatre paradigm, to a large extent, the focus has remained
on "content of change" which participants 1 expressed experiencirg.
'lbrough focusirg on their paradigmatic approaches, however, the study
has attempted to trace what group members' original responses to

ambiguity were.

'Ihese were -

exploration of meaning through "Go With

It" and improvisational work, and "Get Something Concrete", or
anchorirg in social structure and objects to their approaches and
concepts of theatre process.

In contemplating mutually held

approaches concerning theatre, participants were also reflecting an
orientation towards change in tenns of exploration.
'Ihe more direct question is "How did participants experience or
feel change in their interactions throughout the project?"
question is considered in the following segment.
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'!his

Participants 1 Sense Of Cllange
Since raisirg the question of how participants felt arrl
experienced change, data analysis has since cane to include
consideration of theoretical works which might provide in essence an
"epistem:>logy of change".

'!he Preface arrl Part Two struggled with

this particular focus on the toore general theme of change.
D:tta was reviewed on the p:>SSibility that participants expressly
spoke of their experience of change (not content of change) •

However, no such data was located concerning participants' general
feelirg when experiencirg change.

One

participant did speak of

experience of change in a specific act of interpretirg meaning in
theatre:
- You know, sane of the movies, you see it the first time and
saneth.in:J doesn 1 t make sense. And then all of a sudden it hits
you when you see it again and it, it's so much better because you
know what's going on. Al) N-29-p.4.
However, this was an isolated expression with respect to feeling or
experiencirg change in meaning.
In addition

to this participant's reference to change, there were

examples of participants describing "saneth.in:J changing" for them, not
how they experienced change.

In sane instances, however, they did

rely on words which in:lirectly irrlicated how they experienced change.
- And then the whole scene got changed. And then we rewrote it five
times. And then [he laughs] Bill came in and did it. Jay) How did
it get changed [the Train Station Scene]? Mad) Was spontaneous.
Just like everything else. cause it wasn 1 t working this way. So
the store, and train, and then, always tryirg to, trying to fit
it in with the histo:ry of Goetheim. And then, keepirg in mini the
First World War, the Gennan conflict. And then just, bang, it's

just really hot. Jay) N-29-p. 6.
- '!here was, [pause] sane of them didn't, didn't change. I guess.
'Ihe, uh, Jay and Jim changed their little routine quite often.
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Like Jay' d suddenly, suddenly add sanet:hin.;J in or, I think the
secorrl night, he through sanet:hirg else in arrl we were all
backstage going, "Hnm? Yeah, well." Joy) N-27-p. 22.
- I didn't know that that's what they were doing when we were
disalSSing these things. So that was another surprise for me.
'!ben after we had that first script, sanethings were changed -arrl
that was changed. Am we didn't know it was going to be changed
either. Sane of that came - I guess after they went to the bar
one night or sanet:hirg. Am then neither Joyce nor I liked sane
of that so we changed sane of it again. Am then cam put a few
changes in •.• Yeah. Am then that was it. Ior) o-4-p.17.

Notably, in these two examples of participants describing a specific
change, words suggesting a quality of abruptness or suddenness were
associated with their experience of change.
When participants speak of change in "non-abrupt" t.enns, they
seem vague about hOil they experienced a sense of change.
- But it changed somewhere over I don't know hOil many repetitions.
Ann) N-28-p.21.
Eileen's statement about their theatre process changing suggests an
interesting canbination of vagueness arrl abruptness.
- '!be closest I could cane to explaining what the stages are is
sort of how it was sanet:hirg arrl then it was sanet:hirg else arrl
then it was somet:hirg else arxi then it errled up being what it
was. So there •s probably lots l[K)re little stages. Eil)
N-29-p.19.
Without additional, l[K)re explicit data it is JOOSt difficult to add to
paradigmatic attempts in this direction of creating workirg
assumptions.

'!heir sense of experiencing change may be better

considered in light of meaning creation arrl loss of meaning.

'Ibis

topic will be explored further in the final reflective chapter.
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Participants' Meanings, I.eaming Arrl Qlange
'lhe previous Act-Play began to consider participants' learnlnl in
light of their meanl.rg beirg chaRjed, frequently, but subtly arxi
tacitly, based on their on;JOirg social constructions.
sugtJested

'!hat Act-Play

that this might raise difficulties for participants with

conceptualizirg "learnlnl" in tenns of a fonnal intentional process
resultirg in their absOlute sense of "krlowirg".
'!he section in this Act-Play has explored in toore detail a

conflict between participants' orientation t.c1Nards experiential
learnlnl, "actirg appropriately in a system of cues", arxi learnlnl as
fonnal, arxi explicit.

'lhe section has described participants'

apparent stnlggle with the latter concept of learnlnl since they were
able to ergage in theatre processes despite not beirg able to
articulate how to "do sudl processes".

'lhe p.npose of this last

segment is to emphasize a few points, particularly with respect to
participants' experience of chaRje.
At this point it is ilnportant to emphasize how significant were
feelirgs as a way of "knowirg", for participants.

Several iniividuals

explicitly stated that their sense of confidence in their own feelirgs
about appropriateness was the nnst ilnportant element in their

learnlnl.
With respect to the cnoount of ambiguity arxi chaRje participants
experienced in the project, they were pressed to constantly work at
reconstructirg meanings, particularly in the sessions prior to arxi
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includirg the all-day workshop.
~

'!hey faced a similar intensity of

durjn;J the last week of the project in dress rehearsals

am

performances.
If participants did construe the TNOrd "learning" in sane absolute
sense of knowin;J (parallelin;J their reach towards a concept of
theatre) then that may have caused sane sense of breakin;J point.

'lheir contrasting experience with such an idea may have precipitated
sane sense of relativism.
~e

am

In other words, each time they experienced

reconstruction, whatever they had "lean1E!d11 , whatever

meaning they had consb:ucted or internalized was vulnerable to

reinterpretation.

'!heir sense of process might be particularly

exposed to a constant sense of reconstru.ction making ar:ry sense of

"absolute knowing" foreign

-am

pertlaps, frightening.

For example, the study has posited that many participants
suffered experiencing ananic coniitions with the errl of the project

am

their disappointment with respect to audience response.

'!he study

has suggested that sane participants' self-acknowledged non-reflection

Several participants appear to have used a "Go With

was purposeful.

It" approach in tenns of leaping into another project rather than
reflect.i.n;

am

learning that they were experiencing ananic coniitions.

When the interviews began, sufficient time had elapsed so that
no;t

participants had either distanced themselves fran the group,

reclaiming other anchors, or they had begun to develop anchors through
a new project.

Reflection at this later point may not have posed a

potential darger.

to

~e

"Ieami.ng'', however, in the face of their responses

may still have been problematic.
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'!he final chapter will

continue with such considerations.

However, before leavirg the

"inmediate" altogether, to retunl to the toore "abstract", one final

note on participants' perspectives ani actions after the last part of
the Heritage Project.

EPII.CGUE

'!his final segment of the Mobile-framework canbines data fran
participants' present at the time of the secorrl interviews with some
data about their

"future" after the last interview. '!his Epilogue

as sculpted epitanizes the Mobile-framework's arrangement of
.
. t'l.1l\e. 6
suspens1on
m

Descriptions derived fran the interviews in segments thus far
primarily focused on participants' "present" reflections on their past
interactions during the period.

However, a few participants also made

links between what they had done in pursuit of the Heritage Project
ani what they were currently doirg in the ''Variety Night" project:

- Like Jo didn't act rut she stepped in ani harrlled the backstage
as if she had done it all her life. [Jessie is referrirg to Jo's
work in the Heritage Project.] Mime is risky. ['!he "next
project" the group had taken up was a series of mimes for a
''Variety Night". Jo was acting, doing some of the mime.] Like
it's not readirg lines ani doirg that. So I think it [the
Heritage Project] gave us a lot of confidence. As irrlividuals,
ani as a group in whole that we can do anything. We can harrlle
it. Jes) D-2-p. 9.
- It's good to have the practice just doing the makeup ani, we're
all doirg our CMn makeup. Hel) [Helen is referrirg to the Variety
Night perfonnances.] N-25-p.J.
Even without considerable contextual description, although few in
mnnber, these ani another handful of participants 1 statements
suggested a substantial change from the
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be;Ji.nnl.n1 of the Heritage

Project to the activities participants were willi.n:J to do in the
Variety Night Project.

For instance, Jo had :irrlicated in previous

interviews that she would leave the actirg to others.

Al was to act

in later projects as well.
In addition, eventually when I observed their perfonnance at

Variety Night, I noted that not only did they have limited props, but
several who did mime had no dialogue upon which to rely.
also constructed scenes themselves.

'!hey had

All of these activities after the

Heritage Project seemed to :irrlicate "dramatic c::ban;Je" in participants'
willingness to explore

am

"take risks" with their perfonoances in

contrast with their first concems in the project.
Returning once 100re to the "present of the interviews" Eileen had

irrlicated one instance wherein participants continued after the
Heritage Project to be "spontaneous" or inprovise in places quite
external to a sense of theatre group.

She also spoke in the intei:view

of how bei.n:J freed of a focus on props arxi sets had broadened their
options to set up stage in other locations in the ccmnunity.
- Arrl, am it's still happening now. 'Ihat confidence of, of, uh,
well you know like - Bill intei:viewi.n:J people in the bar. I
mean, [she laughs] we're, we're a much 100re spontaneous group.
No. See - um. (Pause] Anna talks a lot, about worki.nj without
sets. am lots of people do. I'm - there was sane talks arxi
chatterirg about if we would try dinner theatre. Arrl nobody's
scared of goirg out of the high school's theatre now. You know,
like after our first production people were scared of goirg out
of that theatre because it has lights in there arxi sets in there,
arxi the stage. Arrl that isn't there anyroore. People are ready
to go out am do a dinner theatre without any trouble at all.
Arrl, arxi then they're sayirg t:l:'li.n:Js like, ''Well sure you can just
harg a curtain arxi we can have one ba.throan arxi, arxi that's okay
because you can put this arourrl their heads arxi that kini of
tl'lin.;J. We don't need lots of sets, arxi we don't need lots of
costumes. Eil) N-27-p. 21.
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'Ihese comments, suggest that participants were continuirg to redefine
their anchors arxl their theatre paradigm.

Participants also did

branch out into dirmer theatre held outside of the theatre in a loc:al
hotel.
One additional description provided by

one participant in an

interview inllcated that participants were also making links with each
other arxl usirg theatre in other ccmnunity settirgs.

- we•re, uh, we've been doirg it for about, uh, four weeks n.c:JW. Arrl
they get three classes a week, of drama. Arrl the last couple of
weeks I've been concentratirg on mime. '1he same sblff we're doirg
with Jessie. • • Arrl we •ve done that so we're puttirg on a mime
show on Friday afternoon for all the schcx:>l. • • Arrl I invited
Jessie arxl the rest of the group to came aver. • • arxl it should be
fun. Bil) N-25-p.1.
'!his was fascinatirg news, for participants had reawlied their

experience of theatre to entirely different settirgs.

Regardless of

how broadly or narrowly one defines "learning" surely they were
learning.
'!here is one last note which is 100re consistent with the notion

of "epilogue" than these previous descriptions of participants'

"present" experiences in interviews.

I have naintained sane limited

fonn of contact with participants durirg data analysis.

Most of this

has been in the fonn of correspondence, although I did atterrl both the

''Variety Night" arxl one of their dinner theatres.

In addition, I was

invited to a "goirg away" party for one of the participants.

I have

also had the opportunity to chat with a few participants in chance
meetirgs.

One participant who has IOCJVed
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to Saskatoon has also

maint:ained contact through brief visits.
club have

organized~

'lhose in the current theatre

out newsletters ani I have received copies

of those for the last two years.
'1hrough. these various fonns of oontact, several participants have

inticated informally that the group as it came to operate within two
years of the Heritage Project, terx1s to do at least two perfonnances a
year.

One perfonnance has been a dinner theatre canedy.

AR?arently

comedies ani dinner theatres have proven to be a highly popular
combination, apparently "selling out" each time phrase.

that coveted

'!he other production has terned to be a "serious play", one

year a technically difficult mystery to do, another year a
dramatically cieinarrli.rg play which included the topic of incest.
'!hose who have remained with the theatre club since the project
have affinned a sense that presentirg two productions was a means of
resolving their dilemma concerning audience.

'!he dinner

theatre-comedy has been described as a way of managing to affinn their
appeal to the community.

'!he sec::orrl dramatic production apparently

has not been generally sold out.

However, the seconi production has

tended to satisfy sane participants' aspirations to be challerged in

tenns of technical theatre ani to do plays of social significance.
'!hey have also perfonned the "secon:i production" at provincial
festivals, havirg anchored themselves for those purposes outside of
their community.
Although my contacts with "original" participants ani with all of
those in the present theatre club have been limited, they seem to be
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thrivirg with respect to the theatre clubs' presentations.
Apparently, the Heritage Project has added anply to a rich history of
running jokes.

As well group members'

pain, pleasure,

am

passion

have been sculpted into dressingrocm ani cast party stories to inspire

both laughter ani experience of the profOUI'Xi.
'lb suggest that this is a conclusion is not only

epist:eloologically inconsistent but i.Irpossible given the fascinating
wonderful, ani dynamic people studied.

'Ibis epilogue shifts fran

Hamlet to intrcxiuce essence fran another Shakespearean play which
contemplates parallels of life to theatre Ani thereby hargs a tale ...
- As You Like It, II, iii, line 28.
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NOr.&S

1m many ways this

statement, although inte:rrled as a cc:mpliment

fran the in:tividual was not :reassurirg for me. It oonfinned that for
some group members bein;J studied, escalated to some extent the
significance of the project ani therefore their sense of risk in what

they did.

My very presence 'WOUld act as a :remirxier of

this.

~t perspective lay in some oonflict with another participant's
perspective. '!he sec:oni participant assumed a core set of people were
emergin;J fran the project with few other people beirg willirg to
involve themselves in any capacity.
3

In:tividuals' descriptions were mixed conc:::emirg response of

those who actually att:emed the perfonnance. sane enthusiastically
suggested that they had heard mainly positive CCilllSlts, others stated
that they had received sane negative, sane positive. still others had
heard mainly negative reviews. '!hose who were JOOSt upset stated that
they had received little or no ~ other than people recognizin;J
that the in:tividual had been in the play. '!he majority seemed to be
sea.rchirg for sane certainty fran those who had atten:ied.

~ortunately, I did not ask participants directly durirg the
interviews how they conceived of "leai1lirg". '1hrough data analysis it
has emerged as a IrOSt ilrp:>rtant question to be explored in future
within such studies as this.
5
'1here is no doubt that durirg the i.ntel:views, participants would
also have looked to my reaction for even with inp:rovisation on the
stage, audience reaction, directorial reaction was a JOOSt ilrp:>rtant
cue. Havirg a sense of this I had explained at the beginni.rg of both
sets of interviews that my opinion was not ilrp:>rtant, since the study
was focused on how they had experienced or made sense of their
experience.
I continued to resporrl in those tenns if asked for my opinion or
a reaction at any time durirg the i.ntel:view. I also in:ticated with
one participant who seemed JOOSt concerned that I 'WOUld diSOJSS with
her my opinions after the i.ntel:view was over. I<no'Nirg this seemed to
allow her to relax to sane extent ani express herself 100re fluidly.
Given that all of these irrlividuals had spent the time in the
project becc:lnim highly sensitized to an exchange of cues, of
responses, I am equally convinced that even if my responses were
relatively muted,· many participants 'WOUld have been focused still on
interpretirg my responses in tenns of acx:eptance or rejection. My
sense of those interviews wherein I was able to facilitate best was
when a participant would speak for sometime without looki.rg to me for
response, al.nx::st not looki.rg or hearin;J "the outside world" at all.
It is, however, impossible to detennine my success or failure at
providing cues suggestirg pervasive context other than self-reflection
for the person beirg interviewed.
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Markedly, the participant who was manifestly JOOSt anxious for my
opinion was one of those who also foum herself expressing distancing
fran the group. one of her canments towards the ern of the interview
was:
- I.eaming? I was trying to get a lot nore but you wouldn't tell me
anything. Lor) Oh, about my opinion? Mad) Yeah. Lor) N-22-p.34.

'!his provided another, interestir\3 interpretation of 1~ in tenns
of teaching, of having saneone outside of the in:tividual as guide or
resource person.
6
Arguably, if describir\3 participants' present in accordance with
the timi.rg of the interviews, this "data" is not entirely suitable for
an epilogue. However, past, present, am future, are odd concepts
when pit into the context of interviews which stretch aver a number of
days. It is not in response to that concern alone that I have placed
this material in the Epilogue. As I was not in att:er:dance at sessions
of the secorxl project, the Variety Night, my data was limited to a few
ccmnents fran sane of the participants. '!his data base being
substantially nore limited I int:erxied to segzegate this description to
recognize distinction in the fonn of study am interpretation.
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IN'mOilJCriON

'!his constitutes the fourth

the text.
in context.

am

final Part of the main body of

'nle title of this Part signals a :roost important transition

'!his consists of a sirgle chapter written from a shift in

perspective concemi.rg the work.
'nle final Part resembles group menbers' activities as described

in the last piece of the Mobile-franework.

In the interviews,

participants were invited to reflect on their experiences from the
vantage point of "completion" of their project.

Similarly, this Part

contemplates the study mainly from a retrospective vantage point.
These reflections are primarily directed towards consideration of what
the study offers to present

am

future constructions by adult

educators.
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CHAPrER NINE

REFIEClTJE STAGE

Studied Reflections

Belike this show inp:>rts the argument of the play.
- Hamlet, III, ii, line 132.
'lhe closest I could come to explaini.rq what the stages are is
sort of how it was sanethi.n;J am then it was sanet.hi.rg else am
then it was sanet.hi.rg else am then it errled up beill; what it

was. So there's probably lots toore little stages.
N-29-p.l9.

Eil)

'Ibis final chapter begins with overview of the study's objectives

am

work guided by those objectives.

surmnarized in a secon:i segment.

Limitations of the study are

A third segment outlines a theme

which emerged as daninant in creation of the study's rich description.
'Ihese three summaries constitute the first section.

IJhey provide

context for a middle which distinctly shifts focus to reflect on the
study related to adult educators • present constructions.

'lhe final

section proffers reflections on future direc:tions.

IJhe first of three contextual summaries, this first segment
includes in its overview analysis concerning the relationship between
two sets of emergin:J objectives.

'IHE S'IUDY' S OBJECriVES

IJhe finale brirgs opportunity to reflect on experience fran rise
to curtain close.

With the conclusion of <llapter Eight, the curtains
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have now closed on presentations of: a narrative of the fieldwork
experience (Part

one), a synthesis of "WOrking assunptions fran data

analysis (Part 'IWo), arrl a representational fonn, emergirg also fran
data analysis, the Mobile-framework (Part 'lhree).

SUspension of the

Mobile-framework's last piece largely concluded \tlOrk driven by both
sets of the study's objectives.
'!he first set of objectives was to: a) develop a "rich

description of a group of in:lividuals engaged in doirg theatre with
adult education as one of their pw::p::ses" arrl b) then relate that
description "to literature concerned with relationships between
theatre arrl adult education".

However, initial conceptions of this

detailed accountirg of group members • experiences, or rich
description, have changed through the work.
Work was also propelled by a secorrl set of "refined" objectives:

"to both attribute arrl represent significance adequately to that which
is studied".

'Ihese objectives called for the "rich description" to

reflect qualities of consistency.

'Ibis required careful attention to

processes of data analysis arrl presentation.
Related to this processual. work of creatirg the rich description,
constructions emergi.rg fran data analysis were critically considered
both to detennine: a) whether they offered "adequate explications to
questions emergi.rg fran various areas of research"; arrl b) whether
"these explications were episte.loologically arrl ontologically
consistent".
In addition

to p:roviciin;J an interpretative description of group

members' experiences, as a secorrl element of processual description,
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Parts Two

am

'lbree have also outlined details of conceptual struggle

in data analysis.

Details of conceptual struggle have been described

through outl.i.nmj both emerg~ struggle

am

the path chosen.

Work related to this secorxi set of refined oojectives primarily
concluded with canpletion of Part Two's synthesis of data analysis
( includ.irg theoretical works)

am

Part 'lbree •s provision of a struggle

with method to present significance through the Mobile-framework.

It

is this secorrl set of objectives which links JOOSt st.:rorgly the work
described in the first three Parts with this Part.

Before considering

these links toore specifically, "limitations of the study" will be
addressed as additional context for reflection.

LIMITATIONS OF 'lHE S'IUDY

"Limitations" stem not only fran finite resources of time

am

finances, they also arise fran the nature of the research shaped by
epistem::>logical framework ard ethical considerations.

!he original

search was for group members • experiences, their meaning.

providing a description fran fieldwork

am

Beyorrl

data analysis, the

objectives aspire to "attribute arrl represent significance
adequately".

Limitations of the study nust be considered within these

concerns.

a) Confidentiality
To respect participants • right

to confidentiality, I have not

used the actual na:mr::s of the town, the theatre group, or the group
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members.

Principally, in this representation I have attenpted to

retain detail significant to the study, while anittirg that which
would specifically divulge identity of CC111111.Dlity, theatre group or
participants.

Admittedly, this also limits the reader's search for

other sources with respect to the participants, the theatre group, arrl
the community.

Ethical considerations in tenns of participants'

rights, however, have been given priority.

b) Librazy Research

A

secom

research.

generation.

limitation is linked with methodology arrl library

'lhe study has relied upon an iniuctive approach in theory
When

enterirg the field I began :inmediately to interpret

group members' experiences.

I sought out theories which offered sane

explication for these early experiences.

Search for other theories

continued when new questions arrl concerns euerged.
Data analysis swiftly required searches which crossed
disciplinary constructions.

'Ihrough multidisciplinary research,

explications were sought in TNOrks of theatre, adult education,
methodology, arrl 100re general social theory. Given the
multidisciplinary literature review associated with this TNOrk, I do
not claim to have sw:veyed in depth all those areas which might assist
in interpretirg arrl representin:J group members' experience.
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c) Data Collection, Data Analvsis, Ard Selection For Representation
'!here were also limitations with respect to three other core

activities of this TNOrk, data collection, data analysis, ani selection
for representation.

1) Data Collection
Not beirg located in the carmmity, I travelled there for
specific events.

'1hese included all fonnal. meetirgs ani interviews.

I also remained there on occasions when I bec:ame aware of an infonnal
gatherirg.

Despite the many hours spent in the carmmity this

entailed focused activity with theatre group members.

n.trirg this

time I was generally unavailable to study activities of those outside
of the group, in laz:ger "carmmity".
On

a few occasions, I did sperd time in the laz:ger camn.mity.

Eileen took me on a

wal.kirx.J tour of

the camunity.

Her itinerary

provided for visits to the local newspaper office, the
religious shrine outside of the town.

llllSeUlll,

ani a

We also visited the townhall,

and the library.
In addition

to this tour, with meetirg places c.har¥.;Jirg initially,

and interviewirg group members in restaurants in various parts of

town, within the first few weeks I was able to navigate ani recognize
local laOOmarks.

As

well, I sat with members of the camunity in the

audience each night of the perfonnance.

Nonetheless, I met few people

fran the camunity outside of the theatre group.
Limited access to camunity members has shaped the content of
this presentation dramatically.

What seemed JOOSt significant for
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pmposes of the study was group members • meanings in c::x:mlX)n concerning
"the canm.mi.ty".

Description has been primarily confined to that.

As well as havin;J limited involvement with canm.mi.ty members'

interactions, I also had limited involvement with group members'
activities.

For instance, bein;J a newcaner, ani not livin;J the

canm.mi.ty, I was not part of participants' emergin;J P'lonin.;J tree.
Even when in close proximity, I was not necessarily party to sane
of group members' interactions.

Group members' interactions were

not

confined to one location. Particularly durin;J the later stages, sane
members went to classrooms or hallways in the school to work on

scenes, or to locate props in the p:roproan.

rurin;J dress rehearsals

and the final perfonnance there were three locations -

backstage

am the dressin3rooms. I atten:led

the stage,

the perfonnances ani left

my tapereco:rder runnin;J in the wanen' s dressingroan.
'!here were those in particular subgroups with whan I had less
contact.

one

of two "neglected" subg:roupirgs, tedmical crew members

were situated in a rnnnber of different locations including the sourrl
booth ani backstage.

When the tedmical crew began to emerge as part

of organizational structure, my contact with these members was limited

to time spent with irrlividuals in these roles prior to ani after lcu:ge
group meetings.

Interviews with those ergaged in technical crew

activities afforded sane sense of their experiences.
'!here is also limited data on interactions aiOOrlCjSt a seconi

subg:roupin;J, male members of the cast durirg dress rehearsals ani
perfonnances.

I did not enter their dressingroan since other wanen in

the theatre group did not typically do so.
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Ien]th ani intensity of contact with all group members varied.

I

maintained constant contact for about a six toonth period with at least
those members of the group who were involved in the project fran its
inception.

As well, two participants, Jessie ani lenore, invited me

to stay in their banes.

Eileen gave me a tour of the town ani spent a

great deal of time with me describing bits of Goetheim's history.
While I spent a little toore time with sane participants, there
were others with whan I had less.

Because two people joined the

project in late September, my oontact with these two members was toore
limited.

In addition

to oontact with these "late caners" at meeti.n;Js,

two interviews with them assisted greatly in redresslnj the toore

limited oontact with them.
Finally, participants' feelirgs ,- their gestures to express
feelirgs, ani their general P"tYsical IOOVement could not be replicated
herein.

More enpmsis has been placed upon participants'

articulations than other fonns of data.

'lhese, then, were primary

limitations in my data oollection process with group members ani with
connnunity members.

'!here have also been limitations in tenns of data

analysis process.

2) Data Analvsis

'!hose ergaged in qualitative studies cxmoonl.y report experiencing
an inuroation of data.

'!his study is no exception.

Vast quantities

have been amassed all of which cannot be represented herein.

For

instance, since the study fOCUSEd upon group members' interactions at
meetirgs, interview data has been used only in a supplementary
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capacity.

As

well, only daninant themes have remained within this

representation.

HO#IeVer, there is 100re than one source for daninant

themes.
I interpreted them through synthesis of data analysis, theme

As

sources include those etlla'girg fran group :members 1 experiences of
making meanirg in the project, an:i those etlla'girg fran adult

educators 1 oonstructs.

'!his might better be explained in tenns of

"selection for representation".

3) Process Of Selection For Representation
A tension exists between the first set of objectives an:i the

secom

set of objectives.

'!his tension has been manifest JOOSt

markedly in attenpts to select what was significant for purposes of
this representation.
Frequently,

representation considers exclusively those who

"experienced", an:i "content of their experience".

'lbe study •s

principal focus has been interpretirg an:i presentirg group members 1
meanirg.

Representation, however, nust also be oonsidered in tenns of
meanings of the generator of description an:i meanings for "the

audience", those to whan representation is directed.

Hence,

intenningled with description aimed at portrayin] group members 1
meanings, are nr:1 proc:essual struggles to interpret an:i to represent.
'Ihese struggles have been about canirg to tenns with
of this experience.
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nr:f

own meanings

My

own tooani.ngs included a desire to link group members'

tooani.ngs, as I .interpreted them, to constructions held by adult

educators, the audience for this study.

'!his consideration was

previously voiced in an emergin;J question: What does this study offer
to present arrl future constructions of adult educators? To respcni to
that question assunptions must be made about contemporary context,
interests, arrl

con.cenlS

of "adult educators".

In the previous Parts arrl the Preface, the study has already made

explicit several assunptions about context arrl meanirg for those
associated with adult education.

'1hese assunptions about context arrl

constructions of adult educators have been framed in tenns of "social
constnlction" arrl "paradigm" as fO\.ll'}jational theoretical structures in
order to maintain episteoological

am ontological consistency.

'!he study did not camrnarrl massive resources required for

developin;} detailed constructions Of adult educators I interactions anl
tooani.ngs as were used to describe theatre group members 1 interactions
and tooani.ngs.

However, based on literature reviewed throughout this

thesis, a key assunption about what many adult educators express
experiencin;J in camroon has been made explicit in previous chapters.
What follows is a remirrler, a summaey of a previously described theme
emergirq as daninant in participants 1 constructions ani begi.nrlin] to
emerge as daninant in adult educators 1 constructions.

SUMMARY OF A IXMINANT '!HEME,

"OJANGE",

SHAPING RICE DESCRrPI'ION

When I first at.terxied participants 1 meetin;Js, I was IOOSt

interested in studyirq their activities in tenns of learning.
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I

wished to observe how these in:lividuals were leamin:J through
"theatre", in a cxmnunity context.

Although there was oonsiderable

fonnality in their interactions, I oonsidered theirs to be an
"infonnal" settirxJ in tenns of adult education.

In other TNOrds, they

were primarily concerned with theatre, not with education.
As I began

to focus on nethodology, ani toore particularly

ethnography, my initial attention to "learnirg'' as primary was turned
upside down.

'lhe first set of objectives framed in tenns of

ethnography required a far 100re general focus.

'lb create a "rich

description" based on group members • experiences of the project, I
needed to collect
the project.

data~

all aspects of their experience with

'!heir meanirg of leamin:J ani their processes related to

leamin;J would have to be ume.rst.ood within group members' lcn:ger ani
emerging framework of meanirgs ani interactions.
'lhe secon:l set of objectives, rooted in processual aspects of the

first set, provided assistance in selectirg themes consistent with the
lcn:ger, methodolcgical framework.

'lhemes emerged fran two sources in

synthesis of data analysis.

a) '!heme Of Cllange Emel:qincr Fran Group Members • Interactions
'lhe narrative description of group members' activities in
Parts One ani '1bree portrays a canplex of themes.

One theme has

emerged, however, as daninant: participants' constant experience of
change.

Virtually all other themes have been cast within a framework

that attempts to make meanirg of that theme.
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Most group members seem to have suffered fran experiencin:.J change

particularly intensively
theatre project.

dur~

the first half dozen meetin:js of the

Besides sta'ti.rg their

experi~

of change as

thematic, in an attenpt to offer epist:eoolCXJical ex>nsistency in
representation, the Mobile-framework was crafted with a sensitivity
towards portray~ group members' process in changin:.J meanin;J.

Scx:ial theory, which might make explicit group members' sense of
change am their responses, was contemplated.

Meanirg,

cultural-meanin;J (a sense of meanin;J held in c::c:moon) am their
emerg~

sense of structure related to emergin:.J meanin;J, all were

considered in tenns of their experiencin:.J of change.
Rela'ti.rg this back to original intentions in the :researdl, what
implications have arisen

~

study of "leanri.ng"?

COntemplation

of leanrl.ng as a phenanenon to be observed has been dislodged as a
prilnary startin:} point for the study.

Consideration of group members'

interactions precipitated reconceptualization of leanrl.ng.

I began to

interpret leanrl.ng fran within a larger ex>nceptual framework
fran data analysis.

emerg~

Based on this emergirg framework, group members'

experience of leanrl.ng might only be urxlerstood in relationship with
meaning am change.
In data analysis am in see1d.ng
was

out a fonn of representation, it

not only group members' meanings which were to be considered.

audi~

for the representation, adult Educators' context am

constructs were JOOSt significant.
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As

b) '!heme Of

ClJange

Emerqing In Constructions Of Adult Educators

When dlarxje began to surface as daninant theme in group members •

experience, nr:t seardl through various literatures became sensitized to
experience of change as a theme in the research generally.

Beginning

with general context, the Preface ertP'lasized experience of constant
change as daninant theme for all those livirq in IOOdem, Western
culture.

'lhe Preface suggested that those ergaged in adult education

both experience themselves

am

'WOrk with those experiencirq change.

In addition, Qlapter Five's review of literature on both methcx:iology

am

theoretical frameworks relied upon by adult educators reveals

substantial transition in recent years.
'lhe study assumes, then, that those ergaged in adult education

hold experience of change in CXlll11D:)n both as irrlividuals
of their 'WOrk.

am

in tenns .

In addition, despite 100re than one paradigm in adult

education, a CXlll11D:)n objective for adult educators is to encourage
specific 1dn:1s of dlarxje.

As previously stated in the Preface, "in a

flood of dlarxje we hope to effect a precise effort to change "·
~experience

of change as a daninant theme in our context,

the Preface posed a general question to adult educators.

"In our

efforts to bring interrled change, how have we, as adult educators,
taken into aCCO\.Ult

am

respomed to CXlll11D:)nly held experiences of

pervasive, unint:errled dlarxje? 11 Given this

am

other emergent questions

concerning dlarxje as theme, the study has suggested that adult
educators

ImJSt be concerned

with ''what we nean by dlarxje- how we

experience change as opposed to "content of dlarxje".
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In attenptirg to n:spc:ni to the series of questions emergirg

throughout the study, four major areas of discovery emerged out of the

study.

'lhe JIX)re specific question of what we mean by

am

~e

how

that influences our responses to leamin;J processes both as leamers

am

adult educators has been key to all four areas.
REFI.ECriONS AND OFFERINGS '10 CDNS'I'mJcriONS OF .AIXJirr EWCA'IORS,
FaJR KEY ARFAS OF DISCXJVERY m '!HE SIUDY

'lhe four areas of discovery have been used to organize

reflections conc:::emin;J what the study offers to present
constructions of adult educators.
the work bein:J so interwoven.

am

future

'lhe task is made JIX)re difficult by

'!his chapter

am

this section, however'

offer highlights only, reflections on key areas of the study.
To cxmcentrate focus, reflections on the four areas of discovery

are framed in tenns of the themes meaning,

~e,

am

leamin;J.

'!he

first segment of this section provides a summary of these four key
areas of discovery followed by a segment in which reflections mlfold.

OVERVIEW OF FOOR ARFAS OF DISCDVERY EMERGING

m

'!HE SIUDY

To act as a reminier of the Preface's framework, this segment

briefly reviews four areas of discovery generated through the study's
objectives

am

through themes emergin;J in data

analysis.

'lhese four

areas of discovery have been organized into bNo sub-themes.

'lhe order

in which these sub-themes appeared in the Preface has been rea.rranged.
In this section they begin with change

am

constructions of "adult

educators", rather than "leamers". since the focus of this chapter is
on adult educators this shift seemed IOOSt appropriate as bridgework.
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a) O:langin:r Constructions Of Adult Educators:
Methodolooy Arxi Methods
A :fl.lrWmental. focus which framed exploration in the study
concemirg chan;;Je arxi constructions of adult education was:
What we mean by charge arxi how that influences our responses to
leamin.;J processes as adult educators.
Although this statement warrants many avenues of exploration, within
this sub-theme the study cont:enplated it mainly in tenns of
methodology, with two areas of discovery emerging fran this aspect of
the work.
1) One focus for the study was on charge in methcxiological works
reflecting charge in adult educators• constructions of adult
education.
2) A seconi area of discovery took the fo:r:m of a primary focus on data
analysis process.

More particularly, to assist in data analysis

process arxi emergirg representational fonn, I searched for process
arxi methods sensitive to imividuals' meanings charging.

Work on this sub-theme was necessary in o:rder to link the
ethnographic interpretations emerging in the study with adult
educators' constructions.

'!he sec:::oni sub-theme focuses on 'WOrk

emergirg fran the ethnographic e.mtilaSis in the work.

b) Changing Constructions Of "Iearners":
Participants 1 Emerging Comnl.mity Arxi 'Iheatre Experiences
'Ihe seconi sub-theme parallels the first, being framed in a
similar marmer:
What we mean by charge arxi how that influences our actions ani
responses to leamin.;J as "learners".
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'!his was studied through enpirical research, an ethnograP1Y.

'lWo key

areas of discovery emet:ged through this aspect of the work.
3) A major focus for analysis became i.nterpretin] ani representin]
participants 1 social processes related to constructions of me.anirg,
chan;Je' anj

leanrl.n:J.

4) Within toore general study of participants 1 social processes a toore
specific area of discovery oonsidered group members 1 theatre
experience in terms of paradigm creation as part of social process.
'!his work has been concerned with heM theatre experiences may have

influenced participants 1 meanirgs of chan1e.
Details c::oncemi.rg what has emet:ged fran these four areas has been
disclosed previously in Parts One, '!Wo, am 'Ihree.

Review of these

four areas bein; catplete, the chapter now reflects on what the work
offers to adult educators.

REFI.ECl'IONS AND OFFERINGS RElATED '10 FaJR AREAS OF DISCXJVERY

As

adult educators livin; in context of pervasive chan;Je we are

also increasingly faced with sortin; through theories ani methods
which make canpetin; claims ani have shiftin; influence on those
engaged in adult education.

When engagin] in all aspects of

adult education we do so amidst this ongoin; experience of chan1e
wherein nothing may be taken for granted.
'Ihese reflections are loosely couched in terms of three different

orientations adult educators hold.

'Ihese orientations include

focus on: a) oonsiderin; constructions of adult education as
frante"NNrk, including chan1ing theories of discovery in research
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methodology an:i methods (paradigm watchers) ; b) \YOrking towards making
explicit theoretical contents of an adult education paradigm upon
which adult educators may ccme to rely in their \YOrk (theo:cy content
researchers); an:i c) respc:n:lirg to concems about specifics of day to

day practice (practitioners) •

Reflections addressed to these

differirg orientations are spread throughout this section.
'!he first t\t10 of the foor sets of reflections conte.nplate concerns
which arise fran experience of c.hanle in tenns of adult educators'

constnlctions of

"research".

'lhese reflections IOOSt directly address

adult educators conce:rned with prooesst'al questions about adult
educators' changirg frameworks (paradigm watchers) •
In

tenns of fonnat, generally, the ensuirg sets of reflections

first offer constructions of questions an:i concems related to c.hanle
which etllEID:Jed within the study's foor areas of discoveries.

'!his is

followed by offerings in the fonn of errergirg strategies an:i responses
to those concerns an:i questions.

Given the open-enied, irrluctive

nature of the study, reflections have prcxiuced a few new \YOrking
assumptions included in the followirg descriptions.
a) Methodolooy Reflectim Olarge
In Adult Educators' Constructions Of Adult Education
Adult educators are experiencin.;J change conceming their
framework of adult education.

Cbarges are eme:rgirg both with respect

to theo:cy content upon which framework is based, an:i with respect to
discove:cy process of working on theoretical content, c.hanlirg
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methodology ani method.

In tenns of episteloology, "content theory",

ani "discovery process theory" are irdivis:ible.

For heuristic

purposes, however, they have been divided.
'!he study is concerned with

''both". '!his

segment focuses on a

particular interest in a widely recognized shift in tenns of research
methodology, fran quantitative to qualitative research.
1) Questions Ani Interpretation Of Adult Educators'
Resoonses To <llarge

Research work in the study produced a series of questions

arisirg out of experience of transition in research orientation.
'lhese included questions related to changirg oontent of theory,
methodology, ani methods.

What then are our experiences of these many

changes in adult education?

What,meanin.;J do we derive of change

related to adult education?

Finally, do we respon:i to our meanings of

change with any particular process?
'!he study offers these questions as a startirg point for
research.

'!he study :resporxis directly ani irdirectly to aspects of

these questions throughout the work generally.

It has offered an

analysis in response to the first two questions.
'!he study posits that our response to experience of change has

been na;t frequently directed to "content" of change.

As previously

described, if part of change is identified as people losirg their
jobs, we develop jd:> retra.inin;J programs for irdividuals.

others

engaged in education who are concerned with theory of change have
engaged in p:ressirg for change in tenns of "institutional refonn".
the case of the latter, although praooting a different institutional
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In

strategy for chan;Je, again, beirg directed toward p:roduciDJ certain
chan;Je, "content" of chan;Je terxls to becane the primary focus.
'!he study argues for the need to brirg how we experience

pervasive c.han;Je into the foregrouni of adult educators'
constructions.

Not only 1lllSt we c:onte.n"plate whether we have a

commonly held experience of c.ban;Je, but we 1lllSt consider what our

responses are if we do.

'!he third question pranpts these

considerations.
2) Paradigm As Heuristic Device:
Response To <llargim Sense Of F'ralneWork

'!he study respc:njs to the third question with the asst.mption that

we do hold experience of chan;Je in ccmoon arrl it proposes a strategy
relied on by others to frame our experience of chan;Je.

'!he study has

described our cama1 experience in tenns of paradigm arrl paradigm
transition.

'1he study has also pursued both what that means, arrl what

strategies we may attenpt to use in order to praoot.e paradigm
developnent.
3) Questions Ani Strategies Concerning
·Experience With "Paradigm Transition"
To guide this p.rrsuit of me.anirg arrl strategy, other questions

How do we COl'lS'tnlct our adult education frameworks,

have emerged.

-

or paradigms?

How do

our constructed paradigms chan;Je? When do we

experience ourselves as beiDJ in transition? How do we respord to
transition?
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Many of these questions have not been asked within the context of

particular pieces of research.

Questions concerning inplications of

bein} in transition must surely be JOOSt significant, given that our

experience of these shifts in our constructions of adult education
take place within our sense of charge as pervasive in our social

interactions.
Experience of chargin; methodology emerged as significant for the
study particularly through transitions which result in differences

among resource materials.

Differences in tenninology, differences in

approach, new methods available at different points in the study, ani
gaps wherein no extant materials afforded an explication for the
study 1 s questions, all reinforced the notion of bein} in transition.

Yet, materials did not generally refer to "strategies" for a
"transitional phase".

When placed plrely in contrast with each other,

qualitative ani quantitative research descriptions imply a pemanent
quality.

By suggesting that "they" are different in certain ways,

indirectly it also suggests that this is pennanently the case- that
ideas conceming qualitative ani quantitative research never charge.
How has the study

explored experience with paradigmatic

transition in our constructions of methodology?

First, the study

attempts to affinn sensation of transition, ani inportance of
resporrling to such experience.

As an exanple, the study records

one resea:rcher 1 s concems ani decision-making in the midst of charginj
methodology.

For instance, simply locatinj the source of sb::uggle was

a critically significant part of the YJOrk.
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'!he study's record of experience includes responses to this
experience replete with a set of strategies.

To

confinn a sense of

inconsistencies ani confusion arisinJ fran shifts in methodology ani
methods, one strategy employed to locate the source of struggle was to
search for YK>rks referrinJ to historical roots, concepts of social

theory within certain methodologies.

EmerginJ fran that strategic YK>rk is a const.nlcted overview of
works foun:i which irrlicate distinctions in methcxiology arisin;;J fran
disciplines, psychology, sociology, ani anthropology.

Tesch ( 1990)

reinforces a need to umerst:an:l conceptual distinctions arisinJ fran
various disciplines related to "qualitative" work.
To

interpret ani represent historical roots arrl chargin:J

methcxiology, the study has sought out an epist:etoologically consistent
manner of reflection arrl representation, a framework.

Social

construction theory (Berger & Illckmann, 1966) ani paradigms (Kuhn,
1970, 1977) have been used as a framework for "historical-processual"
descriptions of concepts emerginJ in methodology.

'!he study has

relied upon social construction to interpret "adult education" as
constructions of adult educators.

Re~

·to search for mearri.rq

which adult educators experience as beirg held in

COlliOOil,

Kuhn's

history of paradigms was adopted in part as a way of explicatinJ
social constructions

am

process of adult educators' social

constructions.
As well as focus in; on maintai.nirg paradigms, the study has

explored strategies for respcn:lin:J to paradigmatic transition in light
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of rum 1 s work.

It records specific attenpts to sort through

episte:roological. inconsistencies, ananalies, arisirg fran beirg in
paradigmatic transition.

In this vein, the study ~izes heuristic

distinction between focus on social structure

am meani.r:g am

culture.

Again, resultirg fran strategic lNOrk in sortirg through
ananalies, I have grawled with epist:en¥:>logical. inconsistencies with
language.

Focusirg on meani.r:g am process, the study sought ways of

expressirg that focus on meani.r:g am proc:ess.

As well' while not

entirely successful, the study sought out ways of avoidi.n]
reification.

('Ihe next segnatt offers toore detail concerning this as

part of concem with methods in representation.)
language choice are available in Part 'lWo

am

Key decisions about

'lhree as a record.

'!he study also proffers argument ~ strategic benefits of

relyirg on a specific methodology, ethnography, given emergirg
interest anag adult educators in pu:t'SUirg theo:cy generation with a
specific focus on meani.r:g am culture.

AnDl'g

benefits enmnerated the

study points to the possibility of usirg ethnographic work to achieve
links between macro am micro theories, ani between research
previously divided by cont:rastirg orientation towards "the imividual"
and psychological framework "versus" social process

am

social

structure within a sociological framework.
'!he study provides this overview in response to reflective

struggles with adult educators 1 research ani constructions related to
"the" concept of learning.

Whereas many fonns of research assume
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hanogeneity cnoorg "leazners", ethnographic TNOrk is capable of
recordirg their heterogeneity.

Both caDllDl1ality

am

distinctions

ruoong participants were recorded in the study.
'1he study offers 100re than strategy in the fonn of proposi.n;;J

ethnography as an .inp:>rtant fonn of research in the face of
paradigmatic transition.

Besides offerirg argument concerning the

usefulness of et.hnograply as methcxiology, particularly at a time of

paradigmatic transition, a summary of collected critiques concerning
ethnography is given. 'lhese critiques may foreann those concerned with
research design an:i data analysis in light of paradigmatic change.
'1he study also exemplifies a response to critiques located.

For

instance, one of the IOOst serious critiques is that et.hnograJ;ilic
researchers frequently provide descriptions which have no depth ani
limited links with other research.

'!his study is grourxi in social

theo:cy an:i makes clear links between 100re "intimate" et.hnograJ;ilic
description an:i IOC>re "abstract" theoretical works.

'lhese efforts

conclude with this chapter which is de:ticated to making such links
explicit.
In response to critique concerning issues of

power, this is

reviewed in the next sub-theme focused on emergirg description of
social p:rccesses related to meaning, learning,

am

change.

Choosirg

as dominant theme "experience of change", the entire study respoms in
various ways to the critique of ethnographic \tlOrks conc:::emirg
snapshots

am

timelessness.

'1he study 1 s attempts

to resporrl to

critiques based on strategies outlined have shaped the \tlOrk
intensively.
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'lhus far this reflective segment has referred to "experience of
change" largely in tenns of responses to paradigmatic change.

However,

those~

change.

Despite differences <mag adult educators concernirg what

to do research also intentionally p.m;ue

shifts in methodology may mean, a relatively c::x:mta1ly held objective

concerning qualitative research

is

that one

is

ai.min:J at theo:cy

generation with an in::luctive orientation to research.
generation actively seeks

am

praootes change.

'lhe next reflective segment which

process

am

method in data

'lheo:cy

is

analysis am

focused on details of

developirg representational

fonn provides further elaboration on sane aspects of such experience

in the study.
b) Methodology Reflecting Cllame:
Process Arrl Methods In IBta Analvsis Arrl Representation
Beirg in the throes of orgoirg paradigmatic transition concerning

general theo:cy

am

methodology I adult educators both st.nlggle to

respond to transitions,

am

attempt to create transition through

theo:cy generation in research.

Much of researchers' st.nlggle takes

place JOOSt "concretely" in the swamps of research processes
methods.
emergirg

am

Transition has meant caupetirg claims, inconsistencies anx:>n;J

am

emerged methods,

am gaps wherein

process or method has yet emerged.

no description of

All of these contribute to

researchers' st.nlggles.
'!his study adds to a currently small collection of ethnographic
studies in adult education which proceed with an irxiuctive, open-errled
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research approach in enterirg the field.

It records one researcher's

engagenent with such a process at a time of general paradigmatic
transitions.

It is an example of what emerged in tenDs of process arrl

research methods 'W'rler "such con:iitions".
'!he study involved substantial reflections on process arrl method

concenrl.rq all stages of research design fran data collection to data
analysis, arrl then to shaping representational form.

'Ibis segment

does not, however, refer to all stages of research design.

Instead it

highlights those aspects in which the study's process exparxied on
offerings fran located resource materials.

since the study came to

struggle in particular with process arrl :met:.hcXIs related to data
analysis arrl developnent of a representational framework, that is the
focus of this segment.
'IWo aspects of paradigmatic transition previously described have

influenced the study's data analysis process arrl creation of
representational form.

First, shifts in social theocy which focus

towards meaning, culture, arrl social process away fran social

structure have had IOOSt significant inpact.

Secomly, shifts to

qualitative fran quantitative methodology have also significantly
shaped the study.
In relying on an imuctive, open-en:ied research approach with

respect to data analysis, the study's primacy d>jective was to seek
out adequate explication arrl to represent such explication adequately.
However, the study provides toore than explication or "fin:iin;Js".

It

is also toore than a description of methods used in various stages of
the research work.

Researchers are given a "p:rocess,al description"
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which includes a description of a search for strategies

well as emergirg methods.

Begi.rmirgs, reconstructions,

am methods as
am retracing

have been recorded throughout for this purpose.
'!his p:rocessnal description is a log of struggles in "a 'Web of
significance" (Geertz, 1973).

'!his log includes questions, issues,

critiques am descriptions Of the study IS response am strategies in

tenns of process

am

emergirg methods.

1) Specific Concerns Arxl Responses Elrergirs In '!he Study:
Data Analvsis Process
By way of exanple, the study's record p::>ints out a dilE!llllla of

process arising in attemptirg to generate theory.

'Ihrough data

analysis in the study, it was discovered that constructions arisirg
from data analysis

also~

data analysis process

am methods.

'!he study advocates the need for resource materials offer guidance
concerning this interactive struggle in research process.
Data analysis methods have received scant treatment at this

p::>int, particularly concerning response to c:harx]e.

Primarily,

descriptions provide focus on analytic techniques of sortirg
data fran fieldwork for purp:>ses of creatirg categories.

In these

early stages of paradigmatic transition, researchers are asked
implicitly to rely on a

na.rrov1

construction of data analysis process.

In the study, such a na.rrov1 construction of data analysis process

did not assist in responiing to conce.rns outlined.

Nor did data

analysis methods proposed aid in bringing together work in various
areas.

'Iherefore, the study has explored am offers toore paradigmatic

transition.

'!his time, it is transition with respect to data analysis
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process in the fonn of pr:oposing am relying on a nuch broader,
alternative description of data analysis.
'!he study offers processual. description of an emer:girg, broader

construction of data analysis process.
records questions' conce:rns'

am

In this vein, the study

responses.

Constructions emer:ging

through data analysis acted back on the work to the extent that data

analysis process was reconceptualized even in tenns of what that
process might include.
'Ihe study describes how data analysis process was
reconceptualized to include synthesis of four areas of work.

In

addition to constructions emerging fran experience with data analysis
and creation of representational fonn, two other areas of work

included synthesis fran extant resource materials on social theory

am

on methodology.
'!here are inportant benefits for researchers in reconceptualizing
data analysis as a process broader than methods to analyze data fran

the field.

One

of the JOOSt significant is a capacity to synthesize

apparently otherwise disparate areas of work.

'!he study draws

together several extant theoretical works on social theory to
explicate experience in the field.

Prior to redefinition of data

analysis process I wrestled with relationships

anatg

these various

''resources in data analysis''.
Generally, resource materials located did not offer guidance in a
process of integrating social theories "gathered" through literature
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review.

Nor did the study locate resource materials which 'NOUl.d

assist in integratinj constructions fran extant social theory with
those constructions which emerged fran the study.

In response, Olapter Five presents a brief record of process

am

offers to researchers an exanple of synthesizinj all areas of work
involved in data analysis process.

'!he study provides a possible

framework for processual synthesis usinj heac:ii.n;Js of "contr.ibutions"
and "limitations" as part of an effort towards episteloological

consistency.

Olapter Six integrated these theoretical contr.ibutions

with ''workirg assunptions" emerqinj fran data analysis of experience
with field data.

'!hat chapter offers adult educators precedent for

such a synthesis.

It also attenpts to provide sane description of

integrative process used.
2) Response To Transition. Anchoring Data Analvsis Process:
A Search For Ecistemolooical Consistency
With respect to integratinj TNOrk emerginj fran transitional
stnlggles, the study articulates, for instance, several concems which
emerged through adoption of particular social theories arrl methodology
in transition.

Given adult educators' emerqinj focus on meaning arrl

culture, haw does method in data analysis account for "experiencinj",
or ''meanirg"?

In search of episteloological consistency, focus shifted

in data analysis fran

"knc::MinJ" in sane

abstract sense to en:ieavorinj

to include in data analysis participants' feelin;Js arrl physical
sensation.
Energinj focus on meaning arrl culture raised other issues
affecting data analysis process.

Episte:roological consistency
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suggested of data analysis the need to work through ''vantage point" of

analysis ani representation.

'lhroughout the breadth of the study, it

identifies for :researchers' tension concemi.rg three "influences" in
both data analysis ani representation.

Although interpretive work begins with the interpreter as
mediator or first influence with data analysis process, the study
offers a record of struggle to cane to tents with multiple
constructions of both those "obseJ:ved" ani those in the audience.
Conce:rnirg participants, a tension exists conce.mirg whether to focus
on interpretation of an in:tividual 's experiences or change in a
"social group".

Brinqinq the two together, the study's response,

"cultural-meaning", focused on a sense of cx:moonly held meanings among

in:tividuals which prarpted them to act with the sense of being a
group.
As part of this struggle with vantage point in data analysis, the

study also suggests that the likely audience must be considered as a
third influence in data analysis an:i provides a record of one possible
method for inta;Jratinq these vantage point conce:rns as well.
3) Specific Concerns Ani Responses Emerging In '!he Study:

Representational Fonn
Although part of data analysis process, the search for
representational fonn often required special consideration.

As

previously described, attention to representational fonn consistent
with episteloology required sufficient work that it has been divided
herein for heuristic p.n:poses.
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"Rich description" emergEd as processual description of
participants' transition in meanings t.h:rcujl their interactions.

In

addition, however, processual description is also offered in tenns of
the process of resecu:dl.

Imbedded in interpretive

participants' interactions is a sec:orrl

chronol~.

chronol~

of

It is the recx>rd

of my struggles, my leami.rg as researdler.
Fonn of representation attenpts to portray sane of my
transitions.

For exanple, distinctions in fonn between Parts One an:i

'Ihree suggest henneneutical transition.

'!hey reflect transition with

respect to the resecu:dler' s relationship with the "data".

Part One

written in a narrative style, portrays data analysis wrapped in the
"intimacy" experienced in havi.rg contact ani involvement with
participants duri.rg the fieldwork.

Part 'Ihree, the Mobile-framework,

is represented as "an abstraction" emergi.rg fran a later process
principally focused on data analysis.
'!he study's final fonn for representation attempted to express

chang'es based on process of the henneneutical circle.

To

portray

transition in social theo:r.y upon which the study reliEd, as part of
the processual description of participants' activities, the last
section in each of the Mobile-framework's' Five Act Plays recx>:rds a
series of changes in my conception of "leami.rg" related to data
analysis.
As

concerns, issues, ani interpretations emergEd out of data

analysis, these were appliEd as criteria in creating representation
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which TNOUl.d be consistent with ani reflect analysis.

'Ihus, when data

analysis revealed specific critiques of ethnograply, these critiques
assisted in "shapirg" this ciocun¥:mt 1 s fonn.
For instance, researchers may fird that 01apter Eight 1 s
Mobile-frcmework offers

several

strategies in response to critiques of

ethnographic -work that they are "timeless", "snapshot" descriptions.
'!he Mobile-frcmework was IOOSt strategically shaped to reflect themes
of change aniiOOVement.

Choice of name, the Mobile-frcmework, draws

attention to these efforts.
other strategies employed to reflect themes of change ani
IOOVement included creation of sections ani progressively portrayirg

change p:rocess.

strategies with respect to larguage also emerged

which attempted to· express a sense of participants 1 p:rocess, ani their

kinesthetic sense of their experience.
More specifically, the stru.cture of the Mobile-frcmework as it is
aims towards description of groop members 1 meanirgs through
interactions.

"Patterns of Emergirg Process", "Shapes Of

Members 1 Interactions", "Emergirg

structure",

Group

an:i "Emergirg

CUltural-Meaning" structurally attenpt to frame data analysis in tenns

of group members 1 changirg meanirgs.
As part of their processual description, researchers who are

concerned with evok:irg a kinesthetic sense of their field experience

may fird "direction" in 1"'he Emergirg Teltp::) Ani Rhytlun Of Activities"
section of the Mobile.

~ge throughout

imagery of IOOVement.
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this document, includes

'!he study describes reification "traps" in l~e

structure.

It suggests strategies enployed to avoid reification process or to
provide at least a stopgap grammatical z:esponse.
emez:ging fran the work.

Words used in the study to avoid reification

am to foster prcx::essual orientation
"emez:ging",

am

A "lexicon" is still

in description included

"group members" (rather than group reflecting a

"single" entity) •
'!he study avoided, where possible, description of "interactions"

excluding reference to the actors, those interacting.

Definite

articles were also generally avoided if inplying object or personae
inappropriately.

For exanple, a consb:uction such as "the anger"

would be avoided when possible.

Often even the plural personal

pronoun, "they'' was not used in reference to an object since the
pronoun suggested personae

am thereby would have contributed to

episte.Ioological confusion.
Although this segment is liberally sprinkled with exanples of the
study •s strategies emez:ging to create a representational form which
would reflect consistent epistetoological vantage point, this
constitutes only highlights of the study's efforts.

other aspects

must be located in the dccment which was crafted over a pericxi of
time based on these considerations.
'!his segment has touched upon that which the study offers adult

educators in tenns of emez:ging process

am

am representation.

follows shifts to consider

'1he segment which

emez:ging content of theor:y generated.
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meth.cxls

in data analysis

c) <llaming Constructions Cot'lgami.ng '"'he I.eamers" In Data Analvsis:
Participants' Meanims, Cllange. Arrl Iea.mirg
One

of the first areas of discovery to emerge fran the begirmings

of· ethn.ograprlc lNOrk was a sb.tdy of participants' social processes
which were later construed in tenns of mecurl.rg, change, am leamin:J.
Fran this focus, the segment :reflects on possible offer~ to adult

educators' constructions.
'!his focus signals a shift fran the first two sets of :reflections

on change in adult educators• constructions of adult education in

tenns of research methodology am methods or, "theo:cy of discovery
process".

Reflections tum to offerings conc::emirg two other

orientations which adult educators hold.
on

wor~

Sane adult educators focus

towards maki.n; explicit theo:retical contents of an adult

education paradigm upon which adult educators may ccme to :rely in
their work.

others are focused on specifics of day to day practice.

Hence, axoong many adult educators still, there is a distinction
frequently labelled "theo:cy" versus "practice".
While not errlorsirg such a dichotany, the sb.tdy atterxis to adult
educators• "cultural-meanings".

'lhe sb.tdy seeks to be sensitive in

these :reflections to differing orientations which adult educators
express through work.
'!he first portion of the segment considers the sb.tdy •s offerings

in theo:retical content towards an emerging paradigm of adult
education.

'1he

latter part of the segment highlights reflections on

inplications emergirg in paradigm content of interest to those focused
explicitly on specifics of day to day practice.
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Offerings Concemirg Orgoi.rg Work Towards
Makirp Exclicit An Adult Education Paradiam
Within this third area of discovery the study pursued aspects of
learning theory related to irxlividuals • meanl.rg, social processes, and
~e.

'!he primary focus was on learning process related to

"learners" in a camunity setti.rg ergaged in theatre process who were
experiencing constant

~e

through their social interactions.

In seeking explication fran

extant theories for field experience,

I encountered a set of cuupeting claims.

Several theories afforded

partial explication, but no si.rgle theo:ry provided entire explication.
'!here were also inoonsistencies anag theories brought together for
explication.

'IWo disparate frameworks emerged: learning theory, often

associated with "liberal education" and "social c.barxJe" theory
generally associated with "liberato:ry" or "camunity education"
(Iovett

et al. , 1983) •

Within this area of discovery, the study mainly offers
suggestions for broadeni.rg that part of our adult education paradigm
focused on "learning theory".

It suggests emergence of a paradigmatic

bridge link::in;;J learning theo:r.y and social charge-community education
frameworks.
'lhese suggestions unfold through responses and strategies to a
series of concems and questions emerging fran data analysis process.
'!he study provides processual description of this struggle towards
making explicit aspects of learning theory linked with· social c.barxJe.
Search for theories was guided by questions and concems which

emerged fran two aspects of data analysis process.
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'!hey arose fran a

search to explicate field experience with members of a cxmnunity

leamirg together.

Questions ani concerns also arose interactively

through interpretation of the study •s cxmtext within adult education

literature.
'Ihe study is unusual as one of a relatively small collection of

ethnographic studies in adult education which proceeded with an
in:iuctive, open-errled research approach in enterirg the field.

It is

also unusual because it has not been a study of :inii.viduals leamirg

in association with a fonoal or nonfonoal educational organization.
'lhe study's epist:eloological fcx::us on meanirg added to a growing

number of elements contributing to the "oddity" of the study.
Finally, two other significant foci suggested unc:xmoon orientation in
the study.

Experiencirg of cbarY:Je emerged as a pervasive theme;

theatre process emerged as a primacy concern for participants.
In search of paradigm, four correlative concems have emerged
through data analysis process based on those contextual aspects of the

study.

'1hese are newly addressed

in this segnent.

'lhe four include:

1) concern with setti.n; of research in adult education- connotirg
episterrological assunptions about leamirg process; 2) concern with

certain ambiguities in episteloological startirg point within leamirg
theory -

:inii.catir:g transition in literature (it is posited towards

exploring links with meanirg); 3) concern with theme of "charge"
related to leamirg- suggesting new transitional directions; ani 4)
concent with theme of theatre process -
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markin.J a specific fcx::us

related to leamirg theo:cy.

With participants' specific E!llJilasis on

theatre process, the fourth contextual concern receives special
attention in the next segment as another area of discovery.

1) Concerns With Settirgs Of Research Ani Response
'!he first concern arose fran a search through literature for

other research on leamirg theory fran a similarly oriented "ccmrunity
settirg".

A search has revealed that, in tenns of daninant

constructions in adult education, one of the JOOSt mrusual contextual
aspects of the st\xly is the research settirg in canbination with focus
on leamirg process.
Several adult educators have suggested that daninant adult
education writirgs on leamirg process have historically focused
almost exclusively on constructions about iniividuals' leamin;J within

a fonnal adult educational context (Bllmt, 1988; Brookfield, 1984;
'Ihanas, 1988) •

Constructions of leamirg theo:cy have been shaped

largely by focus on this emergirg context.

Not unexpectedly,

paradigmatic st\xly of leamirg process has been daninated by focus on
"planned" leamirg within fonnal adult education organizations.
In previous chapters, the st\xly has suggested beginnirgs of a

transition in daninant adult education writirgs on leamirg theory.
Responses suggestirg alternatives to an exclusive focus on leamin;J
within a fonnal educational organizational settirg have cane fran
several sources.

For instance, sane adult educators have been

pronoting the concept of "incidental leamin;J" (lovell, 1980;

cann

Mannings, 1987) focused on leamirg in tenns of iniividuals' needs
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&

arising out of social roles, such as beirg a parent or an employee.
'!he study has previously described other alternative responses to

linkin;;J leamirg exclusively with formal educational organizations.
'!here

are a gzuwirg number of adult educators who are focused on

leamirg in tenDs of social interactions generally (Collins, 1987;

"lifelong leanti.rg'' (Blunt, 1988)

am

"global leamirg" ('lhanas, 1988)

look to other settings, particularly "non-formal", as inportant

settings in which adult educators shool.d be involved.
between non-formal

am

Distinctions

formal settings fonn part of a typology which

has emerged within adult education.

'!his typology of settings describes various contexts in which
individuals leam, including:

·~formal,

nonformal, ani informal"

settings (Blunt, 1988; Dave, 1976; Darkenwald & Merriam, 1982).
strategically, the typology "recognizes" that leamirg process

an¥:>I'lg

individuals may occur beyom the precincts of "formal organizational"

context.
'!he typology has proffered oonsiderable relief ani assistance in

the study's struggle with research orientation.

'!he study may be

located as one of a few occurring within the "informal sector" ani can
argue the benefits of such study to other adult educators (Brookfield,
1984; 'lhanas, 1988) having been located.

While appreciatllg "its" assistance fran this typology for
immediate purposes of locating the study in adult education
literature, the study also offers to adult educators questions for
future paradigmatic work.

Does this typology still yield an
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institutional orientation to
1~

theory?

const.ruct.in1

research settirgs for

Framed as it is in tenns of settirgs, does this

typology <ie-e,mp1asize processes?
'lhe study offers a reframed question: Why are so many studies,

particularly et:hnograprlc studies, restricted to fonnal educational
organizational structure?

'lhe study has also offered a critique of

such emphasis in research.

It suggests that this research emphasis is

rooted in troublil'YJ aspects of structural-functionalism.

It argues

that a shift in site an:i emphasis will provide balance in research,
whether previous bias was interxied or a tacit assunption.
Consistent with other adult educators' efforts to shift
paradigmatic focus of
in vantage pJint.

1~

theory, these reflections offer a shift

If shifting fran reliance on a structurally based

epi.steJrology to search for

1~

process generally, another fonn of

location I11l.lSt be discovered.
Brirgirg et:hnograprlc constructions to the work, the study
pursued 1~ theory fran a vantage pJint of 1~ process

within a lal:g'er framework of social process.

constructed as part of

social process, the study considered irrlividuals engaged in

1~

process through their interactions, anywhere, at any time.

'!his

suggests a shift in relationship.

experiences of

1~ through

In:tividuals' "fonnalized"

enrollirg in a program or class

offered by adult educators reemerge as only one of many social
contexts in which irrlividuals experience

1~

process.

For explanatory purposes "institutionalization" as
conceptualizil'YJ a dynamic of human social process may be used to
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interpret specific experiences of in:lividuals' leanri.rg.

Sole focus

on leanri.rg in fonnal settin;)s tams to suggest that adult education
practice consists of efforts to institutionalize leanri.rg process.
However, the study proposes a shift in

enpmsis, an

alternative

construction of oor :relationship with in:lividuals' leanri.rg process:
What adult educators offer are various "institutionalized" efforts to
respon:l to in:lividuals' experience of leanri.rg.

If the latter provides adequate paradigmatic explication, then
arguably, adult educators' emezogirq strategy towards paradigm ought to
aim for interpretation of leanri.rg processes beyom

conf~ study

to

our own past an:i current efforts as adult educators to

"institutionalize".

If we study in:lividuals' experience with learrting

process in many instances of interactions, including those

institutionalized efforts we shape, we may expard oor paradigm to
provide a broader base of reflection.
'!be study suggests that this broader base of reflection may guide
our future efforts to offer "institutionalized" leanri.rg experiences.

Broadened leanri.rg theory, resultin;J in broadened research base,
should assist us in orgoirq reevaluation of oor objectives, roles, and
ethical considerations.

'!he study itself is one such experience, one

of a few studies to serve as "data base".
2) Concern With Ecist:elooloaical Ambiguities
Within CUrrent Ieamirg 'lheory
In keepin;J with methodological transition, bein;l a qualitative
study, the initial focus in fieldwork was to interpret participants'

meanings of their experiences.

Beginnirg with this episteoological
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emphasis, the study sought for extant leamirg theory framed in tenns
of tooan.inj.

At the outset of the study, haNever, this was not the

daninant framer.vork in adult education literature.
strugglirg once toore with

c:x:mpet~

claims in theories arrl areas

wherein no explication was located, the study pursued a strategy used
in like circumstances.

As with methodology, when experienc~

confusion in the daninant framework concernirg leamirg theory, I
sought out historical overview.

'1hroogh processual description, the

study offers a record of that struggle, arrl gleanirgs fran this

strategic search.
'!he study refers to works which provide overvieNS of leamirg

theories (Dubin & Oklm, 1973; Kidd, 1973; Merriam, 1987, 1988; Sexton,
1980) •

'!he study also provides a very brief overview of inlications

'Ibis overview describes critique

suggesti.rg paradigmatic transition.

of over reliance on a behavioristic-pyschology orientation (Collard
It includes

emerg~

&

critique of a focus

on social structure rather than social process (Jarvis, 1985; Ruddock,
1972).
Adult educators are proffered an overview of those works IOOSt
recently located which cont:enplate tooan.inj (Mezirow, 1988) arrl culture
as important directions to explore in tenns of leamirg process theory
(Jarvis, 1987; Nortlnoore, 1986) •

In addition

to

offer~

a brief

overview of this new direction, the study proffers critique of
writings primarily as forewamirg.
attention to the potential trap of

It draws adult educators•
slipp~

paradigms.
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back into previous

"new"

Principally, the study points to the darger of fallin3' away from
process orientation back into structure orientation.

An instance of

"paradigmatic slide" occurs when focus on culture in tenns of
irrlividuals' creation am maintenance of meanin;J shifts subtly towards
viewing "a culture" as palpable structure.
In addition to describ~ transition in adult educators'

view of leantirg theory towards focus on meanin;J am process, the
study joins the ranks of those TNOrki.n:f on abettin3' this transition of
viewpoint.

Part of this

recom

of struggle included a brief search

for canmunity education resource materials.

'1he study offers to adult

educators references to critique am transition in ccmrunity education
-social chan;;Je oriented writirgs.

'!his review includes others

critiques identifyin3' a void in ccmrunity education in tenns of
leantirg theory (Niebo:rg & Koos Vos, 1983 ; Nort:hloore, 1986) •
'1he study's review suggests that leantirg theory rooted in

psychology, arrl social change theories rooted in schools of political
and sociological thought have foun:l no meeting grouni until recently.

It suggests that several writirgs portray transition away fran a focus
on social structure towards social process arxl culture (Olambulikazi,
1989; Collam &
1985) •

raw, 1989a; Freire, 1985; Jenni.n;s, 1985; Willis,

As a continuation of historical overview, the study suggests

that there is growin3' oonvergence of theoretical work between adult
leantirg theory arrl ccmrunity education.
In support of this oonvergence, the study offers an analytic

framework to link these areas of study.
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It suggests that study of

''Ineanin;J

am

charge" provides a nexus, a

CUlllOil

theme in brin:Jirg

together these two disparate frameworks: psychology oriented learning
theo:ry concerned with charge in teJ:ns of in:lividuals,
developnent framework oriented

~

am

CXIDllllt'lity

charge of social structure.

3) Concern With '!heme Of "Cllarge" Related 'Ib Learning

Links between learning

am

meanirg

am

c::harge were raised by a

third concern arisin:J fran focus on field experience in the study.
Olange entE:m3'ed as a central theme in participants' meani.rgs

interactions.

am

'lhe study offers, once ll¥)re, processnal description of

my efforts to interpret this theme.

Relyirg on previous strategies,

the study contenplated theoretical works smveyed for explication of

field experience.
In

contrast with other paradigmatic struggles, however, the study

provides scant overview of researdl fran adult education literature
addressirg experience of ongoin:J c::harge as key to learning theory or
connnunity education.

'lhe study fO\.ll)j few mainstream adult education

writings which addressed pervasive c::harge as key to transition in
CXIDllllt'lity education

am

learning theo:ry.

Since references offerirg full explication of fieldwork
experience were not located, it is .inpossible to argue that
paradigmatic transition conc:::enrin] charge
I do offer argument that

lNe

change in learning theo:ry.

am

lNe

are in

learning process theo:ry.

should be shiftirg

~

focus on

SUpportive a:rgument for such transition is

provided in previous chapters.

Critique is also provided, pointing to

an ananaly in daninant adult education frameworks.
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Despite many references to chan:Je in m:xiem life, the study
located no exploration of how i.rdi.viduals experience charge, qualities
associated with chan:Je.

'!his suggests a missirq element in adult

education literature: oonsideration of how i.rdi.viduals' neaning of
charge ani thereby their willin;pless to learn, which represents still
toore chan:Je, is affected by pervasive charge.
Key

elements at the core of transition includirx] neaning,

culture, social prcx:ess, chan:Je, ani leam.in; emerged in data analysis
prcx:ess to provide f0lll'X2tion for maJd.n) explicit an adult education
paradigm.
Two responses

to transitional struggle for reconstruction of

leam.irq prcx:ess theory are provided in the study:

a theoretical

synthesis, a set of "WOrkin;J assunptions focused on neaning ani
culture, social processes ani charge, linked with leam.in; prcx:ess
theory ani the IOObile-framework, a ''Ioodel.-description", usirq this set
of workin;J asstmptions of inii.viduals' leam.in; experiences.
What do these two responses -

a "WOrkin;J set of asstmptions and a

IOOdel-description offer in maJd.n) explicit new aspects of paradigm?
'Ihe set of "WOrkin;J assunptions attenpts to integrate these five
elements into a cohesive framework, sensitive to episteloological
consistency.
'lhe IOOdel-description may provide assistance in all aspects of
research design shaped by theory content.

Its main offerirq is its

set of strategies to inplement theoretical intent in studyirq ani
representin;J i.rdi.viduals' leam.irq prcx:ess rather than studyin:J

structure or "behavioral pattenls".
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For paradigmatic \IOrk on leanrin;J process theory, the study has
repeatedly linked meani.rg, change

am

leanrin;J.

It has assumed a

paradigmatic relationship moon:J several "elements".

A summary of

assumed links is now offered as fOllRiational to ~re detailed

reflection in this segment.
- Ieaming Process Related To

Mean.im

Arrl Olanqe

'Ihe study has suggested a series of links in its \IOrkirq

assumptions

~

leanrin;J process

am

meani.rg

am

change.

Resporxiin) to scant attention in the literature, links begin with

several definitions.

'Ihe first is a p:rocessual definition of meani.rg

focused on experienc.irg: Inlividuals experience an inmediate sense of
relationship or cormection.
A secx:ni prcx::essual definition emerged fran consider.irg
relationship between meani.rg

am

culture.

Despite rely.irg on the

concept of culture, few sources attelrpt to define their use of the
word or clarify assumptions about relationship between meani.rg

am

culture.
To enphasize foalS on process1al relationship between meani.rg and
cu1ture, locat.irg meani.rg in in:livici1al.s, I proposed a neolcgism,

"cultural--mean.irg'' an:i defined it as: Me.anirg which members of a group
come to have a sense of holdirg in c::x:moon in sane degree
shapes their Pl.ysical, eootional

interactions.

am

am

intellectual focus in

which

~.irg

Inportant distinctions between a group of in:lividuals'

cultural--meanin;) an:i their sense of structure are also considered in
light of Geertz's \IOrk (1973).

'lhese have been linked to "leanrin;J"

through p:rocessual definition.
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'Ihrough data analysis process, "leamirg'' has been explicated as:

A process of charging meaning within an i.mividual.

SUch meaning is

not confined to abstract thought, but includes i.mividuals' experience

of relationship through eootional. am Iitysical feelirq.;.

~ and

charge are at the centre of study with respect to le.arnin;J processes.

since meaning is socially created am maintained

(in epist:e.Ioology

adopted) , study of social processes 1lllSt be pursued to interpret
i.mividuals' meanings.
be pursued

Olanje, as both process am experience, nust

as part of a larger social framework.

As part of a study

of i.mividuals' le.arnin;J process, sense of charge must be studied in

tenns of i.mividuals' internalizations (experiencing) am in tenns of
social responses.
be considered

CUrrent experience of pervasiveness of charge must

as a social context with respect to i.mividuals' meaning

of le.arnin;J.
- Meaning Cllanqe. Towat:ds An Eoiste.roolcxw Of Cllanqe

'!he study suggests that reflection on profourd meaning (O'Dea,
1966) is an i.np>rtant direction for researdl towaras contenp:>rary

le.arnin;J process theo:ry.

0' Dea' s lVOrk may be of particular value in

processual description of shifts away fran meaning (breaking points)
and shifts towaras profourxi meaning (charisma).
'!he study also introduced

to this synthesis a brief reference to

theo:ry of nn:iemi:ty in Berger's lVOrk (1977) •

While there is

substantial \tiOrk on theories of IOOdemity, this particular reference

focuses on p:rocessml c.han;Jes including c.ban;Jes in the fo:r:m of
i.mividuals' meaning (abstraction), charge in meaning about the nature
of social relationships,

am

social processes resporx:li.ng to
1234

am

creatinJ pe:r:vasive c::harge ( irxtividuation, futurity, liberation, arrl
secularization) •
'lhe most intensively explored link which the study offers between

theo:cy of IOOdemity arrl leamirg process theo:cy relates "ananie" to
irxtividuals 1 experience of chan:Je.

Details of these links did not

emerge solely fran extant theories but fran an amalgam of work in data
analysis process.

Although the ex>re set of lNOrkin;J assunptions consists of extant
theories, cuoong them the study also offers assunptions emerginJ from
data analysis process which included analysis of fieldwork experience.
'lhrough exploration of meanirg arrl chan:Je, the study has bridged

between existirg sections of theo:cy to Jnel:9e them into a sinJ'le
frarnew'Ork in which leamirg process theo:cy may be imbedded.
Fcx::us on social process led to the study's offeri.n:Js concerning
meanirg c::harge.

In partirul.ar, fcx::us on social dynamics related to

irxtividuals 1 meanirgs included ex>nsideration of: social creation and
maintenance of meanirg, loss of meanirg, ani social response to loss
of meanirg.

'lhe study offers assunptions related to a tension in

individuals 1 experience of meanirg chan:Je.
Based on

o' Dea • s

work ( 1966) , the study suggests that beinJ'

expressive, humans may experience a sense of profunlity when creating
meanirg.

On the other han::i,

constant creation of meanirg in social

interactions may produce ananic c::orrli.tions leadin;J to a sense of
meanirglessness.

Bein:J constantly

rem:imed of social constniction
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through meanin;J creation may d.istmb sane irxiividuals' reliance on a

sense of reality to provide certainty.

'!his disturbance thereby

heightens this tension.
As part

of its bridgework, the study offers the phrase "a tension

in certainty'' emergin;J fran explication of fieldwork experience.

Put

in tenns of leamirg process theory, il'Xiividuals exposed to possible
leamirg situations as dlan;Je may experience a "tension in certainty"
in which dlan;Je may be viewed by "the potential leamer" in two ways:
a) as exploration, novement tc::Mards meanin;J, or b) as disruption,
novement away fran meanin;J.
In tenns of leamirg theory, often study of il'Xiividuals' meanin;J

ani culture has been rega:tdecl as llnportant for p.n:poses of

unde:r:st:arxti

how a particular set of il'Xiividuals may interpret or

integrate c:x>ntent which they are bein;J taught.

While related, this

offerin;J of the study aims towani questions about profourx:l meanin;J,
ani whether they could or could not integrate content.

Study of

irxiividuals' responses to cxntent "taught" is also offered through
this work.
'!he study not only offers "tension in certainty" as a key idea in

tenns of il'Xiividuals • dual response to leamirg related to c.harqe.
also offers consideration of IOOden1 context.
nx:x:lem context of c.harqe are

11¥):re

It

'lhose vulnerable to a

likely to experience c.harqe as

noving away fran meanin;J in a tension in certainty.

In that instance

leamirg as in1:emed to dlan;Je may suddenly becane overwhelming to a
"leamer".
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When studyirg intividuals' meanirg ani culture, we

more than whether
interrled.

"content"

nust focus on

for leamin;J may be integrated as

All possible inpact should be considered,

incl~

the

possibility of generating new mean.in;Js for intividuals or uprtX>ting

mean.in;Js providing them with a sense of certainty.
'!his set of worki.n;J assunptions considerirg change in tenns of
leamin;J process theory has recast focus on aspects of change.
tlOt¥

Focus

offered has shifted to considerirg change in tenns of meanirg am

social process related to meanirg creation ani meanirg loss.

Meaning

of change ani experiencirg of change have emerged fran data analysis
process as a vital area for research in leamin;J process theory.
One of the study's key offerirgs to adult educators is a

dlallerge to work t:a¥ards an episteloology of change.

'lhe study offers

a processual. definition of experiencirg change: Olarge is the word we
use at the nanent of awareness ani thereafter when we rec:::x:gnize

someth.in;J as having IOOVed in relation to ou:rselves.
'lhe study also offers a set of assumptions about process ani

qualities associated with experiencirg change.
experience of change ten::1s to be inplicit.

Iniividuals'

In the study,

participants' articulations generally focused on content of change
rather than ilnne:tiacy of experience.

'!hey responied to content of

change in action ani speech.
Concerning qualities associated with process of experiencing

change, intividuals experience change abruptly.

'!his quality of

abruptness may be associated with both shifts t:a¥ards or away fran
meanirg.
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As a basis for future research the study posits that iniividuals
experienc~ chaJ'ge

as a shift away fran meanirgfulness, experience

charge as both abrupt an:1 as happeni.rg external to themselves.

In

oontrast, iniividuals may experience chaJ'ge as exploration, as
opportunity for creativity, as shift towards meanirgfulness.
Based partiallarly on data analysis fran iniividuals'

inprovisational theatre prcx:e;s, the study posits that iniividuals
experienc~

as abrupt.

chaJ'ge as shift towards meanirgfulness, experience change

However, they do not experience charge as

be~

an

external inposition; in these instances they experience change as
happeni.rg internally an:1 externally.

'lhe study suggests that when

faced with shifts towards meanin.;Jlessness, iniividuals'

CCiliOOJl

response is to IOOVe swiftly towards meanin.;J if possible.
!he study offers to adult educators a bridge between epistEm:>logy
of charge an:1 social process: their social interactions.

Two

how iniividuals anchor meanin.;J in

anchors in "social entities" emerged

through data analysis process: group entity am social structure.

It

suggests that, as part of dynamics of iniividuals' interactions, their
meanin.;J of anchors may shift subtly or abruptly (breaking p:>int).
'Ihese anchors should be thought of allturally.

"I.ean1e:rs' "

meanin.;J in anchors will shape their specific interpretations as
trembers of a group.

A secon:i link related to the first: if meanin.;J

charge rattles or threatens to sever social anchors, no matter how
inplicit, iniividuals will have a ''breaking p:>int" experience.
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Attenpts to avoid the latter will shape "leazners 111 response to
teac:hirgs which ~y threaten their meaning anchors unless they

experience the meaning in anchor as
In

~.

tenns of social process ani irdividuals 1 experience of change,

the study includes a description of breakin;J point experiences arrl

irdividuals' :responses to such experience as energed fran data
analysis of field experience.

'lbe study has linked discoveries fran

the field to other 'WOrks in adult education (Freire, 1985; Mezirow,

1988) wherein adult educators are prarpti.rg purposeful breakin;J point
experiences for irdividuals who are i.ntel:preted as experienci.rg
conditions of powerlessness.
'lbe study proffers detail of participants 1 experience with

breakin;J point processes in the Mobile-framework.

'!he study offers

the benefits of interpret.in:J ItDre detailed 'WOrkirg assunptions about
breakin;J point processes fran within a larger framework of meaning,
change, ani le.amirg.
'lbrough this set of 'WOrkirg assunptions, the study now offers a

framework which enieavors to respcni to a critique of ethnography.

It

may also ren¥JVe another barrier between ccmnunity education ani
le.amirg process theory.

One critique of ethnography arrl one raised

by many ergaged in ccmnunity education conceming research about

le.amirg theory is that issues of power are not taken into aCXX)Ullt in
the research.

o 1 Dea 1 s 'WOrk (1966)

has provided fc::AJOOation for maki.nj sense of

this concern in a framework which suggests that meaning is pivotal in
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hmnan existence.

He distirguishes between two experiences of hmnan

cordition, a state of experiencing "contin:Jency" wherein there is no
certainty of meani.rq, ani a state of experiencing "powerlessness".
In experiencing powerlessness, one may have certainty of meaning.

-

One may

not wish to act or be treated in a certain manner, yet one

may still have the ability to make sense of a situation ani thereby
have sufficient meani.rq to maintain a sense of how to act.

However,

with experiencin; con:titions of "oontinqency" (ananie), one may be
faced with chaos of meani.rq, unable to act or make sense of others'
actions without a foothold in meani.rq.

'!he latter suggests, for

beings centred in meani.rq, the greater cause for terror.

For those concerned with specifics of day to day practice in
cxmnunity education, this workirg assunption may provide explication
for instances wherein those who are apparently powerless may still
resist suggestions for charge.

If these suggestions appear to disturb

what does offer familiar meaning, anchor in social structure ani -

or

group entity, imividuals already feeling vulnerable may experience

themselves as :resistirg utter meaninglessness.

However, interpreted

in tenns of learning as process of char'gin; meaning, for those engaged
in cxmnunity education, this might be characterized as resistance to
char'ge, resistance to learning.

Contenplated fran the set of working

assumptions, the study offers recognition of both vantage points.
'lhis working assumption is not i.nten:led to suggest that a sense

of powerlessness cannot lead to a sense of meaninglessness for
imividuals.

Rather, it suggests overlap in these workirg assumptions

of hmnan experience.

'!he study suggests that when experience of
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p:JWerlessness leads to experience of meanirglessness for irxiividuals,

this is a ''breaki.rg point" am irxiividuals experience a shift towards
a state of experiencirg

"c::ontirgency''.

'1he Mobile-framework affords

interpretations of such situations awarent!Y experienced by
participants.
'1hus far, reflections in this segment have been largely about the

study's

offer~

which arise fran the work:iiq set of assunptions.

As

previously irxiicat.ed, the ltilile-framework {Cllapter Eight) am its
outline {Cllapter Seven) also afford

offer~

to paradigmatic work in

adult education.
- 'Ihree Offerings Fran '!he Mobile-framework
Related To I.eamirp Process 'Iheory
'Ihree key offer~ fran the Mobile-framework

highlighted herein.

'1\tlo of these :respord

am

outline are

to previously described

am
am 2)

theory:

critiques of ethnography, cx:mrunity education

learnin:;J

1) description of lecnners as hcm::geneous,

insufficient focus

on meanirg

am

'!he third is related to work on

process of charge.

epistem:>logy of charge: 3) interpretation of irxiividuals' meanirg of
the concept "learnin:;J" am irxiividuals' experience of learnin:;J.

1) Concern With Description Of learners As
'!he study counters critique of

homogeneous with a mild critique.

Hatp:~eneous.

Ani Resoonse

rep:resentiRJ lecnners as

-

''Heterogeneity" of leaz:ners

presumably sought after is not well-defined in episteloological tenns
within the critique.
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'1he

Mobile-frameNOrk offers adult educators a number of diverse

means to represent heterogeneity

~

"leazners".

lJhese include

provision of de.loog:rap:rlcs, ard consideration of in:lividuals 1 responses
to tre.menious diversity
participants 1

~

subgroup~ based

~

themselves.

Heterogeneity in

is also portrayed in description of

on participants 1 sense of relationship ard role in

the emergilq theatre group.

For instance, differences anag

participants 1 characterizations related to issues of power ard ananic
conlitions are an integral part of the Mobile-frameNOrk 1 s description.
Heterogeneity anag "leazners" is exatplified in their diverse
responses to what the study has referred to as tension in certainty.
To

inteJ:pret tension in certainty cnoorg participants, the

Mobile-framework offers an image of a double helix which portrays at
least two of their

~y

differilq, ard initially catpatilq,

"paradigmatic approaches" in search of certainty.
More :furxlamentally, participants 1 heterogeneity -

their

"pluralism" is linked with their apparent experience of ananic
conlitions at the outset of the theatre project.

'!he study suggests

that in conjunction with other charges, participants' initial
interactions are shaped by their concerns with havilq no

CCilllDll

sense

of direction arisirg fran havilq little CCII'It¥)n grourxi.
'!his is one of the linkage points between explorilq heterogeneity
among "learners" ard 1~ process theory.

(charge of

meanin:J)

was

Participants' leazning

greatly shaped by their initial needs to seek
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out experience of ccmoon meanin;J.
being able to act in concert,

In this instance, that included

~ly

to create a play

am

present it.
However, as previously descr:ibed, inlividuals differed even in

tenns of their paradigmatic ClR)roaches to seekirg certainty.

'1he

Mobile-framework provides a description of their social process in
seekirg meanin;J

am

in that process chan;Jing meanin;J.

also records within that description participants'

It thereby,

1~

process

an:l to some extent "content" of their 1~.

2) Concern with Insufficient Focus

On Meaning And Process

Of <llange,

Resoonse
Given current etP'lasis on studying meanin;J

am process, the

Mobile-framework's IOOSt significant offering as a possible
model-description for researchers is its focus on process of
inlividuals' changing, emerging meanings-

1~.

While the set

of working assumptions provides a fonnat in which conceptual
relationships may be abstractly descr:ibed, even processual definitions
do not overcome a quality of discreteness in the working assumptions
framework.

'Ihat fonnat does not allow for portrayal of subtle chan;Jes

in individuals' meanings, often tacit, sanetirnes eventually causing
dissonance which starts off breaking points.
In contrast, the Mobile-framework's fonnat is able to toore

adequately present conplex dynamics in inlividuals' chan;Je of meanin;J,
1~

through their social interactions.

'1he Mobile-framework

remains an abstraction but its representational fonn offers
opportunity to corwey sanethi.rg of a dynamic quality in experience of
1243

meaning creation, maintenance an:i chan:je by offerirg a chronological

interpretation of participants' interactions.
While the set of workirg assunptions provides a "cleaner''
definitionally oriented description of iniividuals' breakirg point
experiences, the Mobile-framework provides context arrl sane sense of
dynamics in their process.

It is the Mobile-framework which offers

adult educators a broader expression of participants' leamirg
process.
Reflections on the study's offerinls have focused principally on
epistemology of c.han:Je.

'lhese have included descriptions of

inlividuals' leamirg when emergirg fran breakirg point experiences
arrl descriptions of inlividuals' resistance to leamirg which might

prompt breakirg point experiences.

Each of these descriptions has

focused on leamirg related to inlividuals' experience of chan:jirg
meaning as abrupt.
Towards an epistemology of chan:je, the study has posited that

inlividuals generally experience c.haD:Je of meaning as abrupt, as is
the crystallized nanent of "awareness".

However, process of leamirg

imbedded in complex social dynamics may be interpreted as

~irg

over a long period of time.
In addition to experience of abrupt chan:jes of meanings expressed

in breakirg point descriptions, the Mobile-framework's Five Act-plays
also portray participants' leamirg in light of their meaning beirg
chan:jed, frequently, but subtly an:i tacitly, based on their orgoirg
social constructions.

'lhe outline of the Mobile-framework described

this in tenns of inlividuals' "emergirg meaning".
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canparison of the

Five Act-Plays of the Mobile-framework offers in:tication of subtle as
well as abrupt shift in in:tividuals' meanin;J concerning "the
ccmmmity", "theatre" ani each other as in:tividuals ani group members.
As part of ongoin!J construction of learnirg process theo:cy, this

segment

nt:N

reinforces the need to p.rrsue CX>l1Sideration of

in:tividuals' process of meanin;J charge in terms of ''emergin;-emergent''
processes.

Placed in the context of learnirg process theo:cy,

participants 1 meanin;J \tJC'Uld

eme.t:ge

in one set of activities to become

taken for granted or "emergent" fonnin;J a base for their "newly"

emerging meanin;J.

'1he Mobile-framework emeavors through many methods

to express this sense of oonstantly shifting meanin;J as part of
dynamics of participants' social construction.
'!he entire format of the Mobile-framework offers to adult
educators a model-description of participants' emerging-emergent
meanings through describing their emergirg senses of holdirg meanin;Js

in common.

'1he study represents their meanings in a chronology of

emerging-emergent meanings particularly framed in terms of
participants' emergin!J meanin;J in anchors of "group entity" am

"st.nlcture".

In each of the Five Act-Plays, there are a series of

headirgs to corwey participants 1 chargirg meanings in these terms.
'!his focus begins with "EmeJ:girg Shapes Of Interactions"

(prilrordial soup of participants 1 emergin; meanin;J through their
interactions) , then shifts to "EmeJ:gin; stnlcture" (aspects of
participants 1 interactions to which they appear to attribute a IOC>re
''pennanent'1 quality) am ''Emel:gin!J Oll.tural-Mearlirg, '' (profouni
meanin;J emergin!J as c:x:at'llally held ani essentially shapin!J
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participants' interactions durin;J a specific period) • '!he
Mobile-framework thereby

iJrt:enjs

to offer a sense of prcx:essual

relationship, an irrlication of how participants' sense of anchored
n&mi.r:q held in

CCITIOOJl

e.men:ged

am

charged.

'!he Mobile-framework offers an interpretation of emeJ:XJin;J

patterns with respect to participants' ri.skirg dlan;e of n&mi.r:g
relate:i to social anchors.
constant, subtle

~

Participants' interactions irrlicate:i

in their n&mi.r:g of anchors once a sense of

anchoring began to crystallize for them.

When apparently purposefully

willirq to expose themselves to up:rootirq an anchor through dlan;e,
participants' generally sought to secure a sense of one anchor before
riskirg another.
In its attenpt to represent participants • . meanings

am their

dlan;e in meanings or leamin;J through their interactions, the
Mobile-frcuner.vork also att:enpts to represent adequately various aspects
Of participants I experiences am expression Of their meanings •

'!he

Mobile-framework offers approaches to representin;J eootional am
kinesthetic aspects of participants' meanings.

since participants were particularly fOCUSEd on eootional am
kinesthetic aspects of n&mi.r:g as relate:i to theatrical expression,
this was a thematic element of the study.

It was i.nportant not to

lose either side of participants' tension in certainty.

In the

shadows of concem with anemic con:litions, sane irrlividuals' expressed
a stronger need to be creative, to explore.

To interpret

participants' leamin;J through expressivity, all aspects of their
dlan;ing meanings were significant.
\
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How

to incorporate these significant aspects of epist:e.Ioology into

research about leaminj processes emerged as an i.np:>rtant ooncem.

'Ibis concern surfaced dramatically in the interviews in relationship

to participants 1 meanirg of leaminj.
3) Intemretations Of In:tividuals I Meaning Of '!he

'!heir Experience Of

I.ea.rrlim

concept "Learning" I

Resulting fran experience in the interviews the study advocates a
need for research in in:lividuals 1 meanirg of leaminj, suggesting at

least two directions.

First, research is needed which considers

whether as members of Western society we hold in ccmoon a

cultural-meanirg of the concept "leaminj" -the way we use the word

"leaminj".

'!he study also advocates research concerning in:lividuals'

experience of leaminj which may then be linked with efforts towards
an epistemology of c:::ban;e.

'!he study offers these suggestions based on data analysis from

initial research efforts in interviewing.

Generally in the

interviews, participants 1 conception of the word "leaminj" was
similar to orientation previously ascribed to nuch of adult education
literature on leaminj theor.y.

Participants 1

a~

to associate

the word "leaminj" with leaminj in a fonnal organizational setting.

Questions and statem:mts formed with the word "leaminJ" at first drew
blank stares fran participants in the context of their "infonnal"
learning through this theatre experience.
When encouraged to speak toore directly of their meanirg of
leaminj, sane participants enphasized the idea that leaminj had not
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been at the forefront of their ooncems dur~ JOOSt of their

experience with the project.

'!he description pr:ilnarily offered

focuses on what has emerged only thralgh CX)l'lSiderable data analysis as
a cx:mnon but subtle theme in the inte:Iviews: participants' struggle
between

consider~

leamirg fran a fonnal, intentional :framer.vork, and

leamirg as experience in the project- as their social creation and
response to

charg~

meanin;J.

'!he study has posited that,
constantly pressed to work at
participants were initially

dur~

the project, participants were

reconstruct~

hav~

meanin;J.

Since

to work on sense of group entity

and group structure while umer pressure of time constraints to create
and present a play, experience of constant reconstruction, pervasive

charge was immediate for them.

In initial meetirgs they were

continually negotiatirg in terms of a profoum

~of

meanin;J.

Experience of emergent-emerging meanin;J was in the foregi.'OUI'ki.
However, their experience of constant reconstruction was not directly
addressed other than thralgh brief boots of breaking point actions.

Data analysis process suggests that, while

experienc~

JOOSt

immediately and yet tacitly, constant charge in meanin;J, they appear

to have been seeki.rg out absolutes in abstract fonn -

"rules" which

might be articulated.
Returning to the interview context, the study suggests that when
asked to express what they had "learned", this recalled for

participants breaking point experience.

Associating "leamirg" with

fonnal organizational experiences, participants assumed they were
being asked for what they had been seeki.rg, sanet.hirg absolute and
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capable of being articulated abstractly as a precept, rut which they
had failed to fird since they -were in a state of relatively constant

emergence.
I discovered that relyirg solely on the ¥JOni "leami.rg" was
generally a stumbling block when attenpting to encourage participants'
reflections on all aspects of their leami.rg experience.

As in:ticated

previously, midway through an interview- I began to shift into using
the woni "experience" in oorresponlenoe with participants' own words.
Connecting the ¥JOni leami.rg with experience produced much richer and
detailed response fran in:tividuals.
Participants terxied to describe their experience of leami.rg as
having developed a feeling about when they or had done sanething which
was appropriate -

"It ¥JOrks".

feeling about what was

How participants came to have a

~riate was

IOOSt :inplrtant to their

leami.rg.
In segments listing "resources", the study suggests that

participants spoke in terms of relationships with considerable
frequency.

Very few- literally listed a set of resources.

Many

described a specific occasion wherein they were watching others

interact and had suddenly realized sanething.

Sane

did generalize,

describing watching or observing as a main basis for their leami.rg
experience.
However, a theme daninated participants • descriptions of their
learning experiences.

Several used the
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f.brase- "You'll fird out" in

conjunction with descriptions of experiences when sanet:hi.rg did not
work.

Participants, then, apparently relied on responses fran others

arXl repercussions fran

havin:J

attenpted sane action.

Most inp:>rtantly, their experiential leaminq occurred as part of

neaning

emergin:J

through group tneltbm;' orgoin;J interactions.

For

exanple, participants who joined the project at the begi.nnin:;;J
expressed apprehension
In

am

discx:mfort with explorirg inprovisation.

contrast, two irdividuals who joined towaros the erd of the project

expressed eagerness to b:y :improvisational YTOrk which was

rDN

taken

for granted by the other participants.
'Ihroughout their descriptions of situations arXl experiences in

the interviews, participants repeatedly returned to their feelirgs
related to neaning of social context.

1hese appeared to shape:

a) their preparedness to take action which might lead to experience of
change and thereby to "learn"

am

take action; b) their sense of

"leaminq"; and c) their expression of "leaminq".
'Ihe study, then, offers an approach to

researchin:J aspects of

leaminq process theory through consideration of both irdividuals'
possible cultural-meanirgs of the concept "leaminq" arXl their
experiences of leaminq.

As part of this offerirg, this segnent

proffers related reflections on research design primarily in tenns of
interview format.
'Ihese reflections might be located as TNel.l with reflections about
the area of discovery focused on research methods.

concern is the same -

'Ihe gui~

a search for episteJoological consistency

between methods ani theoretical framework emergirg fran the study.
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Havin:;J been reviE!ttled am linked to leamil'¥J theory in this segment,
the theoretical framework may be m:>re easily recalled for focus on

interview fonnat.
'Ihe study has advocated additional researdl c:::oncemirg

episteloc>logy of charge, iniividuals' cul.tural-meanirg of leamirXJ
iniividuals' experienci.rg of leamil'¥J.

am,

It advocates that researdl

design ought to consider these as well as other TNOrki.ng assumptions
concerned with iniividuals' meanirg constructions.

Interview fonnat

was si.rgled out for attention as specially designed social
constructions for data collection (fran the perspective of the
researcher) •
'lhese working assumptions should be considered not only in tenns
of "the lecuners" bein:j interviewed, but in tenns of the
researchers-interviewers who are also actively pursuing their own
meaning change, or leamirXJ through researdl.

With respect to

epistemology of change, our experiencin:;r of change affects us not only
as iniividuals in IOOdem Westem society, but affects episteJoological
assumptions we make as researchers.
'!he Preface suggested that if experiencing change as abrupt

am

occurri.rg at least partially externally, this sense of change leads us
to think of "change an:i leamirXJ as identifiable ani IOOSt probably
measurable. -

''Sanethi.ng happened, what was 'it'''?

'!his meanirg of

change brings a subtle shift away fran considerin:j charge as process
to thinking of charge in abject-like fashion.
to represent change of meaning in such fashion.

It bea:lnes acceptable

'!his experiencing of

change, however, t.erDs to lead back to converti.rg "leamirXJ" into
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phenanenon or structure, ani away fran focus on meanin:J ani process
orientation.
Adult educators have tenied to bring a cultural-meanin:J of
learning to research design

~dl

assumes a certain setting ani

qualities associated with the experierx:e.
place in a fonnal ozganizational
articulated -

sett~,

'lbat is, learning takes
is intentional,

am

may be

an intellectual product in abstract fonn.

A research question framed by that perspective

am

CUlilL>nly

raised is ''What did you learn?" 'lbat question was raised at the
beginning of int:ezviews in this study.

Based on data analysis process

I suggest that the question terns to generate a series of tacit
assumptions whidl are not desirable.

For example, by askirg an

individual to articulate what he or she leanled, one may cawey an
expectation conce:ming the

~rd

learning.

Askirg for an intellectual,

abstract listing may reinforce for the individual being int:ezviewed,
cultu:ral-meanin:J of learning as associated with a fonnal, intentional
organizational experierx:e.
'!he fo:rmat of the question, ''What did you learn?" does not make
explicit link with meanin:J of individuals' experierx:e, nor learning as
process.

As suggested previously, this may cause dissonance for those

engaged in experiential learning particularly if they are also
experiencing ananic c:x:nlitions.
Considering their constant need to reconstn1ct arrl their search
for a conunonly held sense of theatre process whidl continued to change
for participants, discovering how to act was a substantial
achievement.

In this instance, participants indicated that the
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meaningful test for them was whether they could act in a manner which

was minimally acx:epted

am

optllnal.ly praised.

Being able to artiollate what they had learned or how they did
this was not necessarily valued.

It wall.d have been discxJuraged to

the extent that this might evoke in:lividuals' experience of dissonance

between the concept of leami.rg

am

their experience of leami.rg.

Another focus for reflection on interview fonnat is in:lividuals'
experiencing of leami.rg.

Beyon:l the problem with "What did you

learn?" as a question, the study suggests that the question ard answer
interview fonnat in adult education qualitative studies do not teni to
reflect experiencing of leami.rg in the nanent.

Responses to

questions teni to be treated as data having an absolute quality rather
than being an in:lividual' s social construction in the nanent.

Researchers aiming to minimize their inpact on the interviewee support
this

~tion.

Working assunptions conce:rning emem:;ent-emerging meanin:Js may
offer assistance in tenns of considering interview interactions as
experience of leami.rg.

In this vein, henneneutical circle

influencing both researcher ard interviewee ought to be addressed.
Some

participants described an inclination not to reflect back

on experience in one project, but rather to throw themselves into the
next project.

It may be helpful to consider tension in certainty

concerning an interview: Is the "interviewee" likely to be vulnerable

to ananic conditions at the time of the interview?
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If so, will he or

she experience a sense of resistance to reflect since reflection may

bring 100re change? Or will the interviewee experience a need to
explore for mearrl.n;?
Returning for a nanent to the notion of the intel:viewer' s inpict

on the intel:viewee, the study suggests that the workirxJ assunptions
may also offer assistance in inte:tpreting relationship between
interviewer arrl interviewee at the time.

For example, based on data

analysis process, the study suggests that fonner participants
experienced ananic con:titions once 100re when the project concluded.
'!heir emerging anchors of mearrl.n; in group entity arrl structure were
severed.

"Purposeful non-reflection" for those leaping back into

another project has been posited as a way to avoid ananic con:titions.
'!he study suggests that the interview might serve to provoke
anxiety and an initial sense of ananic ccniitions.

Since the project

was over, my role as a participant had also concluded.

With the

conclusion of the interview as well, there was no certainty that we
would meet again.
Many participants also expressed frustration because they felt
that the conununity had not sufficiently recognized arrl
play.

~rted

the

Several appeared to seek affinnation fran me, asJd.n;J me ''What I

thought".

When atterrpting to place the focus on their meanings, away

fran mine, this may have contributed to scme fanner-participants •
concern with ananic con:titions.
A few participants also in:licated their distaste for
"over-analyzing".

'!he study suggests an additional workirxJ assunption
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that

describ~

''what"

am

"how to" shi:fted meaning associated with

theatrical creativity fran the profoum to the prosaic sptere of
meaning for participants.

Besides offerirg descriptions of how various world.rg assunptions
may assist researchers in :reflectirg on interview fonnat, the study
has a feN concrete suggestions for strategies.

First, the study

offers a suggestion to researchers c::oncenlE!d with interviewee's
cultural-meaning of the concept

"1~"·

Participants' responded

to learning oriented questions by usirg the word "experience". was quite an experience."

"It

Researchers might begin by aski.n;

individuals to elaborate on what they mean by that phrase,

am thereby

begin to use participants' words.
In the study, participants had-difficulty recallirg specific

details concenring changes.

One particular situation remin:ied many of

'!hey referred to a time when

experiencing change.

the group as a benclnnark.

"new'' people joined

Many could reconstruct contrast, that is,

differences between group members

am

those joi.n.in:J.

A few

participants had taken on the role of helping to teach a newcaner.
'!hose who had assmned these roles were also able to articulate ''what
they had learned''

am

"how they had learned it''·

'Ihe study offers one last specific suggestion for interviews
fonnat and content.

'!his suggestion is based on synthesis fran

several sources in data analysis process: a) experiencing of
related to b)

experienc~

1~

ananic corrlitions ani c) tension in

certainty.
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Many participants had expressed a need

theatre.
seemed

to explore through

However, the i.nt:erview fonnat, as previously described.,

to prompt imividuals' experience of ananic corditions.

invited to explore through reflectirg did not assist

Being

~.

However, as I began to establish my role as one of assisting them

to reflect, sane seemed to link reflectirg with inprovisirg- another
search focused on meanin;J creation.

A

sense of inprovisirg,

nc:M

a

familiar structure for IOOSt participants, ani one they seemed to have
come to value, seemed to emerge.

Certain questions appeared to prcm::rt:e links between inprovisation
and reflection.

None had difficulty responling to a similar question

framed in tenns of a scenario:

You are walking down the street and

you see a friend whan you haven't seen in a long time.

When you tell

them you •ve been workin;J on writirg ani presenting a play, they

respond, ''Wow, how do you do that?"

What do you say? '!hey were also

asked what they would say to assist saneone caning in towards the end

of the project.
'!he study offers these suggestions with caution, particularly the
latter concen1irg prcm:>tirg a sense of reflection as inprovisation.
As

part of research design, careful consideration should be given to

ethical considerations.

"Purposeful non-reflection" may offer some

assistance as a workin:J assunption in interpretirg imividuals •
vulnerabilities an::l sensitivities.
'!he study also suggests researchers listen for ananalies,
breaking point experiences of imividuals.
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(I temed to reserve

questions about these tmtil the eni of the interviews to allow sane
time to ponder the ethics of

caus~

dissonance for in:tividuals, arxi

for the more pragmatic reason that this would becane the central arxi,
pertlaps, pennanent focus of the interview.

Also significant are

questions evoki.n;J in:tividuals • experience of c:x:mirg to have a sense of
holding meaning in c:xmoon, predaninant themes in their
cultural-meaning.

'!his concludes reflections on the study •s offerings to adult
educators focused on orgoing construction of a fonnal learning theory
process.

Reflections tum now to adult educators oriented to

specifics of daily practice.

Reflections on offerings to researchers

serve as a bridge between these two segments.

-Offerings Concemirg Specifics Of D:ly 'Ib D:ly Practice
'!he study has assumed that adult education fratneTNOrk is in a

state of paradigmatic transition influenced by a rapidly charging
world.

01anging ideas about learning theory suggests additional

uncertainty for adult educators.
Adult educators concerned with daily practice may firrl two
sources of interest in the study's fratneTNOrk.

First, it offers

reflection on adult educators• relationships based on diverse
orientations.

A secon:l reflective focus is on relationships arxi

activities with learners.
Reflections have focused on the study's offerings regarding
"paradigm" arxi worki.n;J assunptions fran learning process theory.
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'lhese reflections have been shaped by practitioners 1 frequently
articulated concerns with adult education "theory".

'!he study

advocates a shift in ex>ncepti()J'l of practitioners 1 relationship to
partnership concernirg efforts to construct an explicit adult
education paradigm.

To encourage practitioners 1 increased involvement

in paradigmatic work, the segment unierlines benefits of such paradigm

for practitioners.
For those concerned with daily practice, work towaros a Il¥:)re
cohesive fonnal framework may reduce experience with confusion in
change.

Bringing pieces of framework together such as cxmmmity

education and learnin:j theories may provide a framework which offers
criteria for decision-maki.rg in response to diverse and changing
conditions in practice.

Disaffection with fonnally articulated

"theory" among "practitioners" may be diminished if practitioners are
not daily faced with dissonance arising fran ~ting claims, none of

which offer explication for all aspects of their diverse experience.

For those experiencin;J dissonance in

~ting

claims, the study

has en1phasized the benefits in conceptualizin;J an adult education
framework in terms of "paradigm".

'!he study has relied on Kuhn 1 s work

to offer explication of our current experience with
referring to this as paradigmatic transition.

~tin;J

claims,

Framing experience of

changing dominance in theories (t.:r:ems) in terms of paradigm elll&'gence
and paradigm transition may also reduce dissonance.

Although that aspect of paradigm has been the study 1 s prime
focus, paradigm includes m;:)re than creation of abstract precepts, as
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Kuhn (1970) has envisioned paradigms.

'!he concept includes a sense of

dynamic quality in human exploration.

Aa:x>rdin;J to Kuhn, paradigms

provide temporary anchorirg.
Referrirg once 100re to wurkirg assunptions in leamirg process
theo:cy advanced, the study proposes that the concept of paradigm as
temporary anchorirg respon:}s to tension in certainty

educators.

aiOOl'g

adult

r.rhe study suggests that this may offer sane assistance

with relativizirg experiences for us as adult educators "teachirg arrl
leamirg" in a pluralistic society.

We nust atten:i to our own

responses as adult educators who both contribute {Firger, 1989)

am

respond to constnlctions of Western no:lenri.ty.
On

the other harxi, paradigm as temporary anchor offers sane

response to those who have concerns with a "sirgle unifyirg" theo:cy
about which "absolute claims to truth" are made.

Imposition of such

theo:cy on practitioners if not providirx;J adequate explication for
experience in practice, or meshing with ideological values would not,
then, allow for exploration.
Conceiving our experiences in tenns of paradigm may also
reinforce important relationships between practitioners

am

research.

Applying the assunption of tension in certainty to adult educators•
experiences, framirg research in tenns of paradigm provides sane
anchoring in group entity
As

am structure,

while encouraqirg explorirg.

those whose experiences education theories aspire to explicate

and guide, practitioners suffer JOOSt fran ananalous experience when

attempting to rely on an explicit theory which does not provide
explication for "their experiences".
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Rather than devalullg

practitioners • experiences of dissonance, these may be considered
crucial signals for locatirg an::l explori.rq ananalies in paradigm.
'!hose experiencirg them may be valued as providirg key "data" for

direction in future paradignatic research.
Admittedly, this has not been historically the case.
However, as part of paradignatic 'WOrk, the study has advocated

additional reflection on how adult educators resporrl to experience of
~e

in paradignatic transition.

'!his segment

l1C1N

suggests that as

adult educators we begin to interpret our own actions in tenns of the
working assumptions eme:tgirg with respect to learnin:J an::l meaning
c.hang"e.

In turn, this may provide

"researchers" focused on

making

explicit an abstract paradigm, an::l ''practitioners" focused on
specifics of daily practice,. with a sense of cc:moon g:rouni.

'!his may

also encourage c.hang"in;J relationships aiOCnJ those "WOrking towards
paradigm constructions.
'lbe study does not i.nteni to suggest that synergistic
relationships of this sort are not occurrin;J at present.

-

Nor is it

intended to suggest that practitioners do not research even in day to
day engagement.

It aims, rather, at reorientation of those who

experience and maintain a dichotanized view of theoey an::l practice.
Prior to proceeding further, it is in'p:>rtant to note that, while
not expressly declari.rq it, the study has assumed "heterogeneity"

among adult educators beyon:i orientations presented thus far.

It is

beyond the resources of the study to attenpt to address all adult
educators' orientations, fran "employment" focus -

policy-makers,

program plarme:rs, camnunity activists, to differin;J ideolCXJies among
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adult educators.

OUr diversity reflects pluralism described in

theories of mcx1e:mity.

However, it is suggested that insofar as

le.anrlrg process is related to all aspects of adult educators' work,
this study may offer relevant insight.
In

tenns of what the study offers to current constructions of

le.anrlrg process theocy, saoe may argue that, because of its "infonnal
setting", the study is of limited interest to adult educators whose
work consists of creatirg ani maintain.in] fonnal le.anrlrg
opportunities through adult education organizations.

'!he study

suggests, however, there are many instances wherein these workirg
assumptions arrl data analysis may offer explication for those engaged
in diverse practice of adult education.
First, although the study did occur in an

11

infonnal 11 , cx:mnunity

setting, the study provides argument that work towards constructing a
a more general framerNOrk for le.anrlrg process theocy in tenns of
irrlividuals' meanirg charqe through social interactions, may assist
adult educators in guiclirg organized adult education activity.

Adult

educators may use these workirg assunptions about le.anrlrg theocy
process to reshape their efforts to provide fonnal, institutionalized
le.anrlrg opportunities.

'!his should include search for alternative

methods to engage with both "ccmnunity groups" ani irrlividuals
involved with in:iepenient study (Brookfield, 1984) •

Efforts to

reshape fonnal, institutionalized le.anrlrg opportunities may also
result in reshapirg organizations.
Second, the study may be of significance to those engaged within
a fonnal adult education organization, given the study's focus on
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change and leanrl.n;.

'!here are many references in adult education

literature to modem experience of orgoin;J change.

(See the Preface

for citations.) It is unlikely that formal adult education
organizations would remain untouched by a sea of change.
With changin;J organizations, changin;J staff,

chang~

policy and

changirq programs, sane adult educators concenled with specifics of
day to day practice may experience ananic con:titions, as might
lecnners joining programs in transition.

Despite attempts to be

"institutionalized", sane adult educators will experience similar
contitions of ananie, as those participants experienced in their
11

infonnal." conununity settirq.
'!his question may aid in franrl.rg reflections on what this means

to adult educators: 'lhrough this epi.steloological shift towards meaning
and social prcx::ess, what in particular may have changed for those

adult educators engaged in specifics of day to day practice?
Focus on meaning in terms of creation, social maintenance, and
meaning of change suggest ncvement away fran 100re "traditional"

focuses on planning,

pratpt~, and

then measurirq change solely in

te:rms of individuals' intellectual and behavioural response.

In tenns

of community education, for sane adult educators focus is shifted from
exclusive concentration on structural power issues.
For purposes of planning and

pranpt~

meaning change as leanrl.n;

in individuals, focus shifts to CCillirg to interpret how a particular
group of leanters • meaning may change through social prcx::ess and

experience of change.

Now these considerations must be cont.enplated

in tenns of how leanrl.n; may best be effected.
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Evaluation or

reflection must also be reconstruct:ed in tenns of in:lividuals •

changin;J meaning ani social process.
A fonnal, more cohesive framework could diminish dissonance ani
confusion arising out of gaps in theories or through experiences with
current transition "tc7Nards meaning ani process as focus.

'!he study

proffers a set of TNOrking assunptions which may link social experience
of practice with theory through
learning.

br~~

together meaning, change, ani

References to possible reconceptualizations of roles ani

strategies are considered herein.
'!he set of working assunptions ani Mobile-framework offer a
framework for those practicirg to consider in:lividuals' learning in

tenns of their meaning changirg through social interactions.

In light

of these, the following are highlights of what the study offers as
concrete suggestions in process of day to day practice.
'Ihese reflections consider the context of adult educators
affiliated with an adult education organization aiming to initiate or
facilitate in:lividuals learning in groups.

'!he study has limited

conunents to a generic three stage process, based on transition in
learning theory,
learners,

suggest~

implement~ the

shifts in: planni.n;J engagement with

plan (engagement in

prarpt~

learning),

and evaluation processes.

1) Reflections On Shift Towards Meanin:r An:l Process In Planning Stages
Several suggestions are offered concerni.r¥] shifts in planni.n;J
learning events, implied by shift in epistaoology.
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First, given a new

focus for learnl.rq in terms of mean.in;J c::harqe, objectives nust be
reconsidered to include a broader spect.nnn of "leamirq".

'!he working

assumptions suggest that learnl.rq, viewed as irdividuals' c::harqing
meaning, shifts

~is

to experiencirg.

increased focus on irdividuals' feelirgs.

'1his should accord

More specifically, focus on

irdividuals' experience of c.b.an:Je an:l social response to c::harqe should
be considered in planning stages.

If the object in pratptin;J learnl.rq is reconceived in terms of
meaning change, a key transition in planning requires taking into
account individuals' responses to possibility of mean.in;J c::harqe.

'Ihis

segment offers more detailed suggestion respecting this shift in
emphasis in planning.
In planning a learnl.rq event, irdividuals' response to

possibility of change should be considered in terms of: a) reaction to
specific content of mean.in;J c::harqe; b) response to experience of
learnl.rq (meaning c::harqe); an:l c) even the manner of expressing that
which is learned.
In efforts to plan, consideration of irdividuals' response to

change, should include conteuplation of: a) the impact of content that
is offered for irdividuals to learn; b) social interactions between
adult educator an:l learners; an:l c) social interactions an¥:>r¥.J learners
as an emerging group.

'!he working ~ions an:l Mobile-framework

may provide guidance in these conteuplations as a framework concerning
social process focused on epistemology of c::harqe.
For example, in planning process, adult educators generally take

into account what irdividuals may brirg with them to the event in
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te:nns of "leami.rg content".

For pn:poses of considerirg how

"leami.rg content" will be interpreted by 11 leanler'S 11 , this may be
reconstrued, in terms of "cultural.-meanirgs" which irxtividuals brirg

to a leami.rg experience.
The set of working assunptions ani the Mobile-frame!'WOrk offer
some guidance in plannirg to avoid crisis or experience breaking point
actions for learners in a group through shift to
When considering learners'
profound

~,

cultural-~,

~lessness.

learners' anchors for

includirg their emergirg sense of group entity ani

structure, should also be considered in plannirg.

Intividual identity

may be contemplated as another anchor.
Planning should include several strategies with respect to
irxtividuals 1 anchorirg.

strategies -include the need to interpret

irxtividuals 1 sense of anchoring to detennine, first, whether they are
already feeling some sense of ananic corxlition, arrl then, whether
learning events may sever an anchor.
The study advocates buildirg into the plannirg stage efforts to
create or strengthen anchors cnoorg those participatirg.

Many adult

educators already plan in these terms through expressly incorporating
activity designed to develop a sense of group
learners.

~ng

irxtividual

The Mobile-framework's secorxi Act-Play, "Andlored Anomie"

affords an example of this prcx::ess.
Prior to continuing, this segment points to a distinction among
adult educators in approaches for. plannirg.
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This distinction arises

out of the ideology, ethics,

am

objectives of practitioners.

What

the study offers to practitioners depends upon their objectives
arising out of their orientations.
Adult educators may rely on the study's \VOrking assunptions to
interpret individuals' mearrl.rgs
purposes.

am

social interactions for several

For instance, sane adult educators may wish to becane

sensitive to "anchor severance" to plan to avoid, if possible, setting
off such an experience for learners.
rely on the study's

f~rk

'1hese practitioners may also

for contingency

pl~,

preparation

for such a possibility.
In contrast, sane practitioners, who enJage in ccmnunity
education work, liberatocy education have described an intention to
create dissonance- breaki.rg point experience. -'Ibis is suggested as
an objective so that learners, whose cultural-meanllgs have been
dominated by others for purposes of maintaining power over them
(hegemony), will cane to analyze their deprivation in econanic arrl
broader cultural tenns (Freire, 1985) •
For those

consider~

either intention with respect to cl'larging

irrlividuals' meanin;J in anchors, the study has provided a framework
for interpreting when individuals' are experiencing anchor severance.
It details one set of experiences, offering a lcu:ger framework
concerning meaning, d"lan:Je,
breaki.rg point experiences them.

am

leamil'r:J fran which to interpret

when arrl how individuals may experience

Towards creation of strategies, it suggests how participants

the act of cl'larging provide sane security for themselves.
instance, participants were

will~

to risk
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uproot~

in

For

one anchor at a

time under certain corili.tions, but not both.

'Ib assist learners in

asstnning their own "care-t:akirg", adult educators may wish to use

concept of "paradigm" as part of leamin;J oontent, a discussion topic
offered to in:li.viduals as shapin3'

meanin:J of anchorin3'.

'!his segment also suggests that practitioners consider fostering
theatre process and other p::ssible paradigmatic frameworks which may
It is suggested that if these

offer sufficient safety to explore.

social conditions may be encouraged, in:li.viduals 1

meanin:J may

~e

without innnediate shift towards meanin:]lessness, thereby pratpting

reSistance to

~e.

Finally, in tenns of planni.rq, contenplation of ethical issues
when considering such course of action is vital.
such consideration particularly in

'!he study emphasizes

tenns of preparedness to offer and

arrange a support system for in:li.viduals 1 experiencing dissonance.
2) Reflections On Shift Towards Meaning An:i Process

In Implementing stages
First, a most important point is raised concerninJ discreteness
among the three "steps" or stages of planni.rq, inplementirg, and
evaluating.

At the root of the

individuals 1

meanin:J creation

wor~

assumptions is the notion that

and change are ongoin3' in their social

interactions (emerging-emergent concepts) with occasional breaking
points.

As one shift of

meanin:J

becanes taken for granted, that

meaning acts as basis for new shift.

How does this relate to planni.rq

and implementing the plan in leamin;J events?

Having planned a fonnal leamin;J event, those adult educators
engagin3' with learners llllSt consider learners 1 meanings emerging1267

emergent both throughout and after the particular event.
consider steps in ''praxis" to be entirely discrete.

Sane

However,

paradigmatic shift focusi.n;J on meanirq and process shifts eq;ilasis to
suggest a highly interactive process.

'!his segment proffers specific suggestions to frame adult
educators' reflections dur.in; "a leamirg event".

First, the segment

suggests that a leamirg event may be thought of as a series of

emerging experiences of meanirq for iniividuals -

experiet'laa after

experience which require on;JO.in; reassessment of assunptions embedded
in the initial plarming stage.
Reassessment should include, if possible, iniividuals' emergi.n;J
cultural-meaning.

Meaning emerging as beirg held in

CCil10011 cnoo~

iniividual learners should assist the practitioner in interpreting
what meaning iniividuals are making of "lesson content".

A

sense of

iniividuals' emergirg cultural-meaning should also assist in
interpreting their experience of cbanJe and whether breaking points

are inminent.

Irrlividuals' cultural-meaning of leamirg as previously

described should also be of assistance in reassessment.
do individuals obtain a sense of group entity through

For example,

~ing

jointly

in exploration am leamirg, or do they experiet'laa a sense of group
entity in resistirg the adult educator's efforts to inpose sanething
upon them?

Reassessment with respect to iniividuals' emergi.n;J
cultural-meaning should include learners' meanings of the concept of
learning.

Adult educators may wish to include in "lesson content" and

learning activities, diSOJSSion of what leamirg means to these
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inlividuals.

A broader sense of leanU.rxj may reshape imi.viduals

efforts to "learn".

'Ihe study offers "data" suggesti..rq participants'

dissonance concemin:j their idea of the word leanU.rxj
experience of leanU.rxj.

am

their

In discxwerirg this discrepancy scme

participants were able to artiOll.ate toore fully aspects of their
leanU.rxj experience.
Ongoing reassessment should also include reconsideration of
strategies constructed beforeharrl

am

consideration of strategies

emerging based on reassessment processes.

Meaning in action, a

working assumption linked with participants in the study, might be
used in relation to adult educators 1 focus while en:Jaged in

interactions with learners.
'Ibis segment has previously reflected on the study's offerings in

tenns of strategies related to imi.viduals • response to experience of
change.

Reflections mainly fOCllSErl on plannin:] in relation to

maintaining, severing, or pn::aooting imi.viduals to create new "social
anchors".

'!here is also a matter of timing concemi.n:J this process.

Planning processes may assume that leanU.rxj occurs during the
learning event.

However, in the instance of the theatre project,

especially in the first few weeks, at least two of participants'
experience with

b~

point crystallized after sessions.

'Ibis

meant that on more than one occasion the planned focus of the next

session was entirely changed to respon:l to participants'

b~

point experiences.

not

In those instances, participants did

explicitly respond to an experience of meaning change affecting their
anchors until after their "leanU.rxj experience".
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'!he study offers sane framer.«>rk for interpretation of these
occasions.

Viewin;J learnin;J as a process of mearrl.n3' charge in tenns

of "emerging-emergent", this suggests sense of
over time.

~irg

relationship

Li.nk:i.rg this synthesis of TNOrkirq assunptions with tension

in certainty, the study posits that in sane instances, participants'
experienced movement towards mearrl.n3' with such inpetus that this
experience was pervasive temporarily.
However, when leavin;J the context wherein they experienced such
change, some participants experienced shift in tenns of

previously held in relation to a sense of anchorin;J.
session, in addition to

~irg

mearrl.n3'

After the

context, inllviduals had an

opportunity to reflect on their experiences.

Irxlividuals also had an

opportunity outside the sessions to discuss quietly their experience
with a few others.
In

tenns of plannirg

am

in tenns of ergagin;J with learners, one

strategy to respond to ti.nrl.n;J for learners 1 reflections is to provide

am
am at

am

an opportunity to reflect

discuss experiences

directions at a

session's "conclusion"

the beginl'li..n;J of the next.

Sane adult

educators do this particularly with counsellin;J groups, referrin;J to
them as "check-ins".
With respect to brea.Jdn;J points generally, the study suggests
that adult educators may consider it a priority to attend to any sense
they have of an abrupt shift.

In addition to makirg it a priority to

attend to experiences of abrupt shifts, for themselves
apparently experienced

am

expressed Dy

11

those

learners11 1 another strategy

is to discuss with learners experience of
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am

~e

as part of learnin;J

activities.

If djscussin:J with learners haN they conceive of learning

an:l how they experience learning, djscussion of qualities they

associated with experience of c::harge may provide assistance.
Many of these reflections on the study's offerirgs with respect

to interactive "plannin:J'' an:l "inplementation" stages in light of
shifting framework for learning, have counterparts in framE!"wUrks for
evaluation stages.

A few will be highlighted herein.

3) Reflections on Shift Towards
In Evaluating Staaes

Meanin:r

An:i Process

A shift towards learning in ten1s of me.anirg an:l social process
implies reframing both p.npose an:l process of evaluation.

Evaluation

may be considered in tenns of reassessment, an ongoi.rg reconstruction
of individuals 1 me.anirg c.hanJe which in tum brings c.hanJe of me.anirg
to the adult educator or "evaluator".

As a process of reflection,

then, both the evaluator an:l the leamer are engaged in an exc.hanJe in
which each will be influenced by the others • constructions.

Shift towards learning as process of me.anirg c.hanJe also invokes
working assumptions concerning irxiividuals 1 c.hanJe of me.anirg as
emerging-emergent.

'lhe study suggests that evaluators must take into

account if possible where leamers are in that process at the time of
evaluation.

For exanple, as suggested previously in relation to

breaking points, learners may not experience c.hanJe of me.anirg until
after a fonnal learning event.

other interactions including

evaluation process may offer assistance in an irxiividual' s me.anirg
becoming emergent, crystallizing.
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As part of planni.n;J for evaluation processes, the study suggests

that the working assmrptions may offer similar insight into making
evaluation an opporbmity for reflection, for assistirg learners'
~s

to crystallize.

'lhe followi.rg reflections focus on

interviewing as a method of evaluation.

Most of what has been stated

in the previous segment on inte:rviewi.n; in terms of general research
towards making explicit fonnal learrtirg process theoey ~lies herein.

Interpretations are offered of sane barriers which may affect
individuals' responses to evaluation conceming their learrtirg
experience.
segment.

One of these has been described at length in the previous

'!he study suggests, based on data analysis that evaluators

must come to terms with possible confusion for learners between

camnonly held

"~

of learrtirg" as assoc:::iated with fonnal· settings

arrl standards of precise response, arrl "experience of learrtirg".

Evaluators may desire the fanner, preferring not to adopt shift
towards focus on learrrl.rg in terms of ~ charge arrl social

process.

However, for those who wish to shift paradigm in all aspects

of their process, the study offers argument that evaluation must seek
insight into a broader spectnnn of learrtirg experience in order to
provide additional direction in planni.n;J.

(Reflections conceming in

planni.n;J process indicated de.man:l for considerable detail of
construction.)
'!he study underscores

~

key inplication in a paradigmatic shift

conceiving of learrrl.rg as individuals' charxje

of~-

Evaluation

has tended to focus on that which was of value fran a fonnal

organizational orientation.

In shifting to learners • meanirgs arrl
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experience of leamirg, focus 1lllS1: be reoriented towards intel:preting
what was significant to learners in order to make sense of their
For instance, learners may be able to do what they were

response.

asked to lean1, but they may not value, or have been required in the

context to articulate what they learned.
In the previous segment, the study has offered additional insight

into individuals' neanirg of leamirg in tenns of work:in;J assunptions
about individuals' experience of ~e.

Tension in certainty

proffers explication for learners' resistance to explore.

In

particular, evaluators may fim of interest intel:pretations of
participants' "purposive non-reflection".

Several interpretations are

offered, then, of learners' unwillingness to respom given the
reflective nature of interviews.
As

indicated previously, the study offers insight into possible

dissonance for learners

c:::oncemirx1

their neanirg of the concept of

leamirg in contrast with their experience of leamirg.

It suggests

as a strategy that evaluators explore with the learners whether they
However, in addition, this means

are experiencing such dissonance.

the evaluator must also attenpt to get at tacit aspects of

individuals' leamirg experience.
'!he study offers several suggestions concemin:J "getting at the
tacit".

Although the purpose of the intet:views in the study was not

evaluation, gathering data
objective.

c:::oncemirx1

participants' leamirg was a key

Part of the processual description in the Mobile-framework

affords an overview of data analysis process concemin:J participants'
dissonance and pursuit of their cultural-neanirg of leamirg.
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'!his

part of the Mobile-framework also refers to energirg strategies to
reorient both evaluators

am

learners to reflect on their experiential

leaming.
Based on a theme in participants' statements conc:emi.rq their

leaming experience, this segnent now offers at least a sprin:.;Jboard
for exploration.
feelings.

Participants referred consistently to a charge in

Several participants stated that their sense of confidence

in their own feelirgs about when sanething was appropriate or not ("it
worked"; "it didn't work") was the IOOSt inportant element in their
leaming.
Individuals should be encouraged to recall when they had those
feel~s

as a way of bringirg back their experience of leaming.

Adult. educators concemed with interview techniques to assist
participants in reflectirg on

am

articulating what was tacit may also

find assistance in reconsideration of "leaming resoorces".
Participants primarily spoke in tenns of

relationships~

themselves and leaming in particular situations.

Although this was

not an intended strategy at the time, energirg fran the interview

experiences, the study suggests that askirg questions reflectirg on
relationships and situations is another way to assist intividuals to
reflect and gain access to their own leaming experience.
A paradigmatic strategy for assistirg intividuals in drawirg out
their tacit leaming experiences has been described in
previous segment.

1~

in the

Based on data analysis proc:ess, participants appear

to have been most canfortable when beirg invited back into a theatre
paradigm, a fonn of inprovisation.
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Notirq that sane .inllviduals took up the task of familiarizirq
other participants with protocol, another "scenario" offerinJ was to
ask what participants TNOU!d advise the newcaner.

'1hese strategies may

have been relatively sucx::essful in this instance, because it reframed
the interview context into a context 100re in tune with their learning

experiences.
One point of clarification is in order.

Dlrin;J the interviews,

several participants .inllcated a shift fran reluctance to reflect to
pleasure in "new discoveries".

Frequently, asking participants to

reflect on "the tacit' , is to ask for transfonnation of .imividuals'
meanings.

'Ihrough refl~ in the interviews, several participants

were experiencirq meaning chan:je, learning through the interviews.
Articulatirq "tacit experience" prcxluced a sense of fresh meaning
creations.

For participants this

quality as improvisinJ.

~

to carry the same profourrl

I noted on a few cxx::asions that participants'

who had seemed net.Vous about havirq to generate a "list of steps or
stages in the process" went on to do that in a canfortable manner when
responding to scenario questions.

'!he study offers one re.ma.inirg strategy to help trigger
participants' sense of tacit learning experience.

In the interviews,

I came to consider .imividuals' meanir¥js in tenns of paradigm.

When

their words suggested an assumption or a rule I would draw their
attention to this (usually towards the eni of the interview so as not

to disrupt the flow of conversation).
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In addition, with caution, if I

sensed an anomalie or even c:xmt:rastirq ideas arx:l approaches I also

raised these.

'!his frequently pranpted irx:li.viduals to engage in a

whole series of reflections developirg other assunptions.
In tenus of other methods of evaluation, this segment also

reflects on offerirgs fran the study concemirg observations of
participants' interactions as a way of "reassessirg" their
meaning.

'!his included oonsiderirq individuals'

~irg

dress~ arx:l

cast

party stories" which provided irx:li.cation of emergirg constructions of

their experiences.

'!his was a significant leamirg resource for

participants as well, since they were articulatirg arx:l improvisirg new
insights to other participants.
Indications of participants' leamirg in tenns of redefined
anchors and theatre paradigm eme1:ged in later interactions with the
community.

Participants fourx:l confidence to put on mime perfonnance

when they had been IOOSt concemed about

wor~

without many props.

A

fEM participants also recg>lied what they had learned to other
community settings, teachirg children, for exanple.
'!he study, then, supports evaluation literature eq;lhasizirg the
significance of obtaining data fran abservirq irx:li.viduals'
interactions internal to the group, arx:l extemal to the groups in
tenus of applying what they learned to new settirgs.

However, prior

to taking any of these actions the study stresses the vital inp:>rtance
of considering ethical questions of confidentiality arx:l privacy.
Finally, in terms of evaluation, the study offers an eq;lhasis on
the henneneutical circle.

It supports extant literature which frames
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evaluation process as learnin:.J process for the evaluator.
planning should, therel:>y, include attention to
the evaluator throughout the process.

chang~

Evaluation

meanirgs of

Within the study, it was

through these means that strategies emerged co~ interview

process which offered in:tividuals assistance in

reflect~

on their

experience of learnin:.J.
'!his concludes reflections on offerings fran the third area of

discovecy meaning

am

charge related to social process.

Reflections

on offerings with respect to theatre process will follc:M.
d) Changing Constructions In Data Analvsis:
n1.eamers 111 'Iheatre In Tenns Of Paradigm
Although reviewed at the last, this area of discovecy emerged
early in the study as a focus on participants' theatre processes.
Work from this area catprises a substantial portion of the study's

entire document including a narrative description of participants'
theatre processes in Clapters One am 'Ihree.

In a ll¥)re "abstract"

fashion, <llapter Eight's Mobile-framework interprets details of their
theatre processes.

am

Sections of Olapter Five's "Scx::ial 'Iheo:cy Trail"

sections of <llapter Six •s working assunptions also focus on data

analysis process related to participants' theatre processes.

'Ihese reflections on the study's offerings are principally
concerned with heM theatre experiences may influence in:tividuals'
meanirgs of change.

A major focus for data analysis was participants'

emerging sense of "theatre paradigm" related to their experience of
meaning and charge

am thereby

their learnin:.J.
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'!he first reflections in this segment may strike a chord for
adult educators focused on 'WOrking towards a fonnal framework as a
Reflections in the latter part of the segment highlight

paradigm.

offerirgs to those expressly focused on specifics of daily adult
education practices.
- Offerings Concernim On:pim Work Towards
Making Exolicit An Adult Education Paradiam
'!he nature of our 'WOrk frequently requires adult educators to
cross disciplinary 1:x:Jurxlaries, consultin;J constructions fran other
fields am disciplines.

As adult educators, we are then generally

faced with attemptirg to 'WOrk out relationships am:>ng these ctifferin;J
frameworks.

'!he study offers to researchers a processual description,

a reconi of one experience with related struggles am strategies in
nultictiscipl.inary work.
One

of the study's

no;t

urgent concerns surfaced in struggles

with nultidiscipl.inary consb:uctions of research related to aspects of
data analysis process.

A main source of nultictiscipl.inary research

arose fran participants' fcx:us on theatre process in their
interactions.

The study recounts struggles in data analysis process

concen'ling interpretin;J relationships am:>rg theories concernirg social
process, theatre process, am adult education process.
In response to this 'WOrk, the study of theatre process e.mex:ged as

an "enclave" of the previously described area conc::eJ:tled generally with
social process am learnirg.

Explorations in both areas have been

concerned with interpretin;J participants' meanirgs am
cultural-meanings.

Actin;J am performirg were inportant, but within a
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larger sphere of group members 1 meanirg an:l process.

study of

"theatre process" thus became a sub-study of social process an:l

Literature in adult education concemirg theatre is a spectrum of
approaches an:l vantage points illustratin;;J nultidisciplinary aspects
to the work.

The study has offered a framework in Cllapter Four for

sortin;J through various approaches to theatre process reflected in
located literature.
A critique is also provided concemirg the need for nnre clarity
COl'lCeil'ri.rg vantage points of those writin;;J about theatre an:l

education.

As response to this critique this segment suggests that

social theory provides an ilrportant tool to interpret both vantage

points of those usin:J theatre an:l leanlel:'S 1 - meanin:Js an:l interactions
in creatin;J various, emergin:J theatre paradigms.

other critiques consider this literature as a basis offerin;J new
directions for researdl.

These critiques included concem with IOOVin;J

beyom providirg "data base descriptions" of these experiences written

wholly from the perspective of the adult educator.

Intent of the

study was to develop a clearer sense of assunptions with respect to

usin:J theatre paradigm in adult education work.
For example, since claims are bein;J made that theatre process
assists in c.bargin:J leame:rs 1 meanin:Js in p:>Sitive ways, the study has
enunciated a need to focus on what 11leanlel:'S11 are experiencin;J.

The

study has provided over:views of those resource materials which have
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begun· to shift focus to learners • meanirgs.

'lhe Mobile-framework

e.rxieavo:rs to contribute to this TNOrk by providi.n;J details of
participants' experience in this ethnograp1.y study.
A concem with focusirg on theatre p:rcx::ess in tenns of meaning
has redirectEd initial :research efforts to produce a particular

way of reflecting on "theatre".

As

a startirg point, the study began

to search for special qualities of "the theatre".
was

My

initial intent

to locate "absolute" qualities of "the theatre" arxl relate them to

"participants • learning".

Hc7.¥ever, concem with epistenDlogical

inconsistency resulted in reshaping that line of search.
Assuming social construction as a larger theoretical framework

for social p:rcx::ess, data p:rcx::ess shifted to contenplate in:tividuals
experiencing different constructions of theatre.

With this new

direction, the study strove to focus on interpreting participants'
search for a COITIIlally held paradigm of theatre anag themselves.

Exploration of special qualities emerging for participants from
their interactions shifted into the foreg:rourrl.

Extant theories which

might offer explication were oonsidered fran this vantage point.

In

this way, the study is a concrete rem:imer of the significance of

vantage point in considerirg :research design arxl data analysis

process.
A related concern surfaced as well through participants • ongoing
interactions.

Not only did their "theatre" interactions suggest

differences in assunptions about "theatre", their interactions also
changed greatly within a brief pericxi of time.

In search of

explication, the study came to rely on Kuhn's (1970) notion of
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paradigm emergence as providi.rg explication.

'1hrough this synthesis

of theocy linking theatre to paradigm, the \VOrkirg assunptions offer
a connection between in:tividuals 1 meanirg change, arrl theatre with a
processual focus.

'lhis avoids the epist:eloolCXJical trap described

previously with respect to reification of theatre.
'!he workirg set of assunptions afford a synthesis of extant

theories arrl assunpt.ions emergirg fran research as a framework for
reflection on theatre.

'lhis includes SUJ,:p:>rtirg literature which

represents theatre as paradigm.

'!he study specifically brings with it

qualities which Kuhn attributed to paradigm as social anchorirg in

tenns of scientific orientations.
'!he workirg assurrptions offer a canparison between "science"
paradigm arrl "theatre paradigm suggestirg a difference in
epist:eloolCXJical startirg point.

Ccmoonly p:ronoted notions of theatre

process suggest that meanirg is rooted in expressivity, not
rationality.

'!he study 1 s considerations arrl cautions in applying

paradigm to imividuals' experience of "theatre processes" may offer
a framework sensitive to epist:eloolCXJical consistency.
'Ihe Mobile-framework offers to educators a no:iel-description
which represents data analysis of participants' emergirg paradigm of

theatre interpreted in five stages, the "Five Act-Plays".

One or all

of these five descriptions of participants' emergirg stages may be of
aid in data analysis con.cernin;J diverse paradigmatic views of theatre
cnoorg other groups of in:tividuals.

Another related concent arose in data analysis process when a

link was sought between two themes.
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'!he first theme arose fran

participants • focus on theatre process.

'lhe secxni theme emerged from

participants' reflections on their relationships as irnividuals to
Attempts to link these two foci of participants'

"the canm.mity".

meanin;s raised a series of questions ex>ncemirg both social process

am

possible meanin;s associated with theatre.
Two chief questions arose for the study through 'WOrk in this

area.

Was there anyt:h.inJ which 0Cl1'11a1ly shaped participants' interest

in pursuing a paradigm of theatre? What special qualities became

associated with theatre in participants' ex>nstantly emergirg paradigm?
'lhe study's response to these concerns emerged through synthesis of
extant theories

am 'WOrking

assurrptions developed through data

analysis process.
Through working assumptions

am

intet:pretive description, the

study suggests to other researchers tllat theories of social
ex>nstnlction arrl IOOdemity (Berger, 1977) afford explication to the
first of these data analysis process questions.

In a search for

specific explication of field experience, the study PJSits tllat
participants arriv.iB.;J fran other ccmnunities eutatonly held
expectations of pluralism, irnividuality, am futurity in terms of
change as "progress".

(For those researchers studyirg distinctions in

processual subgroupin;Js within canm.mities, this part of the set of
'WOrking assumptions may provide explication in their own research.)
Resp:>rrl.iB.;J to the secorxi question

~

participants' camnon

meanirg of special "theatre qualities", the study PJSits that JOOSt

participants turned to "theatre activities" to provide opportunity for
self-expression while sinultaneously seekirg anchorirg in a sense of
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group.

When speak:inJ of "the CCilllllllity", IOOSt expressed experiencing

a haoogeneous CCilllllllity 'Where, as outsiders, they felt alien ani
repressed.

Participants eventually articulated two ethnograprlc

attributes of haoogeneity in

''the" CCilllllllity, a

strorg religious

framework, ani an unwillingness to try out or support innovation.

(As

it unfolded, participants' experience of constant d:large emerged from
initial meetings in the project.)
'!he study's set of assunptions offers a series of links between
imividuals' theatre paradigms ani learnir¥] experiences.

'!he study

offers links between TNOrki.rg assunptions concemirg imividuals' needs
for meaning arising out of experience with IOOdem life, ani qualities
attributed to theatre through saoo imividuals' paradigm of theatre.
'lhe study's process suggests first considering imividuals'
''meaning needs" arising out of experience with constant d:large ani

motions of modernity.

cues fran participants' emerging c:x:moonly held

meaning needs may be used to guide interpretation of participants'

emerging anchoring, whether theatre paradigm or not is researched.
Participants' meaning

needs~

to be dual.

First, they

expressed the need for opportunity to be creative ani the need for
self-expression, given their relationship with the cx:mnunity.

Sane

appeared to be searching for meaning in creativity within the profound
sphere.

Upon joining the project, given experience of constant

change, many also expressed a need for certainty of structure.
'!he study offers links between learnir¥] in tenns of exploring or
being exposed to new meanings,

am

interpretations of theatre process.
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In partiauar, links were made between these participants' ''meaning

needs" an:l two qualities they appeared to CClTilall.y attrihrt:e to

theatre.

TUrner's description of theatre as phases of a specific

social process include a "liminal" (1982) Plase, translated into
lOOdem context a "l.bninoid"

P'Jase, wherein

those participating are

acting outside of the prosaic sphere, outside of the "real" ll10rld.
Attributions of significance are charxjed.
Participants • appeared to attrihrt:e this sense to theatre
process, when acting.

As suggested

in "Anchored Ananie", the secon:i

Act-Play, experiencin:J bein:J in a l.bninoid state, participants' also
experienced exploration as bein:J relieved of requirin:J a "real" shift

in meaning for them.

Hc:Mever, anag others, TUrner's (1982) work was

consulted in response to sane participants'· expressions of remaining
concern with sane aspects of such exploration.
'lbrough breakirg point experiences, sane participants • expressed

concern with exploration in tenns of p:resentin:J before the camrami.ty
'lheatre was bouni to the "real world" for sane through

as audience.

trepidations concerning audience response -

would they dislike the

content, the general manner of perfonnance, or specific actors•
perfonnance?
For this set of participants, qualities in theatre which allowed
risk, only allowed opporb.mity for risk in their actions intemal to
the group.

'!he process of writin:J an:l presentirg a play also provided

only limited opporb.mity for internal exploration .since time factors
an:l the shape an:l fonn of presentation of the play cnll.d be affected.
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Emerging in participants' paradigm of theatre, then, attributions
of "the liminal" were limited.

Participants' were also sensitive to

the possible inpact of a theatre presentation on a CCI'lllllllity (liminoid
phases) arrl were guided by dual desires

to charge the CCI'lllllllity arrl at

the same time to win CCI'lllllllity respect arrl legitimacy.

Irili.viduals'

anchoring in tenns of theatre paradigm which emerged fran anchors in
group entity arxi shifting stn1cture were shaped by participants 1 sense

of relationship with the CCI'lllllllity.
'Ihe study has referred to participants 1 paradigm of theatre as
emerging.

It offers not only a processual description of charges in

their emerging paradigm, it also proffers examples of different

orientations interpreted through data analysis process.

An¥::>rg group

members, two different orientations were interpreted as- manifesting

two approaches to tension in certainty.
Social theory of theatre provided additional explication with
respect to two apparent orientations anag participants.

In addition

to describing "liminal" arrl "liminoid" stages frequently associated
with theatre, 'l\1mer (1982) suggests a ludic or playful quality may be
connected to that experience of theatre.

'!his quality

bring special elements to being in a state outside the

~

to

"real" world.

For some, this sense of playfulness or "having ftm" emerged as
fourx:lational

mearri.nJ in

their paradigm of theatre process.

'nleatre

process for these participants offered an opp:>rtunity to explore, to
be creative for purposes of havin;J ftm.
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'1he study

provides interpretive descriptions of iniividuals 1

paradigmatic interactions suggestirq this orientation, "Go With It"
arx:i

eventually, ''Havi.rg F\m11 •
Participants were introduced to "i.nprovisation" as a fo:rmal

theatre structure :receivi.rg considerable praninence in JOOdem times.
Inprovising process as emergirq through participants 1 interactions
appeared to embody "ludic" or a fun quality associated with theatre

paradigm for several participants.
'!he working set of assunptions offers a final link in a larger
framework associati.rg theatre with exploration of meaning.

Sane of

those writing fran within theatre paradigm attribute a special purpose
arx:i

process to theatre.

Brook (1972) suggests that theatre process is

engaged in a constant search for meaning, engaging in ongoing
reconstruction.

'!here is a profourxi quality associated with his

discussion of this search.
'!his segment suggests that sane participants came to link
profundity with having fun through constant, purposeful play at
renegotiating meaning.

Towards developnent of paradigm, I have

posited that within the context of their "i.nprovisi.rg", several
participants came to treat experience of ananic corxtitions within
theatre setting as an adventure, a dlallerqe to create meaning.
As

part of this interpretive \¥0rk the study offers description of

participants 1 placement of value on "a

turn", a construction wherein

emergent meaning relationships might be viewed sinultaneously with
emerging meaning constructions.

Significant in tenns of episteloology

of change, this was an apparently rare instance where experiencirq
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abruptness in relation to shift in

meanin:J

was not only pleasurable

for participants, but irdividuals were regarded as talented when able

to bring about such abrupt shift in meanin:J.
As part of work towards paradigm developnent the study reinforces

connection between

meanin:J creation am experience with the profourxi.

'!he study suggests tllat participants experienced a sense of proful'W.ty

in the nanent of creating "new"

meanin:J, a new sense of relationship.

'!he study also links a social nature in participants • experience

of

meanin:J change. Irrlividuals • experience of meanin:J creation as

profourxi was reinforced in social tenns by "audience recognition"
response to their emergirg

meanin:J

am

meanin:J creations. Experiences of profound

through social interactions in theatre process brought to

participants a correspon:iing sense of intensity in their experiences.
Description of the study's offerings began with reference to two
paradigmatic approaches interpreted in participants' interactions.
Another set of participants, although also linking

meanin:J creation

with theatre, did not appear to experience "ludic" qualities or having
flm at the centre of their

meanin:J of theatre process. I have

proposed tllat these irdividuals sought

meanin:J

through exploring

contained by constant structures arrl a recognized process including a
script and props.

('!his later became linked with "traditional

theatre" in participants' emerging lexicon of fonns of theatre.)
'!he study has provided "tension in certainty" as a worki.rg
assunption to offer explication of irdividuals' differing responses to

meanin:J change. Participants' dual approaches reflected differing
responses to experiencirg

meanin:J

change as described through a
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tension in certainty, fran within emergin;J theatre paradigm.

In

li.nkin;1 theatre frameworks to adult education frameworks, the
Mobile-framework offers several different bases for suggestin;J a
tension in participants' approaches to meanin:.;J c.banJe through theatre
process.
For instance, abrupt c.banJes in participants' focus of theatre
activities are described in tenns of a double helix in which their two
paradigmatic approaches becane entwined.

'!he Mobile-framework afforos

substantial detail in patterns durin;J a meetin;J am throughout a
series of meetirgs.

Links are also made to participants' breakirg

point experiences when discoverin;J no initial solution through either

set of paradigmatic actions.
An interpretation of participants' emergin;J meani.I¥]s

am

structural response to "a tension in certainty" in tenns of theatre is

represented in the Five Act-Plays.

'Ibis series of descriptions

provides conceptualization of participants 1 c.banJing structure to meet
their shiftin;J needs for certainty derived through their emerging
theatre paradigm, beginning with "anchored ananie", "play-actin;J" and

"contingency control".
'lheatre paradigm has already been linked with leam.irv) theory
IOOSt directly through tension in certainty ani meanin:.;J in c.banJe -

question of preparedness to explore, or learn.

a

'lhe study has also

suggested as part of its proffered framework, that experience with

pervasive c.banJe in IOOdent Western life has ten:ied to link experience
of meanin:.;J change with shift towards meanin:.;Jlessness.
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In reacb.irg towards paradigmatic links, the study offers the

follorNing question which shaped developnent of wurkirg assunptions:
What then does a COl'Cil¥)tll,y held concept of theatre offer in terms of
profourrl meaning for those both creatin:J
charge

am meaning

am

seeking a response to

in IOOdem society?

With respect to that question, as starting point, the study
offers reference to other related literature located which included
Wilshire 1 s wurk (1982) focused on social anchoring in terms of
identity as related to theatre paradigm.
As part of the Social 'lheory Trail of Qlapter Five, the study

also offers adult educators an overview of Berger 1 s description of
five social processes associated with m:xiemity- our social
interactions which both create
experience of charge.

am

are oor -:response to IOOdem

Relying on descriptions of these five social

processes, the study offers the beginnings of a response to the
question of what a ccmoonly held paradigm of theatre may offer
iniividuals 1 needs arising out of IOOdem experience with pervasive
change.

'!his segment suggests that depeniing upon what

emeJ:qeS

as a

paradigm for those participating in a theatre process, several
elements frequently associated with concepts of theatre provide

specifiC appeal to iniiVidualS I experiences
charge.

am

responses to n00enl

Berger (1977) states that our social processes leadirxJ

towards abstraction of our meani.rgs

am

iniividuation have pratpted

ananic corrlitions since iniividuals 1 meaning in social anchors have
shifted in those processes.

Particularly with respect to
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in:tividuation, meanirgs shift away fran in:tividuals experiencin:J
themselves as social beirgs

~anchors

of meanirg both in tenns

of group entity ani stntcture.
'lheatre paradigm is generally associated with social p:rocess,
conscious acts of engaginj peq>le in social construction whether for
primary purpose of "entertaimnent" or a prolorged effort to explore
ll'leai1irgs.

Depeniin;J upon which aspects of theatre paradigm energe for

a set of in:tividuals, they may experience profunlity at the nonent of
meanirg creation associated with the social nature of their
experience.
In this manner, theatre paradigm may offer a framework for

in:tividuals' social interactions which counteract peq>le' s experiences
with weakened meanirg in social anchors.

'lb the extent that theatre

process has been used in a social sense of "lil:Jeration" through
pcpllar theatre as a tool in camami.ty education, theatre paradigm has
also reinforced social anchorin:J.
Linked with leami.rg p:rocess, as a response to tension in

certainty, theatre paradigm has offered a framework in which meanirg
shift may be reganied as explorin:J, a shift towa:rds meanirg.

'!he

study suggests that participants received sufficient sense of

structure in theatre paradigm to provide them with a sense of beinj
safe from shifting into meanirglessness or powerlessness so that they
might explore.
Secularization is a process associated with noiemity which
suggests a shift both in source of profourxl meanirg ani shiftinj
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structure or institutionalizations emergin;J fran c:han:Je in source of
p:rofomxi

meanin:J.

In support of other literature linkirg theatre

paradigm as social construction associated with processes of
secularization, the study offers reflections on both shifted source of

meanin:J

ani shifts in the nature of i.rxtividuals 1 anchorin;J through

group entity ani structure.
As

previously described, i.rxtividuals whose theatre paradigm

focuses on improvisational processes appear to seek continuously

to experience the nonent of meanirg creation as a source of
p:ro:furrlity.

In that

instance, constant ani abrupt shift of meanirg as

ensuring fresh, intense experience of meanirg also suggests specific
elements in anchoring.

'!he study has offered additional consideration

of the nature of social relationships ani anchorin;J

emergin:J fran this

particular aspect of theatre paradigm.
Returnirg to specifics emergin:J fran data analysis process in

this study, there were a rnnnber of interesting elements in the social

relationships people came to express by the conclusion of the project.
First, the theatre process was able to "aCX'Xll'I[OC)date" plurality,
differentiation amorg participants.

'!hey were able to act differently

in certain :roles ani thereby to retain sane aspects of difference.
In addition, theatre process as i.ntel:preted fran this experience

provided a framework in which people who held differences in meanirg
nonetheless found c::omrcon g:rourd ani began to develop c::cmoon meanirg
through their interactions.

In this sense, i.rxtividuals 1

differentiation ani c::omrconality were accepted ani valued for sane
purposes.
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HCMeVer, this segment now suggests that particularly in
interviews, participants revealed an emergirg sense of a t:e.qx>rary
quality about their social structure and group entity.

Based on data

analysis the study posits that their theatre paradigm as emerging at
this point provided participants with the opportunity to make short

tenn, albeit intense, social cx:mnitments.

When the project concluded,

data analysis suggests that participants suffered fran experiencing
anomie corxtitions.

'lheir :relationships had emerged fran this

particular set of people worki.rg on this particular project.

A new

project meant redefinition and construction of social structures and
group entity.
As previously inticated, their abrupt loss of anchoring through

the project had implications for sane in terms of reflecting and

thereby learning fran the last project.
resistance to reflection.

Several acknowle.clqed

'lhe study has suggested that, for sane

participants this was purposeful non-reflection.

Several participants

appear to have relied on paradignatic actions bearing an

improvisational quality (referred to as a "Go With It" approach) in

terms of leapin;J into another project rather than reflectirg and
learning that they were experiencin} anomie conditions.
'lhese interpretations of participants' experiences suggest that
theatre paradigm may offer intividuals nuch JOOdified fonns of social
anchorirg.

Several qualities CCilllDnly associated with theatre suggest

a tendency to praoote short-tenn, highly intense social experience.
'lheatre paradigms, as IOOdem paradigmatic constructions may,
then, offer responses to c.harges wrought by our IOOdem social
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processes.

However, theatre paradigms also brin1 charge as well -

singular shift being the "looseness" of framework.

a

Ccltparison between

one set of in:tividuals ergaged in "theatre" ani another suggests sane
diversity in meanings about theatre as paradigm.

'!he Mobile-framework

records significant transitions anK)IXJ participants

cx:>neemin:.J theatre

as paradigm.
'!his interpretation suggests a need to consider thoroughly
possible concerns ani benefits of theatre process in tenns of policy
ani practice. Based on the study's paradigmatic work, the next segment

reflects on offerings

cx:>neemin:.J specifics of adult education

practice.

- Offerincts Concentinct Specifics Of ray To ray Practice
Given the focus of the study upon experiences of actors as
learners, reflections do not stray to include theatre process in tenns
of audiences' experience.

'!he study's offerings are limited to

consideration as learners ergaging in theatre process.
As

previously in:ticated, the study provides an overview of the

literature concerning practice of adult education ani theatre process.
In Olapter Four a broad gamut of theatre experience reveals choices in

vantage point arrl methods.

'!he BibliograP'ly which is divided into

sections to reflect differin:J vantage points offers a selection of
resource materials.

'!he study •s critiques ani proffered framework may

offer guidance in consideration of vantage point.
In linking theatre with leanrlng

in tenns of chargil'XJ meaning arrl

social process, once JOC)re the study en:leavors to address arxl bring
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together interests of those relyin:J on

1~

theocy am those

relying on theories associated with camunity education.
instance, adult educators

see.kin:J links

between theatre

For

am a

paradigm

to serve liberatocy work, may fim assistance in the fonn of the
study's framework which focuses on creation of meaning am process as
focal point in linking theatre to social processes of c::harge.
Both the Mobile-framework

am

the work.in:J assunptions offer

explication for focus on ananic con:titions related to theatre in
m:xiern life as prllnary in shapirq in:iividuals • meanings related to
issues of power.
in:iividuals

All practitioners concerned with specifics of

1~

are offered interpretations of how am why

learners engaged in theatre process may experience fresh excitement
about 1~ as a social activity.
In addition to theatre process, the study has also

enphasized the i.Irportance of bringing m:xiem experience of change as
context to planni.rg learn

~ts.

'!his segment

l'lC1N

proffers a

concrete means of introducin:J naiem context of change into planni.rg,
linked with theatre process.
Criteria are offered for considering whether to explore use of
theatre process in their practice, in light of theories about social
processes of modernity.

'!his segment has already suggested that there

are several possible advantages to using theatre process.
As previously described, theatre paradigm is c:::cmoonly associated

with making meaning, exploring through social interactions.

Depen:ling

upon the theatre paradigm emerging moorg in:iividuals, expressivity in
meaning creation may bring to in:iividuals a profourrl sense in their
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leanri.ng experiences, both in tenns of the "content" of

meani.rx1

created, an::l the sense of experienci.rg such creation collectively.
If leanri.ng process theory is in paradigmatic shift towards
focusi.rg on meani.rxJ

am

social process, relyi.rg on theatre paradigm as

method may provide a sense of epist.eloological consistency between
purpose of education

am

method.

Retw:n.ing to concerns with respect to no:lem social cban:Je, the
study has emphasized the significance of assisti.rg leazners to fini

anchors in group entity
leanri.ng process.

am

structure as a significant part of

'Ihese goals may be difficult to pursue in light of

pluralism, differentiation anal9' iniividuals.

11

Intividuation" assumes

a trerrl towards a loss of connectedness to vital social anchors.
'!he study suggests that theatre paradigm may offer sane response
to pluralism, to shifts towards iniividuation

am

abstraction.

One of

the most significant benefits in theatre paradigm is that when earning

to act in theatre roles, iniividuals need not begin with the same set

of meani.rxJs.

In many instances, it would be a disadvantage to have

all iniividuals who did hold the same meanings in cxmoon.
When bri.nc]i.rg people together in a highly interactive, intense
experience concen1ed with construction of meani.rxJ, iniividuals may
begin to have a sense of holdin:.J 1ll9aili.rg in
profoun:l, social experience.

CXllTilOOll

through their

Once mre, depen:lirg on the planning

structure an::l iniividuals' theatre paradigm emergi.rg, theatre process
may be structured so that iniividuals can discover
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am

experience what

camoon grouni they have.

'!he literature reviewed in Cllapter Four

suggests that many practitioners fran various vantage points have used

theatre process for this p.n:pose JOOSt successfully.
Finally, a JOOSt significant benefit in usirg theatre paradigm in
adult education practice is the possibility of buildi.rq in opportunity
for irrlividuals to reflect on both content
process.

am

experience of their

For instance, popular theatre has been used for many years

to adlieve that p.n:pose (Kidd, 1984) in terms of liberato:ry, conmmity
education work.
'lhis segment has described sane possible advantages to usirg
theatre process as part of adult education practice.

It now offers

consideration of possible disadvantages, once toore, related to scx::ial
process asscx::iated with IOOdemity.
While promisirg sane shift away from

~

beirg identified

solely with intellectual abstraction, depenting again upon theatre

paradigm emerging for groups of imividuals, theatre as
representational art is still a form of abstraction.
entirely avoid contributirg to this tren:i.

We do not

'lhis nust be of concern

to those adult educators who perceive this tren:i as problematic.
Given many diverse directions which may emerge in imividuals'
theatre paradigms, there is one concern in particular which may be
troubling.

'!he previous segment has provided reflections on the

possibility of theatre paradigm offerirg a "IOOdem" very te.np:>ra:ry set
of scx::ial anchors.
Without emphasis on

1~

tenn sense of group entity

am

structures, in terms of leamirg, imividuals may actually be
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resistant to reflecti.rg on their past experiences, wishin:] instead to
focus on new projects, praootirg t:renis ta.Nards futurity as focus for
meani.rg.

'Iheatre process may offer, then, reinforcement of c:::x>llective

meani.rg, but imividuals may cxxne to associate social experience with
short term conunitment ani limited desire to reflect.

'Iheatre process fcx::usE:d on constant creation of meani.rg may also
come to be the primary focus, rather than cohesive reflection on
content of meanirg.

Social experience ani social interaction within

that paradigmatic erphasis are limited to process of meani.rg creation
ani inmediate response.

'!his framework may offer partial explication

for why facilitators in a popular theatre project fourrl themselves
shiftirg away fran the political

ptnlX)Se8

quality of theatre production (Kidd

espoused to a focus on the

& Byram,

1978).

'!he working assunptions provided a framework for c:::x>nsideration of
several issues concemi.rg possible use of theatre in adult education.
'!he Mobile-framework provides details of one set of imividuals 1

encounter with theatre process in a COilllll.Ulity settirg.

Since

participants 1 theatre project included both creatirg ani presentirg
the play fonnally, this is a record of many abrupt ani subtle
transitions in participants 1 theatre processes.
transitions in theatre process

incl~

'!he study details

transition fran participants'

focus on: a) methods of researdlin:j the history of the ccmnunity;
b) emergence of improvisation process as a basis for developnent of a
script; c) combined improvisation ani editin:J of a script;
d) rehearsal process; ani e) presentation of the play.
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1~

Details of participants'
of such an experience.

experience may offer sane sense

It may offer insight into various elements

which may emerge as daninant in other irrlividuals' theatre paradigm.
Although their experience was not organized by an adult educator,
participants' experience reveals a set of irrlividuals in collective

'!heir breakinJ point actions, for

search for theatre prc:cess.

instance, suggest an expressed anxiety which lea:mers may bri.rg as an
uniercurrent to a toore fonnally structured experience.

Research

conceming this particular set of experiences with theatre may serve
as a springboard for reflection on what an adult educator might bring
to other experiences through shifti.rg awareness to learning prc:cess in
balance with creation of theatre presentations.
In tenns of contributions to plannirg prc:cess for practitioners,

it is difficult to provide such reflections since, in addition to
diversity in an audience of adult educators, there are so many
possible paradigms of theatre.

To attenpt to address specifics would

require attempt to match them, ani this would require a long series of

assunptions.

Reflections are confined to a few general suggestions.

1) Reflections On 'lheatre Process In Plannirg stages
In plarming stages it is JOOSt important to think about "theatre

paradigm" as emerging interactively between process proposed ani
irrlividuals' creative interactions ani responses.

Adult educators

nust be prepared to experience transition or shift in paradigm during
engagement with lea:mers.

Conti.rgency plans ani excitement about

"inprovising" are encouraged.
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Working asst.mptions ani interpretation of fieldwork experience
suggest that each experience will deperrl on the set of iniividuals

involved.

'!he adult educator nust expect a variety of constructions

which will be rooted in what iniividuals bring with them to this
context.

In tenns of planrrl.n:j, what iniividuals brirg with them of

significance will include eme:rgirg-emergent senses of relationship to
camnunity, internal "group entity'', ani past experience with theatre
process.

Pressing themes held in ccmoon by iniividuals may also

surface or be encouraged to surface.
With respect to planrrl.n:j specifics of process the study offers a
substantial bibliography on adult education ani theatre.
importantly, focus should be on process when planrrl.n:j.

Most

'lhis question

may be of assistance: What processual aspects of COIIIOOnly held theatre
paradigm are likely to hamper or assist process intenied? Response to
that question should provide guidance in planrrl.n:j direction.
'lhe study has consistently suggested that practitioners consider

a larger framework for interpreting theatre activities.

For example,

if planrrl.n:j to write a play about the history of a conmmity,
practitioners need not be confined to theatre resource materials to
provide ideas for researchirg history of a conmunity.
In

tenns of setting down objectives for "the learning event", by

way of examples the last section of each of the Five Act-Plays
provides some indication of what leazners appeared to absom out of
their experience.

'lhis ra.rged fran "technical aspects of theatre",

(lighting and soun:I, makeup, IOOVenett on stage), to sane sense of
"traditional theatre structure" (the director, producer, technical
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crew as theatre roles).

Participants also leanled a substantial

anomt about the history of the OCI11lli.Ulity as part of their research

ani theatre process,

am also

began to di SOJSS methods of research.

In addition to this, participants learned toore about themselves
ani grew in confidence with respect to the gamut of theatre

presentations they were willi.n; to do.

As in::ticatecl previously, what

many valued most was developin; a feelin; about what was awropriate
in theatre and what was not ( 11 it works") •

'!his segment emphasizes that theatre paradigm may offer special
opportunity for in::tividuals 1 experiential leamin;J, given

c:::annaUy

held focus in theatre on expression of me.ani.rg in erotional ani
physical tenns.

Practitioners may wish to take this special quality

into acx::ount when planning.
Since theatre paradigm may offer opportunity for in::tividuals to
experience collective me.ani.rg, as part of the planning stages, adult
educators may wish to consider how they may build into their process
opportunity for in::tividuals to articulate ani express their

experiences.

Deperrlin; upon the objective, reflection on process

among in::tividuals duri.n; a project may also charge perspective on
benefits of "purposeful non-reflection".
Based on concerns related to social processes of modernity, this

segment suggests that what adult educators may specially brirg to
theatre process if planned appropriately is an emphasis on reflection
amorg in::tividuals both with respect to analysis of theatre content,

am

also in tenns of sense of group ani emergin;J structure.

'!his may

charge those instances when in::tividuals 1 emergin;J theatre paradigm
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would otherwise lead to short tenn, intense bursts of collective
experience.
Without process of analysis, theatre process may becane entirely
fOCUSEd on attention fran "audience", or in the improvisational
impetus of constantly shiftin:.J ~-

Leam:irx.J in tenns of an

emerging sense of relationships may be extremely short tenn in that
instance.

2) Reflections

On

'Iheatre Process In Inplementina stages

When engaged in "implementing", the study has already offered a
framework which might be used by practitioners in contenplating their
role.

Constant

"reassessment"

is

na;t

inportant.

I also stress the

need for considerable sensitivity to inti.viduals 1 enotional

experiences.
'Iheatre processes IOOVe away fran

1~

as an entel:prise

involving intellectual abstraction or psycho-IOOtor skills, shifting
'towards emotional arrl kinesthetic aspects of experience.

Irrlividuals

may express shift 'towards enotional arrl kinesthetic experience in
their "general" social interactions.

'!hose wishing to facilitate

theatre processes should prepare themselves arrl leanlel:'S for the
possibility of such shifts.

Work tc:Mards a support system should be

both part of planning arrl inplementation in tenns of

reassessment.

'!his should include sensitivity to inti.viduals 1 canfort with shift to
theatre paradigm as emerging through participants 1 interactions.
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3) Reflection On 'Iheatre Process In Evaluation stages
With respect to evaluation, the study has reinforced previously
the need for sensitivity to method of evaluation.

In fontlllati.rg

evaluation methods, experiential focus in inlividuals'
through theatre process nust be considere:i.

1~

'!he study has offered the

suggestion that, when choosi.rg methods of evaluation, evaluators
consider brin:Jin:J an improvisational quality to their questions.
'!his may be particularly advantageous when learners have been
ergaga:i in theatre process.

Bei.rg invited into

11

may also stir other meJOOries of their experience.
other concerns with the

~tus

improvisational m:xle"
However, given

of improvisation this may be

cautiously considered as a strategy.

In choosi.rg such a strategy,

however, sensitivity t.owaJ:ds learners' canfort with process ani rights
to privacy should be a priority.
Finally, concerning

offer~

emergin:J fran this area of

discovery generally, the study e.qlhasizes the need to develop a
framework in 'Which to interpret theatre process in tenns of processes
of m:xlemity.

As a response

to inlividuation, theatre process as

paradigm may provide opporbmity to reinforce meaning in social

anchoring.
However, as previously inlicated this reinforcement may be shaped
in the context of highly intense ani brief canmitment.

'lhese

experiences may also focus on :i.npetus in constant meaning creation
without reflection.

'!he study suggests that adult educators have a

very special role in

shap~

the focus of meaning ~ ani the

nature of collective experience.
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REFIECI'IONS :roR FUIURE REFERENCE
AilJIJr EIXJCA'IDRS - QJANGING STAGE: STAGING mANGE
IN'IROWCI'ION

'Ihus far, this chapter of reflections has faithfully focused on
what Parts One, Two, ard !hree offer to adult educators' current
constructions.

'!his final segment straddles reflection of past ani

present work to consider future work.

Once nore contemplations atterrl

to three orientations in studyirg charge related to adult education,
focusing on: a) constructions of adult education as framework,
including changing theories of discovery in research methodology ani
methods; b) work towards mak.irg explicit theoretical contents of an
adult education paradigm upon which adult educators may cane to rely
in their work; ani c) concerns about specifics of daily practice.
Reflections addressed to these differing orientations are spread
throughout this section.
'!he section

DON

separates into three segments based upon the four

areas of discovery which have provided structure for exploration in
the study.

Areas concerning methodology

am methods have

been

merged into the first of the three segments, those being:
Future Research ani Experience With Paradigm Transition; Future
Research and Learning Process 'lheo:ry; an:i, Future Research ani 'Iheatre

Paradigm.

'lhese are followed by a final contemplative segment:

Reflections

On

Gestalt, Epist:ertx:>logy, And study Of An Adult Educator.
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FUIURE RFSF.AROI AND EXPERIENCE WI'IH PARADIGM TRANSITION

Cllange as them has pervaded all aspects of the study.

'!he

Preface referred to "yesteryears" ani "yesteroays" to evince
experiences of constant cha.n;Je.
loan over our

~irg

It is the "yester-taoorrows" which

present ani which testify to our shift in

neaning towards "futurity".

Since our experience today is of ever increasirg

~e,

adult

educators must contemplate their work within this frame of reference.
I have advanced the position that we must not only focus on content of
~e

for "learners", we must focus on experience of c.harge for

"learners" ani for ourselves.
our own context of

~e

I invite adult educators to consider

as in:tividuals, as learners, ani as adult

educators in various roles fran policy developnelt to ergaginJ with
learners.
In advocatirg reliance on ''paradigms" ani paradigmatic transition

as a heuristic device to make sense of our current, shiftin;;J state,
I have raised a whole series of questions for future study.
issues arise out of beirg in paradigmatic transition?

What

How are we as

adult educators addressirg issues arisirg out of our experiences with
paradigmatic

~e

in the face of a world of constant

~e?

How may we more consciously direct our paradigmatic process?

'Ihe study prcm>tes the notion of "paradigm-watchirg", or more
epistemologically consistent, "paradigm-interpretirg".

Sane of our

efforts as adult educators should be explicitly directed towards, for
exanple, interpretirg shifts in our epistemological startirg points
and interpreting heM these shifts emerge in methodology ani methods.
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One suggested focus for on:JOirg research is a search for

epistemological consistency

am

a search for

ways

of makirg sense of

such :ftlOOamental shifts in constructions of adult education.

A secorrl

future focus related to "paradigm-interpretirg" is advocated.

study

of these shifts should flow into interpretirg emergirg problems of
"the prosaic" sphere -

consideration of parallel shifts in our

"institutionalized" constructs of adult education as Podeschi 's work
(1989) demands.
For instance, what does beirg in paradigmatic transition mean in

tenns of research requirements? '!he p.u:pose of paradigm (Kuhn, 1970)
is to provide sufficient framework so that eveeyt:hin;J is not open to
question.

Paradigms offer opportunity to work on small bits within

the larger.
However, when in paradigmatic transition, are researchers able to
operate in the same manner despite drastic contextual charge?

If not,

what does this mean, practically spe.akirg, when research furrlers ask
for certainty of costs

am

a product rather than

p~?

Given

potentially widespread inplications, if researchers are either unable
or unwilling to pursue broad paradigmatic research for these reasons,
this merits inunediate consideration.
As adult educators we need

to reflect on our strategies in

response to experience of paradigmatic transition,
consider how our strategies act back on us.

am

we need to

'!he study has linked the

rise of theory generation as a strategic response to experience of
paradigm transition.

However, \tiOrk on theory generation places us in

paradoxical positions of respcnling to charge with mre charge.
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We

are not only faced with sane conflict between "institutionalized"
expectations

co~

research arxl resources required arxl

requirements based on a shift towards methodology.
'Ihrough iniucti.ve, cpm-enied research focused on imividuals'

meanl.rgs, we are challerged by the need to do ''nultidiscipli.naey
work".

In a pluralistic society, :reac.hin;;J towards representation of

heterogeneity am::>rg lecnners leads to consideration of various vantage
points.

While offerirg a reconi of initial struggle with how to

engage in multidiscipli.naey works, the study emphasizes the need for
substantial future research in this area.

'!his should include how to

represent discoveries in an abstract :framerwork, as well as
consideration of our current institutionalized interactions which may
bear on this work.

'lhe study supports inmediate need to supplement emergirg
literature in this area which begins fran an episteloological starting
point of meanl.rgs arxl social process.

Research fran these startirg

points may provide fraillet¥0rk for additional research in plrSUit of
methods to encourage researchers fran various "disciplines" to canbine
efforts and to sort out a canfortable process for their joint efforts.
'Iheory generation may leave the researcher in the awkward

position of being "over there" paradigmatically speaking.

'!his

suggests special attention to the problem of conveyirg insight from

experiencirg one paradigm,
there" •

''here" to

experiencirg another, "over

At a time of the "thirty seconi soun:i byte", conveyance of

profound shifts and potential implications· thereof, beccmes a
particularly interestirg challerge.
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Once more, not smprisirgly, direction aris:i.rg fran our

institutionalized interactions suggests conflict with strategies for
paradigmatic transition.

'Ihe study suggests that this may became a

priority for future reseat:dl.
'Ihe

study suggests that we nust also consider fran an

organizational perspective possible repercussions for reseat:dlers as
in:tividuals.

Extant resource materials offer sane advance notice of

experience with theory generatirg work.

'!he study 1 s Prcx::esSl'al

description may add to resource materials which attenpt to prepare
novice researchers for not only fieldwork, but the intricacies of
data analysis process.
In particular, given shift in epist:eloological start:i.rg point,

the study recormnenis organizational support systems for possible
experience with upheaval in focus:i.rg on data analysis of change ani
social process.

A shift away fran t:ry:i.rg to document a "static"

picture to making sense of constant transformation in in:lividuals 1
constnlctions has many inplications including the possibility of
generatirg a sense of relativism for the researcher.
When combining the concept of describ:i.rg orgo:i.rg transformation
with the idea that such description nust have three facets or three
influences, one may be overwhelmed.

I recall JOOSt clearly be:i.rg taken

aback the first time I cont:eq>lated gra.ppl:i.rg with data analysis and

representation in the face of constant changes with respect to three
influences: 1) shift:i.rg in participants 1 interactions, 2) chang:i.rg
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constructions in literature reviewed includin;J those fooused on adult
education am those written about theatre am methodology, an:i 3) my

own shifting perspective through exposure to the first two.
No data analysis method may provide utter reassurance when one is
confronted on one harxi with the experience that "everythi.rg is IOOVing,
shifting" am on the other harxi with the task of fin:lirg a starting
point in data analysis am representational fonn.

'!he study suggests

joint research projects as one organizational strategy for offering a
support system.

General sensitivity to this as a possible concern for

researchers is vital.
Researchers are challerged to take up the task of developing a
set of working assumptions about our experience ani process in
paradigm transition.

In search of strategies consistent with theocy

generation am epistemological shift, the study has launched a series
of suggestions related to a focus on interpreting processes in our
paradigmatic transition.

'!he study also offers processual description

of development of one such synthesis.

As

part of this documentation,

the study emphasizes the need in future to consider data analysis from

a broader perspective.

SUggestions offered in Olapter Five may

provide a springboard for additional work in this area.
If relying as a starting point on the synthesis proposed herein,
the study proposes several strategies for

researchin:J our experiences

of dissonance, of ananalies as data to guide interpretation of
troubling, tacit assumptions.

It emphasizes the need to express our
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experiences of dissonance, of ananalies as data to discover troubling,
tacit assumptions.

'lhe study suggests research into b~ point

processes as experienced by groups of irdividuals.
other working assumptions in the study may offer interpretations
for future research incl\Xiin;J cultural-meaning ani our ways of
anchoring meaning in IOOdem times.

As a further strategy in

researching our experiences of paradigm transition, the study

particularly stresses tllat consideration of scx::ial processes
associated with noiemity ought to be brought to bear on this work.
In a related erneavor, the study has foCused on "episteroology of

change", raising the question of whether we have in Western, IOOdem
culture, a camnon experience of change.
'!he study has suggested tllat many do hold in
of change.

catllOl

an experience

It has proffered sane suggestions about qualities

associated with that experience ani implications in tenns of response
'!he study proposes this as a most

to learning as change of meaning.

llnportant area for future research, with several different foci:
a) Practitioners working with groups of "lecuners"; b) Researchers
attempting to interpret ani theorize about learning; ani c)
"Paradigmatic-interpreters" considering implications of paradigmatic
transitions for adult educators.
Based on fieldwork experience ani data analysis process, the
study suggests that considerable reflection on research design is

needed for developing methods to get at our deeply rooted experiences

of change.

In tenns of research process, there are as yet limited

materials concemirg data analysis.
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'!he study has advanced an

argument for reconceptualizaticn of data analysis process ard erphasis
on process in choosing representational fonn.

'lhese areas are

reconmen:led for future research.

Finally, in tenns of paradigmatic transition, not only do we
require strategies for researdrl.rg our experience of paradigmatic

transition, the study
are aiming towards.

ei'lCOOraqeS current

efforts to consider what we

One question offered by the study for future

consideration is whether, given a pluralistic, c.harging society, we
are in a relatively ''pennanent state" of paradigmatic transition.

If we choose to aim for transition towards paradigm, the study
offers criteria based on the TNOrkin;J set of assumptions.

It suggests

that we must consider paradigm which accuturodates plurality, ard which
achieves some sense of social anchoring, fostering- mean.irg c.harge as
opportunity to explore, to learn, thereby respon:iing to tensions of
certainty.
'!he study

recorrmerd;

developnent of an overview of adult

educators' past visions of paradigm, ard their criteria.

'Dle study

suggests that out of these reconstructions, ard research gathered

concemirq our experience of paradigmatic transition, we may TNOrk
towards criteria as founjational to our work towards paradigm.

Should

adult educators decide on such a course of action, it would also be
important to consider once 100re, m:xlemity, for we would also be in
hot pursuit of futurity ard liberation.
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FUIURE RESEARCH AND lEARNING PROCESS 'lHEDRY
My st.rorgest recarmen:)ation with respect

to future research arrl

leaming process theo:cy is that researchers continue to focus on
inplications of paradigmatic shift towards meanirg arrl social process
as inherently related to meanirg.
epistemological inconsistency

'lhe study has previously outlined

aris~

fran

be~

in transition, fran

limited research sites to specific methods of research.

Continued

attention to such inconsistencies is stressed as JOOSt inportant in
shift~

fran transition to paradigm.

In addition, the study rec:cmnerXls continued research for possible

bridges between various areas of adult education includin:j ccmnunity
education and leaming theo:cy.

It has added, however, a focus on

experience of meanirg c.harge to study of meaning, culture arrl social
process with respect to leaming.
As suggested within the prior segment, mx::h of what the study

offered concerning paradigm transition was discovered out of attempts

to make sense of experiences in the field related to participants'
interactions.

'!he study 1 s rec:x:mnen:)ations c:::onceml.rg future research

of an "epistemology of change" contained in the prior segment all have
application herein.

'!his includes framin;J future research on leaming

theo:cy process in tenns of social

anchor~

arrl b~ point

processes.
Two areas of research which the study has also advocated as

important for future research are: in:lividuals 1 cultural-meanirg of
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learning am their experience of learning.

F~tional

to our

ability to gather research is a sense of how "learners" interpret our
questions about learning within their framework of meanirg.
Finally, as with research in paradigm transition, the study
advocates consideration of social processes related to m:xiemity as an
important direction on which to l:W.ld.

study ought to include

cultu:ral-meanirg of learning in tenns of secularization processes -

the void in adult education literature

~

meanirg in the

profou:rrl sphere.

FUIURE RESEARCll AND 'lHFA'mE PARADIGMS

'lhe study has begun work in exploring the variety of vantage
points associated with theatre process am adult education.

It

advocates continuation of that \tiOrk am additional \tiOrk on developing
a framework through which to interpret various writings.
Additional research on theatre processes in tenns of paradigm is
recommended.

Future research should also bring to such deliberations

social processes related to m::xiernity.

Research t:ak:in; this direction

may result in two distinct foci. '!his research may offer practitioners
criteria for using theatre. It may also assist in policy consideration
of ethical questions concemin:J possible uses of theatre.
A second focus should emerge fran framing study of theatre in

tenns of paradigm.

'lhrough c:x:anparison

am contrast, this framework

may aid in the search for creatirg new paradigms to resporrl to modem
condition of change.
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'!his concludes very brief reflections on future directions.
Based on considerations of our noiem experience of charge as

pervasive, I would suggest that future research may be of greatest
assistance in an either or p.u:suit.

-Either~

a vantage

point wherein the groun:l does not shift quite so frequently or
dramatically.

-Or~

comfort with shiftirg.

sane means of developirg a sense of

Towards this

''end'',

respect for both our

emet:gent ani emet:girg interpretations as offerings on a 1Qn3' road will
be of great assistance.

REFIECriONS ON GES'I'Ail[' I

EJ?ISTEM)ICX;Y I

AND S'IUDY OF AN .AIXJIIr EilJCAWR

Description of the study has brought together many threads.
fonnat does· not necessarily foster an ultimate sense of gestalt.
epistemological consistency's sake, this segment

ncN

'!his
For

offers gestalt

"content" from the study in tenns of meanirg ani prcx:::ess.
'Ihe study has ":really" been about one gigantic henneneutical
circle.

It has entailed interpretirg extant theories ani generatirg

working assumptions to make sense of participants 1 theatre
interactions in light of meanirg, charge, ani learni.r¥1.
However, the research was dedicated to that focus, only to
discover that the work has also :really been about adult educators'
constructions as well.

'!he research was rededicated to this

new

focus, only to discover that the work has :really been about my efforts
as researcher to make sense out of an emergent dual focus.

'!hat is,

to make sense of livirg as an in:tividual in a rapidly chargirg society
ani to make sense of what is to be an adult educator, to be part of a
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group of irxtividuals who, in a flood of change, aspire to effect a

precise effort to change.

Pertlaps this henneneutical dynamic provides

richer context ·for contenplation of "yestel:years, yesterdays arxi

yester-taoorrows".
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PARr FIVE: BIBLIOORARIY
STAGE WINGS:

Five Areas Of Literature SUrveyed In '!he Study
INIROIDCI'ION

Five sections a:mprise this Bibliography.

'!he secon::l an:i fifth

sections are further broken into a series of subsections.

'Ihese

sections represent diverse areas of literature smveyed for the study.
A. Methodology An:i Methods Resource Materials
B. Adult Education An:i 'Iheatre Resource Materials
- Mass Education, Literacy campaigns Context References
- Adult Basic Education Context References
- Popular 'Iheatre Context References
- Pyschodrama Context References
- Professional Actors An:i cammrl.ty Education Context
References
- Education An:i 'lheatre Context References
c. 'lheatre Concepts Resource Materials
D. Adult An:i cammrl.ty Education Resource Materials
E. Social 'lheory Frameworks Resource Materials
-General

- 'lheatre
'!he five sections are organized to correspord roughly with a
chronology of library research. For example, Section One is a
collection of ''methodological resource materials".

'Ihese resource

materials were among the first of the forays into library research.
Chapter nvo described incipient activities in this area of research.
'!he subsections in Section Two were created fran "the frame of
reference" work associated with early data analysis in the field.
Chapter Four disclosed this TNOrk an:i also provided overviews of other
areas of literature scanned in earlier research stages. '!he remaining
sections from Two to Five reflect errleavors to research those various
areas emerging out of interactive library research an:i data analysis.
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PARI' SIX: APPENDICES

STAGE APRON:

Artifacts, An:i Instruments

'Ihe contents of the Appentices have been grouped into three
sections.

'!hey are:
Section One: COllection Of Artifacts
Section Two: Instruments Created For Research
Section 'lbree: Draft Documents For rata Analysis

'lhe order of the sections roughly correlates with a chronology of the
research process.

'lhe first section consists of artifacts collected fran materials

generated by participants as part of their activities associated with
the theatre project.

'Ihese have been 'selected with ethical

considerations in mini.
'Ihe second section includes instruments developed for purposes of
the research including data collection ani data analysis.

'Ihe final

section contains documents created both from ani for data analysis.
'Ihese are artifacts of data analysis process.

'!hey are workin:J

over:views created in early stages of data analysis process ani which
were then used for 100re detailed analysis.
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SECriCfi ONE:
CDUECriCfi OF ARI'IFACI'S

INIROroCI'ION

'!he first five documents presented within this section are copies
of documents received fran Eileen, the producer, by July 24, 1985.
IJhey were documents which provided initial context for those first
involved in the theatre project.
group members' activities

'!he

rema~

documents emerged fran

duri.n1 this project. '!hey cc:uprise:

Department Heads for Production am Responsibilities
Untitled O:x::ument: A proposal for provincial f\:1Ixiiig
Schedule Of Workshops am Rehersals [sic] For
Heritage Perfonnance
General SUbject s (sic] '!hat Should Be Covered In '!he
Perfonnance
Rehearsal Schedule
Rehearsal Schedule - September 28
Once more, the arrangement of documents follows a loose

chronology of creation.

For exanple, I was advised by Jessie that the

first document in this section was developed specifically because of
concerns and confusion arisl.n1 out of the theatre club's first theatre
production.

"A book" had been consulted to provide "job descriptions"

of those involved in the production,

hence the title: "Department

Heads for Production and Responsibilities".

'Ibis document predates

the project.
'Ihe

secom document,

application.

untitled, is a copy of the grant

'Ibis document frames the originators' vision of the

theatre project.

'Ihe third, fourth

am

fifth documents, developed

after funding was granted, list concrete activities.

'Ihese documents

reflect elements of the "first breald.rg point", in that they inlicate
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a shift from the religious focus of the grant application to a 100re
'lhe third document, "Schedule Of Workshops

general historical focus.

an:l Re.hersals (sic] For Heritage Performance" in:ticates a substantial

c.:han:Je when contrasted with earlier documents an:l later ones.

It

lists, for instance "a children's matinee", consistent with the grant
application but in contrast to final arrangements Werein a matinee
performance was not given.
'!here is a JOOSt important consideration associated with the first

"contextual" documents.
am::n;J

'lhrough interviews an:l general dj scussion

participants, it was clear that many group members never saw the

original grant application, nor this first document, the role
descriptions developed after the last production.

only those who

participated from the outset of the theatre project would have had
access to the documents listing activities for research in the
project.
'Ihese documents, themselves were not the
participants.

"currency" of all

'Ihe "leaders", such as the prcducer, Eileen,

am

the

president of the club, Jessie, would have relied on all of them as
context throughout the theatre project.

Dxuments, once created were

not necessarily consulted again.
'!heir value lies in offering inklings of hCM "leaders" construed
process and tasks associated with the project.

Related to this, the

follCMing documents provide a series of contrasts in tenns of c.:han:Jing
impressions of theatre and more specifically, of the process related

to this project.
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An absence may be observed~ these artifacts.

'1hese

documents include neither the "programs" given to the audience at the

perfonnances, nor oopies of various versions of the script developed.
'!his is not an oversight.

of confidentiality issues.

'1hese documents were not included because

A few participants were reluctant to have

the name of the town, and their names provided in the thesis.

'Ihus

"Goetheim" is substituted for the name of the town in these documents.
'lhe program and the script would clearly identify location and group
members, therefore they have not been included in the thesis

documentation.

[See Section Twu of these Apperrlices for a mem:> on

this matter, "Participants Pennission Re: Use Of Quotations" dated
July 31, 1988.]

one final

note on fonn should be provided.

not photocopies of the originals.
content.

'1hese documents are

'!hey are faithful reproductions of

However, the fonn of each has been adjusted to meet the

printing fonnat of the thesis.
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DEPARIMENT HFAOO for PRXVCI'ION
an:l RESroNSIBILITIES

PROilJCER

Responsible for budget given by Executive. MUst keep records am
present them to executive after prcx:luction. Co-ordinate artistic an:l
teclmical crews. Obtain an:l issue scripts to all cast am crew.
Infonn teclmical an:l stage crew as soon as possible what the director
wants. Arrange workirg schedule with crews. Arrange for cast party.
Arrange your crew an:l allocate an:l supervise jabs.
DIRECroR

Arrange schedule for auditions. Keep list, with P1one mnnbers of
all who auditioned. Infonn those who did get parts an:l those who did
not. Arrange schedule for rehearsals. Ccmnunicate with producer.
Responsible for arrangements for unlocking an:l locking doors am
cleanliness of building during rehearsals.
ASSISTANI' DIRECroR

Responsible to take notes an:1 any other jabs assigned by the
director. Must atterrl all rehearsals.
STAGE MANAGER

Responsible for set, furniture, props, arxi back stage
co-ordination; including curtains, pranpter, an:l cast call. Meet with
director arxi producer as soon as possible to firrl out what is needed
arxi obtain what is necessary as soon as possible. Keep records of
what is borrowed an:l arrange to have it retmned. Maintain neat,
orderly, legible and easily urrlerst:armble cue script. After the
perfonnance; responsible for arrangin:.J for set to be taken down.
Arrange your crew and allocate an:l supervise jabs.
TECHNICAL DIRECIDR

Responsible for lightirq ani sourrl. Meet with the director ani
producer ans [sic] soon as possible to fin:i out what is needed. Attend
several rehearsals to be acquainted with the play. Co-ordinate cues
with stage manager.
WARDROBE and MAKE UP COORDINA'IDR

Responsible for obtaining an:1 maintaining cxstumes. Meet with
producer and director as soon as possible to fin:i out what is needed.
Have costumes available as soon as possible. Arrange for cosb.nnes to
be stored. If borrowed; responsible for retumin:] cxstumes.
Responsible for obtaining make-up ani storin:.J makeup. Responsible for
arrangin:.J make-up practises several times before the prcx:luction.
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DEPARIMENr HFAil3 for FROIXJCI'ION
ani RES:roNSIBILITIES

TICKEr SAI.ES ani RlBLICI'IY CX>-ORDINA'IDR
Meet with the producer as soon as possible. Obtain posters,
arran;;Je for pictures ani co-ordinate with news reporter. Obtain
tickets ani supervise ticket sales. Collect 100ney, keep records of
who has tickets ani sales. Keep in ccmrunication with producer re.
sic] how sales are going'.
PARI'ICIPANT OBSERVER Is REFI.ECI'IONS

'!his artifact provided a wealth of contrasts between group
members' emerging' process ani the structure assumed by this document

derived from ''IOOre traditional" concepts of "theatre".

For example,

it begins with the notion that many activities flow fran scripts
already generated.

A large part of group members' process was

detennining how to develop a play.

that score.

'lhis doalment offered no advice on

When a script did emerge, it still went through

t.:remero.ous changes, even during' the last few weeks of the production.

'lhere was no "assistant director'' or "ticket sales ani publicity
co-ordinator".

'Ihe producer did tasks within these descriptions as a

need became apparent.

No one volunteered for the job of ''wanirobe ani

make up coordinator''. lenore volunteered to do sane of these tasks.

Confusion related to this role was part of a larger vagueness.
Concerning 100re specific tasks, the director did not create the
rehearsal schedules.

As someone ~ from

expected to unlock the school doors.

out of town, cam was not

'lhe stage manager, Jo did nuch

of what is described under the title of "Stage Manager'', but in:licated
to me that she was never advised of her role.

It evolved fran being'

assigned various tasks by the director ani producer.
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'1he Goetheim 'Iheatre Ccmrtmity Players propose to :research, write
present a dramatic production depi~ the cultural history of
the Goetheim area. '1he emphasis WUlld be on the Gennan catholic
origins of this CCillll.lllity am area. '1he production would take the
fonn of a series of Vignettes (scenes) predaninantly hlllOO:rous in
nature am based on anecxiotes culled fran the Seniors am lorg tenn
residents of this area. SUch Vignettes could include "the inside
story'' on the escapades of former students, not to nention priests am
mms of st. Mary's Academy am st. Illke's COllege.

am

we

hope to reflect the highlights of this area's history to the

yourger generation, to show the S't:ren;Jths, stnlggles am
resourcefulness as well as the hlllOOr of those who developed this part
of Saskatchewan.

It will be the opportunity of the Graropare.nts to tell their
story am the Gramchildren to listen.

we anticipate producing three (1 1/2 - 2 hrs.) perfonnances for
the General Public, atleast (sic] one matinee for the Children ani one
production for the Senior Citizens. we plan to have the Children Is
ard Senior 1 s perfonnances free ani will be charging a naninal fee for
the three perfonnances for the General Public.
Copies of taped interviews, transcripts, P'lotoS ard any other
:research material gathered for this production will be offered to the
Provincial Archives ani the Goetheim Museum. We also propose
video-taping the perfonnance ard donating copies of this tape to the
Provincial Archives, Goetheim Museum ani the area School Units.

we anticipate that the live perfo:rmance will reach an audience of
approximately two thousarrl. 'lhrough the video tapes ard programs
given to the schools, the effort will have lasting historical value.
PARI'ICIPANT OBSERVER Is REFIECriONS
'1he original document had no title.

elements considered in data analysis.

'lhis document reflected many

Most importantly, it irrlicates

intent of the originators 1 of the grant application. It

S\JRX)rts

analysis of a "breaking point" situation described "after the fact" by

participants in the first two meetings I atterrled.

Shifts fran this

document 1 s direction included change fran the :religious focus, Change
in process of developing the play, ard in it's presentation.
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SOIEilJI.E OF ~PS & REHERSAlS fSICJ FQR

MAY 21

HERITAGE

PERFORMANCE

ORGANIZATIONAL IDRKSHOP ( RESFARai MATERIAIS WILL BE
INrROilJCED & DIS'IRIWTEDl

JUNE 19 IDRKSHOP

( '10 DErERMINE WHERE FURIHER RESFARCll IS REXN.IRED)

JULY 10 IDRKSHOP

( '10 DISCUSS INFORMATION GA'IHERED AND CDtPARE
NOmS)

JULY 31 IDRKSHOP

( C'AM)

AUG. 14

IDRKSHOP

( IMPROVISATION)

AUG. 21

IDRKSHOP

( IMPROVISATION)

SEPl'. 4

REHERSAL (SIC]

II

8

II

"

10

II

II

12

II

II

15

II

II

17

II

"

19

II

II

22

II

II

24

II

II

26

II

II

29

FULL REHERSAL

ocr.

1

FULL REHERSAL

II

3

FIRST DRESS REHERSAL

II

6

FULL REHERSAL

"

8

SECDND DRESS REHERSAL

"

10

OPENING NIGH!'

( SMALL AUDIENCE)

( SENIOR CITIZEN)
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* 8:00

P.M.

II

11

GENERAL RJBLIC

"

12

CHII.IREN'S MATINEE

II

12

GENERAL RJBLIC

8 P.M.
2:00 P.M.

8. P.m. [SIC]

**

IT WILL PROBABLY NOr BE NECESSARY FOR AIL CASr MEMBERS '10 ATrEND
FACH REHERSAL.

**

IN ADDITION '10 '!HE AOOVE TIMES AIL MEMBERS WILL BE REXJ1IRED '10
DEVOl'E TEN HCXJRS OF TIME '10 MANUAL IABXJR SUCH A'3 SET EIJIIDING AND
'!'FAR rx::MN I MAiaNG IOSTERS AND PRCX:;RAMS I EI'C. YOO WILL BE INFORMED
A'3 MUCH A'3 J:OSSIBIE IN ADVANCE OF WHEN YOO ARE REXJJIRED.
PARI'ICIPANT OBSERVER Is REFIECI'IONS

'!his document ani the next two were drafted by the· Producer,

Eileen.

'!hey fonn part of the "lists" she made when initially

becanJ ng Producer 1 ani prior to

theatre project.

cam becami.n:J

actively involVed in the

It was my impression fran participants • statements

that these documents were distributed to participants who were
initially engaged in doing research.

However, when 100re people

joined the project, such as Jay ani Bill, they were not given copies.
Nor did I observe that these documents were brought to the meetings.
If participants made reference to these documents they did so
irxtirectly.

Nontheless, arguably the documents influenced

participants in the beginning in terms of topics for research, ideas
about length of production, ani general fonnat.

'Ihese documents

certainly offer sane indication of Eileen's conception of the theatre
project at the outset.
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GENERAL SUBJECl' S fSICJ '!HAT SHClJID BE CDVERED

m

'!HE PERFORMANCE

VERY FARLY HISroRY
HCMESTFADERS

a:>NS'mUCI'ION OF '!HE 'ltMN IDIIDINGS 9 WATER 'RJWER, :K8l' OFFICE, ETC. )
SCliOOI.S

CHJRCHES
S:EORI'S

ST. IIJI<ES CD:r.J:.EGE
mTERl'AINMENI'

FARMING MJIDiOOO & ADVANCEMENTS
WHFAT RX>L
FOLITICS NOrEmHIY CITIZENS (SIC]

ImALITIESFASHION

WFA'IHER
IMPRESSION

( ECDNCMY

m

GENERAL)

WAR

T.RANSFORI'ATION
HEAL'IH & MEDICINE
WATER ( SURELY SG1EDNE CAN MAKE A JOKE A1DJI' WATER!)
EI.ECIRICI'IY & FUEL SUPPLIES

lOCAL BJSINFSSES

m

'IHE FARLY YFARS

FI.aJR MILL
AI.roHOLIC BEVERAGE
SURROJNDING '.IafiS AND VIIIAGES
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GENERAL ( very general)

OOI'LINE

OF PERFORMANCE

OOORS OPEN AT 7: 30. We will have nusic fran the roar~ twenties am
earlier. A piano man dressed in the style of the era, red& wite [sic]
striped vests, straw hat, garters on shirt sleeves ••••• , SOil3S like
Roll out the Barrel, IDn't Sit Urxler the Apple Tree am other s~
along favorites plus a few familiar Gennan tunes. Light am Lively to
get the mxxi we want.
OPENmG Aef
M:SI' JMEORI'ANT SCENE. IT WilL SEI' '!HE PACE FOR '!HE ENl'IRE
Perfonnance. It should be quite hl.ll'lOlrOOS to catch the audience
attention. Should give an insight into the early developnent of the

town.
INTERMISSION

Intennission will be from 8: 50 - 9:05. '!here will be 50 minutes of
show on either side of intennission. I think one or two ten minute
skits am 5-8 five minute skits are possible for each half. '!his will
give us between fifteen am eighteen skits; am should be well paced
to keep the audience GIIJED to their seats.
I would suggest that the skit just before intennission we [sic] lonJer
ani 100re dramatic, not too humourous. '!his should have good impact on
the audience as they go into intennission.
FINAlE
WE NEED A SMASHING FINAI.E.
COS'lUMES AND PROPS

am

We should make good use of authentic costuming
props wherever
possible. '!his will require some manual labour but the results will
be worth it.
MUSCI

[SICJ AND LIGHTS

We should create special effects through llllSic am light as much as we
can. IT IS IMroRI'ANT 'IO UriLIZE '!HE TAI.ENI'S OF '!HE GRaJP m AREAS
'!HAT ARE OF INTERE'ST 'IO THEM. CHOC:SE AND ARFA (sic] '!HAT ESPECIALLY
APPFAIS 'IO YOO SUCli AS SroRI'S , roLITICS grc. AND 'IRY 'IO DEVElOP YOOR

SKIT m

'!HAT

ARFA.

**********************************************************************
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VARIOOS STYlES '!HAT ACIORS a:xJID USE
S'IRAIGHI' DIAIDGUE - 2
MIME
DANCE

or more people t:al.ki.rg

SONGS OR :R:>EIRY
IDNOIOOJE -

Dramatic readirg

LIGEn' SHCM- Special effects created through use of lights ani soun:i
CDtEDY RaJl'INES
a::MBINATIONS OF ANY OF mE AOOVE.
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PARI'ICIPANT OBSERVER Is REFI.ECI'IONS

'!he next two documents are a sanple of rehearsal schedules

jointly created by Eileen am

Jo~

I experienced a sense of surprise

in observing the precise time slots allocated to various scenes.

In

abservirg the re-working of scenes at this stage, there was still

a quality of open-eniedness about the process.

It was impossible to

tell beforehan:l how many times a scene or parts thereof would be
redone for

pt.U:lX)SeS

of editorial charge in nDVement or soun:i.

'!he first document leaves a false impression of how many scenes

were worked on in a night.

I believe that they developed this

schedule with a set of assumptions which were eventually m:xtified.
However, the document does evince a sudden charge.

It i.mica:tes a

shift from everyone collectively working on the play to

canpartmentalization of their efforts.

Aloong

other ensuing

repercussions, this compartimentalization was to have a major inpact
on issues related to editing as described in the Mobile-framework.
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September 18 September 20 September 23 September 25 September 27 September 30 GIUJP SCENES
October 2
GIUJP SCENES

Scenes 1
Scenes 2
Scenes 6
Scenes 8
Scene 11
Scenes 3

October
October
October
October

Scene 11
-Jessie, Allie, Jim & Jay.
Dress Rehearsal for Act 1.
Dress Rehearsal for Act II. [Sic]
Full Dress Rehearsal.

4
7
8
9

-

& 8 -Anna, Allie, Bill & Jessie.

& 4 - Anna, Jay, Bill, Jim & Del::bie.
& 9 - lenore, Joyce, loretta, Allie & Jessie.
& SA - Bill, Jessie & Jim.
- Anna, Allie, Jim & Jay.

& 5 - Joyce, Allie, Jay, Jessie, lenore,
- E.VERYOODY ATl'END - 7: 00.
Scenes 1 & 7 - Jessie, Jim, Debbie, Anna & Allie.
- EVERYOODY ATI'END - 7: 00.
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REHEARSAL SCliEilJI.E - $EP!'EMBER 28

9:00 - 10:00
10:00 - 12:00
12:30 - 1:15
1:15 - 2:00
2:00 - 2:45
2:45 - 3:30
3:30 - 4:15
4:15 - 5:00
5:00 - 5:45
5:45 - 6:15
6:15 - 7:00
7:00 -

am Production crew.
12: 00 - 12: 30
- IlJNCli BREAK
3 - Joyce, Jessie, lenore, Allie & loretta.
6 - lenore, Joyce, loretta, Allie & Jessie.
9 - Joyce & loretta.
5 -Joyce, Lenore, Debbie, Jay, Allie & Jessie
2 - Jay, Jim & Bill.
1 - Anna & Allie.
4 - Anna, Eileen & Jay.
- SUPPER BREAK
- Scene 7 - Jessie, Jim & Debbie.
- Scenes 8 & SA - Bill, Jessie & Jim.

- Lighting,
-

Group
Scene
Scene
Scene
Scene
Scene
Scene
Scene

SO'unj

Scenes.

PlEASE BE AT REHEARSAL A HAI.J:i' HOOR BEFORE SCHEIXJI.ED.

PARI'ICIPANI' OBSERVER'S REFI.ECI'IONS

'!here was one singularly curious aspect to the emeJ:ging process

cam requested one evenirg that

of drafting up rehearsal schedules.
Eileen am Jo sit down to do that.

In speaking with them, it was

my

ilnpression that they had to develop criteria quickly for how to create
such a schedule.

Neither had had prior experience with this.

cam

might have had a stronger sense of criteria for drafting up such a
schedule including which dates he would be available am which scenes
required extra work.

'lhe major criterion which evolved appears to have been an attempt

to take into account evecyone•s schedule.

For instance, sane

participants worked shift work, some drove in fran out of town.
ilnpression of the criterion, however, is merely based on vague
ccmnents spread over a ntnnber of meetings.
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My

SECTION

rn«>:

mSTRUMENTS CRFAT.ED FOR RESEARCH

INTROrucriON

'lhese "instruments" were both created through an:i for research
'!hey include:

purposes.

Checklist Of Questions For '!he First Set Of Interviews
Pu:tp:>ses Of Second Interviews
Objectives For Listening To "Meeting Tapes"
Participants Pennission re: Use Of Quotations
Interview rata
Participant Observation Resources catalogue
For the

na;t

part these instruments are artifacts fran the

research process (adjusted to physically match the thesis fonnat).
However, the first instnnnent, "Checklist Of Questions For '!he First
Set Of Interviews" has been mcx:lified over. t:ilne to reflect m::>re
accurately the process of the first set of interviews.

A

questionnaire fonnat was originally drafted but subsequently used only
as a checklist.
A directive fonnat was changed prior to entering the field based
on consultation with resource people an:i methodological resource
materials.

It was detennined that the interviews should be as

conversation-like as possible so that the interests an:i concerns of
participants would emerge.

stnlcture on the interview.

A detailed questionnaire would ilrpose a
'!hat structure would reflect the

researcher's perspective rather than discovering the participant's
construction of meaning.
As a checklist, whatever questions

were not addressed through

discussion, I reserved until the end of the interview.
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'!his approach

varied to sane extent from one inte1:view to another.

Sane appeared to

wish to have structure and waited for me to ask questions.

In those

instances, I began with demographic questions arrl that led to other
interests arrl topics for participants.
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*CHECKLIST OF QUESTIONS FOR '!HE FIRST SEl' OF INl'ERVIE.WS

1. Derrographic rata:
-Age

-Sex

- Ethnicity: Birthplace, Nationality, Religion
- Schcx:>lin:.J
-Marriage
- Children/ Family
- length of time in town
- Connection with town;reason for caning
- Hobbies or interests
- Occupation

- career cl'lan1es
2. Involvement with 'Iheatre:
- Past involvement with theatre - prior to Goetheim carm.mity
'Iheatre Players (including purposes or reasons)
- How the in:tividual became involved with Goetheim Ccmnunity

'Iheatre Players
(How the in:tividual found out about the theatre club, p.rrpose or
reason for joining, preferred type of participation, when first
becoming involved, productions participated in arrl type of
participation.)
Listen for in:tividual's feelin:]s, what she or he liked arrl
disliked about past experience.
- How in:tividual became involved in this theatre project, the
Heritage Play
(How he or she found out about the project; initial p.rrpose or
reason; both his or her own arrl perspective on "group's p.rrpose"
for doin:.J the project; preferred type of participation when first
becoming involved. )
Listen for inclividual's feelin:.Js, what she or he has liked arrl
disliked about the experience thus far.
- Present activities arrl type of participation in the Heritage
Play.
- Present purposes for involvement (own arrl "group's") Listen for
in:tividual 's expression of feelin:.Js, what she or he likes arrl
dislikes related to purposes.
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3. Reflections on Interview Questions:
(Make certain to ask questions of clarification with interviewee)
- Anyt:hi.rg that individual didn't seem to un:lers1:arrl or about which
he or she seemed confused.
- Anyt:hi.rg the individual seemed to have to stop am consider.
- Anyt:hi.rg he or she seemed uncomfortable with durirg the
interview.
-Additional reflections
4. Make certain to request pennission to contact the individual in
future with any further questions arisirg out of reflectin;;J on the

interview.
5. Additional camnents and analysis.

*'!his is not a copy of the original artifact but rather a summary
of contents.
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*RJRFOSFS OF SECDND INr.ERVIEWS
(November, 1985)

1. Clarification of infonnation requested am received in the first
intet.view.
2. ''Neglected" questions to be asked.
3 • Testing of hypothesis fran all of material thus far gathered arrl

synthesized.
4. Gathering any new insights fran "intet.viewees" as a result of new
events, time for reflection: - noting new insights
- askin;1 for reflections on any

altered views.

*'Ibis document was drafted as an infonnal me100 to myself to be used
as a guide for what I intended to be an unstructured set of
intet.views. Olapter Five describes the process which emerged based
on this ''checklist''.
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*OBJECriVES :roR LISTENING 'IO ''MEEriNG TAPES"

- July 26, 1988

1. General refresher of experience.
2. Of particular assistance in

co~

descriptions of experience

(Cllapters 3 and 5) • [current C'lapters One and 'lbree]

3. Il:lta analysis: affinnation or tood.ification of data analysis already
in procp:ess. Consider themes and outline of group structure.
4. Il:lta analysis: collection of quotations or evidence for chapters of
analysis (<llapter 6.) [CUrrent Cl1apters One, 'lbree and Eight]
5. Check: - For quotations already encased in introduction and
description (C'lapters 1 and 2) •

~

doa.nnent was drafted as an infonnal mei1K) to myself to be used
for filtering through data fran meetlnls in data analysis process.
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PARriCIPANI'S PERMISSION RE: USE OF OUQI'ATIONS
(July 31, 1988)

I have asked group members for their pennission to quote them in
my thesis without obtaini.rg pennission with respect to specific
quotations. All have given pennission for this. Many have inti.cated
that they are not concerned about confidentiality am wish to have
their names, am the town's name used.
Several felt strongly that "the script" (there were various
drafts) ought to be included in the thesis. However two people

inti.cated that they would prefer to have a different name for the town
'!hey were reluctant to have a
script included in the thesis materials as it might be used for
purposes of identification. '!he thesis will be drafted with these
considerations as guidelines.
and other names for participants used.
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*INTERVIEW DATA - November 6, 1988

With the above outline in mind, I am focusirg on the followirg:

- ~aphic
- Relationships (including modes of c::x:mrunication)
- starting Point an:i end point level of awareness re:
-Group

- Ccmm.mity
- Concept of 'lheatre (what associations have)
-Purpose

- Skills
- Sense

of their idea of process an:i response to it (process ani

roles).
- Any outstarxiin; patterns •••

*'!his document was drafted as an infonnal meroo to myself to be used
for filtering through intaview data in data analysis process.
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PARriCIPANI' OBSERVATION
RESOURCE'S CATAI.OOUE

1. Artifacts:

- Script (various editions)
- Program fran Presentation
- Grant Application
- Newspaper Articles
- "Text" that was basis for group's research
- st Illke material
- Role description [Section One "Deparbnent Heads"]
- Program fran Variety Night
- cast schedules [Rehearsal schedules]

2. Recordings:

-

Tape recordings of meetin3s
Tape recordings of sane social events
Field notes fran social events
Tape recordings of interviews
Transcripts fran inte:r.views

3. Reflections: - Based on fieldnotes
- Based on texts re: observations in field

- categorizations (themes) derived fran interview
transcripts
- SUb-Group Descriptions
- SUb-group (sic] Olart
- '!heme Sheets

- Stages in Group
- Stages in Product
- Based on methodology/methods discussions
- Based on floating
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SECriON 'IHREE
DRAFT IX>COMENTS FUR DATA ANALYSIS

INTROIXJCriON

'!he documents gathered in this section of the Apperrlices were
generated fran data collection ani data analysis.
and fonnat are infonnal.

'!hey ser.ved as a basis for final stages of

data analysis in the process.
step of data analysis.

'Ihe writin; style

In this way, they were an intennediate

Many doa.nnents

progress in data analysis.

were created to SUlllllarize

'Ihe first bNo included in this thesis

documentation were chosen based on two criteria.
'!he first two documents were chosen with a double

mini.

J;UrPOSe

in

'!hey may act as a stlllU1lCUY or ovez:view of data to assist in

reading the nnre detailed accounti.rgs in the main body of the thesis.
Second, all four were tremendously influential in data analysis.

referred to the first three frequently as ovez:views.

I

'!hey are as

follows:
Casti.rg Of Characters;casts Of <llaracters
Brief Chronology
D:itabase Contents From Meeti.rgs (Excet:pt Of Two Samples)
Transcripts From Two Sets Of Interviews (Excet:pt)

'!here is, however, one important distinction between the first

two doa.nnents ani the third and fourth.

Within this Section the first

two documents are provided in their entirety.
llDdified, to fit the thesis fonnat.

'!hey have been

A few abbreviations have been

replaced with the complete words. However, many of the abbreviations
have remained unedited to convey the original appearance of the
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working document as "artifact" of data analysis process.

In addition,

within the first document, "Casti_n:J of <llaracters/Casts Of
<llaracters", the descriptions were reorganized into al};tlabetical order

to facilitate locati_n:J the SllllUllaries.
Concenrlng the third ani fourth clocuments, however, "Database

Contents From Meetin:Js" ani "Transcriptions Fran Interviews", the
materials included are only excerpts, a sanplirg of entries.

'lhese

documents represent two distinctly different efforts to organize data
contained in the audiotapes from meetirgs ani interviews.

('!here were

approximately one hundred tapes, most havi_n:J ninety minutes of
recording. )

For example, the third document was a complex database

created with an extensive mnnber of "fields" to aid in data analysis
process.

'1hese fields were. to be used for c:a:rparative pu:rp::ses, for

consideri_n:J relationships among themes.

One t:housarxi, four hundred

ani seven database entries were created while listening to the meeti_n:J

tapes.
Despite the large rn.nnber of entries or records created in this
fonnat,

owin:J to

epistemological unease with a set mnnber of fields or

''wirrlows", ani difficulties with translati_n:J themes into those fields
given the limited space, the database was not used as originally
designed.

Instead the fonnat was used as an in:lexirg system.

It

acted as a key for locating data in segments on the tapes thus
maintaining links with the oral nature of group members' interactions,
ani thereby also maintaining a sense of context.

Finally, with respect to the fourth document, "Transcripts From
'lWo

Sets Of Interviews", a single excerpt has been provided.
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Transcripts were made for both sets of interviews.

'!he transcripts

fran the first intet:views were harrlwritten, ano..mtirg to awroximately
three hurrlred
be~

am

ten pages.

'!he seccn:l set of interviews were typed,

approximately five hurrlred arrl sixty-two pages in lergth.

(Acx::ess to a canputer was obtained between the first set of
transcripts arrl the secorrl. )
Data fran intet:views provided context for participants •

interactions in the meetings.

Discussion with participants durirg the

intet:views afforded an opportunity for
their meanings.

chec1d.n:J nr:t

un:ierst:arning of

In this manner, the interviews acted primarily as a

fonn of triangulation.
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*CASTS OF CliARACI'ER

Al
Al, of the baseball cap, the slCM smile am swift hun¥)r. Patient
blon:le-haired technician with gold rinmed glasses.
AGE: 23 Sex: M
Birthplace: Yorkton, Saskatchewan (Fann)
F.ducation:HighSchool:12 University: Agr. ED;Jin.Religion:cath. (nonprac)
Ethnicity: Father: Ukrainian
Mother: Ukrainian
Married?: N arl.ldren: o Siblings: 4 Position in Family: 2rrl oldest
Years in Goetheim: 1
Why Goetheim?: Errployment
Ocx::upation: Agricultura1 Engineer career Cbarges :N .A.
Hobbies:Macranejbowlingjbadmintonjcanputersjfixing thingsjetc.
Past Drama Experience:High school, substituted last night of 1st prod.
Why Gotheim Conununity Players?: Works with Jim, one of organizers
Why this project?: Invited (Jim, actor former stage manager)
Emerging Role: Lighting and props.
Allie
Fine boned and lovely, smiling and serious, coiled changes.
AGE: 17 Sex:F
Birthplace: Flinflon, Manitoba
Education: High School: 12 University: N. Religion:catholic(nonprac.)
Ethnicity: Father: Cree and SCottish Mother: Cree am Irish
Married?: N arl.ldren: 0 Siblings: 0 Position in Family: Foster home
Years in Goetheim: 3
Why Goetheim?: Foster home
Ocx::upation:Haird/Clerkjclasses f career Cbarges: Considering
Hobbies: Reading/writing/choir/drama
Past Drama Experience:High school play' am Club Is small production
Why Gotheim Community Players?: Invited (producer)
Why this project?: As member of Goetheim Community Players (meeting)
emerging Role: Actress

long swaying hair, large hooped earrings, responsive
diverse sensitivities.

am

driven by

AGE:33 Sex:F
Birthplace: Regina, Saskatchewan
Education: High School:12 University:lst yr. Un. Religion:None
Ethnicity: Father: Gennan and Scottish Mother: ED3'lish
Married?:Y arl.ldren: 2
Siblings: 2
Position in Family: Eldest
Years in Goetheim: 8
Why Goetheim?: Husbard 1 s employment
Ocx::upation: Hanemaker/Assist. husbarrl career Cbarges: Singer -Hmemak.
Hobbies: Drama, singing.
Past Drama Experience: High school plays, singing in a ban:i, a
university class in theatre.
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Why Gotheim camunity Players?: Interest in theatre.
Why this project?: As member of Goetheim Ccmnunity Players
Emerging Role:Actress
Arthur

Tall, curly haired, eager

am

outside.

Hopes

rest on hmnor.

Sex: M
Birthplace: Archwell, Saskatchewan
Education: High School: 12 University: N.A.
Religion: catholic
Ethnicity: Father: Gennan
Mother: Ukrainian
Married?: N. Children: o Siblings: 6 Position in Family: 3rd eldest
Years in Goetheim: 8
Why Goetheim?: Father's enployment
Occupation:part-time student/car sales career Cllanges: COnsidering
Hobbies: Huntingjtrapping/fishirgjpolitics/drama
Past Drama Experience: High School plays /"loUis Riel", Regina
Why Gotheim Ccmnunity Players?: Mother prarpting him to be involved.
Why this project?: As above.
Emerging Role: came to act - rejoined as sourxhnan in last week.
AGE: 18

Bill
Moustached basket-ball player. Quietly astute with a keen sense of how
to create camaraderie; ritual creator.
Sex: M
Birthplace: Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
Education: High School: 12 University: Fhys.jFd. Religion: United Ch.
Ethnicity: Father: English
Mother: ED;Jlish & Irish
Married?:N Children: 0
Siblings: 1 Position in Family: Youngest
Years in Goetheim: 1
Why Goetheim?: Enployment
Occupation: Teacher - public school career Cllanges: N.A.
Hobbies: Basket-ball/travel/drama/match collection
Past Drama Experience:Public school/Another club/First production
Why Gotheim Community Players?: Part in first production, invited then
Why this project?: Invited upon return (producer)
Emerging Role: Actor
AGE: 26

Debbie
Blue-eyed, curly haired, large am soft featured. Youthful sonar
sourx:li.ng for acceptance. Smiles in response to peJ:plexity.
Impatiently waiting for her clay to dry for shape.
AGE: 15

Sex: F
Birthplace: Edmonton, Alberta
Education: High School: 10 University: N.A.
Religion: None
Ethnicity: Father: English
Mather: Gennan
Married?:N Children: o Siblings: 0 Position in Family: Only child
Years in Goetheim: 1
Why Goetheim?: Father's employment
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Occupation: Student
career ~: Considerirg
Habbies:Writirg, reading, collectirg miniatures
Past Drama Experience: School - classes
Why Gotheim Ccnmmi:ty Players?: Mother (producer)
Why this project?: Mother
Emergirg Role: started out cxid jobs - actress
Eileen
lean an:i lone.

Ever so slightly hunched shoulders. Pacified age.
large lips, ban:Js an:i serious brown eyes. A voice of changirg volumes.
AGE: 42

Sex: F
Birthplace: Goetheim, Saskatchewan (Fann)
Fducation: High School: 12 University: 2n:i yr. u. Religion:United
Ethnicity: Father: Gennan
Mother: Gennan
Married?: Y Children: 1 Siblings: 7 Position in Family: Jrd oldest
Years in Goetheim: 1
Why Goetheim?: Husban:i' s employment -Return
Occupation: Store awner and book career Olarges: R.N.- storeown.
Hobbies:
Drama
Past Drama Experience: First prcxluction of Club, producer.
Why Gotheim Community Players?:Interest in drama, saw newspaper notice
Why this project?: As member of Goetheim Ccmnunity 'lheatre Players
Emerging Role: Prcxiucer

Slight, bright brown-haired and artfully dressed with quiet intensity.
Multifaceted.
AGE: 21

Sex: F
Birthplace: Goetheim, Saskatchewan (Fann)
Education: High School: 12 University: 1st yr. U. Religion: United Ch.
Ethnicity: Father: English
Mother: Erglish
Married?: N Children: 0 Siblings: 5 Position in Family: Yotln3"est
Years in Goetheim: 21
Why Goetheim?: Born an:i raised •••
Occupation: Sales person
career~: Considerirg
Hobbies: Music(includes writing) ,paintirg, drama
Past Drama Experience: High School. & class
Why Gotheim Community Players?: Newspaper
Why this project?: Invited (producer - replacirg)
Emerging Role: Actress

Jay
Flying, and flipping, forward shyness. Multi-talented.
eagerness.
AGE: 18

Urmunted

Sex: M
Birthplace: Goetheim, Saskatchewan
Fducation: High School:12 University: 1 yr. Univ. Religion: catholic
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Ethnicity: Father: French & Welsh
Mother: Gennan
Married?: N arlldren: 0 Siblings: 1 Position in Family: Eldest
Years in Goetheim: 2
Why Goetheim?: Father's enployment
Occupation:University student
career <llarges: considerirg
Hobbies :Music (drums) /comic writingjdramajsports
Past Drama Experience: High school
Why Gotheim Ccmnunity Players?: Invited (producer)
Why this project?: Invited (producer)
Enerqirg Role:Actor
Jessie
Wavy-haired ani winsome, forthright ani banterirgly boisterous.
Sex: F
Birthplace: Broadview, Saskatchewan
Education: High School: 12 University: 1st yr. u. Religion:None
Ethnicity: Father: Polish
Mother: SWedish & Irish
Married?:Y Children: 0
Siblings: 3 Position in Family: YOl.ll'gest
Years in Goetheim: 1
Why Goetheim?: Husban:l ani own enployment
Occupation: Teach. Assist. career Cllarges: Soc. work-teacher
Hobbies: Drama
Past Drama Experience: High School skit, directed club's small prod.
Why Gotheim Community Players?: Neighbour is producer
Why this project?: As member of Goetheim Community 'lheatre Players
Enerqirg Role: Actress
AGE: 26

Jim
Brawn-haired, glasses and smiling fran a :rourxi face. lial'Xls in pocket,
laid back sincerity; flip-side st:.am-up comic.
AGE: 24 Sex: M
Birthplace: lancer, Saskatchewan (Fann)
Education: High School: 12 University: Aqr. Erg. Religion: United Ch.
Ethnicity: Father: Norwegian
Mother: Erglish
Married?: Y Children: 0 Siblings: 4 Position in Family: Middle
Years in Goetheim: 3
Why Goetheim?: Employment
Occupation: Agric. Engineer career <llarges: N.A.
Hobbies: Ridirg, Xcountr.y skiing, woodwork, photo.
Past Drama Experience: High school. Part in secon:i short production
Why Gotheim Community Players?: Works with Organizer
Why this project?: As member of Goetheim Ccmnunity 'lheatre Players
Enerqing Role: TechnicianjContribution to writingjSUpp:>rt
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Short brown hair with a large laugh am fascinatirg abstract
acx:e.ssories. Receptive' inlustrious am IOOdest.
AGE: 31 Sex: F
Birthplace: leroy, Saskatchewan
Education: High School :12 University: Library Tech. Reliqion:catholic
Etlmicity: Father: Sca.rrlinavian
Mother: Gennan & Russian
Married?: N arlldren: o Sibli.rgs: 4 Position in Family: 2n:l oldest
Years in Goetheim: 2
Why Goetheim?: Enployment
Oc:x::upation: Library Tech.
career Olarges: N.A.
Hobbies: Aerabicsjreadingjtravel/seN/ski/art/etc.
Past Drama Experience: 'Iheatre Club's first prcxluction, props.
Why Gotheim Ccmnunity Players?: Interest in drama. Initiator of Club.
Why this project?: Co-creator of application
Emel::ging Role: stage Manager
Joyce

storyteller, wrapped in prankster smiles. Bright, brown-haired,
organized am looking towards laughter.
AGE: 27 Sex: F
Birthplace: Wadena, Saskatchewan
Education: High School:12 University:Agr.jVet.
Religion:None
Etlmicity: Father:Gennan
Mother: Gennan & Erglish
Married?: Y Children: o Sibli.rgs: 9 Position in Family: 2n:l yourg.
Years in Goetheim: 3
Why Goetheim?: Enployment
Oc:x::upation: Veterinarian
career Olarges: N.A.
Hobbies:4Hjvolleyjsoftball/track{b-ball
Past Drama Experience:Agric. skitsj'Iheatre Club's first production
Why Gotheim Ccmm.mity Players?: Husban:l TNOrks with organization
Why this project?: As member of Goetheim Ccmnunity 'Iheatre Players
Emel::ging Role:Actress
lenore

Clipped hair

am

creatively clothed with

am leaning the other way.

many

hobbies. Shiny, bright

AGE:38 Sex: F Birthplace: Goetheim, Saskatchewan (Fann)
Education: High School: 11 University: N.A.
Religion: catholic
Etlmicity: Father: Gennan
Mother: Gennan
Married?: Y Children: 1 Sibli.rgs: 11 Position in Family: 4th young.
Years in Goetheim: 37
Why Goetheim?: Family, husban:l' s enployment
Oc:x::upation: Homemaker, boarders career Olarges: Tel. Oper.- Hmelnker
Hobbies: Ceramics/paper tolljma.cranejseNingjetc.
Past Drama Experience: High School play, Club's first prcxluction.
Why Gotheim Ccmm.mity Players?: Interested in drama, foun:i in newspaper
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Why this project?: As member of Goetheim catmmity 'lheatre Players
Eme.t:gin;;J Role: Actress ( Cosb.nnes)
Ioretta
oval faced, SlOOOth and older. Light brown hair and staunch.

Hankers

after hobby hoppin:J.
Sex: F
Birthplace: Berse, Saskatchewan (Fann)
Education: High School: 12 University: C.N.A.
Religion: United 01.
Ethnicity: Father: Gennan
Mother: Norwegian
Married?: Y Olildren: 4
Siblin:Js: 2
Position in Family: Oldest
Years in Goetheim: 10 ( fann) Why Goetheim?: Husbarxi' s enployment ( fann)
Occupation: Part-ti. nursinqjMaryK c.areerQlan'Je:Recent CCilpleted Gr .12.
Hobbies: Sewinq/curljbc:Mlfcookinq/paintinqjetc.
Past Drama Experience: High school
Why Gotheim Conmunity Players?:Interest in drama, newspaper announced.
Why this project?: First meetin;J atterrled Club deciciin;J to do this
Eme.t:gin:J Role: Actress
AGE: 42

Lyle
San:ly-haired, regular featured, llnpulsive and talkative.
I have no demographics for Lyle because he was no larger part of the
group when I camnenced interviewin;;J people. He was one of the few
people in the group who had been born and raised in Goetheim. As part
of his family he owned a jewelry store in town and worked there. 'Ihe
store has since closed. I would guesstimate his aqe as bein;;J mid to
late twenties. He was single. I have the distinct ilrpression that he
was catholic, but non-practicing.

* When

asked about their religion JOOSt named a religion. I had the
distinct impression, however, fran interviewees ccmnents and IrOre
general statements in meeting sessions that IrOSt participants were
"nonpracticing".
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Brief <llronology - November 7, 1988
July 11 } - Meetin:j at "fann". Props, costmnes, research. Skit
s u } directly from stacy. "Borin:j, but I'm t:akin;J notes".
U

N

}

July 22 } - lenore's cabin.

s c

cam missin:J - doesn't know location.

F\li'rlin:J discussed. Eil. now

searching for fraillE!'NOrk idea suggests of family prayer. *Observation: group good
at explorin;J in sense of quickly accept.irq (intuitively?)
a framework •.•

E I
D N.

}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}

Aug. 14

} - Breakin:.J point meetin;J. cam could not

T

E

A R
I T
N A
Aug. 1

A A
N N

c

0

H M
0

I

R E

}
}
}
}
}
}

- Meetin;J at Alma's (deck) then livin;roan.
Blysicalizations. Breakin:.J point: Ready for it to be
~'h;'I'V"f'?
sane-.L.U.
"'='.

be there. "I don •t
want to be a saw. What do you want in play? - Aroun:l
circle. Role crystallization: producer gets to do or firrl
people to do everything else but create play ani act in
it. (She continues to do both those things for sane time
until quits actin;J.) More confident members get up am
e.xt:enporize by way of exanple: Pink pills.

}
E
Aug. 18 } - Breakin:.J point continued. Meetin;J with cam to disruss
D
} concerns re:fonnat ani content of play.
}

Aug. 24 } -Workshop: - Circle stocy; firrl an object; think of
}
}
}
}
}
}
}

functions for object; present functions; brin:J
antique-personal objects; break into groups mak:ir¥J up
collective stacy containing references to objects but also
connected to present; present stories; actually begin
"working" stories. Narration assigmnent re: newspaper
stories for meetin:J followin;J •••

Aug. 30 } - Circle, but no "wann up". Roun:l table re: assigmnent }
Journal article: describin:J am suggestin:J rough
}
scenario: car [substantially different], "gocy details",
}
}
}
}
}

telephone...

cam: main abject,

CCNer

main aspects of

cultural; hopes to have each of them direct arm scene am
now talking about nailin;J down a script. Breakin:.J point:

content, religious, beg:innirg to close door on new
material?
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Sept. 5 } - circle am story game. '!his time supposed to be in past p A
} contrast to car wouldn •t start, horse lame. Sane of group
L C
}
done llDre concrete research. cam produces first scripts.
A T
} still creating new am ''workirg" old. Stories am info.
y I
}
about Goetheim came rut together. Costumes offer. Scenes
N
} begun:car, rules about who can be in scene Wheat Pool, dog
G
} scene. IDn:J session of jokirg aroun:i to came up with title
}

Sept. 6 } - lhoto session. Role crystallization of sorts. Breakirq
}
point. Group hears how Lyle asked to leave.
} - Bar Discussion: Anna, cam
Lenore. re: process
}
"agreeable manipulation", editing.
}

am

Sept. 7 } - Script. Workirg scenes llDre

Sept.

-

am llDre.

} - SUbtext. • • Sare group members llDre "editorial".
}
cam:charge lines, make them llDre comfortable. Def'n inprov
}
(Jes) : You just have to let your imagination go
}
further ••• really fast.
}
9 } -Without cam. Arthur comes for first time. Do circle,
}
wann-up but have to start twice. Jim asks why can't do
}
this stuff when cam not there. Supposed to work on scenes.
}
A few nm through. Eileen has to tell people to be quiet.
}
Mainly "fooling arourrl" -to be acknowledge:i.
} - Guys try to do improv of hobos article, wanen make
}
suggestions ( irdicating their sense of process) • But
}
project "dies". Speculate about "Olrisbnas concert" scene
}
but also goes nowhere.
}

Sept. 13} - No wann-ups. New person - Rob canes. Br. point - placed in
}
train scene. New script. Intro. to play -Allie am Anna
}
framework. Decides to wait to do Olrisbnas scene for
}
everyone to be there.
}
cam decides to "fix" train scene.
} - Bar - Significance - Rob asks whether cx:mnunity might be
}
offerxle:i by anything in play. People leap to deferxl.
}
Same say watered down. [Diverse opinions]
}

Sept. 16} - Extremely repetitious work. Adds group train am telephone
} pole. ?? Rehearsal schedule?? Stop canirg in groups??
Sept.

}
18} }

New script. Objection: tentjJes - How to prepare •••

Sept. 23} - Breakirq point, group meetirg to nm through

am

"fix"

}

parts lmhappy with. Interestirg for irdications learning:

}
}

criteria for decision-makin:.J, concepts: "establishing
sanething" - language .••

}

Sept. 25} - Tension. Workirg through scenes already have. "Nothing
}
happening" - sub-text work or get to point "leave because
}
it's so close.
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Sept. 27} - Scenes will connect, feel energyjFixilq clog p.mch line/
} drive-in recognition; IOOV~ towams no script.
}

Sept. 28} - Selling tickets, advertis~. 'lhinks sold out at this

}

point.

Lighting, physical, little revolt.

}
Discuss~ Deb ani hat. Actress
excharge. Jay apologizes, rore little revolts ''No
kidding". Working on sane bits, e. q. Anna, intensity.

Sept. 30} - No scripts, emphasis.

}
}
}

Oct.

4 } - Intention of "setting script". Intensity. cable people
}
waiting. Improv: - Hel ani Jay improv. Seek transition:
}
scene. (Anna says tried, cam says okay, adds later). Jay
}
in Lor. part. More little revolt. Break dane~. New pink
}
pills. No erxting yet.
} - Bar: Warning - Headache/ Improv: Radio station i.nprov.

Oct.

7 } - Dress Rehearsal - 2ni Act? Erning, toodi.fied verse.
} Confusion about start time, time delay. ~ point:
} new lines Anna arrl Helen, Loretta ani Joycs (new script) •
}
Troop train? jTechnical, lighting, train SOl.lOOs.

}

c c
0

0

N N
T T
Oct.

I

R

N

0

}
8 } - Tea

discussion. Pre-play ~ements, choir••• Guys
improvising for ftm. "Slooother".

}

}
9 }
G L
}
Oct. 10 }
}
E
}
N
}

Oct.

c

-

Intennissionjmusic box, bow.

- Perfonnances - Seniors. largest audience. Not reacting
always as would like.
- Party - prline entertainer

Oct. 11 } - Performance - smaller audience but still respectable.
y
}
Probably best performance.
} - Party - singing "Ukrainian" sorqs.
}
Oct. 12 } -

p

0

L U
A
y

Performance - small audience, deooralized, cold, excuses.
"Coffee break" over.
} - Party - subdued. Giving gift to cam. Improvised
} presentation.
}

T

E

D
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BASE OONrENIS F'R:M MEEl'INGS (Excerpt of '1\Jo Sanples)

*'l'BEMB
: grjstruct
SUB
:role
SUB2

166

SUB3
: chaiW4
E.VID
:It's not my ball game. (J) Does anyone have an
E.VI2
:agen:Ja? (A)
E.VI3
E.V_ I<EY1 :group
E.V_I<EY2 :direction
E.V_I<EY3 :legit
FORM :
WHEN :aug .1jmeetin3s/. 02
WHAT: certain/4
mEME

SUB
SUB2

WHO:group

(to) WHCM:group

:grjstruct
:subjdiv

167

:other( sex)

SUB3
:chaiW3/gr/stnlct/lA
E.VID
:Jim can play very many parts. [Discussion of
E.VI2
:ratio of men am wanen. Everyone laughs.]
E.VI3
E.V_ I<EY1 :group
E.V_ I<EY2 :size
E.V I<EY3 :men
FORM :c. s.
WHEN :aug.1/meetin3s/ .04
WHO:lenjpra (to) WHCM:group
WHAT: certainj1a
*EXPlANATION FOR STRUCIURE AND OODES:

'lhe words "'!HEME" I "SUB" I "SUB2", am "SUBJ" I were names for
fields in the database. The abbreviations beside those words are
cocies for various lists of themes. When this i.nstrument was created,
I had considered attempting to search for correlations am:>rg all of
the themes. (At this point the list of themes was still substantial.
The "Keys" 1, 2, am 3 were :interrled to be used as "key words" to
correlate the fields. "FORM'' (beneath "E.V_I<EY 2 11 ) was an additional
field to iniicate whether the "evidence" was in -words stated by group
members, or my observations related to their gestures, or based on a
series of my reflections concerning possible patterns in group
members • actions.
'lhe middle fields, "E.VID" I "E.VI2", am 11E.VI3" irxlicated space for
"the evidence". This space was primarily filled with statements of
group members, combined with bracketed observations p:rovid.i.rg
context. The seconi excerpt, #167 reflects this canbination.
Where I have quoted fran these materials I have provided a code
so that I may relocate it. If I were quoting fran the secxni
excerpt, the following cocie would be used: "len) A-1-167". This
translates into "len) II [Lenore], "A-1" [the meeting date] I am "167"
the number of the entry in the "in:lexing" scheme.
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Jim!Intet:view/Nov. 29, 1985
M: • . • What have your thoughts been since, on the play?
J:well it was - I was a little di~inted on the size of the crowd.
I think that's my first reaction. Ani uh, [pause] I think I can
IOOStly blatre that - well, there • s a couple of th.in3s that I '11 blatre
it on. Ani - one of them was uh, lack of advertisirg. Not enough
you know, people getting out there arrl, arrl p:raootirg the show. It
just wasn •t hyped-up good enough •••
M:Uh-huh.

J:Not in the media, not in posters or in personal contacts to any
extent, or. . . Ani I don •t know if we had anyone in charge of that,
uh. • • If there was, there wasn •t enough p.1Sh on that person to, to do
it. Ani uh, I never had nay part in it because I was actirg. So I
just sort of stuck with my job.
M: Ulnumnuumm.
J:Ani the other part was that this town, notoriously doesn •t atten:i
functions. [Pause) Now, I mean, a hunired arrl sixty or two hunired
people do. Consistently. But that's about it. It doesn't really
matter what sport you •re talking about. '!hey just don •t atten:i. Ani
uh, it's really hard to get over that, that sort of limit.

* EXPlANATION

FOR SEI.ECI'ION:

'!his excerpt was chosen from one of the participants who inticated
that he had no concen1S about confidentiality. Nontheless, I have
used an "alias" to respect the wishes of those who were concerned
about anonymity for the group.
'!his small slice was selected to provide a sense of fonnat, for
interviews, both in tenns of the original experience arrl translation
into a transcript. More specifically, I have chosen this small
section of transcript because it encases material fran which I have
selected a brief quotation as evidence in the fifth Act-Play, "Played
out". (See C1lapter Eight, the Mobile-framework.) '!his is i.nterxled to
offer context or an intication of conversational setti..rg for at least
one quotation.
When quotes have been derived fran interview transcriptions I
have provided a code for relocation pn:poses. If quotirg fran this
excerpt, the followirg code would be used: "Jim) Q-1-p.4. '!his
translates into "Jim" [this name is not abbreviated as sane are] ,
"Q-1" [the date of the intervier~), arrl "p.4 11 [the page rrumber]. (In
this instance there were a series of interruptions at the outset of
the interview since we were meetirg in a restaurant.)
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